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100% MODULAR

+2° +6°

Metrika
Line

EURONORM
SLIDING
GASTRONORM PLEXIGLASS
890

890

On request
950

950

1182

HOT
NEUTRAL
...B2

BC..X

HOT : CB... CA...
NEUTRAL : NB... NA...

BB..X
1600

1600

1385

LC90SX...
LB90SX...

670

670

890

890

1385

VENTILATED

650

650

5

R404A

LC90DX...
LB90DX...

500

890
935

50
0

670

AC90X...
AB90X...

40
0

670

935

890

500

45°

°
0
89

400

670

890

45°

670

670

890

890

0
89

°

0
50

AC45X...
AB45X...

670
890

CC90X...
CB90X...

CC45X...
CB45X...

131

1
13

ADVANTAGE

3

Highlight your desserts, cakes,
macaroons ... but also salads, sandwiches, yogurts, drinks. Thanks to
their large exhibition area EURONORM and GASTRONORM and their
LED lighting. The MADE IN ITALY
design, the attention to detail with
an impeccable finish, the Metrika
display counter will satisfy the most
demanding. Metrika Line offers you
a complete program of customizable elements to satisfy all the specific requirements of your "food &
bar" arrangements.

Refrigeration

Display Counters

Other colors
on request

...B2

EN

+2° +6°
R404A

Metrika

...A1

VENTILATED

Line

...C2

GN

5

- Tempered glass (Extra Clear), 90 ° openable and foldable with a
safety stop point (easy maintenance), front glass, side windows
with integral anti-fog system (low voltage 12V), intermediate shelf
as standard- EURONORM and GASTRONORM display panels in AISI
304 stainless steel, with rounded corners and corners, depth 604
mm, supplied as standard with removable exposure trays made of
stainless steel, color-treated- Plexiglas deflector, allowing a homogeneous distribution of the temperature- Support structure intermediate shelf (s) in stainless steel AISI 304- LED lighting (double
row), with On-Off switch- Service side: sliding, shaped Plexiglas
gates, allowing an alignment to the side windows- Built-in compressor unit, climatic class 3- Cooling gas R404a- Evaporator ventilated, treated against corrosion of food acids- Automatic defrosting, with automatic condensate evaporation- Chassis made of
sheet steel, polyurethane insulation without CFC

PLUS
Flexible configuration (with assembly kit). Several possibilities
of customization, low or high windows, choice of materials of
the working tablet, color of the sides, plinth and decorative
molding in aluminum (with the option to integrate an LED lighting), color of the exhibition trays (anthracite, white or stainless steel). Processed evaporator, condensate evaporation
device, lumière LED, système antibuée intégré...... LED light,
integrated anti-fog system ...... On request: Neutral elements or
angle elements 90 ° and 45 °, both open and closed, available
also in raw version (without frontal decorative panel, without
sides, plinth ... .)

...D3

...E2

...F1
VENTILATED

PLUG-IN

Ref

890
350

200

210

950

1182

604

714

670

VENTILATED

Ref

890
350

200

210

LED
LIGHT

PLUG-IN
*On request.

714

950

1352

604

670

VB10XA1*
VB13XA1
VB15XA1*
VB17XA1
VB21XA1
VB25XA1

VA10XA1*
VA13XA1*
VA15XA1*
VA17XA1*
VA21XA1*
VA25XA1*

mm

Euronorm
400x600

kW

V

1038x906xh1182

2

0,35

230/1N 50Hz

1338x906xh1182

3

0,40

230/1N 50Hz

1538x906xh1182

3

0,45

230/1N 50Hz

1738x906xh1182

4

0,45

230/1N 50Hz

2138x906xh1182

5

0,47

230/1N 50Hz

2538x906xh1182

6

0,57

230/1N 50Hz

mm

Euronorm
400x600

kW

V

1038x906xh1352

2

0,35

230/1N 50Hz

1338x906xh1352

3

0,40

230/1N 50Hz

1538x906xh1352

3

0,45

230/1N 50Hz

1738x906xh1352

4

0,45

230/1N 50Hz

2138x906xh1352

5

0,47

230/1N 50Hz

2538x906xh1352

6

0,57

230/1N 50Hz

3 299,00 EUR
3 689,00 EUR
4 009,00 EUR
4 495,00 EUR
5 027,00 EUR
5 559,00 EUR

3 407,00 EUR
3 809,00 EUR
4 139,00 EUR
4 665,00 EUR
5 213,00 EUR
5 769,00 EUR

Refrigeration
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100% MODULAR

Modular Wine & Display Cooler

Magnetica
Line

ADVANTAGE
Originality, clean lines, elegance, versatility, here are
the Magnetica Line showcases with their wide range of
colors and finishes. The structure of the aluminum
frame is equipped with magnetic tapes on which apply
quickly and very easily all available decors. This particular design makes it possible to change the color or
the finish of the frame in a few minutes and also to
make possible the matching of the showcases, thus
giving the appearance of a single assembly which can
be both an exhibition display but also an original separation in a room. Design your custom Magnetica Line
layout by choosing from different types of showcases,
decorations and configurations.

Led Light

Optional: OP...

R134A VENTILATED
Ref

mm

Color

Capacity
(Bottles)

Lit.

Pass-trough

kW

V

PVV-1/TR+DE21-NR
PVV-1/TR+DE21-BI
GVV-1/TR+DE53-NR
GVV-1/TR+DE53-BI

860x530xh938

Black

48

216

Yes

0,4

230/1N 50Hz

860x530xh938

White

48

216

Yes

0,4

230/1N 50Hz

860x530xh1891

Black

120

530

Yes

0,42

230/1N 50Hz

860x530xh1891

White

120

530

Yes

0,42

230/1N 50Hz

More colors and esthetic on request.

4 126,00 EUR
4 126,00 EUR
6 054,00 EUR
6 054,00 EUR
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Wine Coolers
ADVANTAGE

Light = Danger: the DIAMOND® display wine cellar is equipped with a smoked
glass. It protects your fines beverages keeping them away from light and especially UV radiation, the enemies of wines, who could entail the degradation of
your wines.

-WINE-GL38/R6

FULL
BLACK

Refrigeration

+5° +18°

Led Light

755,00 EUR-

Ventilated wine cellar, 380 liters, BLACK
- Capacity: 90 wine bottles (0,75 l.). 6 shelves 521x465 mm (in wood). - Glass
door reversible, closure by magnetic joint. - Automatic defrost, with auto-evaporation of the condens. - Exterior manufactured in lacquered steel, color
(black), interior manufactured in (black) ABS «thermo- formatted».

+5° +18°

mm : 595x595xh1840 - kW : 0,16 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-WINE-P38/R6

709,00 EUR-

Wine board, ventilated, 380 liters, BLACK
- Full door, reversible, closure by magnetic joint.
mm : 595x595xh1840 - kW : 0,16 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Wine
Line

PLUS

Wine Coolers

- The wine cellars MILLEBOLLE are equipped with
"treated" glass, to protect from light and especially
UV rays, sworn enemies for the wines. Refrigeration
unit equipped with anti-vibration device, no risk for
your good wines. Activated charcoal filter to prevent
odors. "Ecoresponsible" with environmentally
friendly refrigerant R600a.

Wine cellars, ventilated
- External made of lacquered steel (BLACK), thermoformed ABS
inside - Glass door (reversible), double glazing
"Thermopane®", closure by magnetic seal. - Electronic control
for constant temperature, with digital display. - Internal LED
lighting. - Integrated compressor unit climatic class 4 (30°C &
55% HR).. - Sound level 40 dB (A). - Evaporator ventilated. Refrigerant R600a.- Automatic defrosting, with self evaporation
of the condensate. - CFC-free polyurethane insulation. Adjustable lower cylinders.- Appliances manufactured in compliance with the applicable standards (CE).

VENTILATED

Mille Bolle
Line

WCB/38-X2
Ref

WCB/16-X
WCB/16-X2
WCB/38-B
WCB/38-X2

WCB/38-B

WCB/16-X

WCB/16-X2

Standard
Grids

Capacity
(Bottles)

Stainless Steel
Door

kW

V

+5° +18°

4

45

Yes

0,16

230/1N 50Hz

595x570xh820

+5° +18° +10° +18°

6

38

Yes

0,16

230/1N 50Hz

375

595x680xh1760

+5° +18°

15

168

-

0,22

230/1N 50Hz

375

595x680xh1760

+5° +18° +10° +18°

14

155

Yes

0,22

230/1N 50Hz

Lit.

mm

T°

160

595x570xh820

160

T°

749,00 EUR
825,00 EUR
1 285,00 EUR
1 429,00 EUR

Refrigeration
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ELECTRONIC
REGULATION

Counter Bottle Coolers
Bottle coolers «Back Bar»
- Glazed door(s), double glazing «Thermopane». - Key lock device. - LED lighting. Included: By doors, 2 grids. - Compressor unit (climate class 4). - Electronic regulation. Ventilated evaporator. - Automatic defrosting with self evaporation of condensate. External construction in internal painted steel sheet, embossed aluminium. - Adjustable
lower cylinders.

Led Light
Back Bar

TABS3/D-R2

Line

TAB2/D-R6

+2° +10°

VENTILATED

Ref

mm

Swing
Doors

Sliding
Doors

Grid

kW

V

TAB1/D-R6
TAB2/D-R6
TABS2/D-R6
TAB3/D-R2
TABS3/D-R2

600x520xh870

Yes

-

2

0,21

230/1N 50Hz

900x520xh870

Yes

-

4

0,23

230/1N 50Hz

900x520xh870

-

Yes

4

0,23

230/1N 50Hz

1355x520xh870

Yes

-

6

0,26

230/1N 50Hz

1355x520xh870

-

Yes

6

0,26

230/1N 50Hz

539,00 EUR
685,00 EUR
703,00 EUR
925,00 EUR
989,00 EUR

Drinking Funtains
ADVANTAGE
Unlimited cool and pure water... in offices, workshops, canteens, hospitals, schools, stadiums, amusement parks and other communities, these water coolers provide continuous
fresh water +8 / +10 ° C.

Nproew
duct

Refrigerated fountains

Nproew
duct

- Copper evaporator following the norms (avoiding any bacteriological
development). - Direct expansion system (French norms). - Equipped
with a triple action filter (sediment, limestone, chlorine). - Thermic unit
(ambient T° +32°C). - CFC-free polyurethane insulation. - Predisposed
for connection at the cold water system and a discharge. - Realization
in stainless steel AISI 304. - Gooseneck tap for filling glasses, instant
draught (CR-18S/35: mouth rinse tap. Lifting tray, removable bowl for
better cleaning).

R134A
Ref

CR-18P/30
CR-18S/35
CR-18P/30

Lit./h

mm

kW

V

30

300x340xh1010

0,28

230/1N 50-60Hz

35

400x385xh1245

0,28

230/1N 50-60Hz

Cooled water towers
- Ideal for carafes. - 2 water outlets each controlled by solenoid valves operated by 2 illuminated pushbuttons, instantaneous pull. - LED lighting. - Equipped with a triple action filter (sediment, limestone, chlorine). - Thermal unit (ambient t ° + 32 ° C). - Polyurethane
insulation without CFC. - Device predisposed for connection to the cold water network as
well as to a discharge. - Made in stainless steel AISI 304. - Lifting tray, removable bowl for
better cleaning.

759,00 EUR
885,00 EUR

Nproew
duct

Led Light
R134A

Ref

BFX-2R/08
BFX-2R/15

Lit./h

mm

kW

V

80

400x385xh1400

0,75

230/1N 50-60Hz

150

400x385xh1400

0,75

230/1N 50-60Hz

1 687,00 EUR
1 919,00 EUR

CR-18S/35
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Led Light

-BOT100/B

Refrigeration

+2° +10°

435,00 EUR-

Top cooler for wine, 100 liters
- Exterior manufactured in black powder painted steel, inner liner in
ABS. - Delivered with 3 grids (400x350xh35 mm) and 1 double level
grid (400x300xh200 mm). - Automatic defrosting, auto evaporation of
the condens. - Compressor group (back-side mounting) climatic class
4 (30°C & 55% HR). - Transparent door, capacity: 22 bottles 0,75cl. Door key lock.
mm : 503x567xh775 - kW : 0,17 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Nproew
duct

0° +10°
-TOP200/R6

Cooler, 110 liters, positive temperature
- Exterior manufactured in white powder painted steel, inner liner in
ABS, auto evaporation of the condenser - Compressor group fit for
ambient temperatures of +32°C (back-side mounting).

Led Light

Nproew
duct

429,00 EUR-

mm : 503x567xh850 - kW : 0,17 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

SLIDING DOORS

+2° +10°

Led Light

-TOP11/R6

719,00 EUR-

Display table model, 100 liters, sliding doors, with luminous chamber
- 96 cans (33 cl) or 64 bottles (50 cl). - 3 shelves 560x210 mm, removable.
- Analog thermometer. - Made of steel painted white interior, ABS.
mm : 655x390xh930 - kW : 0,22 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Drink
Line

SLIDING
DOORS

Nproew
duct

-12° -24°
-TOP50NC/R2

645,00 EUR-

Nproew
duct

Display table model negative T°, 50 liters, with
light box
- Exterior manufactured in plasticized steel plate,
interior in ABS. - 2 grids 440x210 mm. - Light box.
mm : 570x530xh657 - kW : 0,15 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Led Light
Nproew
duct

Led Light
+2° +10°

-12° -24°
-TOP50N/R2

593,

-TOP50PC/R6
00 EUR-

Display table model negative temperature, 50
liters, without light box
- Exterior manufactured in plasticized steel plate,
interior in ABS. - 2 grids 440x210 mm.
mm : 570x530xh520 - kW : 0,15 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

467,00 EUR-

Display table model positive temperature, 60 liters,
with light box
- Exterior manufactured in plasticized steel plate, interior in ABS. - 2 grids 395x265 mm. - Light box.
mm : 484x455xh720 - kW : 0,16 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Refrigeration
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Display Coolers & Freezers

FULL GLASS
DOOR

Panoramic
Plus

ADVANTAGE
With their clean design, the Panoramic Line PLUS will showcase your desserts, cakes, macaroons ... large glass exhibition area (EURONORM
400x600 and GASTRONORM 1/1), 4 glass sides, all glass door « FULL
GLASS «, LED lighting on each post. These are some points that make the
Panoramic Line PLUS showcases the ideal companions of rigorous bakers.

- Optimum refrigeration thanks to the evaporator (ventilated) placed
in the upper part of the window. - Automatic defrosting, with self
evaporation of the condensate - Electronic regulator, digital display. Double-glazed walls (Thermopane®), perfect insulation. - «FULL
GLASS» door with magnetic closure, with integrated handle - Built-in
compressor unit, climatic class 3 (25 ° C & 60% RH) - Mounted on 4
double wheels.

R452A
FULL
BLACK

Led Light
VENTILATED
Ref

INN/VN-B9
INN/VN-W5
INN/VB-B9
INN/VB-W5

Color
Black
White
Black
White

T°

+2° +10°
+2° +10°
-5° -20°
-5° -20°

FULL
WHITE

B9

mm

Levels

kW

V

800x630xh1850

5x 630x455

0,43

230/1N 50-60Hz

800x630xh1850

5x 630x455

0,43

230/1N 50-60Hz

800x630xh1850

5x 630x455

0,8

230/1N 50-60Hz

800x630xh1850

5x 630x455

0,8

230/1N 50-60Hz

Exalta

2 809,00 EUR
2 809,00 EUR
3 919,00 EUR
3 919,00 EUR

W5

EN

GN

FULL GLASS

Line

PLUS
Today the exception found completion, here are the displays EXALTA
line, «FULL glass» production, the only displays, achieving»showcase
wide», 100% made of «free standing» glass, without outside (or) inside
profile, a minimalist design made in Italy, a line, a purity like no other!

Led Light
FULL vitrines
- Multilayer (anti-fingerprint) painted steel frame. - Climate
class 4, atmosphere + 32 ° C and 55% R.H. - Automatic defrost
air, automatic evaporation of condensation. - Refrigerant
R404A. - Magnetic gaskets (removal). - Glass door with integrated handle "invisible". - 5 tempered glassed shelves on racks
in AISI 304 stainless steel (700 x 470 mm) (max 12 kg/shelf
load). - Casters built into the base (nr 4 with 4 feet). - NB: altitude max 800 m above sea level!

R404A or R452A
Ref

MAX/50BS
MAX/50AV
MAX/50MV

Refrigiretaion
Static
Ventilated
Ventilated

T°

-15°-25°
+2°+10°
+2°-22°

mm

Levels

kW

V

805x645xh1840

5x 700x470

1

230/1N 50Hz

805x645xh1840

5x 700x470

0,60

230/1N 50Hz

805x645xh1840

5x 700x470

1,1

230/1N 50Hz

MAX/50CV : On request version chocolat-pralines T° +14° +16°

4 839,00 EUR
3 855,00 EUR
5 405,00 EUR

9
Refrigeration

Refrigerated display
- External double glazing glass (Thermopane®)- Stainless steel bottom plates (removable)- 4
internal lightning (Led).- 2 shelves (removable)- Sliding doors on the service side, removable
(easy maintenance)- Compressor unit, climate class 4 (30°C & 55% HR).- Automatic defrost,
with auto-evaporation. - Electronic regulator, digital display. - NB delivery without GN - EN.

PLUS
- Very elegant showcases, suitable for EURONORM 400x600 et GASTRONORM 1/1. Full
panoramic, double glazing "Thermopane®". Thanks to a large presentation volume and
LED lighting on the 4 uprights, They allow you to diversify the offer of your desserts,
cakes, macaroons, ....and also salads, fresh sandwiches, yogurts, drinks!

Panoramic

Led Light

VRDP-B1
VRDP-X2
VRDG-B1
VRDG-X2

+2° +10°

Line

R134A VENTILATED
Colors

Int. Dimensions Ext. Dimensions

kW

Black

665x620xh410

785x650xh735

0,39 230/1N 50-60Hz

665x620xh410

785x650xh735

0,39 230/1N 50-60Hz

Stainless Steel
Black

Volt

1065x620xh410 1185x650xh735 0,49 230/1N 50-60Hz

Stainless Steel 1065x620xh410 1185x650xh735 0,49 230/1N 50-60Hz

PLUS
Here is a brief overview of the strengths of our Capri Line showcases. Entirely panoramic,
double glazing "Thermopane®", exposure in stainless steel AISI 304 (possibility of plates
GN), evaporator treated, double self-evaporation of condensates. Thanks to a large
volume of presentation including 3 intermediate refrigerated shelves and LED lighting,
they allow you to diversify the offer of your desserts, cakes, macaroons, ..... but also
salads, fresh sandwiches, yogurts, drinks. Available in black, gray white, or in the color of
your choice in heating or neutral version

1 899,00 EUR
1 899,00 EUR
2 479,00 EUR
2 479,00 EUR

EN

GN

Display Counters

Capri
Line

Other colors on request

SLIDING
DOORS
G5

W7

VENTILATED

+2° +6°

On request

HOT
NEUTRAL
HOT : CB10HT...
NEUTRAL : CB10NN...

- Manufactured in lacquered steel, CFC-free polyurethane insulation.- 3 intermediate
«tempered» glass shelves (1x 300 + 350 + 400 mm) adjustable, bearing structure in
stainless steel AISI 304.- Service side, 2 double glazing sliding doors (Thermopane®),
vertical joints.- Electronic control - Compressor unit, climate class 3.- Ventilated evaporator (Homogeneous temperature), Corrosion treatment of food acids.- Automatic
defrost with dual auto-evaporation of condensate.

Ref

mm

CB10V-B9/R2

1000

2 419,00 EUR

CB12V-B9/R2

1200

2 619,00 EUR

1500

2 939,

CB15V-B9/R2

Led Light

00 EUR

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

B9

DOUBLE
AUTO-EVAPORATION

230/1N 50Hz

Refrigeration
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Display Coolers

Nproew
duct

Display tables model, 4 glazed sides

GREY

- Inside dimensions: : 400x346xh460 (or) 610 mm. - Interior lighting, LED
type. - Outer digital regulator. - Incorporated compressor unit (ambient T°
32°C). - Ventilated evaporator, automatic defrosting with self evaporation.

Led Light
+4° +12°

Ref

MIC-36G/R6
MIC-36B/R6
MIC-48G/R6
MIC-48B/R6

Lit

Color

mm

kW

V

60

Grey

60

Black

428x386xh855 0,17 230/1N 50Hz

80

Grey

428x386xh1000 0,19 230/1N 50Hz

80

Black

428x386xh1000 0,19 230/1N 50Hz

428x386xh855 0,17 230/1N 50Hz

462,00 EUR
462,00 EUR
529,00 EUR
529,00 EUR
BLACK

MIC-48/G

MIC-36/B

Panoramic
Plus

...-C5

STAINLESS
STEEL

GOLD Deco
on request
+3%

Led Light

Panoramic displays
- Uniform internal lighting, Led type. - Optimal cooling thanks to the evaporator (ventilated)
placed at the top of the display. - Automatic defrosting. - Triple-layer walls, perfect insulation. - Electronic controller. - Door with magnetic closure. - Built-in compressor group 'tropicalized'. - On 4 double wheels.

BLACK

SNE/RN-B7

Display Coolers & Freezers

SNE/GN-A5

Ref

SNE/RN-A5
SNE/RN-B7
Ref

SNE/GN-A5
SNE/GN-B7
SNE/SB-A5
SNE/SB-B7
SNE/GB-A5
SNE/GB-B7

Color

mm

T°

Refrigeration

Stainless Steel

600x630xh1850

+2° +10°

Ventiled

Black

600x630xh1850

+2° +10°

Ventiled

Color

mm

T°

Refrigeration

Stainless Steel

600x630xh1850

+2° +10°

Ventiled

Black

600x630xh1850

+2° +10°

Ventiled

Stainless Steel

600x630xh1850

-5° -18°

Static

Black

600x630xh1850

-5° -18°

Static

Stainless Steel

600x630xh1850

-5° -20°

Ventiled

Black

600x630xh1850

-5° -20°

Ventiled

R134A
R134A
R134A
R134A
R452A
R452A
R452A
R452A

Interior

kW

V

5x Ø470 mm

0,69

230/1N 50-60Hz

5x Ø470 mm

0,69

230/1N 50-60Hz

Interior

kW

V

5x 535x495 mm

0,69

230/1N 50-60Hz

5x 535x495 mm

0,69

230/1N 50-60Hz

5x 510x510 mm

0,8

230/1N 50-60Hz

5x 510x510 mm

0,8

230/1N 50-60Hz

5x 510x510 mm

0,8

230/1N 50-60Hz

5x 510x510 mm

0,8

230/1N 50-60Hz

2 069,00 EUR
2 069,00 EUR
1 949,00 EUR
1 949,00 EUR
2 655,00 EUR
2 655,00 EUR
3 117,00 EUR
3 117,00 EUR

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

Counter Bottle Coolers
Bottles

- 2 rilsanized grids (450x430 mm) per door. - Supplied as standard
with 2 central connection grids. - Interior lighting type LED, with
On/Off switch. - Electronic regulator. - Insulation (40 mm) in expanded polyurethane, without CFC. - Evaporator ventilated placed between 2 doors, automatic defrosting, auto evaporation of the condensate. - Cooling unit climate class 4, ventilated condenser, frontal
accessibility, arranged on "extractable" slides. - Doors (510 mmm)
with magnetic seal closure (pressure), ergonomic handle, hinges
with 100 ° stop and door closure with automatic return.

Line
INCLUDED

ADVANTAGE
Store large quantities of bottles or cans (3 rows of 33 cl bottles per door)
and keep them really cold using BOTTLES Line bottle coolers (made in
Europe). Efficient, silent and eco-responsible, environmentally friendly R290
refrigerant, components with low energy consumption, electronic regulator,
etc. After-sales service and maintenance operations are facilitated by the
removable unit on sliders. Numerous kit options, e.g. 2 or 3 drawers, etc.,
so you can customise the setup however you want.

Available on
stock !!!!!
Tailor made
solution

-T1/2-T

Led Light

439,00 EURBLACK
SKINPLATE
TAVT/4G-R2

-T1/3-T

515,00 EUR-

-T2/3-T

432,00 EUREnergy
Label

TAVT/2-R2
TAVT/3-R2
TAVT/4-R2

Refrigeration

Bottle coolers
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C
C
C

Doors

Grids

Liters

- Outside cabinet made in
black skin plate cover,
inside in white skin plate
cover, food and corrosion
guarantee (7 years warranty).

Capacity
Capacity
(Bottles 33 cl) (Cans 33 cl)

kW

V

1455x565xh890/905

2

4

375

294

420

0,34

230/1N 50Hz

2065x565xh890/905

3

6

579

441

630

0,39

230/1N 50Hz

2675x565xh890/905

4

8

783

588

840

0,42

230/1N 50Hz

Available on
stock !!!!!
Tailor made
solution

-T1/2-X

GLASS
DOORS

TAVT/2-R2

TAVT/3-R2

mm

VENTILATED

+1° +8°

.../.G-R2

1 159,
1 392,00 EUR
1 685,00 EUR

1 447,00 EUR
1 799,00 EUR
2 245,00 EUR

00 EUR

Led Light

462,00 EURSTAINLESS
STEEL

-T1/3-X

+1° +8°

550,00 EUR-

TAVX/4G-R2

VENTILATED
- Outside cabinet made in
stainless steel AISI 430
inner liner in stainless steel
AISI 304.

-T2/3-X

458,00 EUREnergy
Label

TAVX/2-R2
TAVX/3-R2
TAVX/4-R2

C
C
C

mm

Doors

Grids

Liters

GLASS
DOORS

TAVX/2-R2

TAVX/3-R2

Capacity
Capacity
(Bottles 33 cl) (Cans 33 cl)

kW

V

1455x565xh890/905

2

4

375

294

420

0,34

230/1N 50Hz

2065x565xh890/905

3

6

579

441

630

0,39

230/1N 50Hz

2675x565xh890/905

4

8

783

588

840

0,42

230/1N 50Hz

1 279,
1 523,00 EUR
1 825,00 EUR
00 EUR

.../.G-R2

1 545,00 EUR
1 949,00 EUR
2 409,00 EUR
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Cube Ice Machines

SPRAYERS
SYSTEM

Refrigeration

Line

ADVANTAGE
Brass sprinklers, designed to avoid limestone magnetisation. Water distribution during the cycle
in closed circuit. Ice cubes, compact and crystal clear. Their shapes meet all the demands of the
sector.

Whole ice cube makers

-ICE22A-R2

859,

00 EUR-

- Production 22 kg/24h, storage in ABS, capacity 4 kg.
mm : 355x404xh590 - kW : 0,32 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-ICE22AX-R2

929,00 EUR-

- "Spray system" with brass sprinkler
(designed to prevent limestone magnetisation). - Ice blocks 13/18 gr. - Tropical
hermetic unit for ambient temperature
+43 °C. - Manufactured in stainless
steel AISI 304, adjustable stainless steel
feet or adjustable castors.

- Produces 22 kg per 24 hours, storage in plastic,
capacity 4 kg.
mm : 345x404xh590 - kW : 0,32 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-ICE30A-R2

1 147,00 EUR-

- Produces 29 kg per 24 hours, storage in plastic,
capacity 9 kg.
mm : 390x460xh690 - kW : 0,37 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Nordica

ICE22A-R2

Line

ABS
-ICE35A-R2

1 319,00 EUR-

- Produces 35 kg per 24 hours, storage in plastic,
capacity 16 kg.
mm : 500x580xh690+110 - kW : 0,37 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-ICE50A-R2

1 389,00 EUR-

- Produces 47 kg per 24 hours, storage in plastic,
capacity 25 kg.
mm : 500x580xh800+110 - kW : 0,5 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-ICE70A-R2

1 915,00 EUR-

- Produces 67 kg per 24 hours, storage in plastic,
capacity 40 kg.
mm : 738x600xh920+110 - kW : 0,65 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Nordica
Line

-ICE95A-R2

2 129,00 EUR-

- Produces 95 kg per 24 hours, storage in plastic, capacity 55 kg.
mm : 738x600xh1020+110 - kW : 0,85 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-ICE130A-R2

2 839,00 EUR-

- Produces 130 kg per 24 hours, storage in plastic, capacity 65 kg.
mm : 840x740xh1075+110 - kW : 1,05 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-ICE155A-R2
Nordica
Line

...W-R2 = Water condenser on request (+3%)

2 959,00 EUR-

- Produces 155 kg per 24 hours, storage in plastic, capacity 65 kg.
mm : 840x740xh1075+110 - kW : 1,4 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Diamond has pursued the development of these machines, ideal for all
water of the worst quality (mud, algae,...) or containing the highest
quantity of lime, making them more reliable and silent. Hollow ice
cubes, answers to all the sector demands.

R404A or R452A
-MXP-25A/N

989,00 EUR-

- Production 22 kg/24 h., capacity reserve 9 kg.
mm : 401x506xh643 (+15/57) - kW : 0,29 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-MXP-35A/N

1 119,00 EUR-

- Production 31kg/24 h., capacity reserve 12 kg.
mm : 401x506xh698 (+15/57) - kW : 0,3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-MXP-45A/N

1 285,00 EUR-

- Production 38 kg/24 h., capacity reserve 12 kg.
mm : 401x506xh698 (+15/57) - kW : 0,42 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Hollow ice cube makers, "paddle"
system
- "Paddle" system, particularly suitable for
the hardest water conditions or bad quality
water (algae, mud). - Hollow ice cubes 20 g,
ø 30 mm, h 25 mm. - Ice cubes per cycle
(15). - Evaporator made of treaty cooper,
dump ice cubes by reverse cycle "hot gas".
- No thermostat in the tank "too full", automatic interruption of the cycle, (the production stops when empty all the ice cubes stored in reserve). - Inwardly sliding door, easy
access ensuring strength and durability. Reserve tank ABS (food), injected polyurethane insulation CFC free. - Tropicalized hermetic unit, ambient temperatures + 43°C. Air condenser. - Stainless steel construction
AISI 304. - Adjustable feet.

Bistro
Line

R404A or R452A
-MXP-55A/N

1 439,00 EUR-

- Production 48 kg/24 h., capacity reserve 25 kg.
mm : 513x557xh811 (+95/165) - kW : 0,55 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-MXP-65A/N

1 665,00 EUR-

- Production 55 kg/24 h., capacity reserve 30 kg.
mm : 593x557xh934 (+95/165) - kW : 0,65 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

R404A or R452A
-MXP-95A/N

2 029,00 EUR-

- Production 75 kg/24 h., capacity reserve 37kg.
mm : 673x557xh984 (+95/165) - kW : 0,78 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Bistro
Line

-MXP-140A/N

2 679,00 EUR-

- Production 122 kg/24 h., capacity reserve 50 kg.
mm : 843x557xh984 (+95/165) - kW : 0,8 - V : 230/1N 50Hz
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Cube Ice Machines

PADDLE
SYSTEM

ADVANTAGE
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Refrigeration

Granular Ice Machines

ADVANTAGE
Continuous production of crushed ice thanks to an innovating technology. Perfect to conserve and present food in restaurants, hotels, fast
foods... Ideal for pharmaceutical laboratories and hospitals.

Nordica

Nproew
duct

Line

-ICE70AS-R2

2 353,00 EUR-

- Produces 67 kg per 24/hours. - Storage 10 kg.
mm : 450x620xh680 - kW : 0,42 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-ICE115AS-R2

2 579,00 EUR-

Crushed ice makers
- System with helicoidal filings (continuous production). -Stainless steel evaporator. - Tropical hermetic
unit ambient temperature +43°C.- Made of stainless
steel AISI 304, adjustable stainless steel feet.

- Produces 113 kg per 24/hours. - Storage 30 kg.
mm : 500x660xh690+110 - kW : 0,55 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-ICE155AS-R2

2 893,00 EUR-

ICE
FLAKES

- Produces 153 kg per 24/hours. - Storage 55 kg.
mm : 738x690xh1020+110 - kW : 0,65 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

...WS-R2 = Water condenser on request (+3%)

-BVL030P/R6

559,00 EUR-

Bottle cooler - trunk model, 300 liters, full
cover, sliding
- Completly covered sliding doors. - Analog thermometer. - Exterior design in sheets made of
lacquered steel, white color, interior in embossed
aluminium. - Frame on swiveling wheels, 2 with
brakes.

SLIDING
LIDS

+1° +10°

mm : 1020x665xh870 - kW : 0,23 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

LIGHT BOX

Display Coolers Freezers

Drink
Line

-E38NC/R2

1 129,00 EUR-

Static/ventilated negative T° display, 380 liters, light box
- 6 grids "evaporator" 470x440 mm.- Exterior manufactured in plastic laminated
(white).- Interior lighting. - Mechanical thermostat, with thermometer. - Double glazing
door, Chassis in anodised aluminum, handle (very robust), door hinges with stop 100°,
closing with magnetic seal. - included key lock. - compressor unit, climate class 4
(30°C & 55% HR). - 2 wheels (back) and 2 adjustable cylinders in front.
mm : 595x640xh1980 - kW : 0,57 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

+2° +12°

LIGHT BOX

Drink display units 1 door, 380 liters

+2° +12°

Ref

DRINK-38SE/R6
DRINK-38T/R6

mm

Lit.

Grids Lightbox

- Load capacity: 455 cans (33 cl) or 217 bottles (50 cl). - Inside made of ABS, outside
made of lacquered white steel. - Interior lighting - Ventilated evaporator (Roll Bond) Automatic defrosting with auto evaporation Analog thermometer. - Adjustable trays,
500x410 mm. - Door with handles (reversible)
- 2 unidirectional wheels and 2 adjustable
jacks.

Door
Frame

Condenser

kW

-14° -24°

V

595x600xh1840

380

4

No

ABS

Static

0,3

230/1N 50Hz

595x600xh1980

380

5

Yes

Aluminium

Ventilated

0,3

230/1N 50Hz

599,
682,00 EUR
00 EUR

Nproew
duct

Display Coolers & Freezers
LIGHT BOX

Nproew
duct

Nproew
duct
-12° -22°

+2° +10°

- Exterior manufactured in sheet metal (white). - Interior
lighting. - Mechanical thermostat, with thermometer. Double glazing door (Thermopane®), Chassis in anodised
aluminum, handle (very robust), door hinges with stop 100°,
closing with magnetic seal. - included key lock. - compressor unit, climate class 4 (30°C & 55% HR). - 2 wheels (back)
and 2 adjustable cylinders in front.

-E50PC/R6

-E50NC/R2

895,00 EUR-

1 345,00 EUR-

Static/ventilated negative T° display, 500 liters, light box
- 6 grids «evaporator» 577x500 mm.

Ventilated positive T° display 500 liters, with light box
- 6 adjustable grids 574x405 mm.

mm : 680x655xh2090 - kW : 0,87 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 680x655xh2090 - kW : 0,35 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

LIGHT BOX

Bottles Coolers

LIGHT BOX

Nproew
duct

Drink
Line

+2° +10°

+2° +10°
- Exterior and interior design in white lacquered
sheet steel. - 2 doors double glazing, sliding,
recessed handle, closing with automatic return.
- Internal lighting (LED type). - Electronic
controller. - Compressor class climatic class 4
(30 ° C & 55% RH). - 4 wheels and 4 adjustable
cylinders.

SLIDING
DOORS

SLIDING
DOORS

-DRINK-110S/R2
-DRINK-90S/R2

1 445,00 EUR-

Drink display positive T°, ventilated, 760 liters, 2 sliding doors, with lightbox
- 4 adjustable grids and 1 bottom grid.
mm : 890x740xh1990 - kW : 0,67 - V : 230/1N 50Hz
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LIGHT BOX

1 977,00 EUR-

Drink display double sliding doors, 835 liters
- Light box. - Load capacity: 1020 cans (33 cl) or 560 bottles (50 cl).
- 2x5 shelves 475x470 mm. - Analog thermometer. - Interior lighting. - Inside and outside made of lacquered white steel. - Frame on
wheels.
mm : 1110x825xh2025 - kW : 0,82 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

On request

KIT-PX/HL...

Hill Plus

Refrigeration
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Refrigerated display counters straight
glass panel 90°, reserve
- Tempered glass panels. - Display in stainless
steel AISI 304. - NEON lighting. - Intermediate
glass, granite worktop. - Electronic regulator
(digital display), analog thermometer in the display. - 2 (static) evaporators treated against food
acids. - Built-in compressor unit +25°C & RH
60%. - Refrigerated reserve.

A1

6 +4° +6°
Ref

mm

HL10/A1-R2
HL15/A1-R2 1500
HL20/A1-R2 2000
HL25/A1-R2 2500
HL30/A1-R2 3000
1000

230/1N 50Hz

On request

On request

C4R-HL

FULL
BLACK

B5

HLT-...

A1

Other colors on request

1 555,00 EUR
1 719,00 EUR
1 935,00 EUR
2 319,00 EUR
2 729,00 EUR

2 EVAPORATORS

B5 : on request

Jinny Plus
2 EVAPORATORS

On request

KIT-PX/JY...

6 +4° +6°

A1

VENTILATED

5

0° +2°

230/1N 50Hz

On request
Refrigerated display counters, curved glass with storage space

C4R-JY
Ref

...-VV/R2

mm

JY10/A1-R2
JY15/A1-R2 1500
JY20/A1-R2 2000
JY25/A1-R2 2500
JY30/A1-R2 3000
1000

...-VV Ventillated version

1 789,
2 009,00 EUR
2 319,00 EUR
2 693,00 EUR
3 229,00 EUR
00 EUR

2 019,00 EUR
2 273,00 EUR
2 627,00 EUR
3 119,00 EUR
3 819,00 EUR

- Curved «tempered glass» glass panels, tilting downwards. - Display in stainless steel AISI 304.
- Intermediary glass panel, display lighting NEON type. - Exterior manufactured in plasticized
steel plate, ABS laterall walls, granite worktop, service socket 230V/1. - Electronic regulator
(digital display), analog thermometer in the display. - Built-in compressor unit +25°C & RH 60%.
- 2 (static) evaporators treated against food acids (or) ventilated (forced air). - Refrigerated storage space.

On request

B1
A1 on stock, other colors on request +3%

A1

C1
JYT-...
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Refrigerated display counters straight panel 90°
- Designed for cafeteria, bakery, cake shop... - «Tempered
glass» window(s). - Sides in ABS. - Display in stainless steel
AISI 304. - No storage space (except..;-R with refrigerated
storage space). - Evaporator(s) treated against food acids
(Coating). - Worktop in granite. - Intermediate glass, uniform
lighting. - Built-in compressor unit +25°C & RH 60%. Electronic controller (digital display), analog thermometer in
the display.

6 +4° +6°

230/1N 50Hz
mm

...-R

OL104/A2-R2 1000
OL150/A2-R2 1500
OL200/A2-R2 2000
OL250/A2-R2 2500

2 109,
2 249,
00 EUR
2 309,
2 539,00 EUR
2 793,00 EUR
2 989,00 EUR
on request
colors
Other
3 279,00 EUR
3 639,00 EUR

Ref

A2

00 EUR

00 EUR

...-R With storeroom

2 EVAPORATORS
FULL
BLACK

B5 : on request

B5
OLT-...A2

OL90A/B5

OL90C/B5

Saigon Plus
«Static» refrigerated display
counter, curved glass, on bases

A1

Nproew
duct

- Made for fish and fresh meat. - Curved
glass panels, all in «toughened glass». Exterior in stainless steel AISI 316, lateral
walls in ABS. - Work top in granite. Display part in stainless steel AISI 316,
also provided with a double perforated
bottom for water drain. - Built-in compressor unit +25° C R.V. 60%. Thermostat control, analog thermometer
in the display.

230/1N 50Hz

STAINLESS
STEEL

DOUBLE STATIC

885 mm

Ref

mm

SG15B/A1-R2
SG20B/A1-R2
SG25B/A1-R2
SG30B/A1-R2

1500
2000
2500
3000

2 685,00 EUR
3 095,00 EUR
3 685,00 EUR
4 073,00 EUR

PLUS
- "Double static" cooling, cooling serpentines in bottom,
on the back one static evaporator treated against salt
"coating". - Version on bases completely manufactured in
stainless steel.

Other dimensions on request

On request

6

0° +2°

B1
A1 on stock, other colors on request +3%

C1 Self-service

...BS/A1
-3%

Refrigeration

Orléans Plus
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Small Plus

Refrigeration

Ventilated refrigerated wall elements, with unit
- Self service sales. - Unique! 547-mm depth, fits perfectly in small
spaces. - Exterior made of plasticized plate, side walls in ABS. Electronic regulator (digital display). - Perforated grill and tank in stainless steel AISI 304. Upper lighting. - 3 adjustable exhibition shelves (280
mm) (stainless steel). With «price holders» mouldings. - Ventilated evaporator (forced air). - «Double» auto evaporation of condensates, hot gas +
electric resistances. - Built-in compressor unit +25°C & RH 60%. - (On
request: night curtain).

5

Nproew
duct

375 mm

+4° +8°
DOUBLE
AUTO-EVAPORATION
Ref

mm

SW07/A1-R2 700
SW10/A1-R2 1000
SW12/A1-R2 1200
B5 SW15/A1-R2 1500

On request

TN...
FULL
BLACK
B5 on request

1 879,00 EUR
2 032,00 EUR
2 213,00 EUR
2 635,00 EUR

Other colors on request
230/1N 50Hz

Melody Plus

Unique!!
547 mm deep

A1

On request

KIT-PX/MY...

Refrigerated display counters, curved
glass with storage space

A1

- Curved «tempered glass» glass panels, tilting
downwards. - Intermediary glass panel, lighting of
the display, TL type. - Exterior manufactured in plasticized steel plate, ABS laterall walls, work top in
granite, 230V/1 plug. - Display in AISI 304 stainless
steel. - Electronic regulator (digital display), analog
thermometer in the display. - 2 (static) evaporators
treated against food acids (or) ventilated evaporator
(forced air). - Built-in compressor unit +25°C & RH
60%. - Refrigerated storage space.

230/1N 50Hz
Ref

MY15/A1-R2 1500
MY20/A1-R2 2000
MY25/A1-R2 2500
MY30/A1-R2 3000

On request

C4R-MY 1500 > 3000 mm

...-VV

mm

2 209,
2 699,00 EUR
3 109,00 EUR
3 622,00 EUR
00 EUR

2 465,00 EUR
3 045,00 EUR
3 682,00 EUR
4 267,00 EUR

6 +4° +6°

5

0° +2°

...-VV Ventillated version. - Other dimensions on request

B1
A1 on stock, other colors on request +3%

C1

A1

On request

MYT-...

2 EVAPORATORS

VENTILATED

Nproew
duct

Innovation Plus
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PANORAMIC

Refrigerated display counters, drawer system
- Designed for cake shop, bakery, pastries, etc. - Curved «tempered glass» glass panels, tilting downwards. - Uniform display lighting, «panoramic» excellent visibility of the products. - Sides in
ABS, worktop in granite. - 3 glass levels and display loading by
drawers. - (Digital) electronic controller, analog thermometer in
the display. - Built-in compressor unit +25°C & RH 60%. Static
evaporator, treated against food acids.

LOADING
THROUGHT
DRAWERS

6 +4° +6°

G5

230/1N 50Hz

Ref

G5
On request UTT-...

C4

D6

mm

UT14/G5-R2 1400
UT22/G5-R2 2200
UT29/G5-R2 2900

2 774,00 EUR
3 649,00 EUR
4 379,00 EUR

A4 on stock, other colors on request +3%

Harmony
VENTILATED

Nproew
duct

5 +7° +10°
Refrigerated cake displays, ventilated
- Frontal glass curved, flap closing, all in «tempered glass». - 2 glass sliding doors on the
service side. - 3 glass shelves designed for cakes and sandwiches. - Each shelf with a
uniform lighting. - Exterior finishing in plastic coated steel plate, sidewalls in plastic ABS
(white).- Upper structure in aluminium. - Anti-vapour system on frontal window. Electronic regulator (digital), analog manometer in the display. - Compressor unit incorporated (+25°C & RH 60%). - Uniform lighting of the display, ventilated evaporator (forced
air).

Ref

645 mm

SLIDING
DOORS

mm

ES10/A4-R2 1000
ES13/A4-R2 1300
ES21/A4-R2 2100
Other colors on request

3 255,00 EUR
3 799,00 EUR
5 379,00 EUR
B5

FULL
BLACK
B5 on request

A4

230/1N 50Hz

Chest Freezers
-SCO30EP/R6

-9° -24°

A4
On request

EST-...

479,00 EUR-

Chest freezer 300 liters
- Inside dimensions: 860x480xh725 mm.
mm : 1030x685xh895 - kW : 0,12 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-SCO50EP/R6

609,00 EUR-

Chest freezer 500 liters
- Inside dimensions: 1380x480xh725 mm. - Lid on hinges. - Analogue thermometer. - Compressor unit (+32°C). - Interior design in "waffled" aluminium and
external design in white plasticized steel. - Delivered with 2 baskets.
mm : 1550x685xh895 - kW : 0,15 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

20

Impulsion Plus

Refrigeration

Ventilated refrigerated wall unit with glass sliding doors
- Perforated (back) grate and tank in stainless steel. - 3 exhibition shelves (280 mm) (stainless steel) with "price
holders" mouldings, adjustable trammels and possibility to tilt the consoles (plexiglass to retain the products in inclined position included). - Electronic regulator (digital display). - Built-in compressor group (+25°C & RH
60%). - Ventilated evaporator (forced air). - Exterior made of plasticized steel plate, walls in ABS.

5

DOUBLE
AUTO-EVAPORATION

+3° +6°
VENTILATED

Ref

mm

IMG10/S-A1/R2 1000
IMG12/S-A1/R2 1200
IMG15/S-A1/R2 1500
1800
IMG18/S-A1
2000
IMG20/S-A1

FULL
BLACK

2 769,00 EUR
2 989,00 EUR
3 549,00 EUR
4 065,00 EUR
4 549,00 EUR

Other colors on request
B5
B5 : on request

A1

Nproew
duct

- Designed for self-service sale of sandwiches, dairy products,
cheese, fruit, delicatessen, drinks... - Double glazing sliding doors
(to avoid the formation of external condensation on the window),
doors closure with automatic return. - Double lighting, LED type
(protected by a plexiglas), built-in inside the 2 lateral walls. «Double» auto-evaporation of condensates, hot gas device + electric resistance.

GLASS DOORS
SELF CLOSING

230/1N 50Hz

C4R/S-IMG 1000 > 1200 mm
C6R/S-IMG 1500 > 2000 mm

Led Light

ADJUSTABLE

On request

PLUS

Mandy Plus

Ventilated refrigerated wall elements

VENTILATED

+4° +6°

5

- Perforated (back) grate and tank in stainless steel. - Lighting on the upper part. - 3 exhibition shelves (stainless steel) with "price holders" mouldings, adjustable trammels and
possibility to tilt the consoles. - Electronic regulator (digital display). - Built-in compressor
group (+25°C & RH 60%). - Ventilated evaporator (forced air). - Exterior made of plasticized
steel plate, walls in ABS, mouldings for "trolley" on the front side. - On request: night curtain.

DOUBLE
AUTO-EVAPORATION

FULL
BLACK

Ref

On request

B5

TN...

mm

MN10B-A1/R2 1000
MN12B-A1/R2 1200
MN15B-A1/R2 1500

2 045,00 EUR
2 189,00 EUR
2 553,00 EUR

Other colors on request

B5 : on request

On request

C4R/S-MN 700 > 1200 mm
C6R/S-MN 1500
575

Nproew
duct

230/1N 50Hz

A1

PLUS
- Designed for self-service sale of sandwiches, dairy products, cheese, fruits, delicatessen, drinks... «Double»
auto-evaporation of condensate, hot gas device + electric
resistance.
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Danny Plus
Ventilated refrigerated wall elements, with unit
- Self service sales. - Exterior made of plasticized steel plate, walls in ABS, "panoramic" sides. - Perforated grate
and tank in stainless steel AISI 304. - Upper lighting. - 3 adjustable exhibition shelves (280 mm) (stainless steel).
With "price holders" mouldings. - Electronic regulator (digital display). - Ventilated evaporator (forced air). Double auto evaporation of condensates, hot gas + electric resistances. - Built-in compressor group (+25°C & RH
60%) - On request: night curtain.

DOUBLE
AUTO-EVAPORATION

5 +3° +6°

Ref

1220

DY10/A1-R2 1000
DY12/A1-R2 1200
DY15/A1-R2 1500
1800
DY18/A1

110
330

540 mm

600

1820

350

B1

mm

C1

A1 on stock, other colors on request +3%

2 077,00 EUR
2 225,00 EUR
2 529,00 EUR
2 933,00 EUR

Nproew
duct

On request

680

TN...

750

A1

230/1N 50Hz

EXPO Self
Refrigerated wall cupboards "full stainless steel", with unit
- Self service sale of sandwiches, dairy products, cheese, fruit, delicatessen, drinks, etc. - Exterior and interior
made of stainless steel 304. - Lateral windows in tempered glass. - 4 exhibition shelves (340 mm) (stainless
steel) with "price holders" mouldings. Adjustable trammels, possible to tilt the consoles - Upper lighting. - Double
auto evaporation of condensates, hot gas + electric resistances. - Built-in compressor group (+25°C & RH 60%) Electronic regulator (digital display). - On request: night curtain.

Nproew
duct
+3° +6°

On request
Ref

540 mm

TN...

mm

MTX-10/R2 1000
MTX-12/R2 1200
MTX-15/R2 1500
1800
MTX-18
2000
MTX-20

DOUBLE
AUTO-EVAPORATION

2 623,00 EUR
2 789,00 EUR
3 145,00 EUR
3 585,00 EUR
4 115,00 EUR

5

Elegance Plus

5 +3° +7°

STAINLESS STEEL

230/1N 50Hz

Ref

mm

EM10-G/A1-R2
EM12-G/A1-R2
EM15-G/A1-R2
EM18-G/A1
EM20-G/A1

1000
1200
1500
1800
2000

DOUBLE
AUTO-EVAPORATION

2 413,00 EUR
2 715,00 EUR
3 029,00 EUR
3 349,00 EUR
3 629,00 EUR

On request

TN...

A1 on stock, other colors on request +3%

Ventilated refrigerated wall elements, with unit

B1

- Self service sales. - Exterior made of plasticized steel plate, walls in ABS, "panoramic" sides. - Perforated grate and tank in stainless steel AISI 304. - Upper lighting. 4 adjustable exhibition shelves (340 mm) (stainless steel) with "price holders" mouldings. Adjustable trammels, possible to tilt the consoles. - Electronic regulator (digital
display). - Ventilated evaporator (forced air). - Double auto evaporation of condensates, hot gas + electric resistances. - Built-in compressor group (+25°C & RH 60%)
- On request: night curtain.

Nproew
duct
230/1N 50Hz

A1

C1

Refrigeration
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FULL
BLACK

Nproew
duct

Display Counters
Vent.refrig.counter display+straight glass
panel 90°
- Sides in ABS thermoformed, front and back in plastic
sheet. - Tempered glass windows, 90° straight front window, can be opened and folded down with a safety stop
point (easy maintenance). - Exhibition in stainless steel
AISI 304, depth 750 mm. - Granite work tablet. - LEDtype exposure lighting (positioned under the upper glass).
- Plexiglass sliding doors on the service side. - Ventilated
«air force» evaporator treated against food acids
«coating» (adjustable speed device for fans). - Built-in
compressor group, climate class 3 (+ 25 ° C & RH 60%).
- Refrigerant R290. - Control panel with electronic
controller (digital display), fan speed controller, light
switch. - Analog thermometer in the exposure. Automatic defrost (adjustable as desired). - Self-evaporation of the condens. - With refrigerated storeroom.

B5
230/1N 50Hz

Florence

On request

On request

Led Light

Line

VENTILATED WITH
SPEED CONTROLLER

On request

B5

C4R-FC
C6R-FC

G8

FCT-...
Ref

mm

FC15/B5-VR2 1500
FC20/B5-VR2 2000
FC25/B5-VR2 2500
FC30/B5-VR2 3000

2 972,00 EUR
3 445,00 EUR
3 965,00 EUR
4 619,00 EUR

.../G8-VR2

SLIDING PLEXIGLAS

5

0° +4°

PLUS
- A minimalistic, refined design, MADE IN ITALY ... Florence Line, display counters ideally
composed for your salads, sandwiches, yoghurts, drinks, desserts or pastries, etc ... ventilated cooling with adjustable speed of the fans, which allows to adapt to any type of
power supply or use, electronic control, LED lighting as standard and also with sliding
doors in Plexiglas on the service side. Eco-friendly refrigerant environmentally friendly
R290.

750

VENTILATED

Artemis Plus

B1: on request

B1

«Panoramic» self-service refrigerated counter

230/1N 50Hz

INCLUDED

+2° +6°
FULL
BLACK

A1

- Self-service sale of prepacked products, kept at cool
temperature, dairy products, cheese, delicatessen, etc. Bombed glass panels in tempered glass, lateral windows
(double glazing). - Display surface in stainless steel AISI
304. - Ventilated evaporator (forced air). - Built-in compressor group (+25°C & RH 60%) - Electronic regulator
(digital display), analog thermometer inside the display. Automatic defrosting. - Double auto evaporation of
condensates, hot gas + electric resistances. - Frame on
wheels.

mm 740

Ref

5 VENTILATED

DOUBLE
AUTO-EVAPORATION

mm

AR129/V-A1/R2 1290
AR150/V-A1/R2 1500
Other colors on request

1 905,00 EUR
2 279,00 EUR

Line

Nproew
duct

FULL
BLACK

Led Light
LIFT FRONT GLASS
WITH PISTONS

B5
230/1N 50Hz

On request
On request

Ventilated refrigerated counter displays glass 90°, with storeroom

On request

B5

G8

VZT-...

- Sides in ABS thermoformed, front and back in plastic sheet. - Tempered glass, front window straight at
90°, opening via lift spring (upwards), anodized aluminum support construction. - Exhibition in stainless
steel AISI 304, depth 860mm. - Worktablet of granite, type "BLACK ABSOLUTE". - Exposure lighting
LED-type (positioned under the upper glass). - Plexiglas sliding doors on the service side. - Ventilated
evaporator "air force" treated against food acids "coating" (device adjustable speed of the fans). - Builtin compressor unit, climate class 3 (+25°C & RH 60%). - Control panel with electronic controller (digital
display), fan speed controller, light switch. - Digital thermometer in the exposure. - Automatic defrost
(adjustable as desired). - Self-evaporation of the condense. - With refrigerated storeroom.

.../G8-VR2

PLUS

Ref

- Venice Line, counter display, of the latest generation ... a clean, modern and
above all «ecological friendly» design with R290 ecological refrigerant. Very large
exposure area, front glass windshield, LED-type lighting, cold ventilated with fan
speed control, to adapt to any type of food or activity, ... sliding doors in Plexiglas
at the service side, ... and finally, the granite work tablet, type BLACK ABSOLU !! Great ease of arrangement, counter display are mated with each other ... and even
with the cash elements (provide assembly kit). Many options and accessories on
request !!

On request

On request

C4R-VZ
C6R-VZ

mm

VZ15/B5-VR2 1500
VZ20/B5-VR2 2000
VZ25/B5-VR2 2500
VZ30/B5-VR2 3000

FRONTAL LED

0° +2°

860

VENTILATED

LIFT FRONT GLASS
WITH PISTONS

LDF/....

ABSOLUTE BLACK
GRANITE TABLET

3 617,
4 323,00 EUR
4 985,00 EUR
5 615,00 EUR

5

00 EUR

VENTILATED WITH
SPEED CONTROLLER

Nproew
duct

On request : Self-Service ...-VR2/SS

FULL
BLACK

Refrigeration

Venice
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Display Counters

24
Refrigeration

Included

SLIDING PLEXIGLAS

Super Plus

+4° +6°
Ref
230/1N 50Hz

SUP10-ZD/R2 1000
SUP15-ZD/R2 1500

Trolley display case
1000 and 1500 mm
Ref

h

100-Z

670

mm

135,00 EUR

Ref

mm

SUP10-ZC/R2 1000
SUP15-ZC/R2 1500

Refrigerated display counters
- Glass divider*. - Display in stainless steel AISI 304. - Uniform lighting*. Polyurethane walls. - Static evaporator, treated against "coating" food
acids , automatic defrosting. - Hermetic unit built-in (+25°C & RH 60%)
under the service shelf. - Electronic regulator (digital display), analog
manometer in the display. - Sliding doors service side*. *except ..-ZS

1 377,00 EUR
1 579,00 EUR

Ref

1 429,00 EUR
1 589,00 EUR

mm

SUP10-ZS/R2 1000
SUP15-ZS/R2 1500

1 159,00 EUR
1 355,00 EUR

VA Snack

6 +4° +6°
Refrigerated display counters

230/1N 50Hz
Ref

Included

Other dimensions on request

mm 530

mm

VA10/R2 1000
VA15/R2 1500
VA20/R2 2000

1 445,00 EUR
1 599,00 EUR
1 799,00 EUR

SLIDING PLEXIGLAS

- All straight glass panels in tempered glass. - Display in
stainless steel AISI 304.- Uniform lighting. - Exterior finishing in white plastic coated steel plate, sidewalls in
ABS. - Static evaporator treated against «coating» food
acids. - Independent hermetic unit (+25°C & RH 60%)
but connected, with flexible connection (2 mts.) Thermostat control, analog manometer inside the display.

VR Fish

6

0° +2°

230/1N 50Hz
mm 520

Ref

Refrigerated display counters, curved glass
panel on carriage
- Frontal curved glass panel in tempered glass. Exterior manufactured in plasticized steel plate, lateral
walls in ABS. - Work top in stainless steel AISI 304. Uniform lighting. - Electronic controller (digital display),
analogue thermometer in the exhibition. - Display top in
stainless steel AISI 316 (special Fish). - Static evaporator
treated against salt and «coating» food acids. - Built-in
compressor unit (+25°C & RH 60%). - Sliding doors on
service side. - Standard with support on wheels.

mm

VR10-CR/R2 1000
VR15-CR/R2 1500

1 965,00 EUR
2 159,00 EUR

SPECIAL FISH

SLIDING LIDS

Deep freezers
- Made for self service activities. - Sliding covers, curved glass, frame with resistance against freeze. - Exterior manufactured in «white» galvanized steel, 60-mm
insulation. - «serpentine» evaporator, put inside the walls. - Regulation through
thermostat, analogical thermometer, alarm. - Ventilated condenser. - Standard
delivery with swivel castors.

Ref

Lit

mm

Basket kW

SLID-11-R2
SLID-14-R2
SLID-18-R2

290

1100x600xh730/890

4

0.23 230/1N 50Hz

392

1400x600xh730/890

5

0.24 230/1N 50Hz

527

1810x600xh730/890

6

0.27 230/1N 50Hz

-15° -23°

V

839,00 EUR
935,00 EUR
1 085,00 EUR

2 COMPARTMENTS

Panoramic deepfreezers
- Self service activities. - Glass sliding covers, frame
with resistance against freeze. - Exterior manufactured
in «white galvanized», insulation 60 mm. - Anti trolley
moulding. - 2 hermetic units, coupled and integrated,
2 «serpentine» evaporators, placed inside the walls, 2
ventilated condensers, (digital) electronic regulation. VT250E/N independent double compartments.

-15° -23°
SLIDING LIDS
Ref

Lt

mm

Comparment Basket Grid kW

1
VT150E/N-R2 598 1550x960xh780
1
VT200E/N-R2 839 2050x960xh780
2
2 EVAPORATORS VT250E/N-R2 1032 2500x960xh780
2 COMPRESSORS
SLIDING LIDS

1

0.47 230/1N 50Hz

1

2

0.6 230/1N 50Hz

1

2

0.6 230/1N 50Hz

Panoramic deepfreezers
- Self service activities. - Glass sliding covers, triple glazing,
frame with resistance against freeze. - Anti-trolley bump
frame. - Exterior manufactured in «white» galvanized, 70-mm
insulation with polyurethane without CFC. - 2 hermetic units,
coupled and integrated (extactable), 2 cooper coil evaporators, placed inside the walls, 2 ventilated condensers, electronic thermostat (Digital).

Ref

Lt

mm

VISUAL-15-R2
VISUAL-20-R2 712 2000x940xh880

Grid kW

492 1500x940xh880 1

-15° -23°

V

0.6 230/1N 50Hz

1 0.64 230/1N 50Hz

2 059,
2 275,00 EUR
00 EUR

V

1

Cold Vision

2 EVAPORATORS
2 COMPRESSORS

25
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CURVED GLASS

LID Islands

1 345,00 EUR
1 539,00 EUR
1 905,00 EUR

Minicold ISO 80 PLUS

On request

CLR-SP
CLR-MP

Refrigeration
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Rooms ISO 80

80 mm

- Galvanized steel panel recovered with a non-toxic plastic white film, (food), polyurethane insulation injected at
high density, eco-friendly (without CFC). - Thickness of
the wall, floor and ceiling = 80 mm. - Locking of the
panel by built-in "eccentric-gear" hooks - Anti-slip stainless steel floor. - Angles and corners all at 135°, "sanitary". - Very strong "bulging" door (usefull space:
720xh1860 mm except (*) 620x1860 mm), reversible,
"snap-fit" closure by magnetic joint (easy replacement
without tools), hinges with stopping at 100° and closure
of the doors with automatic recall, key lock, interior
handle with safety device. - Inner door equipped (standard) with a peripheral warming wire (with female plug)
for T° -18° -25°C. - Depression valve T° -18° -25°C
(delivered standard). - Peripheral exterior plinth in stainless steel.

On request

Minicold ISO 100 PLUS
On Stock !
STAINLESS STEEL

On request

PLUS

Maxicold
ISO 100 PLUS

- Impeccable finishing of the panel, protection felt (insulation not visible!!). - The angles and the
corners of the floor, the ceiling and the walls are all at 135°, «sanitary» and injected in the mass
even on the panels, no rate molding!... A 100% guaranteed hygiene and finishing! - Stainless
steel floor « anti-slip « standing a charge of 1200 kg/m². - The «peripheral» exterior plinth, designed in stainless steel, avoid any deteriorations of the panels, often caused by the using of
detergent while cleaning the floor. - Pre-assembly kit of the panel delivered standard, making it
easier and faster...

On request GA-...

STAINLESS STEEL

CURVED
DOOR
Choice of the group based on a temperature interns -0°C and ambient of 32°C

Choice of the group based on a temperature
interns -20°C and ambient of 32°C

R404A
or
R452A

R404A
or
R452A

-18° -22°

-5° +5°
Ref

C2.6B/PM
C3.1B/PM
C3.7B/PM
C4.3B/PM
C3.5A/PM
C4.0B/PM
C4.8B/PM
C5.5B/PM
C5.0A/PM
C5.9B/PM
C6.7B/PM
C6.5B/PM

External mm

Lit

*1400x1100xh2110

2273

1700x1100xh2110

2823

2000x1100xh2110

3373

2300x1100xh2110

3923

*1400x1400xh2110

2298

1700x1400xh2110

3724

2000x1400xh2110

4449

2300x1400xh2110

5175

1700x1700xh2110

4625

2000x1700xh2110

5526

2300x1700xh2110

6426

2000x2000xh2110

6310

Ref

Ref

1 709,00 EUR
1 885,00 EUR
2 099,00 EUR
2 429,00 EUR
2 209,00 EUR
2 449,00 EUR
2 569,00 EUR
3 145,00 EUR
2 577,00 EUR
2 723,00 EUR
3 302,00 EUR
2 895,00 EUR

AP50-PED/A
AP50-PED/A
AP50-PED/A
AP50-PED/A
AP50-PED/A
AP50-PED/A
AP50-PED/A
AP75-PED/A
AP50-PED/A
AP75-PED/A
AP75-PED/A
AP75-PED/A

1 399,00 EUR
1 399,00 EUR
1 399,00 EUR
1 399,00 EUR
1 399,00 EUR
1 399,00 EUR
1 399,00 EUR
1 499,00 EUR
1 399,00 EUR
1 499,00 EUR
1 499,00 EUR
1 499,00 EUR

AN120-PED/A
AN120-PED/A
AN120-PED/A
AN170-PED/A
AN120-PED/A
AN170-PED/A
AN170-PED/A
AN201-PED/A
AN201-PED/A
AN201-PED/A
AN201-PED/A
AN201-PED/A

ATTENTION: Possibility to put the door just in bold dimensions - Other dimensions in STOCK!! - * Door 620x1860 mm (standard 720x1860 mm)

1 759,00 EUR
1 759,00 EUR
1 759,00 EUR
1 859,00 EUR
1 759,00 EUR
1 859,00 EUR
1 859,00 EUR
2 085,00 EUR
2 085,00 EUR
2 085,00 EUR
2 085,00 EUR
2 085,00 EUR

Monoblock
Mod.

T°32°
Vol. (M3)*

HP

-5° +5°

T°43°
Vol. (M3)*

Calculations based on a temperature interne -0°C

AP50-PED/A

1/2

7,7

4

1 399,00 EUR

AP75-PED/A

3/4

14,1

8,2

1 499,00 EUR

AP122-PED/A

1,2

19,3

14,2

2 039,00 EUR

-18° -22°

230/1N 50Hz

R404A
or
R452A
Cold groups on "overlapping"

Calculations based on a temperature interne -20°C

AN120-PED/A

1,2

3,9

2,6

1 759,

AN170-PED/A

1,7

4,7

3,5

1 859,00 EUR

AN201-PED/A

2

7

4,8

2 085,00 EUR

T°32°
Vol. (M3)*

T°43°
Vol. (M3)*

00 EUR

- Group certified in climate class 5 (40°C Temperature - 40% Humidity). - The evaporator drain pipe is equipped with a resistor to prevent ice formation. - Window
lights supplied as standard. - Electronic thermostatic control.

* 1m3=1000 lit.

TOP Monoblock
Mod.

HP

-5° +5°

Calculations based on a temperature interne -0°C

SP50-PED

1/2

17,7

4

1 939,00 EUR

SP75-PED

3/4

14,1

8,2

2 079,00 EUR

SP122-PED

1,2

19,3

14,2

2 729,00 EUR

-18° -22°

Calculations based on a temperature interne -20°C

SN120-PED

1,2

3,9

2,6

2 529,00 EUR

SN170-PED

1,7

4,7

3,5

2 615,00 EUR

SN201-PED

2

7

4,8

2 979,00 EUR

HP

T°32°
Vol. (M3)*

T°43°
Vol. (M3)*

R404A
or
R452A
230/1N 50Hz

"Ceiling" cold groups
- Electronic "digital" microprocessor of control.
- Hermetic Unit tropicalised (t° surrounding + 43°C), ventilated evaporator.
- Light box
- Cable for the connection of the micro-switch of the door.
- Separated Panels already connected up in unit by a 2.5-metre cable.
- Auto defrost warm gas type.
(SN) Cable for connection to door heater.

* 1m =1000 lit.
3

Bi-block
Mod.

-5° +5°

Calculations based on a temperature interne -0°C

HP50-NP

1/2

8,8

5,3

2 115,00 EUR

HP75-NP

3/4

12,8

7,2

2 219,00 EUR

HP122-NP

1,2

23,3

14,3

2 899,00 EUR

-18° -22°

Calculations based on a temperature interne -20°C

HN120-NP

1,2

6,2

4,5

2 525,00 EUR

HN170-NP

1,7

7,5

5,3

2 595,00 EUR

HN201-NP

2

9,2

6,1

2 959,00 EUR

* 1m3=1000 lit.

R404A
or
R452A
230/1N 50Hz

Refrigerant groups "By-block"
- Electronic microprocessor of "digital" control.
- Predisposition for the connection of light brings to room temperature.
- Predisposition for the connection of the micro-switch for the door.
- Separated Panels already connected up in unit by a 5 meters cable.
- Hermetic Unit tropicalised (t° surrounding + 43°C), ventilated evaporator.
- Auto defrost of type by resistance.
- Pipes and cables provided for the connection of the unit of condensation with the unit
of vaporizing are 5 meters.
(HN) Cable for connection to door heater.

Refrigeration
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Refribox Line
ADVANTAGE
Specially created for fruits and vegetables, meat, fish, wines, drinks...
Very big capacity of storage, but can be also put in small space, fast
and easy assembly and dismantling, compressor unit "Plug-in", ideal
for caterers, banqueting service or as a simple storage or extra cupboard...

DISMONTABLE
STRUCTURE
"Storage" refrigerators
- Dismountable structure, locking by "eccentric" hooks. - Inside and outside
realized in steel sheet (pre-painted). - Stainless steel floor. - Stainless steel
racks (anti-swinging). - Reversible door 855xh1960 (ASM/185 h 1810 mm),
magnetic joint (easy replacement, without tools). - Compact structure (climatic class +32°C) easily removable. - Ventilated evaporator, treated
against salt and food acids. - Programmable electronic regulator. Automatic defrosting, automatic evaporation of the condensate.

+2°+8°
MONOBLOC
PLUG-IN

Lit.

Grids*
Stainless
Steel

mm

kW

V

1850

2

935x995xh1842

-

-

2000

3

935x995xh1992

-

-

Ref

ASM/185
ASM/200
R134A UAC/P1

For ASM/185 & ASM/200 675x495xh388 0,51 230/1N 50Hz

1 309,00 EUR
1 509,00 EUR
899,00 EUR

* 830x820 mm
Ref

RBB/2
RBB/2+2
URA/P1
RBB/3+3
RBB/4+4
R134A URB/P2

Lit.

Barrels Ø

mm

kW

V

720

2 x 50L - 4 x 30L 1060x730xh1060

-

-

1000

4 x 50L - 8 x 30L 1060x995xh1060

-

-

For RBB/2 & RBB/2+2
1400
1800

6 x 50L - 12 x
30L
8 x 50L - 16 x
30L

For RBB/3+3 & RBB/4+4

675x495xh305 0,26 230/1N 50Hz
1465x995xh1060

-

-

1870x995xh1060

-

-

675x945xh305 0,36 230/1N 50Hz

845,00 EUR
899,00 EUR
712,00 EUR
1 095,00 EUR
1 299,00 EUR
822,00 EUR

"Storage" cooling cabinets, 2 doors

+2°+8°
DISMONTABLE
STRUCTURE
MONOBLOC
PLUG-IN

- Dismountable structure, locking by "eccentric" hooks. - Inside and outside
realization in steel sheet (pre-painted). - Stainless steel floor. - Doors with
magnetic joint (easy replacement, without any tools). - Ventilated evaporator
treated against salt and the food acids. - Programmable electronic regulator. - Automatic defrosting, automatic evaporation of the condensate.

ADVANTAGE
Specially created for beer barrels, wines and drinks... For
fruits and vegetables, meat, fish... 4 versions with different
sizes and volumes, fast and easy assembly and dismantling
(compressor group "Plug-in"), ideal for bars, pubs, caterers,
"banqueting" service, restaurants, etc.

-15° -25°
-GVL030/R2

552,00 EUR-

Freezer, chest, 300 liters, sliding cover
- Sliding lids, frame in natural aluminium, Thermopane® glasses. - Analog thermometer. - Made in «white» lacquered steel, interior in embossed aluminium. - Swiveling
castors, 2 with brakes. - Delivered with 1 basket.
mm : 1020x640xh880 - kW : 0,24 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-GVL040/R2
Freezer, chest, 400 liters, sliding cover
mm : 1310x640xh880 - kW : 0,33 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

622,00 EUR-

SLIDING
LID

Nproew
duct

PLUS
- Important storage capacity (evaporator put at the
back), «innovating system». - Easy work thanks to
the hinges with stop at 100° and closure of the
doors with automatic recall. - Electronic regulator
(under closed box, waterproof).

-2° +8°

1 329,00 EUR-

- 3 grids (472x465 mm)
mm : 600x600xh1890 - kW : 0,3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-10° -22°
- Manufactured in stainless steel (food) AISI 441 (back
in treated steel), monocoque frame. - Reversible door
(predisposition for key lock). - Panel for the accessibility of the compressor, on hinges. - Electronic regulator, blue LED. - Coil evaporator placed at the back,
coupled with a ventilator. - Automatic defrosting. Compressor group (ambient T° +32°C), ventilated
condenser. - Adjustable stainless steel feet.

E

-ID40-R2

F

-IE40-R2

1 517,00 EUR-

- 3 grids (472x465 mm) - Depression valve, standard delivered.
mm : 600x600xh1890 - kW : 0,31 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

0° +5°

FISH

E

-IDS40-R2

1 439,00 EUR-

- 5 trays (480x410xh140 mm). with perforated bottom.
mm : 600x600xh1890 - kW : 0,3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

400 L
-P/ST-TK

90,00 EUR-

Refrigerated Topping Shelves

Compact
Line

h155/195

+2° +10°

- Manufactured in stainless steel austenitic(alimentary). - Electronic thermostat in closed box, waterproof. - Evaporator tubes integrated in the walls and
bottom. - Compressor group in climate class 4. Ventilated condensor, with anti-fat filter protection. Delivered without pans GN.

Ref

GN 1/4

579,00 EUR SY120/CC-R6

1200x395xh260/580

4 x 1/3

629,00 EUR

7 x 1/4

639,00 EUR SY160/CC-R6

1600x395xh260/580

7 x 1/3

705,00 EUR

10 x 1/4

709,00 EUR SY200/CC-R6

2000x395xh260/580

9 x 1/3

755,00 EUR

SX120/CC-R6

1200x340xh260/580

5 x 1/4

SX160/CC-R6

1600x340xh260/580

SX200/CC-R6

2000x340xh260/580

Gastro Line

Refrigerated Topping Shelves

Plus
On request

Ref

GN 1/3

GN1/3-h 150 mm

GN1/4-h 150 mm

-P/ST1-4

230/1N 50Hz
mm

mm

0° +8°

85,00 EUR-

h190

-P/ST1-3

85,00 EUR-

h190
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 441. Tropicalized compressor group (ambient T° +43°C) Copper coil evaporator embedded in the walls. Automatic defrosting. - Electronic regulator Delivered without GN trays.
230/1N 50Hz

Ref

mm

GN1/4-h 150 mm

SX132G/CR2

1320x324xh385/515

2x1/4+3x1/6+3x1/9

SX175G/CR2

1755x324xh385/515

8 x 1/4

SX219G/CR2

2190x324xh385/515

3x1/4+7x1/6+7x1/9

GN 1/4

Ref

29

Plus

Refrigeration

Refrigerators & Freezer Cabinets

Slim Line

GN 1/3

mm

GN1/3-h 150 mm

843,00 EUR SY132G/CR2

1320x384xh385/515

3 x 1/3 +1 x 1/2

865,00 EUR

915,00 EUR SY175G/CR2

1755x384xh385/515

7 x 1/3

937,00 EUR

1 119,00 EUR SY219G/CR2

2190x384xh385/515

8 x 1/3 + 1 x 1/2

1 149,00 EUR

Refrigeration
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- Exterior and interior manufactured in stainless steel (alimentary). - Delivered
with 1 adjustable grid GN 1/1 per door, adjustable height. - Electronic thermostat in closed box, waterproof. - Coil evaporator embeded in the walls (3 sides).
- Ventilated storage, automatic defrost, auto evaporation (except SB2/BD,
manual). - Refrigerating unit (+32°C). - Ventilated condenser, with antigrease
filter.

-SA2/R6

937,00 EUR-

Refrigerated & Freezer Counter

C

Refrigerated counter 2 doors GN 1/1, 240 Lit
- Top plate in stainless steel, dismountable.

+2° +8°

mm : 900x700xh870/890 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-SA3/R6

1 287,00 EUR-

C

Compact refrigerated counter 3 doors GN 1/1, 380 Lit
mm : 1365x700xh857/890 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Compact
Line

GN 1/1
PLUS
- The new Compact Line tables are "eco-responsable" because with environmentally friendly refrigerant R600a. Especially designed for any establishment wher
place is a major problem ... An unbeatable value for money !

-GC1/2/R6

469,00 EUR-

Kit of drawers (1/2 + 1/2 h100), for SA...
- Capacity GN 1/1, compartments depth: 100 mm.
Available on stock !!!!!
Tailor made solution

+4° + 10°
-SALP2/R6

GN 1/1
+2° +8°

1 052,00 EUR-

Refrigerated preparation table, 2 doors GN 1/1, refrigerated structure 5x
GN1/6-150 mm
- Top in stainless steel, with integrated refrigerated structure (5x GN 1/6 - 150
mm), lid in stainless steel. (NB: delivered without GN trays).
mm : 900x700xh870/1250 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-SALP3/R6

1 579,00 EUR-

Refrigerated preparation table 3 doors GN 1/1, 340 Lit + refrigerated structure 8x GN1/6-150 mm
mm : 1365x700xh870/1250 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

On request
Compact
Line

-SB2/R2

-10° -20°
FREEZER
1 233,00 EUR-

E

Compact counter freezer 2 doors GN 1/1, 240 Lit
- Top in stainless steel (alimentary), dismountable. - Electrical heating
in every counter-door. - NB: We do not recommend installing cupboards units.
mm : 943x700xh850/870 - kW : 0,45 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

GN 1/1
Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

- The new Compact Line tables are "eco-responsable" because with environmentally
friendly refrigerant R600a. Especially designed for any establishment wher place is a
major problem ... An unbeatable value for money !!!

Refrigerated Saladettes

- Exterior and interior manufactured in stainless steel austenitic (alimentary). - Angles
and corners rounded. - Delivered with 1 adjustable grid GN 1/1 each door. - Electronic
thermostat in closed box, waterproof. - Copper coil evaporator type integrated in the
walls (3 sides). - Ventilated storage, automatic defrost, auto evaporation of the condenser. - Compressor group fit in climate class 4. - Ventilated condenser, with filter against
grease.

+4° + 10°

-SAL2M/R6

SALADETTE

Compact

+2° +8°

849,00 EUR-

Refrigerated saladette with lid 2x GN 1/1 + 3x GN 1/6 - 150
mm + reseve 2 doors GN1/1, 240 Lit
- Hinged telescopic lid in stainless steel. - Chopping board in
food polyethylene. - Impossible to install cupboards units. (NB:
delivered without GN trays).

Line

mm : 900x700xh870/1180 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-SAL3M/R6

1 299,00 EUR-

Refrigerated saladette with lid 4x GN 1/1 - 150 mm +
reserve 3 doors GN 1/1, 380 Lit
- No possibility to equip drawer units.
mm : 1365x700xh870/1180 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

GN 1/1

SALADETTE
On request

-SAL2M/R6+KV2

GN 1/1

+4° +10°
1 025,00 EUR-

- Version with curved sneeze guard glass on top,
tempered glass windows.
mm : 900x700xh870/1350

-SAL3M/R6+KV3

1 526,00 EUR-

- Version with curved sneeze guard glass on top,
tempered glass windows.

+2° +8°

mm : 1365x700xh870/1350

Refrigerated Counters

Gastro Line
Plus

PLUS

SALADETTE
GN1/1

- Double slide rails (allowing grating and GN containers at the same
time!!!) - Easy to operate thanks to hinges with stop on 100° and door
closing with automatic return. - Evaporator treated against salts and
food acids «coating». - Electronic regulator (in closed, waterproof box).

+2° +8°
-SG2-G3/R2

2 369,00 EUR-

Ventilated cooling table, 2 doors GN 1/1, 260 Lit. with refrigerated structure
- Saladette capacity GN 1 x 1/1, 2 x 1/2, 3 x 1/9, h150 mm (optional vats). - Telescopic
and flip-top cover in stainless steel. - Shelf in polyethylene (food). - 1 ventilated eveporator. - With: 1 grid GN 1/1 (530x325 mm), per door. - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 1320x700(730)xh890/900(+275) - kW : 0,28 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-SG3-G4/R2

405 L

2 785,00 EUR-

260 L

Ventilated cooling table, 3 doors GN 1/1, 405 Lit. refrigerated structure
- Refrigerated table GN 1 x 1/1, 2 x 1/2, 3 x 1/9, H150 mm. (optional vats). - Telescopic
and flip-top cover in stainless steel. - Shelf in polyethylene (food). - 1 ventilated eveporator. - With: 1 grid GN 1/1 (530x325 mm), per door. - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 1755x700(730)xh850/900(+275) - kW : 0,36 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-RTG4-PM
For all models
Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

75,00 EUR-

31
Refrigeration

PLUS
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Refrigerators & Freezer Cabinets

Gastro Line

Refrigeration

PLUS

80 mm

PLUS
- Componenets in high efficiency and low energy comsumption. - Polyurethane insulation without CFC (80 mm = super
insulated), less thermal dispersion, with energy saving in addition. - Refrigerated group at "tampon",(in insulated box), tropicalized (climatic class 5 "ambient T° +40°C - Humidity40%"). - Exceptional services thanks to the 2 evaporators (1400
liters), allowing an uniform temperature (airflow 100% optimized), guaranteeing the good preserving of the products. Double runner slides (allowing grids and trays GN at the same time!!). - Easy work thanks to the hinges with stop at 100°
and closure of the doors with automatic recall. - Electronic regulator (under closed waterproof box) with HACCP functions.

0° +8°

C

-ID70G/R2

1 939,00 EUR-

-15° -22°

D

GN 2/1

-IE70G/R2

2 357,00 EUR-

0° +8°
DOUBLE SLIDES

D

HEAVY DUTY
certified in climatic class 5
40°C Temperature
40% Humidity

- Manufactured from stainless steel
(food grade), AISI 304 interior, AISI
441 exterior - Reversible door (preequipped for key lock) - Hinged unit
access panel - Tropicalised compressor unit - Ventilated evaporator treated with a coating against salt and
food acids - Internal lighting Automatic defrosting - Automatic evaporation of condensate.

-ID140G/R2

-15° -22°

FISH
IL140TB/R2

-PRX4-HE

62,00 EUR-

For all models
Ref

ID70/R2
IE70/R2
IL70TB/R2
ID140/R2
IE140/R2
IL140TB/R2
IF140T/R2

Energy
Label

C
D

D
D

D

WHEELS
INCLUDED

IF140T/R2

IL70TB/R2

-PRX6-HE

-IE140G/R2

74,00 EUR-

For all models

Lit

mm

Doors

T°

Grids

Wheels

kW

Volt

700

720x850h2070

1

4

0,27

230/1N 50Hz

700

720x850h2070

1

3

4

0,28

230/1N 50Hz

350+350

720x850h2070

2

4

4

0,35

230/1N 50Hz

1400

1440x850h2070

2

-2° +8°
-15° -25°
0° +8° / -15° -25°
-2° +8°
-15° -25°
-2° +8°/ -15° -25°
-2° +8° / 0° +5°

3

6

6

0,43

230/1N 50Hz

6

6

1,12

230/1N 50Hz

6

6

0,97

230/1N 50Hz

5

6

0,97

230/1N 50Hz

1400

1440x850h2070

2

700+700

1440x850h2070

2

1050+350

1440x850h2070

3

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

2 952,00 EUR-

3 285,00 EUR-

1 719,00 EUR
2 069,00 EUR
2 535,00 EUR
2 595,00 EUR
2 865,00 EUR
3 755,00 EUR
3 473,00 EUR

Refrigerated Counters

Ventilated refrigerated tables, GN 1/1

Gastro Line
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15
85

95°

...A
+ 5%

Refrigeration

PLUS

5 doors
An exclusivity
Diamond
4 evaporators

PLUS
- Double runner slides (grids and trays GN at
the same time!!). - Hinges with stop at 100°,
closure of the doors with automatic recall.
- Evaporator treated against the salt and the
food acids «coating». - Electronic regulator
(under closed box, waterproof).

- Manufactured in stainless steel, inside AISI
304, outside AISI 441. - Independent upper top
(dismountable), stainless steel AISI 304. Stainless steel rack and slides (anti-tilting). Stamped interior bottom, rounded angles and
corners. - Reversible doors - Tropicalized compressor group (ambient T° +43°C), ventilated
condenser. - Over-sized evaporator(s), ventilated or static (87% of relative humidity), placed
between the doors. - Electronic regulator . Automatic defrosting. - Automatic evaporation
of the condenser.

GN 1/1

700 L

-2° +8°

405 L

260 L

-RTG4-PM

75,00 EUR-

For all models

For all models

-RTG6-PM

90,00 EUR-CA1/2-PM

On request

DOUBLE SLIDES

Ref

DT131/R2
DT178/R2
DT224/R2
DT274/R2

-DTS-7/R2

B
B
C
C

465,00 EURAvailable on stock !!!!!
Tailor made solution

HEAVY DUTY
certified in climatic class 5
40°C Temperature
40% Humidity
Energy
Label

550 L

-CA1/3-PM

.../R2A+EV

.../R2GX
mm

Lit

Doors

Grids

Evaporators

Feet

kW

Volt

1320x700xh850/900

260

2

2

1

4

0,27

230/1N 50Hz

1755x700xh850/900

405

3

3

2

4

0,28

230/1N 50Hz

2190x700xh850/900

550

4

4

2

6

0,35

230/1N 50Hz

2625x700xh850/900

700

5

5

4

6

0,45

230/1N 50Hz

405 L

-2° +8°
-DTS-10/R2

2 599,00 EUR-

- Refrigerated structure 7x GN 1/6 (trays in option). - 2
ventilated evaporators. - 1 grid GN 1/1 by door. - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 1755x700xh850/900-1150 - kW : 0,28 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

On request

653,00 EUR-

1 725,00 EUR
2 099,00 EUR
2 562,00 EUR
3 229,00 EUR

550 L

3 053,00 EUR-

- Refrigerated structure 10x GN 1/6 (trays in option). - 2
ventilated evaporators. - 1 grid GN 1/1 by door. - 6 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 2190x700xh850/900-1150 - kW : 0,35 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Blast freezers or coolers

34

Gastro Line

PLUS

Refrigeration

PLUS

70 mm

- Highly intuitive TOUCH SCREEN controls, standard freezing and rapid cooling cycles, with
each cycle being 100% customisable. Control by time or temperature. Special cycles such as
a continuous cycle and a fish cycle, as well as a UV cycle for disinfecting the unit. Easy to
consult HACCP reports. Display of data and events such as high-temperature alerts, undervoltage and maximum cycle time overrun. Alerts can be displayed directly or downloaded in
the .txt format to a USB pen (a USB port is available as an option).

ADVANTAGE
In the cook-chill process, food safety relies on one basic principle: a change in the core temperature from +70 °C to +3 °C within 90 minutes (UK standard) or from +65 °C to +10 °C
within 110 minutes (NF standard), and from +70 °C to -18 °C within 240 minutes (UK standard) or from +65 °C to -18°C within 270 minutes (NF standard). With Diamond units, compliance with these obligations is guaranteed. The unique design of the chamber coupled with
the fan guarantees a consistent temperature and prevents drying out and frost formation on
food surfaces.

GN 1/1
OR
EN 600x400

+70° -18°
+70° +3°

R404A
or
R452A

TOUCH
SCREEN

-RC-GBT

75,00 EUR-

For all models

GN 1/1
Ref

CBT31/TS
CBT50/TS-C
CBT51/TS
CBT101/TS
CBT141/TS

Capacity

mm

kg +3°

kg -18°

Probe

kW

Volt

3 x GN

670x715xh500

10

6

Yes

0,5

230/1N 50Hz

5 x GN

810x760xh850

18

12

Yes

1

230/1N 50Hz

5 x GN/EN

810x870xh850

20

14

Yes

1

230/1N 50Hz

10 x GN/EN

810x870xh1370

40

28

Yes

2

400/3N 50Hz

14 x GN/EN

810x870xh1750

50

35

Yes

2,2

400/3N 50Hz

2 335,00 EUR
3 113,00 EUR
2 975,00 EUR
4 422,00 EUR
5 449,00 EUR

....-GX: Hinged door on the left

Blast freezers or coolers

+70° -18°
+70° +3°

Profi

PLUS

Line

Regulator with large luminous display, tactile keys
(IP65). Control of cooling or freezing cycles (with
"Hard / Soft" function), on time or at temperature
(core probe). Memorization of HACCP alarms, various
programs ...... In cold link, the food security get
through by a basic principle: I.E. the transition of the
core probe temperature from +70°C to +3°C in 90
minutes (UK norms) or from +65°C to +10°C in 110
minutes (NF norms) and from + 70 ° C to -18 ° C in
240 minutes (UK norms) or + 65 ° C to -18 ° C in 270
minutes (NF norms), the Diamond chillers guarantee
you the respect of all this duties.

GN 1/1
OR
EN 600x400

GN 1/1

R404A or R452A
Ref

ELECTRONIC
CONTROL

GTP-3/LD
GTP-5/LD
GTP-10/LD

Capacity

mm

kg +3°

kg -18°

Probe

kW

Volt

3 x GN

560x700xh514

8

5

Yes

0,49

230/1N 50Hz

5 x GN/EN

790x700xh880/900

12

8

Yes

0,69

230/1N 50Hz

10 x GN/EN

790x800xh1420

30

20

Yes

1,3

230/1N 50Hz

....-GX: Hinged door on the left

1 909,00 EUR
2 452,00 EUR
3 507,00 EUR

- Polyvalent cupboard with a memory of 20 programs, 6 phases per program to control the temperature, humidity and time (modifiable at will) specific programs fot the maturation of meat
«DRY AGED MATURING», but also for meats and cheese «FERMENTING AGING». - Automatic
device for the humidification from 30% to 99% (ultrasound) and dehumidification. - Air renewal
in the interior of the cupboard, automatic extraction. - Refrigerated unit «buffer», tropicalized
(+43°C). - Insulation: 75 mm «super insulated». - Homogenous distribution of the refrigerated
air, no food drying. - For delicate products, possibility of hygrometric regulation. Microprocessor control (100% waterproof).

-3° +35°
R134A

-3° +35°

Ventilated maturation cabin 850 liters

Nproew
duct

- Inside and outside manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304
(food) (back in galvanized steel), monocoque frame. - Stainless
steel racks and slides (anti-tilting), stamped interior bottom,
rounded angles and corners. - Reversible door (see Kit, AKDG-L)
closure by magnetic joint, hinges with stop at 100°, closing
with automatic recall. - Micro-switch device, allowing to stop
the ventilator, while opening the door. - Standard delivered with
key lock. - Upper panel on hinges, easy inspection of the compressor. Tropicalized compressor unit (room T° +43°C), ventilated condenser. - Ventilated evaporators (oversized), treated
against salt and «coating» food acids (non visible). - «Digital»
electronic microprocessor (under closed box, 100% waterproof)
with HACCP functions, screen with blue LED. - Interior lighting
with switch. - Automatic defrosting. - Condenser’s automatic
evaporation.

DRY AGED MATURING & FERMENTING AGING
Ref

AL4S/F
AL4S/FG

Lit.

Level

mm

Glass Door

Feet

Grids

Structures
for meat

kW

Volt

850

20

790x1095(1750)xh2025

-

4

-

12

0,7

230/1N 50-60Hz

850

20

790x1095(1750)xh2025

Yes

4

-

12

0,7

230/1N 50-60Hz

15

Gastro Line
85

Plus

Refrigerated Counters

...A

95°

5 505,00 EUR
5 812,00 EUR

+ 5%

PLUS
- Double runner slides (grids and trays GN at the same
time!!). - Hinges with stop at 100°, closure of the doors
with automatic recall.
- Evaporator treated against the salt and the food
acids «coating». - Electronic regulator (under closed
box, waterproof).

-2° +8°

GN 1/1

Refrigerated tables with glass doors GN 1/1
- Manufactured in stainless steel, inside AISI 304, outside
AISI 441. - Independent upper top (dismountable), stainless steel AISI 304. - Stainless steel rack and slides (antitilting). - Stamped interior bottom, rounded angles and
corners. - Reversible glass doors (factory order). - Frontal
accessibility of the compressor group. - Over-sized evaporator(s), ventilated or static (87% of relative humidity). Electronic regulator. - Automatic defrosting. - Condenser's
automatic evaporation.

-RAG6-PM

5 doors
An exclusivity
Diamond
4 evaporators

Led Light

90,00 EUR-

For all models

-RAG4-PM

75,00 EUR-

For all models
Ref

DT131/R2-VD
DT178/R2-VD
DT224/R2-VD
DT274/R2-VD

Energy
Label

C
C
C
C

mm

Doors

Grids

Evaporators

Feet

kW

Volt

1320x700xh850/900

2

2

1

4

0,27

230/1N 50Hz

1755x700xh850/900

3

3

2

4

0,28

230/1N 50Hz

2190x700xh850/900

4

4

2

6

0,35

230/1N 50Hz

2625x700xh850/900

5

5

4

6

0,45

230/1N 50Hz

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

2 157,00 EUR
2 737,00 EUR
3 423,00 EUR
4 309,00 EUR

DOUBLE SLIDES

Refrigeration
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Gold Line Plus

PLUS

36

Refrigerators & Freezer Cabinets

Refrigeration

PLUS

400 L

- "Environmentally responsible" refrigerators (Made in Europe), eco-friendly refrigerant (R600a
ou R290). - Low energy use, more powerful components, electronic regulator, ... - Possibility to
place them "Side by Side" - On request PVC storage boxes (Ref: CBP1/1).

Jumbo
Line

Led Light

PV400X-R6
N400X-R2

Side by side

-CBP1/1-KIT12

PV400X/G-R6

168,00 EUR-

- Kit of 12 trays for N600X-R2

STAINLESS
STEEL

- Exterior manufactured using AISI 430 stainless steel - (Reversible)
door with magnetic (snap-in) seal closure for easy tool-free replacement, glazed door with aluminium frame - Internal LED lighting Standard key lock - Electronic regulation, digital display - CFC-free
polyurethane foam insulation (60 mm) - Climate class 4 refrigerating
unit (housed in the rear) - Temperatures between -1° and +6°C: roll
bond evaporator, ventilated, automatic defrosting, automatic evaporation of condensate - Temperatures between -15° and -22°C: Static
evaporator with evaporator grilles, manual defrosting - 4 adjustable
feet made from stainless steel (except 200 Lit.).

Nproew
duct
PV600X-R6
N600X-R2

GN 2/1

PV600X/G-R6

600 L

200 L
Stackable

STAINLESS STEEL
FEETS

PV201X-R6
N201X-R2

Refrigerated cupboards and freezers
Ref

ERGONOMIC
HANDEL

or

PV201X-R6
N201X-R2
PV400X-R6
N400X-R2
PV600X-R6
N600X-R2

Lt
200
200
400
400
600
600

Ref

Lt

PV201X/G-R6
PV400X/G-R6
PV600X/G-R6

200
400
600

T°

-1° +6°
-15° -22°
-1° +6°
-15° -22°
-1° +6°
-15° -22°
T°

-1° +6°
-1° +6°
-1° +6°

mm

Grids

626x600xh850

2

626x600xh850

Energy
Label

PV201X/G-R6

kW

Volt

B

0,1

230/1N 50Hz

3

-

0,15

230/1N 50Hz

626x740xh1925

4

D

0,22

230/1N 50Hz

626x740xh1925

6

-

0,31

230/1N 50Hz

780x740xh1925

4 x GN 2/1

D

0,4

230/1N 50Hz

780x740xh1925

6 x GN 2/1

-

0,3

230/1N 50Hz

mm

Grids

Energy
Label

kW

Volt

626x600xh850

2

-

0,14

230/1N 50Hz

626x740xh1925

4

-

0,29

230/1N 50Hz

4 x GN 2/1

-

0,3

230/1N 50Hz

780x740xh1925

579,00 EUR
665,00 EUR
835,00 EUR
947,00 EUR
999,00 EUR
1 099,00 EUR
GLASS
DO O R

674,00 EUR
962,00 EUR
1 149,00 EUR

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

Gold Line Plus

PLUS

Nproew
duct

GN 2/1

Refrigeration

HEAVY DUTY
certified in climatic class 5
40°C Temperature
40% Humidity

37

Ventilated refrigerators and freezers GN 2/1

700 L

85 mm

- «Diamond Green Technology» up to 70%* power saving. - Refrigerated unit
«buffer», tropicalized (+43°C). - Insulation: 85 mm «super insulated». Homogenous distribution of the refrigerated air «lateral flux», no food drying. For delicate products, possibility of hygrometric regulation. - Microprocessor
control (under closed box, 100% waterproof) with HACCP functions.

-2° +8°
-AD1N/H-R2

1 999,00 EUR-

B

- 3 grids GN 2/1. - 4 adjustable stainless steel
feet.
mm : 770x820xh2025 - kW : 0,4 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-15° -25°
- Inside and outside manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304 (food) (back in galvanized steel), monocoque frame. - Stainless steel racks and slides (anti-tilting),
stamped interior bottom, rounded angles and corners. - Reversible door (see Kit,
TKDX-L or TKSX-L) closure by magnetic joint, hinges with stop at 100°, closing
with automatic recall. - Micro-switch device, allowing to stop the ventilator, while
opening the door. - Standard delivered with key lock. - Upper panel on hinges,
easy inspection of the compressor. Tropicalized compressor unit (room T° +43°C),
ventilated condenser. - Ventilated evaporators (oversized), treated against salt and
«coating» food acids (non visible). - «Digital» electronic microprocessor (under closed box, 100% waterproof) with HACCP functions, screen with blue LED. - Interior
lighting with switch. - Automatic defrosting. - Condenser’s automatic evaporation.

-AD1B/H-R2

2 355,00 EUR-

C

- 3 grids GN 2/1. - 4 adjust. stainless steel feet
mm : 770x820xh2025 - kW : 0,55 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-4° +6°
-AFS1/H

FISH R134A
2 399,00 EUR-

- 10 trays GN 1/1-h100 mm. with perforated
bottom. - Evaporator at copper coil (lateral),
perforated deflector. - 4 adjustable stainless
steel feet.
mm : 770x820xh2025 - kW : 0,4 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-AIK4-L
-RAG4-PM

75,

00 EUR-

157,00 EUR-

For all models

For all models
STAINLESS
STEEL

GN 2/1

Nproew
duct

D

-2° +8° -15° -25° R134A
-AL1TB/H2
3 169,00 EUR-

D
On request ...G

Nproew
duct

- 2 units and 2 evaporators. - 2 x 2 grids GN2/1. - (FREEZER)
Copper coil evaporator (3 sides), depression valve. - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 770x820xh2025 - kW : 0,6 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-2° +8°

-4° +6°

FISH

R134A or R452A
-AF2T/H2

3 669,00 EUR-

- 2 independent units and 2 evaporators. - 2 grids GN 2/1 +
4 trays GN1/1-h100 mm, perforated bottom. - (FISH) Copper
coil evaporator (3 sides). - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 770x820xh2025 - kW : 0,53 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

2x350 L
-2° +8°
-AD2N/H2-R2

1400 L

2 989,00 EUR-

C

- 2x3 grids GN 2/1. - 4 adjust. stainless steel feet.
mm : 1540x820xh2025 - kW : 0,43 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

GN 2/1

-15° -25°
-AD2B/H2-R2

3 245,00 EUR-

D

- 2x3 grids GN 2/1. - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet. Depression valve.
mm : 1540x820xh2025 - kW : 0,85 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive
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Gold Line PLUS

Refrigeration

15
85

...A

95°

GN 1/1

PLUS

- Exceptional services thanks to the forced canalization of the refrigerated air at the back, allowing a uniform temperature. - For delicate
products, possibility of 2 hygrometric levels. - Microprocessor (100%
waterproof), with HACCP functions. - Group on "removable" slides. Compressor group fitted with an air filter (washable).

+ 5%

A

R404A
or
R452A

-2° +8°

FORCED
VENTILATION
SYSTEM

Ventilated refrigerated tables, GN 1/1
Available on stock !!!!!
Tailor made solution

On request

-K1/2-L

On request

-K1/3-L

- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304 (food), inside and outside, monocoque frame.
- Independent upper top (dismountable). - Stainless steel rack and slides (anti-tilting),
stamped interior bottom, rounded angles and corners. - Reversible doors (see kit TKDX-L
or TKSX-L), "snap-fit" closure by magnetic joint, hinges with stop at 100° and doors
with automatic recall. - Tropicalized compressor group (ambient T° +43°C), ventilated
condenser. - Over-sized lateral evaporator treated against the salt and the "coating"
food acids, completely hidden. - "Digital" electronic microprocessor (under closed box,
100% waterproof) with HACCP functions, screen blue LED. - Automatic defrosting. Condenser's automatic defrosting.

60 mm
506,00 EUR-

660,00 EUR-

HEAVY DUTY
certified in climatic class 5
40°C Temperature
40% Humidity

.../LGX
.../LA+EV

A

A

A
-TG2N/L

260 L

550 L

405 L

2 169,00 EUR- -TG3N/L

2 719,00 EUR- -TG4N/L

3 185,00 EUR-

- 1 grid GN 1/1 per door. - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet. - 1 grid GN 1/1 per door. - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet. - 1 grid GN 1/1 by door. - 6 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 1362x700xh880/900 - kW : 0,36 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 1809x700xh880/900 - kW : 0,36 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Refrigerated tables, ventilated, GN 1/1 (wit
- Delivered without compressor group (ready for remote group placement). Thermostatic regulator. - Automatic defrosting (by electrical resistance). Condenser's collecting tray, with automatic evaporation (by electrical resistance),

On request

-RTG4-PM

75,00 EUR- -RTG6-PM

For all models

For all models

R404A
or
R452A
1 975,00 EUR- -TS3N/L

2 475,00 EUR- -TS4N/L

2 795,00 EUR-

- 1 grid GN 1/1 per door.
- 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.

- 1 grid GN 1/1 per door.
- 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.

- 1 grid GN 1/1 per door.
- 6 adjustable stainless steel feet.

mm : 1149x700xh880/900 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 1596x700xh880/900 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 2043x700xh880/900 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

STAINLESS
STEEL

Ventilated freezing tables, GN 1/1

-TIK4-L

- Inner door fitted with warming elements.
NB: not possible to assemble drawers.

173,

STAINLESS
STEEL

00 EUR-

-TIK6-L

For all models

-TG2B/L

FREEZER
R404A
B
or
R452A
2 555,00 EUR- -TG3B/L

238,00 EUR-

For all models

-10° -20°

B

90,00 EUR-

-2° +8°

UC-TN...

-TS2N/L

mm : 2256x700xh880/900 - kW : 0,36 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

B
2 949,00 EUR- -TG4B/L

3 379,00 EUR-

- 1 grid GN 1/1 per door.
- 4 adjustable stainless steel feet

- 1 grid GN 1/1 per door.
- 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.

- 1 grid GN 1/1 per door.
- 6 adjustable stainless steel feet.

mm : 1362x700xh880/900 - kW : 0,65 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 1809x700xh880/900 - kW : 0,73 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 2256x700xh880/900 - kW : 0,73 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Gold Line
PLUS

GOLD PLUS line choice for excellence in your work, preservation of organoleptic and nutritional characteristics of your food, same quality, same taste, the same consistency as fresh food! ..... While saving time
and money. In cold, food security is a basic principle: the passage of the core temperature of +70 ° C to
+3 ° C in 90 minutes (standard UK) or +65 ° C to +10 ° C in 110 minutes (NF) and +70 ° C to -18 ° C in
240 minutes (standard UK) or +65 ° C to -18 ° C in 270 minutes (NF) cells Diamond guarantee to respect
all these obligations.

-AIK4-L

157,00 EUR-

For all models

-DBT51/TS

39

3 319,00 EUR-

R404A
or
R452A

GN 1/1
OR
EN 600x400

+70° -18°
+70° +3°

STAINLESS
STEEL

- 5 x 1/1 GN or EN 600x400 - Production per cycle: 20 Kg (70 ° C +3 °
C) or 12 kg (70 ° C -18 ° C) - Meat probe - Structure "anti tilt" GN 1/1
(70 mm) & EN 600x400 ( 44 mm). - Door with integrated handle (reversible on order). - Hinges with callback (block 90 °). - 4 adjustable stainless
steel feet.
mm : 784x800xh900 - kW : 0,85 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-DBT101/TS

6 329,00 EUR-

- 10 x 1/1 GN or EN 600x400 - Production per cycle: 40 Kg (70 ° C +3 °
C) or 12 kg (70 ° C -18 ° C) - Core probe - "Anti swinging" structure GN
1/1 (75 mm) & EN 600x400 (44 mm). - Door with integrated handle
(reversible on order). - Hinges with automatic return (blocking at 90°). 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 800x900xh1800 - kW : 2,3 - V : 400/3N 50Hz

Blast chillers and freezers
- TOUCH SCREEN controls and a high-definition colour touch screen, enabling users to personalise all of the main functions - Selection of 4
cycles comprising "Soft Chill" or "Soft Freeze" (for delicate products) and "Hard-Chill" or "Hard-Freeze" (for large items), timer control with
audible signal at end of cycle (or) control using core probe, also with an end of cycle holding function and a (visual or audible) alarm system, up to 99 programs can be saved, selection from over 20 operating cycles, automatic cycle, etc. (See MORE), display on front - Singleunit structure, manufactured internally and externally from food grade stainless steel (AISI 304) - Stamped interior bottom, rounded angles
and corners (no roughness), with drain plug (major maintenance) - Door with ergonomic handle (non-protruding), magnetic snap-in seal
closure (for easy tool-free replacement), inner door with heating resistance to prevent the formation of frost (Freeze Function) - Microswitch device on the door for switching off the evaporator fan when opened. - Compressor unit (ambient temperature +43 °C), ventilated
condenser, can be accessed from the front - Ventilated evaporator (oversized), treated against salt and food acids, completely concealed
(unnoticeable), IP44 fan motor - Manual or automatic defrosting (cycle start) - Injected polyurethane insulation (CFC-free).

15
85

95°

...A

TOUCH
SCREEN

+ 5%

On request

20 GN 1/1
20 GN 2/1
DBT...

Shock Freezers Counters
PLUS
Highly intuitive TOUCH SCREEN and 100% customisable freezing and rapid cooling
cycles. Strict temperature and ventilation control. Pre-cooling of the unit whenever
required. Special cycle for ice cream or raw fish (carpaccio, sushi, sashimi, etc.).
Recipes/programs subdivided according to product type. Memory of up to 99 programs. Option to download all of the data and recipes/programs using USB keys, etc.

+70° -18°
+70° +3°

-TIK4-L
For all models

R404A or R452A
-GTBT6/TS
Gold Line
PLUS

GN 1/1

173,00 EURSTAINLESS
STEEL

3 965,00 EUR-

- 6 x GN 1/1 - 20 Kg (70 ° C +3 ° C) or 12 kg (70 ° C -18 ° C). - Core
probe. - Structure "anti tilt" (74 mm). - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 1250x700xh880/900 - kW : 0,95 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Blast-freezing tables
- Electronic digital microprocessor "A", digital (in sealed box, 100% waterproof), with HACCP functions, programmable a one pleases. - 4 cycles option "Soft Chill" or "Soft
Freeze" for delicate products, "Hard-Chill" or "Hard-Freeze" for big pieces, control timer with bell at the end of the cycle (or) core probe control, with holding function at the end
of the cycle. - Inside and outside in stainless steel AISI 304, stamped inside bottom and rounded angles and corners. - Independent upper top (removable). - Reversible door (see
Kit), "pressure" magnetic seal closure with stop at 100 ° (automatic recall). - Tropicalized compressor unit (43 °), on "removable" slides. - Ventilated evaporator (oversized), treated against salt and food acids. - Manual or automatic defrostings.

Refrigeration

70 mm

ADVANTAGE

Shock Freezers

TOUCH
SCREEN

40

Slim Line

Refrigeration

0° +8°
-AR5-TN/HE

or

+70° +3°

R404A or R452A
3 269,00 EUR-

Blast cooler & cell, GN 1/1 (20kg)
- Capacity: Freezer cabinet 16x GN 1/1, Coolcell 5x GN 1/1 (Production by
cycle: 20 kg at T°+70°+3°C) - Core temperature probe - Setting: 5 pairs
of slides "anti-tilting" and 3 grids GN 1/1 - Insulation 80mm of thickness
- 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 500x700xh2070 - kW : 0,51 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-18° -23°

-AR5-BT/HE

or

+70° -18°

or

+70° +3°

4 209,00 EUR-

Blast freezer & cell, GN 1/1 (20kg)
- Capacity: Freezer cabinet 16x GN 1/1, Freezer cell 5x GN 1/1
(Production by cycle: 20 kg at T°+70°+3°C or 12kg at T+70° -18°C) Core temperature probe - Setting: 5 pairs of slides "anti-tilting" and 3
grids GN 1/1 - Insulation 80mm of thickness - 4 adjustable stainless
steel feet.

Plus

80 mm

PLUS
Incredible a flexibility of 2 different equipment
(cabinet & blast chiller) in only one - large storage capacity in a small size (35 m²) !! Different operating programmes set by core
probe or timer : two Soft and two Hard. At the
end of the cycle, the cabinet passes into conservation mode. - In cold link, the food security get
through by a basic principle : i.e. the transition of
core temperature from +70°c to +3°c in 90
minutes (Uk norms) or from +65°c to +10°C in
110 minutes (NF norms) and from +70 °C to 18°C in 240 minutes (UK norms) or +65°C to 18°C in 270 minutes (NF norms) the Diamond
cells guarantee you the fulfillment of all these
responsibilities.

mm : 500x700xh2070 - kW : 0,98 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

DOUBLE SLIDES

GN 1/1
PROBE

- " Digital " electronic microprocessor (in closed box, 100% waterproof IP65) programmable at choice
(including all HACCP functions), display on the front side - 4 choices of cycles " Soft Chill " or " Soft Freeze
" for sensitive products, " Hard-Chill " or " Hard-Freeze " for big pieces, control by timer with a bell at the
end of the cycle (or) control by core probe, hold function at the end of the cycle and an alarm device
(acoustic & visual) - Stamped inside bottom, angles and rounded corners (without bumps), with draining tap
(major maintenance) - Door with an ergonomic handle (not salient) and reversible (predisposition for key
lock ), closure assured by a magnetic seal " with pressure " (easy replacement, without any tools), hinges
with stop at 100° and door closing with an automatic alert, storm door equipped with heating element, prevention of frost formation (Fonction Freeze) - Door with microswitch, allowing to stop the fan of the evaporator while opening the door - Compressor unit - climatic class 4 (30°C temperature & 55% humidity),
incorporated into the piece of furniture (frontal accessibility), ventilated condenser, fan motor IP45 Ventilated evaporator (oversized), stable to salt and food acids, completely hidden (not visible), fan motor
IP45 - Manual or automatic defrosting (beginning of the cycle) - Monoblock structure , use of stainless steel
(alimentation), inside (AISI 304) and outside (AISI 304-441) - Injected polyurethane insulation (without CFC)

LENGTHWISE
GN1/3 - GN1/2 - GN2/3 - GN1/1
Gastro Line

Refrigerated Counters
PASS THROUGH

Plus

PLUS
- Finally a refrigerated table, allowing an island positioning
"PASS THROUGH" the "must" of all professional kitchens. Double slide rails (allowing for rails and GN trays at the
same time!!). - Work easy with the hinges with stop at 100°
and closing doors with automatic return. - Evaporator treated against salt and food acids "coating". - Electronic
controller (in a sealed box, waterproof).

DOUBLE SLIDES

GN 2/1
-2° +8°
-DT181/22-R2

60 mm
2 947,00 EUR-

Ventilated PASS THROUGH, refrigerated table, 2x2 doors GN 2/1, 365L.
- Extra large doors GN 2/1, on each side. - Standard equipment: 2 grids
GN 2/1 (650x530mm). - 2 ventilated evaporators. - 4 adjustable feet in
stainless steel.
mm : 1810x820xh850/900 - kW : 0,23 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-RTG4-PM
For all models

-RTG6-PM
For all models

90,00 EUR-

75,

-DT249/33-R2

00 EUR-

3 579,00 EUR-

Ventilated, PASS THROUGH, refrigerated table,
2x3 doors GN 2/1, 548 L.
- Extra large doors GN 2/1, on each side. - Standard equipment: 3 grids
GN 2/1 (650x530mm). - 3 ventilated evaporators. - 6 adjustable feet in
stainless steel.
mm : 2490x820xh850/900 - kW : 0,28 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

Refrigerators & Freezer Cabinets

Profi
Line

41
Refrigeration

PLUS
- The new Profi Line cabinets are "eco-responsible" because with environmentally friendly refrigerant R290, designed with compressor unit housed underneath the cabinet (best performance), frontal
accessibility, easy maintenance And after sales service.

Ventilated fridges 550 and 1100 liters
- Monoblock structure, inside and outside manufactured in stainless steel (food). - Reversible doors (provided for key lock), hinge with automatic return (blocking at 90°). - Compressor group in climatic class 4,
ventilated condenser, placed under the board. - Ventilated evaporator (oversized), treated against salt and
food acids. - Automatic defrosting, automatic.

Ref

HD706/R2

HE706/R2

HD1412/R2

HE1412/R2

T°

0° +8°

- 15° - 22°

0° +8°

- 15° - 22°

Doors

1

1

2

2

Liters

550

550

1100

1100

mm

690x720xh2065

Energy
label
Grids

-RAG4-PM

1385x720xh2065

E

E

E

3

3

6

F
6

Feets

4

4

4

4

kW

0,25

0,36

0,56

0,74

Volt

230/1N 50Hz

230/1N 50Hz

230/1N 50Hz

1 409,

1 715,

1 999,

Profi

75,00 EUR-

Line

00 EUR

00 EUR

230/1N 50Hz

00 EUR

2 305,00 EUR

Refrigerated Counters

PLUS
- The new Profi Line tables are «eco-responsible» because of the
R290 ecological refrigerant.

Ventilated refrigerated tables
- Single-unit structure, manufactured internally and externally (the rear
also) from (food grade) austenitic stainless steel - Doors with handles,
hinges with automatic return (with stop at 90°) - Ventilated evaporator
(oversized) treated against salt and food acids - Electronic regulator
(under closed, leaktight box). - Automatic defrosting, automatic evaporation of the condensate.

-RTG4-PM

75,00 EUR-

For all models

-RTG6-PM
Ref

90,00 EURT°

BMIV15/R2
BMIV20/R2

0° +8°
0° +8°

MR2/R2
MR3/R2
MR4/R2

0° +8°
0° +8°
0° +8°

..+BC1/2-TP
..+MC1/2-TP
Energy
Feet
label

mm

Grids

Doors

1500x600xh880/900

2x 405x460

2

4

2000x600xh880/900

3x 405x460

3

4

C
D

..+BC1/2-TP

..+BC1/2-TP
..+MC1/2-TP
kW

Volt

0,36

230/1N 50Hz

0,36

230/1N 50Hz

..+BC1/2-TP

1 343,
1 633,00 EUR
00 EUR

1 740,00 EUR
2 030,00 EUR

1350x700xh880/900

2x 325x535

2

4

1800x700xh880/900

3x 325x535

3

4

2250x700xh880/900

4x 325x535

4

6

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

C
D
D

0,36

230/1N 50Hz

0,36

230/1N 50Hz

0,51

230/1N 50Hz

1 419,
1 662,00 EUR
2 009,00 EUR

1 816,00 EUR
2 059,00 EUR
2 406,00 EUR

GN 1/1

..+MC1/2-TP
00 EUR

Ct

Direct Steam

Series

Combi Steamer Ovens

Electric ovens "TOUCH" direct steam and convection
- Convection of 25° to 300°C.- Steam 100°C.- Mixed convection/steam from 25° to
250°C.- Regeneration and maintaining temperature from 25° to 250°C.

PLUS
- Direct injection steam (90% saturation) - High definition colour TOUCH SCREEN controls that enable users to
customise all of the oven's main functions - 2 cooking
modes (programmed, manual) - 11 humidification levels
- (Pre-programmable) memory holding up to 1000
recipes, 16 different cooking phases (choice of 16 different successive cooking types) - USB port for saving
and transferring the various cooking programs (HACCP
data management) - 3 speed controls (full power/half
power/intermittent) - Core probe (1 sensor) - Automatic
pre-heating and rapid cooling of the cooking chamber
(CCRR) - "AUTO-CLEANING", a built-in automatic cleaning system (CCNA), 4 different cycles to choose from,
"ECONOMIZER" function for saving water and detergent.

TOUCH
SCREEN

uto

a
Cleaning
10xGN1/1

New accessory:
On request

6xGN1/1
10xGN2/1

C

Direct steam ovens with "automatic cleaning system"
- Convection of 25° to 300°C. - Steam 100°C. - Mixed
convection/steam from 25° to 250°C. - Regeneration and maintaining temperature from 25° to 250°C.

og
t
u
a
in
n
a
le
C

10xGN1/1

VACUUM

BANQUETING

GRILLING

CHICKENS

FRIED

POTATOS

EGGS
HAMBURGER

EURONORM

SDE/6-CL
SDG/6-CL
SDET/6-CL
SDGT/6-CL
SDE/10-CL
SDG/10-CL
SDET/10-CL
SDGT/10-CL
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

PLUS
- Direct steam injection (90% saturation). - Sensitive
key operation "digital display". - 11 levels of regulation
of humidification, cooking in 2 different phases. - 2
speed regulators (full power/ with intermittently). - Core
temperature probe (1 sensor). - Automatic pre-heating
and rapid cooling of the cooking chamber (CCRR). "AUTO-CLEANING" integrated automatic cleaning
(CCNA), 4 different cycles to choose from.

6xGN1/1

Level Series

LENGTHWISE

SMOKED

20xGN2/1

20xGN1/1

Series

GN1/3 - GN1/2 - GN2/3 - GN1/1

Cook & Chill

42

Capacity

Touch Screen

Hand Shower

mm

kW

6

C

30 Kg

-

Optional

899x915xh808

10,1

6

C

30 Kg

-

Optional

898x915xh808

0,25

6

Ct

30 Kg

Yes

Optional

898x915xh808

10,1

6

Ct

30 Kg

Yes

Optional

898x915xh808

0,25

10

C

50 Kg

-

Optional

898x915xh1080

17,5

10

C

50 Kg

-

Optional

898x915xh1058

0,3

10

Ct

50 Kg

Yes

Optional

898x915xh1058

17,5

10

Ct

50 Kg

Yes

Optional

898x915xh1058

0,3

kcal/h

V**
400/3N 50-60Hz

8600

230/1N 50-60Hz
400/3N 50-60Hz

8600

230/1N 50-60Hz
400/3N 50-60Hz

17200

230/1N 50-60Hz
400/3N 50-60Hz

17200

230/1N 50-60Hz

5 065,00 EUR
6 439,00 EUR
5 865,00 EUR
7 495,00 EUR
6 433,00 EUR
7 719,00 EUR
7 575,00 EUR
9 059,00 EUR

* On request : Kit pastry 600x400 (AC/SE-6 or AC/SE-10) - ** Voltage 230/3 50Hz +5% (on request)

Series

Steam Ovens with boiler/convection "TOUCH"

PLUS
- Boiler-generated steam (100% saturation) - High definition
colour TOUCH SCREEN controls that enable users to customise
all of the oven's main functions - 3 cooking modes (automatic,
programmed, manual) - Regulation of the humidification level
from 1% to 100% thanks to its LAMBDA probe (CCHY - exclusive patent), actual humidity control (exclusive patent), which
also results in major WATER SAVINGS - (Pre-programmable)
memory holding up to 1000 recipes, 16 different cooking
phases (choice of 16 different successive cooking types) as
well as special programs: "AUTOMATIC MODE" automatic cooking according to product type, weight and quantity, "LOW
TEMPERATURE COOKING" (CCBT) cooking temperature under
100 °C, "BANQUETING" (regeneration function), etc. - 3 speed
controls (full power/half power/intermittent) - Core probe (6
sensors) - Automatic pre-heating and rapid cooling of the cooking chamber (CCRR) - USB port for saving and transferring
the various cooking programs (HACCP data management) "AUTO-CLEANING", a built-in automatic cleaning system
(CCNA), 4 different cycles to choose from, "ECONOMY" function
for saving water and detergent.

- Convection 25 to 300°C - Steam 100° C - Mixe convection/steam 25° to 250°C
- Cooking at low temperaure- Regeneration and maintaining 25° to 250°C

TOUCH
SCREEN

to

au
Cleaning
10xGN1/1

New accessory:

SMOKED

VACUUM

On request

As

BANQUETING

6xGN1/1

Series

10xGN2/1

Steam ovens with boiler/convection

GRILLING

CHICKENS

FRIED

POTATOS

EGGS
HAMBURGER

EURONORM

20xGN1/1

20xGN2/1

- Convection of 25° to 300°C.- Steam 100°C.- Mixed
convection/steam from 25° to 250°C.- Cooking on
low temperature 25° to 99°C - Regeneration and
maintaining temperature from 25° to 250°C

uto

a
Cleaning

PLUS
- Boiler-generated steam (100% saturation). - Digital display touch-sensitive controls - By-pass technology (probe
which manages the moisture content), two-phase cooking
(choice of 2 successive cooking types). - "LOW TEMPERATURE COOKING" (CCBT) cooking temperature under 100
°C - 3 speed controls (full power/half power/intermittent)
- Core probe (1 sensor). - Automatic pre-heating and
rapid cooling of the cooking chamber (CCRR) - "AUTOCLEANING", a built-in automatic cleaning system (CCNA),
4 different cycles to choose from.

10xGN1/1

6xGN1/1

LENGTHWISE

GN1/3 - GN1/2 - GN2/3 - GN1/1

Level Series

SBES/6-CL
SBGS/6-CL
SBET/6-CL
SBGT/6-CL
SBES/10-CL
SBGS/10-CL
SBET/10-CL
SBGT/10-CL
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Capacity

Touch Screen

Hand Shower

mm

kW

-

Optional

898x915xh808

10,1

6

As

30 Kg

6

As

30 Kg

-

Optional

898x915xh808

0,25

6

At

30 Kg

Yes

Yes

898x915xh808

10,1

6

At

30 Kg

Yes

Yes

898x915xh808

0,25

10

As

50 Kg

-

Optional

898x915xh1058

17,5

10

As

50 Kg

-

Optional

898x915xh1058

0,3

10

At

50 Kg

Yes

Yes

898x915xh1058

17,5

10

At

50 Kg

Yes

Yes

898x915xh1058

0,3

kcal/h

V**
400/3N 50-60Hz

14620

230/1N 50-60Hz
400/3N 50-60Hz

14620

230/1N 50-60Hz
400/3N 50-60Hz

30100

230/1N 50-60Hz
400/3N 50-60Hz

30100

230/1N 50-60Hz

6 265,00 EUR
8 385,00 EUR
8 229,00 EUR
10 555,00 EUR
7 589,00 EUR
9 839,00 EUR
9 919,00 EUR
12 269,00 EUR

*On request : Kit pastry 600x400 (AC/SE-6 or AC/SE-10) - ** Voltage 230/3 50Hz +5% (on request)
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Microwaves

Microwaves

Pro Duty
Line

Stackable

PLUS
- With a capacity of 34 liters (GN 2/3) and 1400 Watts of power, Diamond
"Pro Duty" microwave ovens are designed specifically for professionals in
the food sector. Made of stainless steel, powerful, fast and very robust, they
will fit perfectly to the needs of everyday work. Stackable, thus offering
more comfort and space optimization. Diamond microwave ovens are not
available in large distribution, but only through authorized professional
resellers. Upon request: Stainless steel wall bracket : SPD165.

"Pro Duty" Microwaves

GN 2/3
-DW3414-DE

- Capacity 34 liters, dishes up to ø 350 mm - Interior dimensions:
370x385xh230 mm - Interior lighting - Fixed base in glass ceramic (without
swivel plate) - Glass door in stainless steel, automatic closing and easy to open,
ergonomic and very robust handle . - Stackable devices - Cooling the magnetron through an "Axial" fan, front ventilation grid. - Stainless steel interior and
exterior

34 Lt.
515,00 EUR-

Microwave in stainless steel, (GN 2/3), 1400 W. (34 Lt),
digital
- Output power1400 W. - 1 magnetron for professional use. Digital control panel: 10 presets, 5 power levels, timer from 0
till 60 minutes, and a "X2" push-button for multiple portions,
visual display. -100 "storable" programs.
mm : 553x488xh343 - kW : 1,9 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-DW3421-DE

On request

Heavy Duty
Line

SPD165
895,00 EUR-

Microwave in stainless steel, (GN 2/3),2100 W. (34 Lt), digital
- Output Power 2100 W. - 2 magnetron for a very intensive professional use. - Digital control panel: 10 presets, 5 power levels, timer
from 0 till 60 minutes, and a "X2" button for multiple portions,
visual display. -100 "storable" programs.- As standard with middle
shelf in treated glass (removable).
mm : 574x528xh368 - kW : 3,2 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

2 LEVELS

34 Lt.

GN 2/3

2 MAGNETRONS

-DW3418-M

825,00 EUR-

Microwave in stainless steel, (GN 2/3),1800 W. (34 Lt), Mechanical
- Output power 1800 W. - 2 magnetron for professional use. - Mechanical control
panel: selection with 7 power levels, timer from 0 till 60 minutes and visual display.
-100 "storable" programs. - As standard with middle shelf in treated glass (removable).
mm : 574x528xh368 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

GN 2/3

34 Lt.

"Heavy Duty" Microwaves
- Capacity 34 liters, with the possibility of using GN 2/3, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 ... dishes up to
ø 350 mm - Interior dimensions: 370x385xh230 mm - Interior lighting - Fixed base
in glass ceramic (without swivel plate) - Glass door in stainless steel, automatic
closing and easy to open, ergonomic and very robust handle. - Stackable equipment - Cooling of the two magnetron via a "Vortex" turbine, front ventilation grid
(under the door), easy removal of the air grid and filter cleaning - Stainless steel,
indoor and outdoor

PLUS
Made of stainless steel, powerful, fast and very robust, microwave ovens "Heavy Duty"
Diamond, have been specifically designed for professionals in the food sector. The double
magnetron is particularly suitable for intensive and continuous use. Supplied as standard
with a glass ceramic removable shelf that allows cooking two plates at the same time.
Stackable, thus offering more comfort and space optimization. Diamond microwave ovens
are not available in large distribution, but only through authorized professional resellers.
Upon request: Stainless steel wall bracket : SPD165.

- «TOUCH SCREEN» high-definition color touch screen controls, allowing the user to personalize all the main functions of the oven. - 150 automatic programs, and the possibility
to memorize 150 other programs, possibility of 6 phases to choose, all programmable
(150 pre-established recipes). - 10 specific regeneration programs. - Core probe, with
DELTA-T. - «Cook & Hold» function for temperature maintenance after cooking. - Selfdiagnosis device. - Automatic preheating of the oven. - Delayed, programmable ignition. Double speed with «Autoreverse». - Integrated washing system AUTO-CLEANING.
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PLUS

Combi
Line Plus

T O U CH
SCREEN

Electric ovens, programmable steam/convection (GN)
- Compact ovens. - Direct steam generation through «nebulization». - In-depth loading 67 mm. Easy after-sales, access control by the lateral part. - Deflector of the turbine on hinges, ease
maintenance. - Cooking chamber made of stainless steel AISI 304, rounded corners and angles,
arranged for grease filter. - Integrated condensate collection bowl (on the door), connected
directly to the landfill. - Allogeneic light. - Door with double thermal glazing, indoor glass on
hinges, easy cleaning , athermic and ergonomic handle. - Magnetic microdoor. - Made of stainless steel AISI 304. - Standard supplied with grid(s) GN 1/1.

5xGN1/1

2 speeds
-DFV-511/PTS

to

au
Cleaning

Nproew
duct

4 039,00 EUR-

- 5x GN 1/1 (530x325 mm).
mm : 710x770xh600 - kW : 6 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

auto

TO U CH
SCREEN

-DFV-1011/PTS

Cleaning

5 359,00 EUR-

- 10x GN 1/1 (530x325 mm).
mm : 710x770xh940 - kW : 12 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

VERY
COMPACT

TOUCH
SCREEN

LENGTHWISE
GN1/3 - GN1/2 - GN2/3 - GN1/1

-DFV-1511/PTS

2 speeds

7 169,00 EUR-

- 15 x GN 1/1 (530 x 352 mm). - Stainless steel base,
standard supplied.

Nproew
duct

auto
Cleaning

10xGN1/1

2 speeds

mm : 750x790xh1650 - kW : 18 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

On request

15xGN1/1

On request

HXF-...

FDE

SCF-...

4xGN1/1

PLUS

Convobis

- Electronic controls and digital display. Core probe, (On request SAC / SD). - Selfdiagnosis device

Line

Programmable electric oven
steam/convection

Combi Small
Line

-DFV-411/SD

2 329,00 EUR-

4x GN 1/1 (530x325 mm)
mm : 600x870xh480 - kW : 5,2 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

- Compact ovens, don't take a lot of place. Direct steam generation through "nebulization". - In-depth loading 67 mm. - Easy
after-sales, access control by the lateral
part - Turbine deflector on hinges, easy
maintenance. - Stainless steel chamber AISI
304, angles and rounded corners - Bowl for
condensate, under the door. - Lightning
allogenic. - Door with thermal double glazing, indoor glass on hinges, easy cleaning.
- Magnetic microdoor. - "Oura" for the evacuation of cooking fumes and vapors. Made of stainless steel AISI 304.

GN1/1
Or

EN 600x400

page
113
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Convection Oven
Electric convection oven (GN)
- Chamber with rounded corners, in stainless steel AISI 430,
outside stainless steel AISI 430. - T ° from 50 ° C to 270 ° C, 2
motors with fans (2600 rpm), internal lighting. - Double glazed
door, sealing gasket on the door «easily removable», removable
inner glass for easy maintenance. - Space between turntables
70 mm. - Oura for condensate evacuation.

Gastro
Line
Ref

Level

GASTRO23/X-P

mm

kW

V

4x353x325 mm 585x605xh570 3,2 230/1N 50-60 Hz

Ventilator

Plate

Grid

2

1

1

4xGN2/3
565,

00 EUR

2 VENTILATORS

Combi Steamer Ovens
Electric ovens steam/convection (GN)
- Compact ovens. - Direct steam generation through "nebulization". - In-depth loading 67
mm. - Easy after-sales, access control by the lateral part - Turbine deflector on hinges, easy
maintenance. - Stainless steel chamber AISI 304, angles and rounded corners - Bowl for
condensate, under the door. - Lightning allogenic. - Door with thermal double glazing, indoor
glass on hinges, easy cleaning. - Magnetic microdoor. - "Oura" for the evacuation of cooking
fumes and vapors. - Standard comes with grid (s)

Combi Small
Line

ADVANTAGE
Functions and temperatures: convection (hot air) 50°C/270°C Steam 50°C/100°C - Mixed convection - Steam 50°C/270°C.

4xGN1/1
-DFV-423/S

1 949,00 EUR-

4x GN 2/3 (353x325 mm)
mm : 600x690xh480 - kW : 4 - V : 400-230/3N 50Hz*

* Switchable on 230/1N 50Hz

-DFV-411/S

2 219,00 EUR-

4xGN2/3

4x GN 1/1(530x325 mm).
mm : 600x870xh480 - kW : 5,2 - V : 400-230/3N 50Hz

LENGTHWISE
GN1/3 - GN1/2 - GN2/3 - GN1/1

VERY
COMPACT

Electric ovens steam/convection (GN)
- Compact, space-saving ovens. - Direct steam generation through «nebulization». - In-depth loading 67 mm. Turbine deflector on hinges, easy maintenance. - Stainless steel chamber AISI 304. - Lightning allogenic. - Built-in
condensate bowl (on the door), connected directly to the discharge. Magnetic microdoor. - Door with thermal double
glazing, indoor glass on hinges, easy cleaning, athermic and ergonomic handle. - Steam condenser with condensate
evacuation as standard. - Releasing valve to evacuate cooking smokes and steam. - Standard comes with grid (s).

Combi
Line

Nproew
duct
5xGN1/1

Nproew
duct
10xGN1/1
-DFV-1011/P

4 429,00 EUR-

10x GN 1/1 (530x325 mm)
mm : 710x770xh940 - kW : 12 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-DFV-511/P

3 039,

00 EUR-

On request

5x GN 1/1 (530x325 mm)
- 5x GN 1/1 (530x325 mm)
mm : 710x770xh600 - kW : 6 - V : 400-230/3N 5060Hz

HXF-...

SCF-...

GS-...

Nproew
duct
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Combi Smart

TO UCH
SCREEN

PLUS
- CombiSmart Line : Very compact ovens technology, performance and space-saving ally. - Control panel at the top (ventilated) Touch screen with sensitive keys (very intuitive). Turbines "autorevers". - 99 programs, possibility of three
phases of choice, the whole programmable desired. - "USB"
port as standard (right lateral positioning). - Double speed
1500/2800 tour/minutes. - Core temperature probe with DELTA
T (fitted ovens, on request SC-FVS). - Self-diagnosis. Automatic heating. - Function rapid cooling. - Integrated washing system AUTO-CLEANING.

2 speeds

Electric steam/convection oven - GN
- Heating by armored element(s) in stainless steel, placed behind
the steam trap and "immediately" by "fogging". - In depth loading
67 mm. - Easy access to technical interventions, front access. Integrated condensate sump (on the door), connected directly to
the landfill. - Halogen lighting. - Door with double thermal glazing
(reversible), inner pane on hinges (easy maintenance). - Automatic
closing of the door handle ergonomic and athermic handle, seal
(removable), placed against the door. - Micro-switch, for stopping
the ventilator(s) at the opening of the door. - "Oura" for the evacuation of smoke and fumes.

FVS-711

4xGN 2/3

Nproew
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7xGN 1/1

FVS-1111/TS

LENGTHWISE

11xGN1/1

GN1/3 - GN1/2 - GN2/3 - GN1/1
Ref

Type

Capacity

mm

Autorevers
Turbines

Auto
Cleaning

Probe*

Grid

kW

V

FVS-423
FVS-711
FVS-423/TS
FVS-711/TS
FVS-1111/TS

MEC

4 x GN 2/3

523x666xh667

1 x Yes

-

-

1

3

230/1N 50-60Hz

MEC

7 x GN 1/1

523x846xh877

1 x Yes

-

-

1

TOUCH

4 x GN 2/3

523x666xh667

1 x Yes

Yes

On request

1

TOUCH

7 x GN 1/1

523x846xh877

1 x Yes

Yes

On request

1

8,8 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

TOUCH

11 x GN 1/1

523x846xh1145

2 x Yes

Yes

On request

1

15

8,8 400-230/3N 50-60Hz
3

230/1N 50-60Hz

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

to

au
Cleaning
On request

2 309,00 EUR
2 983,00 EUR
3 159,00 EUR
3 899,00 EUR
5 309,00 EUR

CSB-...

* Probe REF: SAC-SD

Convection Ovens

HEAVY
DUTY

PLUS
No more waiting, the convection ovens allow simultaneous cooking of several dishes without mixing tastes.
With the humidifier, avoid the drying of your meat, they
will keep all their flavors and mellows. - Automatic
humidifier (30% saturation), with 6 levels of humidification control. - Core probe (optional).

CROSSWISE GN 1/1

Convex
Line

On request

SF61
SF101

10xGN1/1

Convection ovens, with humidifier
- Cooking room : entirely welded, rounded angles and corners. Heat diffusers easily removable. Oura
adjustable widely sized. Lateral lighting. - Door: ergonomic and athermic handle, automatic closing.
Micro switch for shutting off the fan when opening. - Automatic humidification. - Gas heating : burners with stabilized flame. The heat is directly canalized in the cooking room, which allows a perfect
cooking of meat thanks to the almost nonexistent oxygen, exclusive patent. - Electric heating :
armored resistances in stainless steel, placed behind the fan quarter lights. - Delivered without
grids.

Ref

CFE 61/R
CFE 101/R
CFG 61/R
CFG 101/R
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

HUMIDIFICATION
CONTROL

Capacity

mm

Humidification
Control

Probe*

kW

kcal/H

V

6 GN 1/1

860x746xh633

Yes

On request

7,70

-

400/3N 50Hz

10 GN 1/1 890x900xh970/1020

Yes

On request

17,3

-

400/3N 50Hz

6 GN 1/1

860x746xh701

Yes

On request

0,35

7310

230/1N 50Hz

10 GN 1/1

890x900x970/1020

Yes

On request

0,35

15910

230/1N 50Hz

3 339,00 EUR
4 527,00 EUR
4 029,00 EUR
5 019,00 EUR
* Probe REF: CS61-101

6xGN 1/1
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Convection Ovens
ADVANTAGE
Little dimensions but big performances! Unique in catering, the
multifunction oven combines convection oven,
TurboQuartz®(30% saving on cooking time), grill function,
pastry convection oven and defrosting function.

SPECIAL
PIZZA

PZ-4136

On request
Electric convection oven
- 5-position switches. - Regulation by thermostat 0-300°C, timer 120' or
continuous, infrared quartz integrated (patented system), lower resistance incoloy. - Interior lighting. - Removable lateral structures in stainless steel. - Interior chambers in stainless steel (volume 38 Lit.). - Glass
door with double walls. - The bottom and all the interior pieces can be
entirely dismantled!

Multifonction
PLUS

639,00 EUR- TurboQua

-FMX-4136

Electric convection oven «Multifonction»
- Delivered with 3 cooking grids (410x310 mm) and one pastries plate in stainless steel (419x335 mm).
mm : 555x550xxh355 - kW : 2,4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

rtz

®

Turbo
Line

ADVANTAGE

Autorevers

Quick temperature reach. Homogeneous and quick cooking, even
at low temperature thanks to the heat circulation through turbines. Thanks to the humidifier, you can cook without the food
drying out. Vast range of accessories, bases, levitation chambers...

4xGN1/1

Electric convection ovens «GASTRONORM»

Nproew
duct

CROSSWISE GN 1/1
Ref

4xGN2/3

- Inside and outside made off stainless steel AISI 430. - Cooking area: fully welded, fully
hermetic, rounded edges and angles. - Joint on the inner door, easily removable. Stamped bottom collects the condensate to the waste unit. Plate holder structure, easily
removable (75 mm) anti toppling. - Heat diffusers easily removable. - Evacuation pipe for
the condensate. - Motors with «autoreverse» turbines (2800 t/mn) guarantee a perfect
heat diffusion. - Door: athermal with double glazing (4 mm), intermediary window pane
on hinges, easy cleaning. - Ergonomic and athermal handles, automatic closing. Microswitch stops the fan when the door opens. - Electric heating: armoured stainless heating
elements placed behind turbines deflectors. - Control panel with one moistening choice
device, thermostat from 50°C to 270°C, timer from 1 to 120 min.

Levels

mm

kW

V
230/1N 50-60Hz

CGE23-P

4x GN 2/3 725x685xh565

3,3

CGE11-P

4x GN 1/1 865x685xh565

CGE11-P(230/1)

4x GN 1/1 865x685xh565

Humidificator Turbines Autorevers

Plate

Grid

Yes

1

Yes

-

1

1 029,00 EUR

6,5 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Yes

2

Yes

-

1

1 429,00 EUR

3,6

Yes

2

Yes

-

1

1 435,00 EUR

230/1N 50-60Hz

+30° +60°

PLUS
- Professional ovens, big capacity (7,9 kW). Oversized «autoreverse» turbines! (2800 T/minutes). «Strengthened» frame, very strong, super insulated. Double glazing door (open), with 4-mm «high temperature» glass.

On request for all models

6xGN1/1

AMHF/...

Autorevers

Nproew
duct

HOT

CROSSWISE GN 1/1
Ref

CGE611-BP

Levels

mm

kW

V

6x GN 1/1 865x685xh715 7,9 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

On request for
all models

Humidificator Turbines Autorevers Plat Grid
Yes

2

Yes

-

1

1 819,00 EUR

TLSC1/...
STG64-...

Combi Steamer Ovens
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TOUCH SCREEN

TOUCH SCREEN : - "TOUCH SCREEN" high-definition color touch screen controls,
allowing the user to personalize all the main functions of the oven. - Standard
"USB" port (front positioning). - 150 memorized recipes, and the possibility to
memorize 150 other programs, possibility of 6 phases to choose, all programmable. - 10 specific regeneration programs. - Core probe, with DELTA-T. - "Cook &
Hold" function for temperature maintenance after cooking. - Self-diagnosis
device. - Automatic preheating of the oven. - Delayed, programmable ignition. Double speed with "Autoreverse".

PREMIX SYSTEM : - Burner and heat exchanger (made of stainless steel AISI 310) placed
inside the cooking chamber, ... with this technology to premix no heat loss, increase efficiency, speed... in addition the performance of the oven itself. The particular electronic
control device maintains the proportion gas: ait = 1 : 1, save up to 20% of gas consumption and as a bonus a strong reduction of harmful emissions !!

PREMIX SYSTEM
Gas ovens steam/convection

Nproew
duct

- Compact, space-saving ovens. - Direct steam generation through «nebulization». Convection heating: by a gas burner (PREMIX SYSTEM) placed in the room, behind the turbine
deflector. - Turbine (s) with «Autoreverse» device (made of AISI 316 stainless steel). - Deep loading, spacing 67 mm. - Easy after-sales service, access to controls on the lateral part. Quarterlight of the turbine on hinges, easy maintenance. - Chamber made of stainless steel
AISI 304 fully welded, rounded corners, predisposed for grease filter. - Built-in condensate
bowl (on the door), connected directly to the discharge. - Halogen lamp. - Door with thermal
double glazing, indoor glass on hinges, easy cleaning. - Magnetic microdoor. - AUTO CLEANING, with dosing pump washing product and dosing pump liquid rinse product. - Entirely
made of AISI 304 stainless steel.

T O U CH
SCREEN

Nproew
duct

Combi
Line Plus

to

au
Cleaning

LENGTHWISE
GN1/3 - GN1/2 - GN2/3 - GN1/1

DIRECT
STEAM

DGV-711/P
On request

SCF-DGV
GS-DGV

Ref

DGV-711/P
DGV-1111/P
DGV-711/PTS
DGV-1111/PTS

VERY
COMPACT

DGV-1111/PTS

Probe &
Auto
2 Speeds Cleaning

Type

GN

mm

Grids

kcal/h

kW

V

MEC

7x GN 1/1

797x788xh818

-

-

1

9976

0,40

230/1N 50Hz

MEC

11x GN 1/1

797x788xh1098

-

-

2

13760

0,40

230/1N 50Hz

TOUCH

7x GN 1/1

797x788xh818

Yes

Yes

1

9976

0,40

230/1N 50-60Hz

TOUCH

11x GN 1/1

797x788xh1098

Yes

Yes

2

13760

0,40

230/1N 50-60Hz

3 755,00 EUR
5 385,00 EUR
4 999,00 EUR
6 495,00 EUR

Salamanders
Electric salamanders, adjustable

* -ST40A/D-N

410,00 EUR-

- Chromed steel grid (365x310 mm), adjustable on 3 positions. Heating by stainless steel armoured elements, energy regulator. Reception plate, back panel removable on «pass» model.
mm : 600x350xh400 - kW : 2,2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Easy
Regulation

* -ST70A/D-N

- Gridlle in chromed steel (645x310 mm), adjustable on 3 positions. Heating by stainless steel armoured elements in stainless steel, energy
regulator. - Reception plate, removable back panel on «pass» model.
mm : 880x350xh400 - kW : 4,4 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

545,00 EUR-

Cooking
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Salamanders
Adjustable salamanders
- Fully made of stainless steel. - Performance: 2 independent zones
for economic cooking, half power or full power cooking, for the electrical ceeling grills, only one zone for the gas ceeling grills. - Electric
version: resistance heating elements in stainless steel treated "incoloy" power selector. - Gas type: 2 ceramic tube burners, high pressure, regulation by valve, thermocouple security. - Easy maintenance:
removable internal plate. - Option: wall support (SSM/1 ou SSM/2).

Movable
Roof

SX/80E
SX/81G

SA/60E
SA/61G
Ref

On request for all models

Usefull
surface

Heating
Area

Movable Roof

kW

Kcal/h

V

800x590xh590 740x375 mm

2

-

4

-

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

800x590xh590 740x375 mm

1

-

-

7000

-

600x590xh590 540x375 mm

2

Yes

3

-

230/1N 50-60Hz

600X590xh590 540x375 mm

2

Yes

-

4550

-

mm

SX/80E
SX/81G
SA/60E
SA/61G

SSM/1 = 600 mm
SSM/2 = 800 mm

1 187,00 EUR
1 645,00 EUR
1 639,00 EUR
2 059,00 EUR

Quick System Plus
PLUS
S.R.S SYSTEM = Automatic starting and stopping (on contact with
the plate). - Quick warm-up (only 30°!). - Big energy saving, no
need to let it switched on the entire day anymore! - Easy cleaning: removable pieces. - 400°C in 9’’ and 570°C on the ceramic
hob.

Glass-ceramic salamanders
- High-speed temperature rise: 575°C in 16 seconds, thanks to the
radiant sources principle. - Glass-ceramic plates, independent
sources, regulation by switches. - Maximal working temperature
350°C. - Removable and adjustable ceiling, effortlessly (exclusive
patent), 2 open lateral sides. - Easy and safety cleaning. - On request:
wall support (SSM/1 or SSM/2).

Movable
Roof

ON

am
Vitrocer

ic

OFF
Ref

SA/60VC-SW
SA/80VC-SW
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Heating
area

Movable Roof

kW

V

600x590xh590 540x375 mm

2

Yes

3

230/1N 50-60Hz

800x590xh590 740x375 mm

3

Yes

4,5

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

mm

Usefull
surface

2 019,00 EUR
2 629,00 EUR
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Charcoal

ADVANTAGE

PLUS

Cooking

- A charcoal oven is the perfect combination between barbecue and oven,
in one machine, the best of both offer the most authentic taste of grilled in
all your dishes by adding flavor, juiciness and the perfect texture, all in the
comfort of your kitchen. - Save up to 40% of charcoal than traditional
grills. And at the same time you win a lot of time because it will cook faster up to 35% compared to a standard grill. - The unique design of the grid
system and vetopvanger, there are no flames in the oven and the food will
not burn.

Charcoal ovens-BBQ
- Exterior finish in stainless steel, interior finish in stainless steel and cast iron.
- Fully insulated oven. - Isolation system (patented) which decreases the temperature in contact with the oven (+/- 60 ° C) and the reduction of energy
consumption (25% reduction of coal consumption!). - Door hinged, tilting, with
large windows (high temperature 750 ° C), allowing excellent visibility inside is
possible and no need to open the door so often. - Grease trap integrated, with
drawer. - Ash tray (removable). - Analog thermometer. - An integrated firewall. External air flow regulator integrated into the chimney. - Delivered with 4 adjustable feet.

BLACK

Charcoal Ovens-BBQ
On request

A

-CBQ-060/BK

4 055,00 EUR-

Charcoal oven-BBQ, GN 1/1 (60 Kg/h)/Black
- Recommended for 90 people - Regulation on 6 levels - Power expressed
in Kw: 3. - Carrying capacity in coal 3Kg. - Standard equipment: one meat
tongs, 1 scraper and 1 grid in «O» shape (585x465 mm).
mm : 706x613(925)xh690

On request

On request

BRC/...

GFV/...

B

BLACK

Stainless Steel
C

-CBQ-075/BK

4 985,00 EUR-

Charcoal oven-BBQ, GN 1/1 + GN2/4 (75 Kg/h)/Black
- Eecommended for 115 people.- Regulation on 6 levels - Power expressed in Kw: 4,5.
- Carrying capacity in coal 4,5Kg. - Standard equipment: one meat tongs, 1 scraper
and 1 grid in "O" shape (685x535 mm).
mm : 800x675(990)xh690

On request

Nproew
duct

.../SS

BLACK

page
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DRY AGED MATURING
& FERMENTING AGING

On request

.../RX

-CBQ-120/BK

7 812,00 EUR-

Charcoal oven-BBQ, GN 2/1 + GN1/1 (150 Kg/h)/Black
- Recommended for 155 people.- Regulation on 6 levels - Power expressed in Kw: 8. Carrying capacity in coal 5Kg. - Standard equipment: one meat tongs, 1 scraper and 1
grid in "O" shape (1060x625 mm).
mm : 1200x784(1176)xh870

Cooking
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Induction Cooking

Nproew
duct

Professional induction plates -Top- Black glass-ceramic plate, high temperature, 100% watertight.. - Controls by
touch-sensitive keys, with digital display, consisting of: On/Off switch, power or
temperature selector, timer, «MAX» function. - Equipped with a cooling fan. Washable filter. - Stainless steel frame.

AVANTAGE
A bit of technique: The heat is produced by a magnetic field directly inside the container.
The cooking is practically done without any loss of heat; it is the most economic technology, the withdrawal of the container is enough to stop the cooking. Three physical actions
are so successively involved: - The transfer of energy from the inductor to the container by
electromagnetic way. - The transformation of the electric energy in heat in the container by
Joule effect. - The transmission of the heat from the container to the food by thermal
conduction. This is a clean and ecological technology which is the most performing and
effective by far.

* -IND-25/DH

499,00 EUR-

- Useable surface 280x280 mm. - Inductor of 180
mm. - Regulation on 34 positions of 50/100 W 2500W, timer of 0-99 minutes. - Adjustable temperature from 30° C to 250° C (at 5° C).
mm : 280x360xh105 - kW : 2,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -IND-30/DH

595,00 EUR-

- Useable surface 280x280 mm. - Inductor of 180
mm. - Regulation on 39 positions of 50/100 W 3000 W, timer of 0-99 minutes. - Adjustable temperature from 30° C to 250° C (at 5° C).
mm : 280x360xh105 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-IND-2F35/DH

1 009,00 EUR-

- Useable surface 560x280 mm. - 2 inductors of 180mm. Regulation of 30 positions from 50 W to 1750 W on each zone. New: keep warm function T° +70C (accepting GN recipients,
special induction).

* -IND-35/DH

829,00 EUR-

- Useable surface 280x280 mm. - Inductor of 210
mm. - Regulation on 44 positions of 50/100 W 3500 W, timer of 0-99 minutes.
mm : 280x360xh105 - kW : 3,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

mm : 560x360xh105 - kW : 3,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Nproew
duct

Nproew
duct

Induction Drop In
ON STOCK

-WOKI-35/DH

1 749,00 EUR-

Induction plate "wok" 3500 watt, tactile keys
- Inductor Ø 280 mm. - Regulation over 20 positions
of 100 W.- 3500 W., 0-99 minutes timer.
mm : 390x430xh160 - kW : 3,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

On request

-PSW/D-FC
ø 360

162,

00 EUR-

IND-...
WOKI-...

Possibility of back to back 900+900 "BACK to BACK" or in combination with the brand new range
OPTIMA 700 900+700. Top in stainless steel AISI 304 with a thickness of 20/10 mm, front edge
with water barrier, deep drawn and watertight worktops, interior corners with rounded corners,
quality parts '' High Technology '' ... Impeccable finish, with care for detail, a sublime Design, and
perfect and simple alignment through head to head coupling 'HEAD to HEAD'.

Nproew
duct

Gas stoves on open cupboards

-G9/4BA8

1 773,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (2 x 7 kW, 2 x 11 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility)

TOP
20/10

mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 30960

-G9/6BA12

2 579,00 EUR-

- 6 burners (3 x 7 kW, 3 x 11 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility)
mm : 1200x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 46440

Optima
900
Gas stoves

On request

-G9/4BF8

2 555,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (2 x 7 kW, 2 x 11 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility) GN 2/1 (7 kW) oven (540x700xh300 mm).

TOP
20/10

mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 36980

-G9/6BFA12

G9/6BFM12

3 452,00 EUR-

- 6 burners (3x 7 kW, 3x 11 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility) GN 2/1 (7 kW) oven (540x700xh300 mm) - (GN 1/1) neutral cabinet
(360x740xh360 mm)

Nproew
duct GN2/1

mm : 1200x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 52460

Optima

On request

900

INDUCTION

Nproew
duct

E9/4IDA8

E9/4SPA8

HEAVY
DUTY

Gas stove with solid top

-G9/TA8

TOP
20/10

2 285,00 EUR-

- Solid top (12 kW) (755x625 mm). - Open cupboard GN 2/1 (760x740xh360 mm).
mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 10320

-G9/T2BFA12

3 879,00 EUR-

- Solid-top hot plate (12 kW, 755 x 625 mm), 2 burners (1 x 7 kW, 1 x 11 kW). - Brass
crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility) - GN 2/1 (7 kW) oven (535 x 650 x H300 mm) - (GN
1/1) neutral cabinet (360 x 740 x 360 mm)
mm : 1200x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 31820

GN2/1

Optima

Electric stoves

900

-E9/4PQA8

2 623,00 EUR-

- 4 independent square plates (3x 3 kW, 1x 4 kW). - Open cupboard (GN 2/1) (760x740xh360 mm)
mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kW : 13 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-E9/4PQF8

TOP

3 819,00 EUR- 20/10

- 4 independent square plates (3x 3 kW, 1x 4 kW). - Oven (6 kW) GN 2/1 (540x700xh300 mm).
mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kW : 19 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-E9/6PQFA12

GN2/1
5 249,00 EUR-

- 6 independent plates (4x 3 kW, 2x 4 kW). - Oven (6 kW) GN 2/1 (540x700xh300 mm). Neutral cupboard (GN 1/1) (360x740xh360 mm).
mm : 1200x900xh850/920 - kW : 26 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Nproew
duct
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ADVANTAGE

Modular cooking 900
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Cooking

Gas lavastone grills

-G9/GPLA4-Z

1 799,00 EUR-

- «2-side» cooking grill in stainless steel (368x638 mm), 1 side for fish and 1 side for meat. Open cupboard (GN 1/1) (360x740xh360 mm).
mm : 400x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 8600

TOP
20/10

-G9/GPLA8-Z

2 879,00 EUR-

- 2 «2-side» cooking grills in stainless steel (368x638 mm), 1 side for fish and 1 side for meat.
- Open cupboard (GN 2/1) (760x740xh360 mm).
mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 17200

Optima

Nproew
duct

900

Modular cooking 900
On request
Gas pasta cooker and electric

-G9/CPA4
G9/CPA8

2 199,00 EUR-

- Tank GN 1/1 (350x510xh300 mm), 40 lit.
(NB: baskets optional).

TOP
20/10

Electric pasta cookers on closed cupboard

-E9/CPA4

2 359,00 EUR-

- Tank GN 1/1, dimensions 350x510xh300 mm. (NB: baskets optional).
mm : 400x900xh850/920 - kW : 9 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Optima

E9/CPA8

900
Optima
900

Electric bain marie

-E9/BMA4

Nproew
duct

1 413,00 EUR-

- Tank: 310x690xh160 mm, trays GN up to 150 mm. (NB: GN trays not
included). - Neutral cupboard (GN 1/1) (360x740xh360 mm).
mm : 400x900xh850/920 - kW : 2,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-E9/BMA8

2 039,00 EUR-

- Tank: 630x690xh160 mm, trays GN up to 150 mm. (NB: GN trays not
included). - Open cupboard (GN 2/1) (760x740xh360 mm).

TOP
20/10

mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kW : 6 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Nproew
duct
TOP
20/10

Gas fryers

-G9/F18A4

2 285,00 EUR-

- Tank 300x400xh315 mm. min. 16 liter max. 18 liter. - 1 basket (270x360xh140 mm)
mm : 400x900xh850/1180 - kcal/h : 15480

-G9/F36A8
- 2 Tanks 300x400xh315 mm., min. 16 liters max. 18 liters.
- 2 baskets (270x360xh140 mm).
mm : 800x900xh850/1180 - kcal/h : 30960

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

4 287,00 EUROptima
900

Modular cooking 900

55
900

Electric fryers

-E9/F18A4

2 227,00 EUR-

- Tank 300x400xh250 mm., oil capacity min. 16 lit. max. 18 lit. - 1 basket (270x360xh140
mm).

TOP
20/10

mm : 400x900xh850/920 - kW : 16 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-E9/F2V8A4

3 459,00 EUR-

- Dimension tank 2x 140x340xh250 mm (5,25 + 5,25 kW) . - Oil capacity min. 6.5 lit. max. 8
lit. - 2 baskets in chromed stainless steel, dim. 120x295xh125 mm.
mm : 400x900xh850/920 - kW : 10,5 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-E9/F36A8

3 963,00 EUR-

- 2 tanks 300x400xh250 mm, min. 16 liters max. 18 liters. - 2 baskets (270x360xh140 mm).

Nproew
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mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kW : 32 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Nproew
duct

On request

Gas fry tops

-G9/PMA8

2 333,00 EUR-

- Cooking surface 780x720 mm ( 56,16 dm2). . - Open cupboard, (GN 2/1)
(760x740xh360 mm)

TOP
20/10

mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 13760

Electric fry tops

-E9/PMA8

G9/PLA4
E9/PLA4

2 849,00 EUR-

- Cooking surface 780x720 mm ( 56,16 dm2) - Open cupboard, (GN 2/1)
(760x740xh360 mm)
mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kW : 12 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Optima

Also available in chromium-plated version !!

900

Gas bratt pans

Nproew
duct

-G9/BRI8

4 955,00 EUR-

- Stainless steel tank with high thermal conductivity (790 x 690 X H200
mm), surface area of 50 dm2 - Tilting of the tank by a handwheel.

TOP
20/10

mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 17200 kW : 0,02 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Electric bratt pans

-E9/BRI8

4 903,00 EUR-

- Stainless steel tank with high thermal conductivity (815 x 610 X H200
mm), surface area of 50 dm2 - Tank tipped by means of a handwheel.
mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kW : 12 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Optima
900
On request

Optima
Gas boiling pans

900

-G9/M10D8

4 115,00 EUR-

- Direct heating, 100 liters - Tank diameter 600 mm, depth 420 mm. - 2»
drain tap.
mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kcal/h : 18060

TOP
20/10

Electric boiling pans

-E9/M10I8

5 229,00 EUR-

- Indirect heating, 100 liters - Tank diameter 600 mm, depth 420 mm. Drainage tap 2».
mm : 800x900xh850/920 - kW : 14,4 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Nproew
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E9/M15D8
E9/M15I8

Cooking

Optima

Optima
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700

Gas cookers

-G7/2B4T

757,00 EUR-

On request

- 2 burners (2x 7 kW).
mm : 400x700(730)xh250/320 - kcal/h : 12040

-G7/4B7T

1 175,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (4 x 7 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency
- Flexibility)

TOP
15/10

E7/2ID4T

mm : 700x700(730)xh250/320 - kcal/h : 24080

-G7/6B11T

1 509,00 EUR-

- 6 burners (6 x 7 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency
- Flexibility)
mm : 1100x700(730)xh250/320 - kcal/h : 36120

-G7/4BA7-R

Nproew
duct

Modular cooking 700

- 4 x 7 kW burners, open cabinet

E7/4ID7T

1 574,00 EUR- INDUCTION

mm : 700x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 24080

-G7/6BA11-R

1 968,00 EUR-

- 6 x 7 kW burners, open cabinet
mm : 1100x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 36120

Gas solid-top hot plate

-G7/T7T

1 492,00 EUR-

TOP
15/10

- Gas solid top 670x585 mm (9 kW).
mm : 700x700(730)xh250/320 - kcal/h : 7740

-G7/T4B15T

2 357,00 EUR-

Nproew
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- 4 burners (4 x 7 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility) solid-top hotplate 670 x 585 mm (9kW)
mm : 1500x700(730)xh250/320 - kcal/h : 31820

Optima

Nproew
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700
On request

Gas ranges

-G7/4BF7

2 199,00 EUR-

HEAVY
DUTY

- 4 x 7 kW burners - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility) - GN
2/1 gas oven (6 kW) (560 x 660 x H310 mm)

TOP
15/10

mm : 700x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 29240

CONVECTION OVEN
2 555,00 EUR-

-G7/4BFEV7

- 4 burners (4 x 7 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility) Electric convection oven (2.6 kW), GN 1/1 (560x370xh320 mm)
mm : 700x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 24080 kW : 2,6 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

GN2/1
Optima

E7/4SPA7

SOLID
TOP
E7/STF7

GN1/1

700
Gas ranges

-G7/6BFA11

2 875,00 EUR-

- 6 burners (6 x 7 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility) - GN 2/1
(6 kW) gas oven (560 x 630 x H310 mm) - (GN 1/1) neutral cabinet
(325x535xh320 mm)
mm : 1100x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 41280

CONVECTION OVEN
-G7/6BFEVA11

TOP
15/10

3 325,00 EUR-

- 6 burners (6x 7 kW ). - Electric convection oven (2,6 kW), GN 1/1GN 1/1
(560x370xh320 mm). Neutral base GN 1/1 (325x535xh320 mm).
mm : 1100x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 36120 kW : 2,6 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Nproew
duct
GN2/1

GN1/1

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Optima

57
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Gas stoves

-G7/TM4BFA11

3 505,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (4 x 7 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility) Simmering plate (5.5 kW): 320 x 585 mm. Gas oven (6 kW), 560 x 660 x
H310 mm - GN 1/1 neutral cabinet (340 x 650 x H350 mm)
mm : 1100x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 33970

-G7/T4B2F15

4 499,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (4 x 7 kW) - Brass crown (High Efficiency - Flexibility) - Solid-top
hotplate 670 x 585 mm (9kW). 2 gas ovens (6 kW), 560 x 660 x H310 mm

TOP
15/10

mm : 1500x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 42140

On request

GN2/1

E7/4SF4T

Modular cooking 700

On request

Electric fryers

TOP
15/10

-E7/F2V7A4

2 612,00 EUR-

E7/PRS

- 2 tanks140x340xh280 mm, Min. 6 lit. Max. 7 lit. - Basket 120x295xh120 mm.
mm : 400x700(730)xh850/920 - kW : 10,5 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-E7/F26A7

2 667,00 EUR-

- 2 tanks 280x340xh240 mm, Min. 12 lit. Max. 13 lit. - Basket 260x295xh120 mm.
mm : 700x700(730)xh850/920 - kW : 18 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Optima
700

Nproew
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On request
Gas fryers

-G7/F2V7A4

TOP
15/10

2 339,00 EUR-

- 2 tanks 140x340xh300 mm, Min 6 lit. Max. 7 lit. - Basket
120x295xh120 mm.

E7/WIDA4

mm : 400x700(730)xh850/1180 - kcal/h : 10750

-G7/F28A7

On request

3 139,00 EUR-

- 2 tanks dimensions 280x340xh280 mm, Min. 13 lit. Max. 14 lit. Basket 260x295xh120 mm.
mm : 700x700(730)xh850/1180 - kcal/h : 21500

G7/F14A4
Optima

Nproew
duct

On request

700

Pasta cooker gas and electric

-G7/CPA4
E7/CPA4
On request

TOP
15/10

1 749,00 EUR-

- Tank GN 2/3, 310x340xh300mm, 26 l. (baskets optional).
mm : 400x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 7310

-G7/CPA7

2 319,00 EUR-

- Tank GN 1/1, 510x310xh300mm, 40 l. (baskets optional).
mm : 700x700(730)xh850/920 - kcal/h : 11438

Optima

E7/CPA7
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

700

Nproew
duct
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Cooking
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SIDE A

Gas-lavastone grill

1 519,00 EUR-

-G7/GPL4T-ZG

- Griddle bar in stainless steel, dimensions 330x510 mm, 16,83 dm2.

SIDE B

mm : 400x700(730)xh250/320 - kcal/h : 6450

TOP
15/10

-G7/GPL8T-ZG

2 339,00 EUR-

- Griddle bar in stainless steel 660x510 mm, 33,66 dm2.
mm : 800x700(730)xh250/320 - kcal/h : 12900

Optima

Nproew
duct

Modular cooking 700

700

Gas cooking hobs

-G7/PL7T

1 569,00 EUR-

On request

- Smooth top, cooking surface 650x500 mm, 37,5 dm2.
mm : 700x700(730)xh250/320 - kcal/h : 9460

-G7/PM7T

1 729,00 EUR-

TOP
15/10

- Gas fry top 1/2 smooth and 1/2 ribbed, surface 650x500 mm, 37,5
dm2.
mm : 700x700(730)xh250/320 - kcal/h : 9460

Optima

Also available in chromium-plated version !!

700

Nproew
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N7/BA4-NR
N7/BA7-NR
N7/BA8-NR
N7/BA11-NR

Electric bain marie

-E7/BM4T

815,00 EUR-

- Tank : 310x510xh160 mm, GN 1/1 container 150 mm, (GN not included).
mm : 400x700(730)xh250/320 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-E7/BM8T

1 255,00 EUR-

- Tank : 630x510xh160 mm, GN 2/1 container h 150 mm, (GN not included).

TOP
15/10

mm : 800x700(730)xh250/320 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Nproew
duct

PLUS
- Evaporator(s) treated against salt and «coating» food acids. Electronic regulator (under closed box, tight).

Nproew
duct

Gastro Line
PLUS

Refrigerated Bases

Refrigerated or freezing bases, drawers, Gastronorm

-RTG4-PM

75,00 EUR-

For all models

-RTG6-PM

- Inside and outside (top included) manufactured in stainless steel AISI 441 (also the back). - Stamped
interior bottom, rounded angles and corners. - Drawers on telescopic slides. - Tropicalized compressor
group (ambient T° +43°C). - Over-sized evaporator(s), ventilated or static (87% of relative humidity), placed between the doors. - Electronic regulator (under closed box, waterproof) - Automatic defrosting. Automatic evaporation.

90,00 EUR-

For all models

-2° +8°

GN 1/1

C
-N77/R212G-R2

1 705,00 EUR-

- 2 drawers GN 1/1. - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 1200x700xh630/650 - kW : 0,21 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

C
-N77/R316G-R2

2 109,00 EUR-

- 3 drawers GN 1/1. - 6 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 1600x700xh630/650 - kW : 0,26 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

D
-N77/R420G-R2

2 435,00 EUR-

- 4 drawers GN 1/1. - 6 adjustable stainless steel feet.
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

On request ...-R28

mm : 2000x700xh630/650 - kW : 0,3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

FLOWER FLAME: Power and precision that’s never been attained! Exclusive concept, allowing the burner’s flame to adjust itself automatically to the diameter of the cooking pans (10 to 40 cm).

Medium

Gas cookers

1700

-G17/4F8T-N

1 407,

00 EUR-

mm : 800x700xh250/320 - kcal/h : 18920

-G17/4BA8-R

On request

SOLID
TOP

- 4 burners (4x 5,5 kW) - Top -

1 752,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (4x 5,5 kW) - Open cupboard.

E17/ST8T-N

mm : 800x700xh850/920 - kcal/h : 18960

-G17/4BF8-N

2 779,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (4x 5.5 kW) - Gas oven GN 2/1 (6 kW) (540x650xh300mm)
mm : 800x700xh850/920 - kcal/h : 24080

FLOWER
FLAME
Gas cookers
On request

-G17/6F12T-N

1 922,00 EUR-

- 6 burners (4x 5,5 kW).
mm : 1200x700xh250/320 - kcal/h : 28380

-G17/6BA12-R
G17/T2BFA12-N

2 334,00 EUR-

- 6 burners (6x 5,5 kW) - Open cupboard.
mm : 1200x700xh850/920 - kcal/h : 28380

-G17/6BFA12-N

Medium

3 625,00 EUR-

- 6 burners (6x 5,5 kW) - gas oven (6 kW) GN 2/1 (540x650xh300 mm) neutral cupboard GN 1/1 (330x640xh380 mm)

1700

mm : 1200x700xh850/920 - kcal/h : 33540

Nproew
duct
-E17/2ID4T-N

4 499,00 EUR-

- 2 cooking zones Ø 230 mm (2x 3,5 kW).
mm : 400x700xh250/320 - kW : 7 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

-E17/4ID8T-N

8 199,00 EUR-

- 4 cooking zones Ø 230 mm (4x 3,5 kW).
mm : 800x700xh250/320 - kW : 14 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

INDUCTION

AVANTAGE
«Power control» energy control device, which guarantees power and speed while saving
energy. Submerged basin with rounded angles,
heating element outside the basin.

On request

Medium
1700

Gas pasta cooker

-G17/CPA4-N

2 059,00 EUR-

- Basin 250x400xh300 mm, capacity 24,5 liters (without baskets)
mm : 400x700xh850/920 - kcal/h : 9890

E17/RP7-N

-G17/CPA8-N

3 639,00 EUR-

- 2 basins 250x400xh300 mm, capacity 2x 24,5 liters (without baskets).
mm : 800x700xh850/920 - kcal/h : 19780

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

POWER
CONTROL
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PLUS

Modular cooking 700+

60

Modular cooking 700+

Medium
1700

Cooking

Electric fryers

-E17/F15A4-N

2 805,00 EUR-

- Basin 15 L. "Y" (240x380xh505 mm). - Oil min 13 L., max 15 L.
- 1 basket (225x325xh125 mm).
mm : 400x700xh850/920 - kW : 10 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

-E17/F30A8-N

4 855,00 EUR-

- Basin 2x15 L. "Y" (240x380xh505 mm). - Oil min 13 L., max 15 L.
- 1 basket (225x325xh125 mm).
mm : 800x700xh850/920 - kW : 20 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

TANK “Y”

ADVANTAGE
Submerged basin -Y-formed, with rounded angle, heating elements outside of

Medium
1700
On request

Gas fryers

-G17/F15A4-N

2 439,00 EUR-

- Basin 15 L. "Y" (240x380xh505 mm). - Oil min 13 L., max 15 L. - 1 basket
(225x325xh125 mm).
mm : 400x700xh850/920 - kcal/h : 12040

E17/SFL4T-N

-G17/F30A8-N

4 345,00 EUR-

- Basin 2x15 L. "Y" (240x380xh505 mm). - Oil min 13 L., max 15 L. - 1
basket (225x325xh125 mm).
mm : 800x700xh850/920 - kcal/h : 24080

Medium
1700
Gas grills in lava stone
SIDE A

-G17/GPL4T-NG

1 695,00 EUR-

- Cooking grill in cast iron (330x540 mm 17,82 dm2) - Top mm : 400x700xh250/320 - kcal/h : 6020

SIDE B

-G17/GPL8T-NG

2 609,00 EUR-

- Cooking grill in cast iron (730x540 mm 39,42 dm2) - 2 separated elements - Top mm : 800x700xh250/320 - kcal/h : 12040

GRILL
STONE

CHROME

ADVANTAGE
Stamped plate, designed in one piece with the TOP on the
item itself, 100 % garanteed hygienic.

On request

Gas cooking plates

-G17/PLCD4T-N

1 955,00 EUR-

- Chrome plate 330x540 mm (17,82 dm2) - Topmm : 400x700xh250/320 - kcal/h : 6020

N17/BA4-N
N17/BA8-N
N17/BA12-N
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

-G17/PLCD8T-N

2 825,00 EUR-

- Chrome plated 730x540 mm (39,42 dm2) - 2 separate cooking
zones - Topmm : 800x700xh250/320 - kcal/h : 12040

Medium
1700

230/3 50-60Hz +5%
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-G65/2F4T

599,00 EUR-

On request

- 2 burners 1x 3.6 kW and 1x 5 kW.
mm : 400x650xh280/380 - kcal/h : 7400

-G65/4F7T

1 029,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (2x 3,6 kW and 2x de 5 kW).

GDI/2F4

mm : 700x650xh280/380 - kcal/h : 14800

Alpha
650

On request

DROP IN

Modular cooking 650

Electric cookers

-E65/2P4T

519,00 EUR-

- 2 independent plates (2x 2,6 kW).
mm : 400x650xh280/380 - kW : 5,2 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

DROP IN
EDI/2VC4

-E65/4P7T

917,00 EUR-

- 4 independent plates (4x 2,6 kW).
mm : 700x650xh280/380 - kW : 10,4 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

On request

Gas ranges

-G65/4BF7

N65/BA4
N65/BA7
N65/BA8
N65/BA11

1 735,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (2x 3,6 kW and 2x 5 kW). - Gas oven (5 kW), 530x540x250
mm.
mm : 700x650xh850/950 - kcal/h : 19100

-G65/4BFEV7

Alpha
650

CONVECTION OVEN
2 193,00 EUR-

- 4 burners, (2x 3,6 kW and 2x 5 kW). - Electric convection-oven GN
1/1 (3,96 kW), 530x340xh325 mm.
mm : 700x650xh850/950 - kcal/h : 14800 kW : 3,96 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

Alpha
650

Gas stoves

-G65/6BFA11

2 509,00 EUR-

- 6 open burners, (3x 3,6 kW and 3x 5 kW). - Gas oven (5 kW),
530x540xh250 mm. Neutral cupboard GN 1/1, 340x540xh390 mm.
mm : 1100x650xh850/950 - kcal/h : 26500

-G65/6BMF11

2 532,00 EUR-

- 6 burners, (3x 3,6 kW and 3x 5 kW).
- Gas oven, (7,5 kW), 800x540xh380 mm.
mm : 1100x650xh850/950 - kcal/h : 28650

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Alpha
650

MAXI OVEN
230/3 50-60Hz +3%

Cooking

Gas cookers

62

Alpha
650

Cooking

Electric fryers

-E65/F10-4T

979,00 EUR-

- Basin 250x370xh210 mm, min. 9 L, max. 10 L, basket 220x300xh110 mm.
mm : 400x650xh280/380 - kW : 7,5 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

Version S-PowerFull 9 kW (+5%) On request

-E65/F20-7T

1 683,00 EUR-

- 2 Basins 250x370xh210 mm, min. 9 L, max. 10 L, basket 220x300xh110 mm.
mm : 700x650xh280/380 - kW : 15 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz*

On request

Version S-PowerFull 9+9 kW (+5%) On request
230/3 50-60Hz +3%

DROP IN

Modular cooking 650

EDI/F104

Gas fryers

-G65/F8-4T

1 037,00 EUR-

- Welded basin 280x300xh230 mm, min. 7 L, max. 8 L, basket
260x230xh110 mm.
mm : 400x650xh280/380 - kcal/h : 5400

-G65/F16-7T

1 799,00 EUR-

- 2 Basins dimensions 280x300xh230 mm, oil capacity min. 7
L, max. 8 L, basket 260x230xh110 mm.
mm : 700x650xh280/380 - kcal/h : 10850

Alpha
650

G65/PL10T
G65/PLCD10T=CHROME

E65/PL7T
E65/PLCD7T=CHROME

1000 mm = EXTRA LARGE
On request

DROP IN
EDI/PLCD7

Ref

E65/PL4T
G65/PL4T
E65/PL7T
G65/PL7T
E65/PL10T
G65/PL10T

mm

Surface mm (dm2)

400x650xh280/380 395x520 (20,5 dm2)

kcal/h
-

kW

4,5 400/3N 50-60Hz
-

-

700x650xh280/380 659x520 (36,1 dm2)

9

400/3N 50-60Hz

-

-

12

400/3N 50-60Hz

-

-

-

700x650xh280/380 659x520 (36,1 dm ) 9800
1000x650xh280/380 995x520 (49,4 dm )
2

-

1000x650xh280/380 995x520 (49,4 dm ) 13330

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW - 230/3 50-60Hz +3%

2

...65/PLCD...

V

400x650xh280/380 395x520 (20,5 dm2) 4900

2

CHROME
789,00 EUR
799,00 EUR
1 149,00 EUR
1 115,00 EUR
1 529,00 EUR
1 577,00 EUR

1 165,00 EUR
1 249,00 EUR
1 639,00 EUR
1 759,00 EUR
2 142,00 EUR
2 165,00 EUR

Lavastone grills on gas

-G65/GPL4T

1 145,00 EUR-

- Cast iron cooking grid 330x500 mm.
mm : 400x650xh280/380 - kcal/h : 4750

-G65/GPL7T

1 629,00 EUR-

- Cast iron cooking grid 2x 330x500 mm.
mm : 700x650xh280/380 - kcal/h : 9460

Alpha
650

ADJUSTABLE
2 LEVELS

Electric pasta cookers
On request

-E65/CP4T

859,00 EUR-

- Basin 320x370x160 mm, (20L).
NB : optional: 4 baskets A65/CP-C4.
mm : 400x650xh280/380 - kW : 6 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

DROP IN
EDI/CP7

-E65/CP7T

1 165,00 EUR-

- Basin 620x370x160 mm, (40L).
NB : optional: 8 baskets A65/CP-C4.
mm : 700x650xh280/380 - kW : 9 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

Alpha
650

Electric bain-marie

On request

-E65/BM4T

675,00 EUR-

- Basin: 325x535xh175 mm, GN 1/1 till 150 mm, (without containers).
mm : 400x650xh280/380 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-E65/BM7T

889,00 EUR-

- Basin : 650x535xh175 mm, GN 2/1 till 150 mm, (without containers).

DROP IN

mm : 700x650xh280/380 - kW : 3 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

EDI/BM4

Alpha
650

Modular cooking 650
On request
Salt basin

-E65/SF4T

DROP IN

- Basin 325x530xh150 mm.

EDI/SF4

mm : 400x650xh280/470 - kW : 1 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

627,00 EUR-

Alpha
650
230/3 50-60Hz +3%

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Cooking
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Cooking

Modular cooking 600
Pro

Gas cookers

-G60/2F3T

600

472,00 EUROn request

- 2 burners (1x 3.3 kW and 1x 3.6 kW).
mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kcal/h : 5935

-G60/4F6T

807,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (2x 3,3 kW and 2x 3,6 kW).
mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kcal/h : 11870

-G60/5F9T

997,00 EUR-

- 5 burners (2x 3,3 kW and 3x 3,6 kW).

N60/BA3
N60/BA6
N60/BA9

mm : 900x600xh280/400 - kcal/h : 14965

Pro
Electric cookers

600

-E60/2P3T

375,00 EUR-

- 2 separate hobs, Ø 180 mm (2x 2 kW).
mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kW : 4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-E60/4P6T

612,00 EUR-

- 4 separate hobs, Ø 180 mm (4x 2 kW).
mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kW : 8 - V : 2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

-E60/5P9T

779,00 EUR-

- 5 separate hobs, Ø 180 mm (5x 2 kW).
mm : 900x600xh280/400 - kW : 10 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

Vitroceramics cookers

-E60/2VC3T

999,00 EUR-

- 2 separated hobs (2x 1,8 kW).

Pro

mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kW : 3,6 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

600

-E60/4VC6T

1 479,00 EUR-

- 4 separated hobs (2x 1,8 kW and 2x 2,5 kW).
mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kW : 8,6 - V : 2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

VITROCERAMIC
Electric bain-marie

Pro
600

-E60/BM3T

575,00 EUR-

- Basin: 245x465xh170 mm 2x GN 1/4 - 150 mm. (NB: delivered
without GN containers)
mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-E60/BM6T

709,00 EUR-

- Basin: 510x465xh170 mm 1x GN 1/1 + 2x GN 1/4 - 150 mm.
NB: delivered without GN containers.
mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

230/3 50-60Hz +3%

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW
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Modular cooking 600

-G60/4BFEV6

Cooking

Gas stoves

1 697,00 EUR-

- 4 burners (2x 3.3 kW and 2x 3.6 kW). - Electric convection-oven
GN 2/3 (3 kW), 370x340xh325 mm.
mm : 600x600xh850/970 - kcal/h : 12215 kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-G60/5BFEV9

1 935,00 EUR-

- 5 burners (2x 3,3 kW and 3x 3,6 kW).- Electric convection oven GN
1/1 (3 kW), 530x340xh325 mm.
mm : 900x600xh850/970 - kcal/h : 15310 kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Pro
600

CONVECTION OVEN

GN2/3

GN1/1
Electric ranges

-E60/4PFV6

Pro

1 515,00 EUR-

- 4 separate hobs, Ø 180 mm (4x 2 kW). - Electric convection oven
GN 2/3 (3 kW), 370x340xh325 mm.

600

mm : 600x600xh850/970 - kW : 12 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

-E60/5PFV9

1 679,00 EUR-

- 5 separate hobs, Ø 180 mm (5x 2 kW). - Electric convection oven
GN 1/1 (3 kW), 530x340xh325 mm.

CONVECTION OVEN

mm : 900x600xh850/970 - kW : 14 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

GN1/1
GN2/3
Electric fryers

-E60/F10-3T

857,00 EUR-

- Basin 250x370xh210 mm (10 liters). - Chromed basket
230x255xh110 mm.
mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kW : 7,5 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

Version S-PowerFull 9 kW (+5%) On request

-E60/F20-6T

1 469,00 EUR-

- 2 Basins 250x370xh210 mm (10+10 liters). - 2 chromed baskets 230x255xh110 mm.
mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kW : 15 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

Version S-PowerFull 9+9 kW (+5%) On request
Pro
600

Gas fryers

-G60/F8-3T

942,00 EUR-

- Tank: 280x300xh230 mm. (8 liters). - Chromed steel
basket 230x255xh110 mm.
mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kcal/h : 5850

-G60/F16-6T

1 643,00 EUR-

- 2 Basins: 280x300xh230 mm (8+8 liters). - 2 chromed baskets 230x255xh110 mm.
mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kcal/h : 11700

230/3 50-60Hz +3% - ** On request

Pro
600

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Pro
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600

Cooking

Electric cooking plates

-E60/PL3T

665,00 EUR-

- Cooking surface 295x470 mm, 14 dm2.
mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-E60/PL6T

937,00 EUR-

- Cooking surface 595x470 mm, 28 dm2.
mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kW : 6 - V : 2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

Also available in chromium-plated version !!

Gas cooking plates

-G60/PL3T

685,00 EUR-

- Cooking surface 295x470 mm, 14 dm2.
mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kcal/h : 4475

-G60/PL6T

957,00 EUR-

- Cooking surface 595x470 mm, 28 dm2.

Pro

mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kcal/h : 8950

600

Also available in chromium-plated version !!

Modular cooking 600
Lavastone grills on gas

-G60/GPL3T

917,00 EUR-

- Cast iron cooking grid 270x440 mm.
mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kcal/h : 3850

-G60/GPL6T

1 375,00 EUR-

- Cast iron cooking grid 2x 270x440 mm.
mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kcal/h : 7700

Pro
600

ADJUSTABLE
2 LEVELS

Electric pasta cookers

-E60/CP3T

752,00 EUR-

- Basin: 245x370x190 mm, 14 liters.
NB: optional 4 baskets A60/CP-C8.
mm : 300x600xh280/400 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-E60/CP6T

230/3 50-60 Hz +3%

1 009,00 EUR-

- Basin: 545x370x190 mm, 30 liters.
NB: optional: 8 baskets A60/CP-C8.

Pro

mm : 600x600xh280/400 - kW : 9 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

600
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Base
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700

-C4GA7-SP

Cooking

Gas stove

1 285,00 EUR-

- 4 burners 2x 3,5 kW and 2x 6 kW. - Control by gas valve, ignition by pilot,
thermocouple protection. - Neutral cupboard GN 2/1 (doors in option).
mm : 700x700xh850 - kcal/h : 16350

-C4GF7-SP

1 755,00 EUR-

- 4 burners, 2x 3,5 kW and 2x 6 kW. - Control by gas valve, ignition by pilot,
thermocouple protection. - Gas oven GN 2/1 560x630xh295 mm (5.2 kW).
mm : 700x700xh850 - kcal/h : 20800

CONVECTION OVEN
-C4GFEV7-SP

2 043,00 EUR-

- 4 burners 2x 3,5 kW and 2x 6 kW. - Control by gas valve, ignition by pilot,
thermocouple protection. - Electric convection oven (2,6 kW), GN 1/1
(535x325xh320).
mm : 700x700xh850 - kcal/h : 16340 kW : 2,6 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

GN2/1
Base

Electric Cookers 700

700

Gas stove

-C6GA11-SP

1 729,00 EUR-

- 6 burners 3x 3,5 kW and 3x 6 kW. - Control by gas valve, ignition by
pilot, thermocouple protection. - Neutral cupboard (doors in option).
mm : 1100x700xh850 - kcal/h : 24510

-C6GFA11-SP

2 315,00 EUR-

- 6 burners 3x 3,5 kW and 3x 6 kW. - Control by gas valve, ignition by
pilot, thermocouple protection. - Gas oven GN 2/1 560x630xh295 mm (5.2
kW), T° 160°C to 310°C. - Cupboard GN 1/1 (doors in option).
mm : 1100x700xh850 - kcal/h : 29000

GN2/1
Base
700

Electric stove

-C4EA7-SP

1 139,00 EUR-

- 4 burners 2x 2,6 kW Ø220mm and 2x 1,5 kW Ø145mm, heat balance 6 positions.
- Neutral cupboard GN 2/1 (doors in option).

-C4EF7-SP

1 783,00 EUR-

- 4 burners 2x 2,6 kW and 2x 1,5 kW, Ø 220 mm, heat balance 6 positions.
- Electric oven GN 2/1 560x630xh295 mm (4.4 kW), T° 125°C to 300°C. Grill
2.75 kW.

GN2/1

mm : 700x700xh850 - kW : 12,6 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW
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Gas and electric stoves

-GS6/5BFVA-N

1 839,00 EUR-

- 5 burners, 3x 3.6 kW and 2x 3 kW.
- Electric convection oven, 3.13 kW, neutral cupboard.
mm : 990x600xh860 - kcal/h : 14450 kW : 3,13 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

GN1/1
-ES6/5PFVA-N

1 625,00 EUR-

- Independant plates (5x 2 kW). - Electric convection oven (3.13
kW), neutral cupboard.
mm : 990x600xh860 - kW : 13,13 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Snack
600
Gas coocking plates
On request

-GS6/PLT-N

479,00 EUR-

- Useful dimensions 230x480 mm, 15,5 dm2.
mm : 330x600xh290 - kcal/h : 3440

GS6/2PF-N

-GS6/PLDT-N

793,00 EUR-

- Useful dimensions 650x480 mm (31,2 dm2). - Independent
regulation of each half (2 x 4 kw).
mm : 660x600xh290 - kcal/h : 6880

-ES6/PLT-N
ES6/2PT-N

365,00 EUR-

- Useful dimensions 320x480 mm (15,5 dm2).
mm : 330x600xh290 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-ES6/PLDT-N

559,00 EUR-

- Useful dimensions 650x480 mm (31,2 dm2). - Independent
regulation of each half (2 x 3kW).
mm : 660x600xh290 - kW : 6 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Snack
600

Electric fryers

-ES6/F8T-N

519,00 EUR-

- "Submerged" basin with cold zone. - Chromed steel basket
210x235xh100 mm.
mm : 330x600xh290 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

On request for all models

NS6/B33

NS6/B66

Electric pasta cooker

-ES6/CPT-N

642,00 EUR-

- Pressed tank GN 1/2 - 200 mm. - Delivered with 4 stainless steel baskets (138x100xh135 mm).
mm : 330x600xh290 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Snack
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600
Gas lava stone grill

-GS6/GPLT-N

595,00 EUR-

- 1 cooking zone (4 kW) adjustable (2 positions). - "Sand"
steel cooking grid (312x480 mm). - Delivered with 5 kg of
lava stones.
mm : 330x600xh290 - kcal/h : 3440

On request for all models

NS6/B33

NS6/B66

Electric Bain-marie

-ES6/BMT-N

375,00 EUR-

- Tank GN 1/1 - 150 mm with resistance outside the tank, easy cleaning.
mm : 330x600xh290 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Gas Cooker Electric Convection Oven
-C5FV6-BP

1 525,00 EUR-

Gas range 5 burners, electric convection oven 4x GN 1/1
- 5 burners: 3x 3,3 kW, 2x 2,8 kW, regulation valve with safety thermoelectric sensor, electronic ignition device. - Upper grids in enameled
steel (510x265 mm). - Convection oven 4x GN 1/1 (535x325xh340mm)
spacing 50mm, door and handle of the oven in stainless steel. Heating of the oven by circular heating elements (3 kW), regulation of
the oven by thermostatic valve T° de 50° - 300° C. - Designed in stainless steel, adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 900x600xh850 - kcal/h : 13330 kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

CONVECTION OVEN
GN1/1

Base
600

Gas Cookers
Gas stove

-G65/4BP7-EC

1 049,00 EUR-

- 4 burners 2x 3.6 kW and 2x 5 kW.
mm : 700x650xh850 - kcal/h : 14800

-G65/6BP11-EC

1 395,00 EUR-

- 6 burners, 3x 3,6 kW and 3x 5 kW, open storage cupboard below,
with one foundation plate.
- Burner: worked cast-iron, crown of burner in brass (with very high
output), thermocouple protection.

Base
650

mm : 1100x650xh850 - kcal/h : 26485

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Cooking
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Fryers Line
Electric fryers monophase
- Designed in stainless steel, 2 thermal handles, with lid. - Stainless steel baskets
thermal handle. - Shielded element heating "treated" and immersed in the tank. Cold area: no carbonization of the wastes, no taste transmission. - Thermostat
from 0° to 180°C, safety thermostat, wires of the bulbs fitted with a protection. Easy cleaning: adjustable control casing (fitted with a micro-switch), the elements
can be dismantled and washed in machine.

* -EF41-N

113,00 EUR-

Electric table top fryer 4 liters
- Useful (+/- 3,5 liters). - Basket 120x220xh110mm.
mm : 210x410xh290 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -EF71-N

143,00 EUR-

Electric table top fryer 7 liters
- Useful (+/- 6.5 liters). - Basket 220x190xh110 mm.
mm : 290x410xh290 - kW : 3,2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -EF72-N

269,00 EUR-

Electric table top fryer 2x 7 liters
mm : 560x410xh290 - kW : 6,4 - V : 2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

-F16E/D-N
ELECTRICAL
CONTACTOR

*-EF81-KN

252,00 EUR-

Electric table top fryer 8 liters + tap
- Useful (+/- 7 liters). Basket 220x190xh110mm.

*

Electric table top fryer 2x 8 liters + tap
mm : 560x450xh320 - kW : 7 - V : 2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

Electric deep fryer, 1 tub 16 liters
- Best for fritters, muffins, chips... - Oil capacity minimum 14 liters and
maximum 16 liters. Regulation from 50 to 190°C. - 1 basket
475x245xh80 mm, 2 athermic handlles. - Tub in stainless steel AISI 304
with cold zone and waste tap, ground gridlle. - Body in stainless steel,
fitted with 2 athermic handles.
mm : 540x450xh370 - kW : 9 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-F30E/D-N

mm : 290x450xh320 - kW : 3,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-EF82-KN

625,00 EUR-

429,00 EUR-

Electric deep fryer, 1 tub 30 liters
- Capacity min. 27 liters and maximum 30 liters. - 1 basket
585x445Xh80 mm with 2 athermic handles.
mm : 670x650xh370 - kW : 15 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

945,00 EUR-

71
Cooking

Fryers Line
Electric fryers threephase
- Frontal drainage tap, fitted with a safety
device. - Stainless steel baskets with thermal handle. - Shielded element heating
"treated" and immersed in the tank. - Cold
area: no carbonization of the wastes, no taste
transmission. - On/Off switch, thermostat
from 0°C to 180°C, safety thermostat as
well, wires of the bulbs fitted with a protection. - Easy cleaning: adjustable control
casing (fitted with a micro-switch), elements
can be dismantled and washed in machine.

* -EF101-TN

317,00 EUR-

Electric table top fryer 10 liters + tap
- Useful (+/- 8,5 liters).- Basket 220x190xh110 mm.
mm : 290x450xh320 - kW : 4,5 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

*

-POWER

-EF102-TN

619,00 EUR-

Electric table top fryer 2x 10 liters + tap

* -F12TR/SP

435,00 EUR-

Electric table top fryer « S-POWER» 12 liters + tap
- Useful (+/- 11 liters).- Basket 255x255xh110mm.
mm : 325x430xh510 - kW : 7,5 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

mm : 560x450xh320 - kW : 9 - V : 2x400-230/3N 50-60Hz

ELECTRICAL
CONTACTOR

*-SFE12/D-N

Gas Fryers

Saltning tub for french fries -Top- Contenant GN1/2 (355x325xh110 mm). - Heated by
elements placed under the tub, regulation from 50 till
100°C - Upper infrared radiant, independent control.

Mika
Line

AVANTAGE

mm : 270x330xh500 - kW : 0,85 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

- Nothing beats the taste of fresh fries. Abandon frozen products, thanks to our Diamond fryers, offer the
real traditional recipe!! - Robust construction and highly innovative design. - Round tank Ø 360 mm in stainless steel (30/10th) pressed and crimped, watertight ensured 100% and a flawless finish!, equipped with a
cold zone with bottom strainer. - Thermometer(s) analogical(s) «JUMO» (class 1,5 - IP55) large (Ø 100 mm). Double safety: fire safety thermostat (safety in case of an ignition in empty tank), and a standard safety thermostat. - Upper tray (large capacity) to store food after pre-cooking.

Fryers with round basin HEAVY
DUTY, mechanic
- Top superior very thick (20/10éme),
welded. - Top for emptying lower for
each tank and drain tray (or filtration)
with removable spout (easy to use in
complete safety). - Upper tray for cooked
food, with a perforated bottom for dripping. - Swing doors with double walls
and isolated. - Heating by circular cast
iron burner with very high efficiency,
insulated combustion chamber. Chimney (one for each tank) to discharge
the combustion gases. - Thermostatic
valve type "SIT" equipped with a safety
thermocouple and piezo ignition (finished
the electrical connection!!). - Display
"analogical" of the temperature on the
front for each tank. - Construction in
stainless steel AISI 304/411. - Conforms
to applicable CE standards.

Ref

MIKA/1-MC
MIKA/2-MC
MIKA/3-MC
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Tank

HEAVY
DUTY

mm

249,00 EUR-

kW/Tank Kcal/h kW

V

1x 13 Lit. 535x870xh930/1507

1x 16,16 13760

-

-

2x 13 Lit. 960x870xh930/1507

2x 16,16 27520

-

-

3x 13 Lit. 1445x870xh930/1507 3x 16,16 41280

-

-

3 019,00 EUR
5 025,00 EUR
7 213,00 EUR
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Gas & Electric Fryers
Electric fryers
- Tank welded, cold wall, drainage tap. - Tank filter in
chrome stainless steel. - Removable heating element, regulation from 100°C to 190°C. - 1
basket/tank (250x320xh280 mm). - Base complete
with drip tray. - Adjustable stainless steel feet.

Fryers Line
PLUS

F15G/M

F14+14E/M

F14E/M

F15+15G/M
Ref

mm

375x655x845/985
F14E/M
F14+14E/M 750x655x845/985
375x650x845/1010
F15G/M
F15+15G/M 750x650x845/1010

Liters

Baskets (mm)

kW

Kcal/h

V

14

235x275xh105

9

-

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

14+14 235x275xh105 18

-

2x 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

15

235x270xh115

-

10720

-

15+15 235x270xh115

-

21670

-

769,00 EUR
1 325,00 EUR
1 325,00 EUR
2 389,00 EUR

Electric Fryers
FSM-2V5ET/S

Electrics fryers -TOP- Stamped tank with sloping bottom for an emptying without oil waste.- Baskets
with heat-resisting handles.- Emptying by a tap made of stainless steel.- Switchthermostat 190°C. Heating element for high performance.- Control warning light.Control panel removable for easy maintenance.- Manufactured in stainless steel.

Sped Fryers

FSM-12ET/N

PLUS

Electic fryers "high capacity" on undercarriage
- (Isolated) vat in stainless steel AISI 304 with draining board. - Removable resistance bloc,
easy maintenance. - FSM-16E/N Adjustable elements to adapt the power according to the
type of cooking. (4-8-12 kW). - Oil filtered by decantation, permits to cook fish, fries, doughnuts... with little oil consumption and without changing flavor or burned food rests. Emptying through a high flow crane inside the cupboard, collecting tray with filter. Baskets, athermal grips. - Remote bulb thermostat in stainless steel, very precise, T° from 0
to 180°C. - Safety thermostat, reset on the front. -Made of stainless steel, adjustable feet.

On request

FSM-MF/N

PLUS
For fast-foods and high-production places, these fryers on undercarriage with cold
zone allow you to master exactly your oil and energy consumption. For fresh or frozen
fries, fritters, fish in breadcrumbs... 100% accessible vats, easy maintenance!

FSM-16E/N
Ref

mm

Liters Baskets (mm) kW

FSM-12ET/N 400x600xh445 12 250x270xh110
FSM-2V5ET/S 400x600xh445 8+8 131x320xh145
FSM-16E/N 400x600xh980 16 205x305xh145
FSM-2V6E/N 400x600xh980 10x10 128x320xh145

V

9

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

9

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

12 400-230/3N 50-60Hz
12

400/3N 50-60Hz

719,00 EUR
789,00 EUR
1 225,00 EUR
1 359,00 EUR

Sped Fryers
PLUS

Increased
Productivity

FSM-2V6E/N
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW
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Sped Fryers
PLUS

CLEANING
100%

On request

FSM-MF/N
On request

FSM-MF/N

-FSM-WP
-FSM-12GT/N

1 245,

00 EUR-

- 2 independent heating sources selected by switch and regulated by thermostat (+20° +90°C) with indicator light.- Ceramic resistance above the tray.Reinforced lower resistance under the tank.- Pressed fully tilted for emptying
without oil residue, curved pan totally removable drip.- Drain by stainless steel
tap with safety system

mm : 400x600xh525 - kcal/h : 7740
- Stamped tank with sloping bottom for an emptying without oil waste.- Basket
heat-resisting handle.- Emptying by a tap made of stainless steel.- Filter for big
waste, possibility to fry fritters or big pieces without basket.- Switch-thermostat 190°C. Heating element for high performance.- Control warning light.Control panel removable for easy maintenance.- Manufactured in stainless
steel.

Gas Fryers

AVANTAGE

CLEANING
100%

Only
250 mm

-FSM-8GT/S
Gas fryer 1 tank 8 lit.- TOP- Basket 128x270xh110 mm

Electric salting basin for french fries capacity 12 lit.- TOPmm : 400x600xh500 - kW : 0,85 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Gas fryer 12 lit.- TOP- Basket 250x270xh110 mm

The narrowest gas fryer on the market and the one with the
burner outside the tank! Designed for use in high throughput
establishments and fast-food outlets, these cold-zone fryers
allow you to control your consumption of oil and power as
accurately as possible. Ideal for fresh/frozen chips,
fritters/doughnuts and breaded fish, etc. 100% accessible,
easy to maintain tanks. Components can be accessed from the
front for easy handling without any need to empty the tank or
turn the fryer round.

Sped Fryers
PLUS

CLEANING
100%

PLUS
- For fast-foods and high-production places,
these fryers with cold zone allow you to
master exactly your oil and energy
consumption.
- Ideal for fresh or frozen chips, fritters, fish
in breadcrumbs. - 100% accessible tanks,
easy maintenance! ... The burners placed
underneath the tank. Any maintenance or
technical interventions very easy, by removal the front dial.

-FSM-16G/C
915,00 EUR-

665,00 EUR-

1 459,00 EUR-

Gas fryer 1 tank 16 lit.- on cupboard
- Basket 250x300xh145 mm - Door and counter door
with magnetic closure
mm : 400x600xh875/1055 - kcal/h : 12040

mm : 250x700xh500 - kcal/h : 5360
- Basket heat-resisting handle. - Stamped tank with sloping bottom for an emptying
without oil waste. - Emptying by a tap made of stainless steel with security system. Filter for big waste, possibility to fry fritters or big pieces without basket. - Piezo ignition, maintenance pilot light. - Regulation by thermostat 190°C. - Security thermocouple, 2 powerful burners put outside the tank.

- Basket heat-resisting handle. - Stamped tank with sloping bottom for
an emptying without oil waste, stainless steel cover. - Filter for big
waste, possibility to fry fritters or big pieces without basket. - Draining
by faucet inside the cabinet, recovery tray with filter. - Piezo ignition,
maintenance pilot light. - Regulation by thermostat 190°C. - Security
thermocouple, 2 powerful burners put under the tank.

Cooking

Gas Fryers
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Chicken Raosters

Chicken

Cooking

Line Plus
Chicken roasters

PLUS
- Very robust and stable conception, for big productions. - Engine with pinion traction, very silent.
- 1 heat source per spit. - Halogen lamps. - Easy
control inspection, gate on hinge. - Easy and
quick maintenance.

- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304. Capacity 6 chickens (1,25kg) per spit (till
900mm), all the spits are delivered with 2 final
and 4 intermediate picks, with athermal handle. Electric heating : by "vitroceramic" heaters,
source of uniform heat. - Independent regulation
of each spit. - All our models are equipped with
frontal "safety" windows, with magnetic closure,
athermal handles. - Lighting, by halogen lamps. Extractable fat collecting basin (even if the window are closed), large capacity. - Manufactured in
line with the standards (CE) in force.

Vitroceramic

RVG/112-CM

-RBP-CM

125,00 EUR-

Chickens spit complementary, with peaks

-RBF-CM

255,00 EUR-

Spit, rabbit, spare ribs,...

RVE/4C-CM
Ref

mm : 1010x160xh80

RVG/3-CM
mm

Spits Chickens kW Kcal/h

RVE/3C-CM
RVE/4C-CM 1098x480xh1000
RVG/3-CM 1098x480xh820
RVG/4-CM 1098x480xh1000
1098x480xh820

-SFA-CM

255,

00 EUR-

Closed spit for chicken «open»
mm : 1010x180xh80

-RPA-CM

125,00 EUR-

V

3

18

14,4

-

400-230/3N 50-60 Hz

4

24

19,2

-

400-230/3N 50-60 Hz

3

18

0,11 15222

230/1N 50-60 Hz

4

24

0,11 20296

230/1N 50-60 Hz

2 133,00 EUR
2 609,00 EUR
2 019,00 EUR
2 433,00 EUR

Vitroceramic

Special «opened» spit for chicken
mm : 1010x160xh30

-RAP-CM

655,00 EUR-

Cupboard in stainless steel, with wheels
mm : 1098x480xh790

HOT
+30° +60°

-RVC60-CM

1 485,00 EUR-

Hot display cabinet 60 chickens, with
wheels
mm : 1098x480xh840 - kW : 2 - V : 230/1N 5060Hz

Ref

RVE/6C-CM
RVE/8C-CM
RVG/6-CM
RVG/8-CM
RVG/112-CM
RVG/152-CM

RVG/152-CM

RVG/8-CM

RVE/6C-CM
mm

Spits Chickens kW Kcal/h

V

1098x480xh1860

6

36

28,8

-

400-230/3N 50-60 Hz

1098x480xh1920

8

48

38,4

-

400-230/3N 50-60 Hz

1098x480xh1860

6

36

0,11 30444

230/1N 50-60 Hz

1098x480xh1920

8

48

0,11 40592

230/1N 50-60 Hz

1098x660xh1860

11

66

0,11 30444

230/1N 50-60 Hz

1098x660xh1920

15

90

0,11 34592

230/1N 50-60 Hz

3 382,00 EUR
4 169,00 EUR
3 219,00 EUR
3 983,00 EUR
4 469,00 EUR
5 335,00 EUR

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Nproew
duct

Chicken
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Small

Vitroceramic

Nproew
duct

RVG/2-SBC
Gas and Electric chicken roaster «SMALL»
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304. - Capacity 3 chickens per spit, picklock for handling. - Gas heating: by
ceramic radiants, fit with safety thermocouple, removable heat deflectors. - Electric heating : by «vitroceramic»
heaters, source of uniform heat. - Independent regulation of each spit. - All our models are equipped with frontal
«safety» windows, with magnetic closure, athermal handles. - Lighting, by halogen lamps. - Extractable fat collecting basin.

ADVANTAGE

On request

On request

RBF-SBC

RBP-SBC

Spits Chickens kW

A range of chicken roasters made for all
activities in small spaces! Size: only 400mm deep - 1 heat source per spit - Halogen
lamps - Easy and quick maintenance.

Ref

mm

Kcal/h

V

RVE/2C-SBC
RVE/3C-SBC
RVG/2-SBC
RVG/3-SBC

800x400xh555

2

6

4,4

-

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

800x400xh735

3

9

6,6

-

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

800x400xh555

2

6

0,06 6860

230/1N 50-60Hz

800X400XH735

3

9

0,06 10320

230/1N 50-60Hz

1 269,00 EUR
1 675,00 EUR
1 079,00 EUR
1 385,00 EUR

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW
Swing Spit
Line

Chicken Roasters
Panoramic

-RPB-5C

3 449,

00 EUR-

Rotating rotisserie, 25 chickens
- 5 rotary swings model (677x145 mm), each for 5 poultries, joints, games, legs of lamb,
etc... - 4 glass panes, 2 security glass doors on the front face, with 2 thermal handles. Inferior shielded element heating, superior by infrared quartz tube. - Thermostatic regulator, fitted with a analogical thermometer and a timer. - Halogen lighting. Easy cleaning;
adjustable shaft, swing, reflector and anti-waves plate. Lower collection basin for meat
juices.
mm : 850x700xh940 - kW : 8,5 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-RSP-RB

749,00 EUR-

Neutral cupboard, rotary rotisserie, on wheels

Nproew
duct

mm : 850x700xh1050

-ET10-RB

1 889,00 EUR-

Cupboard for rotary rotisserie, on wheels
- Ventilated heat. Delivered with 10 grids.- 4 glass
panes, 2 security glass doors on the front face,
with 2 thermal handles.- Interior pieces can be
dismantled, easy cleaning.- Thermostatic regulator
95°C fitted with an analogical thermometer and a
timer. Interior lighting.- Wheeled undercarriage, 2
wheels with brakes.
mm : 850x700xh1050 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

HOT
+95°

RVE/3C-SBC
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Electric Vapor Grills
Electric steam grills for table

* -GCV/SX

829,00 EUR-

- Removable grid in stainless steel 410x340 mm. - Interior water
basin to catch the cooking fluid, reduce the formation of smoke
during the cooking process and to avoid dryness of the food.
mm : 490x500xh185 - kW : 5 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Grill Vapor

* -GCV/MX

Line

1 095,00 EUR-

- Removable grid in stainless steel 600x340 mm.
mm : 700x500xh185 - kW : 7,5 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

On request

Gas Lava Stone Grills

SX47-PB
SX87-PB
Lavastone grills
- Cast iron cooking grill(s) (double sided). - Lava stone base in stainless steel, big
thickness. - Heating by stainless steel stabilized- flame burner(s). - Regulation by
stopcock, safety with thermocouples, automatic lighting by pilot light and piezoelectric device. - Drawer for the recovery of cooking grains.- Adjustable lower levelers. Made of stainless steel AISI 304.

PLUS
SIDE A

SIDE B

- Don’t refrain yourself from eating a delicious traditional grilled meat, no more
drawbacks thanks to a specially made cooking grill which canalizes cooking juice
and avoids the feeding of «open» flames. The result? Tender grilled meat without any
risks. - Ideal for all types of grilled meats, with athermal handles and a collecting
tray in the front, adjustable height (2 positions).

Grill Stones
PLUS

-PLX47-PB

1 079,00 EUR-

Lavastone grill - 1/2 module, cooking grill in cast iron «double face»
- Cooking surface 365x485 mm. - Delivered with 1 bag of lavastone (1x 4kg).
mm : 400x700xh280 - kcal/h : 6450

-PLX87-PB

1 645,00 EUR-

Lava-stone grill - 1/1 module, cooking grill in cast iron «double face»
- Cooking surface 2x 365x485 mm
- Delivered with 2 bags of lavastone (2x 4kg)
mm : 800x700xh280 - kcal/h : 12900

On request

SX47-PB
SX87-PB

Electric Vapor Grills
PLUS
Surprise yourself! Yes, your grilled meats will keep all their flavors, no more drying
up; your meats will be tender and delicious, with a minimum weight loss. - Thanks to
the «steam» effect, the grilled meats will remain delicious and tender, cooking
directly on the electric elements, avoiding all risks of open flames.

Electric steam-grills
- The steam-grill is a unique technical work, cooking of grilled meats directly on the elements to avoid cooking the cooking juices over and over again. - Energy regulator(s). Stainless steel elements, very fast preheating. - Tilting of the heating elements. Removable water compartment (easy cleaning), reduces smokes, collects the cooking
juice. - Adjustable lower levelers. - Made of stainless steel AISI 304.

Grill Vapor
PLUS

-VEX47-PB

1 469,00 EUR- -VEX87-PB

Electric steam-grill , 1/2 module
- Cooking surface 270x450 mm. - Compartment GN 1/1-65 mm for water, removable.
mm : 400x700xh280 - kW : 4 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

2 065,00 EUR-

Electric steam-grill , 1/1 module
- Cooking surface 2x 270x450 mm. - Compartment 2x GN 2/1-65 mm for water, removable.
mm : 800x700xh280 - kW : 8 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz
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Grill Vapor Line

-GV641

1 089,00 EUR-

Gas steam-grill with cooking grid in cast iron -Top- Cast iron cooking grid, removable,
dimensions (330x470 mm).
mm : 410x630xh430 - kcal/h : 7740

-GV677

1 555,00 EUR-

Gas steam-grill with cooking grid in cast iron -Top- Cast iron cooking grids, removable,
dimensions (660x470 mm).
mm : 770x630xh430 - kcal/h : 15480

Gas steam-grill

Grill Vapor Line

- Heated through stainless steel burners with stabilized flame, placed
under the shielding.
- The water bath that is found under the grill is of stainless steel with a
double function :
1. to catch the steam and the reduce the smoke associated with the
cooking of the food;
2. a freeing of steam which the design gives provides a better cooking
result.

On request

BS70/90

-GV407

1 845,00 EUR-

Gas steam-grill with grill in «O»-form -Top- Grid in stainless steel, dimensions (380x470 mm).
mm : 420x700xh440/610 - kcal/h : 9000

-GV807
Gas steam-grill with grill in «O»-form -Top- Grid in stainless steel, measuring (780x470 mm).
mm : 800x700xh440/610 - kcal/h : 18000

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

2 935,00 EUR-
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*-BM1/X

149,00 EUR-

Electric table top Bain-Marie, GN 1/1 - 150 mm

Cooking

mm : 330x530xh240 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -BMZR/X

183,00 EUR-

Electric table Bain-Marie GN 1/1 - 150 mm + tap
mm : 330x530xh240 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Electric table top Bain-Marie
- Designed in stainless steel. - Tank (AISI 304). - Heating by stainless steel armoured resistances, placed below the tank. - On/Off switch, thermostat from 0° to 90°C and safety thermostat.

GN 1/1-150
On request

* -BMG-1/1

249,00 EUR-

Table top gas Bain marie GN 1/1 - 150 mm
- GN 1/1 inner tank, made in stainless steel, removable. - Heating by gas, stainless
steel burners, placed under the tank. - Regulation by gas valve, electric lighting.
mm : 365X575XH305 - kcal/h : 1550

GN 1/1-150

HEAVY
DUTY

Electronic Gas Fryers

AVANTAGE
- Nothing beats the taste of fresh fries. Abandon frozen products, thanks to our Diamond
fryers, offer the real traditional recipe!! - Electronic regulator (digital display), better
temperature management, much faster. - Robust construction and highly innovative design. - Round tank Ø 360 mm in stainless steel (30/10th) pressed and crimped, watertight
ensured 100% and a flawless finish!, equipped with a cold zone with bottom strainer. Double safety: fire safety thermostat (safety in case of an ignition in empty tank), and a
standard safety thermostat. - Upper tray strengthened (large capacity) to store food after
pre-cooking.

Fryers with round basin HEAVY DUTY, electronic

Electronic
Control

Mika
Line Plus

Ref

MIKA/1-ELX
MIKA/2-ELX
MIKA/3-ELX

- Top superior very thick (20/10éme), welded. - Top for emptying lower for each tank and
drain tray (or filtration) with removable spout (easy to use in complete safety). - Upper tray for
cooked food, with a perforated bottom for dripping. - Swing doors with double walls and isolated. - Heating by circular cast iron burner with very high efficiency, insulated combustion
chamber. - Chimney (one for each tank) to discharge the combustion gases. - Valve type "SIT"
equipped with a safety thermocouple and piezo ignition (finished the electrical connection!!). Display "digital" of the temperature on the front for each tank. - Construction in stainless steel
AISI 304/411. - Conforms to applicable CE standards.

Tank

mm

kW/Tank Kcal/h kW

V

1x 13 Lit.

535x900xh930/1507

1x 16,16 13760 0,1

230/1N 50-60Hz

2x 13 Lit.

960x900xh930/1507

2x 16,16 27520 0,1

230/1N 50-60Hz

3x 13 Lit.

1445x900xh930/1507 3x 16,16 41280 0,1

230/1N 50-60Hz

3 469,00 EUR
5 455,00 EUR
7 975,00 EUR
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW
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Soft Cooker
PLUS
Great innovation for cooking, pasteurizing and regenerating vacuum
food. High precision, for all types of cooking of meat, fish, vegetables, etc... A great result, always juicy, a tender texture, natural flavor
and especially less weight loss (-25% in comparison with the traditional methods). Ideal for hotels, restaurants, delis, «catering» services...

Vacuum cooker at low temperature
- Electronic regulation T° 20° to 95°, high precision (0,03 C°), 5 preset
programs (that can be modified as one pleases) or manual mode. - Water
agitator with propeller, uniform T°. - Clamp for any container (max H.165
mm, 50 l max). - Stainless steel handle. - Safety device and agitator protected with a stainless steel grid. - Made in stainless steel AISI 304 (IP
X3).

VACUUM COOKING
LOW TEMPERATURE
Vacuum
Cooking Plus

-HOT-BLOC

GN 1/1

Vacuum cooker at low temperature, electric

GN 2/1

mm : 130x260xh380 - kW : 2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

259,00 EUR- -V2/1C

-V1/1C

869,00 EUR-

349,00 EUR-

mm : 565x685xh230

mm : 360x565xh230

COOKING SMOOTH
Cooking vacuum bags for under machines -40 °C to 121°C

+110°

Ref

mm

My Confection Qty bags

C25-1530

150x300

90

25x100

2500

280,00 EUR

C20-2030

200x300

90

20x100

2000

299,00 EUR

C16-2535

250x350

90

16x100

1600

348,00 EUR

C10-3040

300x400

90

10x100

1000

299,00 EUR

GN 1/2-150
INCLUDED

SRH/NS
Ref

* RHD/86
* RHD/126
* RHD/156
* RHD/196
SRH/NS

mm

kW

1260x150xh60 1.25 230/1N 50-60Hz
1560x150xh60 1.60 230/1N 50-60Hz
2 230/1N 50-60Hz

Optional/Supports

157,00 EUR-

Electric food heater, GN 1/2 - 150 mm
- Regulating thermostat +65° +90° C and safety
thermostat. - On/Off switch. - Drain tap.
mm : 264x275xh260 - kW : 1 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

V

860x150xh60 0.8 230/1N 50-60Hz

1960x150xh60

* -CAH/12

287,00 EUR
309,00 EUR
335,00 EUR
365,00 EUR
75,00 EUR

Warm holding bridges with infrared
- Made of stainless steel AISI 441, brushed and polished finish- Provided with thermal
insulation- Heating by electrical resistance, with reflector allowing a uniform distribution
of heat.- Modulation of heat by an energy regulator, with indicator light- Included: 2 side
brackets for fixing "ceiling" - power cord (1500 mm) right- NB: Between the heater and
the dishes a distance of 330 mm is necessary.

* -FAS-164

Automatic Smokers

575,00 EUR-

Electric food smoker, 1 level (400x600 mm)
- Electric heating element with timer for automatic ignition and combustion of the sawdust. - Delivered with 500 g of oak sawdust (premium quality).

Cooking
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mm : 715x415xh230 - kW : 0,25 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -FAD-264

853,00 EUR-

Electric smoker for food, 2 levels (400x600 mm + 340x545mm)
mm : 715x415xh360 - kW : 0,25 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

SMOKED

ADVANTAGE
Smoke your fish (salmon, trout, eel, herring...), shellfish (lobster, crawfish, scalops...), meat (duck
breasts, filet mignon...), delicatessen (sausages, bacon, ham...) at a 3 times less expensive price
and "home-made"!

-SBF/5KG

8,00 EUR-

Oak sawdust bag (0,5 kg) (premium quality)

-GPE/210

855,00 EUR-

Electric conveyor toaster, automatic, tape 210 mm
- Productivity: 1080 toasts/h. - Switch On / Off, independent controls (upper, lower). -Conveyor belt speed regulator. - Carpet in stainless steel, width 210 mm, depth 500
mm, adjustable height from 40 to 75 mm. - Stainless steel
construction, top to keep warm. - Adjustable feet.
mm : 750x435xh260/320 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Toaster Conveyors
ADVANTAGE
- Ideal for bread, brioche, bagels, baguettes, slices of bread, waffles,
toasts with butter, topped bread slices, pastries, little pizzas, quiches...

* -TA/540

945,00 EUR-

Automatic toaster, 540 toasts/hour
- Productivity without preheating. - Ramp: width 300 mm,
deep 330, height 50 mm - 2 warming ramps, each with 4
quartz tubes. - Ramp selector, adjustable speed of the
conveyor belt. - Front exit. - Auto lubricant engine.

mm : 500x680xh460 - kW : 2,65 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

81

164,00 EUR-

Toaster 3 tongs quartz
- Internal dimensions 380x250xh63mm. - Heated by quartz-resistors,
protective rosters.- Timer from 0 to 15 minutes. Pull-out lower bin.

Cooking

*

-M3-TOSTI/N

mm : 525x305xh325 - kW : 1,8 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

*

-M6-TOSTI/N

PINCERS
INCLUDED

230,00 EUR-

Toaster 6 tongs quartz
- Internal dimensions 2x 380x250xh63 mm.
mm : 525x305xh445 - kW : 2,7 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Toasters Salamanders
Toaster-salamander "Quartz"

Nproew
duct

- Heating by infrared "quartz" tubes (Protection grids). - Ramp selector, timer 15 min.
with continuous position. - "Quartz" tubes. - Removable lower tank. - Lift-off of the
back wall for an easy cleaning. - Realization in stainless steel.

Nproew
duct

PINCERS
INCLUDED

ADVANTAGE
Version GN 1/1, allows to defrost, glaze, ice, grill, toast or brown instantly
without any smoke or smell. Ideal for reduced spaces. (MD22/R-N: upper
compartment closed),(time of cooking -30%).

* -MS12/R-N

495,00 EUR-

- 1 floor version, grid 520x320 mm.
mm : 640x380xh330 - kW : 2,7 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -MD22/R-N

- 2 floor version, grill 520x320 mm.

GN 1/1

mm : 640x380xh475 - kW : 4 - V : 2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

Quick Conveyor
ADVANTAGE
Exceptional cooking results! Panini, croque-monsieurs, pizzas in 1'30.
Mini pizzas in 50". Chicken nuggets and finger foods: 2'15 after
defrosting. Bruschetta, Goat cheese toasts, sandwiches, pastries with
the upper tray.

Conveyor oven quartz "S-POWER"
- Instant start, without preheating thanks to infrared quartz. Adjustment of the rotational speed and the power of the heater
(half or full power). - Reflectors at the entrance and at the exit of
the tunnel to concentrate the temperature in the cooking chamber
and reduce cooking time (1'30 on average). - Long duration use
thanks to the ventilated engine. - 8 quartz tubes (top 1500 W, bottom 1450 W), heater selector. - Front and rear 150 mm trays. -Top
to keep warm. - Realization in stainless steel, adjustable feet.

-TPW/30

1 437,00 EUR-

- Tunnel: width 300 mm, depth 370 mm, height from 70 to 110 mm.
mm : 470x720xh385 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

605,00 EUR-

Quick
Cooking

Cooking
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ADVANTAGE

Grill Panini

- Stabilizing system in the top plate, allowing a constant
horizontal position. - Regulation through thermostat till
250°C. - Upper and lower grid in "striated" cast iron.

mm

kW

V

Workink Area

330x435xh240

1.8

230/1N 50-60Hz

225x255

435x430xh240

3

230/1N 50-60Hz

365x255

620x435xh240

3.6

230/1N 50-60Hz

550x255

Ref

* GR42
* GR-PANOS
* GR82

329,00 EUR
375,00 EUR
555,00 EUR

Grill Panini Vitroceramic

* -MGV45/F-N

525,00 EUR-

- Working surface: 370x250 mm.
mm : 470x445xh245 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -LGV62/F-N

829,00 EUR-

Vitroceramic electric grills for paninis
- Grilled upper plate and flat under plate. - Balanced
springs on upper part. - Regulation untill 300°C (from 20 to
200°C in 4 min. from 20 to 300°C in 6 min), low energy
consumption. - Frontal reception tub for liquids.

- Working surface: 558 x 250 mm.
mm : 640x445xh245 - kW : 3,4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

ADVANTAGE
Heat up, liquify and maintain the temperature of chocolate,
chocolate spread, honey... ideal for your pancakes, waffles,
cakes, ice-cream, frozen desserts, or on your snacks, sauce
toppings, melted cheese... the best result, practicality and
hygiene 100%, guaranteed!

page
Vitroceramic

150
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Grill Contact
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Easy
Cooking
C o ated

Contact-grill enamelled

ADVANTAGE

- Alimentary enamelled plates for a direct temperature transfer. - Easy cleaning thanks to the removable drip tray, to its smooth
plate and to the scraper, standard delivered. - Flat bottom plate, grooved top plate, self-balanced, adjustable pressure spring
and heat-resistant handles. - Incoloy heating elements, regulation thermostat(s) (0-300°C), on/off switch(es) and pilot light(s).
BIG FOOD/SS:- Specially designed for fast-food chains, franchises and all high output places. - Bottom plate with independent
control.

*
*
*

Ref

mm

Working Aera

kW

V

CONTACT SM1/SS
CONTACT DG2/SS
BIG FOOD/SS

430x385xh220

360x240 mm

3

230/1N 50-60Hz

600x385xh220

535x240 mm

4

230/1N 50-60Hz

410x620xh340

360x360 mm

3,6

230/1N 50-60Hz

Nothing beats DIAMOND contact grills, with enamelled
plates (EASY COOKING coated: Patented), fast, perfectly
homogeneous cooking and 100% hygienic (smooth surface), ideal to cook steaks, sandwiches, hamburgers,
without reduction and keeping all the juice and vitamins. Flat bottom plate (grooved top plate) for omelettes, fried eggs, savoury pancakes, artic bread, blinis,
wraps...

539,00 EUR
719,00 EUR
705,00 EUR

Griddles

Griddle plates, enamelled
- Steel plate (10 mm), quick temperature raising until
300°C.- Easy cleaning removable drip tray, to the mirror
smooth plate.- Electric version: Incoloy heating element(s),
thermostat(s) 0-300°C.- Gas version: star burners with 6
to 8 branches for even heat, control knobs, press button
Piezo lighting, safety thermocouples.

Snacking
Line

*
FTG-60/SS

-FU-6P/N

Electric eggs cooker with 6 baskets
- Tank GN 1/3, delivered with 6 baskets, numbered.
- Heatng resistance. Thermostat from 0 to 100°C,
limiting device. Top in inox.
mm : 215x430xh255 - kW : 1,2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

ADVANTAGE
Enameled coating (EASY COOKING coated: exclusive
patent), this treatment allows to cut safely on the
plate itself, ideal for gyros, kebab, shoarma... A
healthy cooking (100% hygienic) thanks to its perfectly smooth area (no porous).

FTE-40/SS
Ref

*
*
*
*

FTE-40/SS
FTE-60/SS
FTG-40/SS
FTG-60/SS
1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

319,00 EUR-

mm

Surface

kW

kcal/h

V

400x450xh190

400x400 mm

3

-

230/1N 50-60Hz

600x450xh190

600x400 mm

6

-

2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

400x450xh190

400x400 mm

-

2750

-

600x450xh190

600x400 mm

-

5500

-

439,00 EUR
589,00 EUR
469,00 EUR
629,00 EUR

Black
Line
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Griddles

Cooking surface

Cooking

Thermostatic Tap

Plancha
Line

- Steel plate (15mm), high heat
conductibility, protective barrier welded, which assures no leakages.
- Gas version: titanium coated stainless steel burner, gas regulation by tap,
individual lighter per burner.
- Electric version: stainless steel heating elements. Temperature control by
thermostat.

PLANCHA/3-N
PLANCHA/3CR-N=CHROME

ADVANTAGE
- Chromed coated surface «50 µ», evenly distribution of heat (to ROHS). - Gas regulation by thermostatic tap that ensures a maximum working temperature of 300°C (No chrome deterioration,
perfect cleanliness, no intoxication hazard).

PLANCHA/2EL-N
PLANCHA/2ELCR-N=CHROME

All the single-phase
Ref

0° +90°

*
*
*
*

mm

PLANCHA/2EL-N
PLANCHA/3EL-N
PLANCHA/2-N
PLANCHA/3-N

working area

kW

608x530xh305

555x400

4

808x530xh305

755x400

620x510xh305

555x400

820x510xh305

755x400

kcal/h

CHROME

V

...CR/N

525,
652,00 EUR
543,00 EUR
712,00 EUR
00 EUR

-

230/1N 50-60Hz

6

-

2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

-

4990

-

-

7485

-

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

...CR/N = Chrome

ADVANTAGE

Hot Displays
0° +90°

739,00 EUR
955,00 EUR
825,00 EUR
1 065,00 EUR

- Display for pizzas, sandwiches, pies, cakes and
various snacks, which maintains a constant temperature and long guarantees of the taste and freshness of
the food.

-PIZZA/D38

765,00 EUR-

- 3 rotating plates (Ø 380 mm)
mm : 465x430(820)xh590 - kW : 0,7 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-PIZZA/D42

845,00 EUR-

- 3 rotating plates (Ø 420 mm)

Heated displays rotatifs
- Completely made of stainless steel (AISI430), 4 glass
sides. - Door with "soft" shutdown, magnetic. - Thermostat
Controller T ° 0 ° + 90 °. - Tray for water , in order to
maintain the degree of humidity, avoiding drying out of the
food. - Rotating plates that represent a uniform temperature and above all a better product visibility.

mm : 505x470(960)xh590 - kW : 0,7 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

HUMIDIFIER

Hot Dog Warmer
Hot-Dog
The Universal
Snack !

CSX/7R

Stackable

Sausages grill with rollers & breadrolls warmer.
- Till 16 pre-cooked sausages, which means 90 hot dogs/hour. Regular cooked without fat. Heating by means of 125 W armoured elements each inside the chrome rolls (430 mm large),
energy regulator from 0° till 300° C. - High performance engine, special asyncrome with speed
reducer. - Collector underneath, catches up gravy. - Made in: stainless steel frame.
BHR23/R: breadrolls warmer. - Warms up by energy regulator from 0° till 90°C. - Humidity and
temperature control. - Removable drawer and gastro GN 2/3 goes into dishwasher. - Stainless
steel frame.

Ref

BH23/R

* CSX/5R
* CSX/7R
* BH23/R

N° Roller

mm

5

545x320x240

KW

0,6 230/1N 50-60Hz

V

7

545x320x240

0,9 230/1N 50-60Hz

-

545x460x220

0,7 230/1N 50-60Hz

599,00 EUR
759,00 EUR
485,00 EUR
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Gyros Grill
Gyros grill
- Made in stainless steel AISI304. Spit easily mounted. - The spit base is fully hermetic
so that the electric engine is protected, mounted on ball bearings,iIs protected from distortion. - Moulded juice receiver, with punched grid and drawer. - Electrical type: regulation by switches, heating by armoured elements "incoloy". Fitted with warmkeeping
stones. - Gas type: high pressure Infrared radiant regulation by ballcrane, security thermoregulators. - Delivered with: 1 complete spit with disc and pin.

On request

KEB-G61

ADVANTAGE
BV-K

BR4/K
BR6/K
BR8/K

- Broiler zone individualy adjustable just to adapt. Sliding
zone mounted on 4 ball bearings to adapt it to the meat
thickness.

PL/K

KEB-G81

Ref

KEB-G41
KEB-G61
KEB-G81
KEB-E40
KEB-E60
KEB-E80

mm

capacity

Spits

kcal/h

kW

V

580x660xh695

15-20 kg

400 mm

6020 0,15

230/1N 50-60Hz

580x660xh870

25-35 kg

600 mm

9030 0,15

230/1N 50-60Hz

580x660xh1045

40-55 kg

800 mm

12040 0,15

580x660xh695

15-20 kg

400 mm

-

3,6

580x660xh870

25-35 kg

600 mm

-

5,8 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

580x660xh1045

40-55 kg

800 mm

-

7,2 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

230/1N 50-60Hz
230/1N 50-60Hz

899,00 EUR
1 203,00 EUR
1 439,00 EUR
829,00 EUR
1 113,00 EUR
1 325,00 EUR

* -SD14/D

KEB-E40

615,00 EUR-

Electric Knife for Gyros
- Blade 80 mm, «sharpening blade kit» included,
adjustable cut. - Motor 4900 turns/minute. Thermal
and ergonomic handle. - Delivered with a transformer, power cable (1500 mm).
mm : 210x80xh80 - kW : 0,09 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -SD13/C

679,00 EUR-

Electric Gyros knife
- Motor body in stainless steel, insulated. Removable motor (2800
rpm), cable 2000 mm. - Blade Ø 80 mm, adjustable cutting size, delivered with petal operation and «knife sharpening kit».
mm : 285x190xh180 - kW : 0,15 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Toasters Line

D4CM-X

Electric toaster "Silver"
- Efficient heating elements with a low energy consumption. - Gear shift for different
cooking types, (maximum 25 mm). - Timer with alarm device. - Collecting-crumbs drawer included. - Polished stainless steel-aluminium frame.

Ref

mm

C

T

kW

D4GP-X
D6GP-X
D2CM-X
D4CM-X

360x220xh210

4

-

2,3 230/1N 50-60Hz

455x220xh210

6

-

3

230/1N 50-60Hz

317x220xh210

2

Yes

1

230/1N 50-60Hz

370x220xh210

4

Yes 1,73 230/1N 50-60Hz

C : Capacity

T : Tongs

V

296,00 EUR
342,00 EUR
285,00 EUR
399,00 EUR

D6GP-X

Cooking
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* -PLAQ/1E-N

239,00 EUR-

Table top electric stove, 1 plate
- Cast-iron plaat Ø 230 mm. - Regulation by switch 7 positions.
mm : 350x400xh155 - kW : 2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -PLAQ/2E-N

425,00 EUR-

Table top electric stove, 2 plates (2x 1.5 kW)
- 2 cast-iron plates Ø 190 mm, (2x 1,5 kW)
mm : 650x400xh155 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-RECH/1G-N
*
*

327,00 EUR-

Table top gas stove, 1 burner
- 1 burner, brass ring «high performance». - Regulation by gas tap,
safety by thermoelectric sensor. - Cast-iron grid (350x290 mm).
mm : 380x400xh200 - kcal/h : 4300

*-RECH/2G-N

579,00 EUR-

Table top gas stove with 2 burners (2 x 5 kW)
- 2 burners on a brisk heat (2x 5 kW), brass ring «very high output».
mm : 760x400xh200 - kcal/h : 8600

-BBRV-N

626,00 EUR-

Low stove 1 high heat
- Cast-iron burner with high efficiency (12 Kw), pan support
(550x550 mm). - Made of stainless steel AISI 304.
mm : 580x580xh520 - kcal/h : 10300

-EERV

959,00 EUR-

Low electric range
- Electric plate in cast iron 400x400 mm, 4 positions energy regulator. - Made in stainless steel AISI 304.
mm : 580x580xh520 - kW : 5 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Nproew
duct
-RF1G/Q

455,00 EUR-

Table range - 1 burner (7 kW)
- Burner with high heat conductibility (1x 7kW).
mm : 370x510xh195 - kcal/h : 6020

-RF2G/Q

625,00 EUR-

Table range - 2 burners (7+5 kW)
- Burner with high heat conductibility (1x 7kW and 1x 5kW).
mm : 690x510xh195 - kcal/h : 10320

-RF3G/Q

959,00 EUR-

Table range - 3 branders (7+5+7 kW)
- Burner with high heat conductibility (1x 7 kW, 1x 5 kW and 1x 7 kW).
mm : 1005x510xh195 - kcal/h : 16340

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW
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Electric sausage heaters

Cooking

- Pirex glass container ± 40 sausages (diam. 200 h/ 40 mm) (hot-dog), 2 compartments, on a water tub, lid in stainless steel.- Breadroll heathers in aluminium
(except STAR-HD/2X). - Energy regulator.

Hot-Dog
The Universal
Snack !

STAR-HD/RX

STAR-HD/R

Hot Dogs

Small Griddle Plates

STAR-HD/R2

Ref

* STAR-HD/RX
* STAR-HD/R2
* STAR-HD/R

mm

Plots

V

260x380xh400

-

230/1N 50-60Hz

260x380xh400

2

230/1N 50-60Hz

440x300xh400

3

230/1N 50-60Hz

353,00 EUR
369,00 EUR
393,00 EUR

Cooking plates
Electric: heating by armoured elements in stainless steel, regulation
from 50 to 300°C. - Gas: heating through burners with stabilized
flame. - Stainless steel frame.

*
*
*
*

-EFT33/T-N

282,00 EUR-

- Useful dimensions 325x480 mm, 15.5 dm2.
mm : 330x530xh290 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-EFT66/T-N

463,00 EUR-

- Useful dimensions 650x480 mm, 31 dm2.
mm : 660x530xh290 - kW : 6 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-GFT33/T-N

369,00 EUR-

- Useful dimensions 310x500 mm, 15.5 dm2.
mm : 330x530xh290 - kcal/h : 3450

-GFT66/T-N

685,00 EUR-

- Useful dimension 620x500 mm, 31 dm2.
mm : 660x530xh290 - kcal/h : 6900

Small Grill Stone

Lava rock grills
- Adjustable cooking gridlles (2 positions). - Gas heating,
through stainless steel burners. - Stainless steel frame.

*
*

-LPG33/T-N

495,00 EUR-

- Cooking zone 300x500 mm
mm : 330x530xh290 - kcal/h : 3450

-LPG66/T-N

909,00 EUR-

- Cooking zones 2x 300x500 mm
mm : 660x530xh290 - kcal/h : 6900

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Cooking
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Rice Cookers
ADVANTAGE
- User-friendly and reliable, providing you with excellent result in little time. Able to store rice
after cooking for several hours in «conservation» mode.
- Ideal for hot buffets, Pubs, Self services, Canteens, Restaurants and Take Aways...

Rice cooker PANASONIC
- Inner pan made of non-stick
material, removable for an easy
cleaning, easy to open lid.
- Designed to be easy to handle.

* -SR-UH36N

533,00 EUR-

- 3.6 liters capacity, 20 portions.
- Up to 12 hours conservation.
mm : 430x385x350 - kW : 1,4 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-RGH-50

589,00 EUR-

Low gas range - 1 fire
- Cast iron burner, Ø 180 mm (13 kW), easily removable, without tools, easy cleaning.
- Regulation by gas valve, with night light and thermoelectric sensor.
- Cast iron grid, removable, recovering the whole surface of the stove.

On request

SPECIAL
WOK

mm : 500x500xh450 - kcal/h : 11180

CAW/1

-WGX2-8/T

1 619,00 EUR-

Gas fire wok for table, 2 fires (2x 15 kW)
- Iron slit-burners, with chromium-nickel-steel burner-heads, Ø 180 mm
(15 kW), easily detachable, can be removed without tools, easy cleaning,
chromium-nickel-steel WOK ring. - Regulation by gas valves, with a light
and a thermoelectric sensor. - With plate for the collection of residues.
mm : 800x600xh275/325 - kcal/h : 25800

-WGX1-4/T

965,00 EUR-

Gas fire wok for the table, 1 fire (15 kW)
mm : 400x600xh280/325 - kcal/h : 12900

Wok Water Cooled
On request

CHINA/7L

-CHINA/5L

CHINA/3L

5 149,00 EUR-

Wok stove 5 burners with water curtain
- Burners type wok 3x Ø 290 mm 23,82 kW and 2x Ø 230 mm 11,25
kW. - Embedded cooking top, catching basin underneath.
- Lateral drain, pouring basin with removable filter, foreseen of a cover
and a drain hole. - 1 control vane per burner, gas connection 4/4».
- Water curtain for the cooling of the top, inclusive a tap and a ranging
rack.
mm : 1800x900xh760/1300 - kcal/h : 80805

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Dishwashers basket, plates 600x400 CROSSOVER

BASKET
500X600

Active

PLUS
Stamped basket sliders, no roughness or limescale build-up - Integrated tank filter
made from moulded stainless steel - "Peristaltic" rinse aid dispenser supplied as
standard - Upon request: "Peristaltic" liquid detergent dispenser kit and drain pump
kit - "Patented" pump filter - High-performance (dual flow) wash pump to guarantee
major energy savings, with "Soft Start" system - CSD Digital control panel (soft touch)
- EED Energy saver - TCD System which always ensures rinsing at 80 °C - CAD Autocleaning cycle (semi-automatic) - DRD Accelerated pre-heating phase - DID Self-diagnosis in the event of a malfunction - ADD Display of tank and boiler temperature
(HACCP standard) - CID Self-closing door (soft contact) - N.B. Machines guaranteed
for reverse osmosis water supply.

Ref

03D/6S
03D/6H

Baskets/h

mm

kW

60/24

600x695xh850

60/24

600x695xh1280 8,7 400-230/3N 50Hz

Wash

DOUBLE SKIN
electronic control

V

2 442,00 EUR
2 809,00 EUR

6,7 400-230/3N 50Hz

03D/6H
04D/6H

Best

PLUS

Wash

- «peristaltic» dosing kit of liquid detergent and drain pump kit as standard - CSD digital
control panel (soft touch) - EED energy saving - TCD Device which permits to always
rinse at 85°C. - DRD accelerated preheating phase - DID System zur Selbstdiagnose bei
Anomalien - ADD display of boiler and tank temperature (HACCP conform) - DDD partial
draining of the tank, evacuation through the tank bottom - CID door with automatic closure «Soft Contact» (partial opening to evacuate the fog) - RGD Rinsing at constant temperature, stable pressure - BTD «Break Tank», anti-pollution device, AB type - CAD selfcleaning cycle (100% automatic) NB: machines guaranteed for «osmosis» water supply.

04D/6S
04D/6H

kW

g
ashin
1:W
e
charg
2 : Dis
sing
3 : Rin

e
ygien
Full H

Ref

BASKET
500X600

Baskets/h

mm

V

60/24

600x695xh850

60/24

600x695xh1280 8,7 400-230/3N 50Hz

3 052,00 EUR
3 419,00 EUR

6,7 400-230/3N 50Hz

03D/6S
04D/6S

Utensil Washers

Techno

Nproew
duct

Wash

Pot washers

PLUS

400 mm

- Peristaltic» dispenser for rinsing product supplied as standard. Peristaltic» dispenser for liquid detergent supplied as standard. - CSD digital
control panel (soft touch). - EED energy saving. - DRD accelerated preheating
phase. - DID automatic diagnostic in case of problems. - ADD display of boiler and tank temperature (HACCP conform). - Double-walled door, «soft
contact» opening. - RGD Diamond Exclusivity, ensures rinsing at a constant
temperature of 80°C, as well as a stable pressure throughout the rinsing process. - BTD «Break Tank» anti-pollution device, AB type. - NB: machines guaranteed for «osmosis» water supply.

ADVANTAGE
650 mm

AB type «anti-pollution» device (UK standards) 1) Prevents tank water (with
detergents) to flow back into the distribution system 2) Its pump guarantees
a constant pressure during the rinsing, drying and hygiene guaranteed by a
T° of 85°C... until the last drop.

D604/6H

D701-EKS
Ref

D604/6H
D701-EKS

Baskets (mm) Baskets/h

mm

Break
Tank**

Discharge
Pump

kW

500x600

30

600x695xh1280

Yes

Yes

6,7 400-230/3N 50Hz

550x610

30

720x780xh1760/2030

Yes

Yes

7,4 400-230/3N 50Hz

** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB

DOUBLE SKIN

V

3 597,
5 499,00 EUR

00 EUR

electronic control

Washing
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SAVE THE PLANET: Latest generation machines. State-of-the-art technologies, low-energy,
water and detergent. Thanks to a more contained tank and its «patented» filter to keep
the wash water at good T °, as well as a high efficiency (double flow) washing pump.

Washing

330 mm

PLUS
- Stamped basket runners, no roughness and no limestone scale. - Integrated tank filter
«Composit». - «Peristaltic» dispenser of rinse aid supplied as standard. - On request:
«peristaltic» dosing kit of liquid detergent and drain pump kit. - «Patented» pump filter
allowing to conserve the washing water longer and at good temperature. - «TCD» device
which permits to always rinse at 85°C. - Self-cleaning function. - High-efficiency (double
flow) washing pump for high energy savings. - NB: machines guaranteed for «osmosis»
water supply.

Dishwashers basket 500x500mm

Fast

PERISTALTIC
PUMP
DEEP DRAWN
RACK GUIDES

INTEGRAL
FILTER
PERISTALTIC
PUMP

Wash

Ref

...+BD/F-S

DC502/6
DC502/6M
DC502/6-A
DC502/6M-A
DC502/6-PS
DC502/6M-PS
DC502/6+BD/F-S
DC502/6M+BD/F-S

- 2 cycles, 60''-120''. - Rotating wash and rinse arms. - Self cleaning sprinklers. - Tank (20 Lit., 2,1 kW) rounded edges, "stamped" bottom. - Stamped walls. - Stamped double walled door, removable seal. - Removable
control panel. - Automatic filling of the tank. - Washing pump 0,7 Hp 230V/1. - Check valve. - Hot water rinse,
stainless steel boiler (2,4 Lit., 4,9 kW). - Micro switch, when the door opens. - Safety thermostat. Predisposition "rinse pump" and "liquid soap dispenser". - Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304. - Delivered
with: 2 baskets, 1 goblet. - Standard "Peristaltic" rinse product pump.

Baskets/h

mm

Softener
Incorpored

Discharge
Base kW
Pump

60-30

580x600xh820

-

K

SC

5,4

60-30

580x600xh820

-

K

SC

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

60-30

580x600xh820

Yes

K

SC

5,4

400-230/3N 50Hz

60-30

580x600xh820

Yes

K

SC

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

60-30

580x600xh820

-

Yes

SC

5,4

400-230/3N 50Hz

60-30

580x600xh820

-

Yes

SC

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

60-30

580x600xh1377

+ Open Base

60-30

580x600xh1377

+ Open Base

Public Price

V
400-230/3N 50Hz

1 547,00 EUR
1 547,00 EUR
1 775,00 EUR
1 775,00 EUR
1 749,00 EUR
1 749,00 EUR
1 805,00 EUR
1 805,00 EUR

K = Kit on request SC = On request

PLUS

.../AX

- Fully «pressed» tank (15 Lit., 2,1 kW). - Integral tank filter. «Patented» pump filter allowing to conserve the washing water longer and at good temperature. - «Peristaltic» pump dispenser for
rinse product. - «TCD» device which permits to always rinse at
85°C. - High efficiency washing pump (double flow) guarantees
significant energy savings. - Vertical self-draining and self-cleaning washing pump. - NB: machines guaranteed for «osmosis»
water supply.

.../A

Hood dishwashers basket 500x500 mm

430 mm

.../C-D

.../B-D

Ref

Fast
Wash

- From 40 to 24 baskets/hour, 2 cycles: 90''-150''. - Rotating wash and
rinse arms. - Self cleaning sprinklers. - Adjustable stainless steel feet
(160-220 mm). - Front control panel. - Automatic filling of the tank. Check valve. - Hot water rinse, stainless steel boiler (7 Lit., 6 kW). Micro switch, when the door opens. - Safety thermostat. - Predisposition
"drain pump kit" and "liquid soap dispenser kit". - Manufactured in
stainless steel AISI 304. - Delivered with: 2 baskets, 1 goblet.

DK7/6
DK7/6/A
DK7/6/AX
DK7/6/B-D
DK7/6/B-S
DK7/6/C-D
DK7/6/C-S
K = Kit on request

Baskets/h

mm

Softener
Incorpore

Discharge
Pump

40-24

710x800xh1530/2010

-

K

40-24

2110x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right or Left

40-24

2110x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right or Left

40-24

2610x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right

40-24

2610x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Left

40-24

2610x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right

40-24

2610x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Left

kW

V

6,5 400-230/3N 50Hz*

2 733,00 EUR
2 969,00 EUR
3 349,00 EUR
3 961,00 EUR
3 961,00 EUR
4 164,00 EUR
4 164,00 EUR

* Possibility to switch in 230/1N 50Hz
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PLUS

SAVE THE PLANET: Latest generation machines. State-ofthe-art technologies, low-energy, water and detergent.
Thanks to a more contained tank and its «patented» filter
to keep the wash water at good T °, as well as a high efficiency (double flow) washing pump.

- 30 baskets/hour,120-second cycle. - Rotating wash (lower)
and rinse arms (upper and lower).- Self-cleaning sprinklers.Tank, rounded edges (7 Lit., 0,6 kW). - Stamped walls.- Double
walled door.- Removable control panel.- Automatic filling of
the tank.- Check valve.- Hot water rinse, stainless steel boiler
(2 Lit., 2,6 kW). - Micro switch, when the door opens.- Safety
thermostat.- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304.Standard: 2 baskets,1 stand, 1 goblet.

290 mm

Glass-washers squared baskets

Washing

- Stamped sliders basket, no asperity and
no limestone inlay. - Integrated tank filter
«Composit». - «Peristaltic» dispenser of
rinse aid supplied as standard. - On request:
«peristaltic» dosing kit of liquid detergent
and drain pump kit. - High yield washing
pump which guarantees high energy
savings. - «TCD» device which permits to
always rinse at 85°C. - «Patented» pump filter allowing to conserve the washing water
longer and at good temperature. - Self-cleaning function. - NB: Machines guaranteed
for use with «osmosis» water.

Fast
Baskets
(mm)

Baskets/h

mm

350x350

30

400x510xh595

-

400x400

30

435x540xh675

-

400x400

30

435x540xh675

400x400

30

435x540xh675

Ref

DC202/6
DC402/6
DC402/6-A
DC402/6-PS

Softener Discharge
Incorpored
Pump

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

Wash
kW

V

K

3,4

230/1N 50Hz

K

3,4

230/1N 50Hz

Yes

K

3,4

230/1N 50Hz

-

Yes

3,4

230/1N 50Hz

909,00 EUR
1 112,00 EUR
1 332,00 EUR
1 309,00 EUR

On request
round basket kit

K = Kit on request

Glasswasher and dishwasher basket 450x450
mm
- 120" cycle. - Rotating wash and rinse arms. - Self
cleaning sprinklers. - Tank (14 Lit., 2,1 kW) with rounded
edges. - Stamped walls. - Double walled door. Removable control panel. - Automatic filling of the tank. Check valve. - Hot water rinse, stainless steel boiler
(2Lit., 2.6 kW). - Micro switch, when the door opens. Safety thermostat. - Predisposition "rinse pump kit" and
"liquid soap dispenser kit". - Manufactured in stainless
steel AISI 304. - "Peristaltic" rinse product pump. Delivered with: 2 baskets, 1 stand, 1 goblet.

046D/6
046D/6-A
046D/6-PS

PLUS

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

Fast
Wash
Ref

INTEGRAL
FILTER

Baskets
(mm)

DGR/R35
DLBQ/R39
+
or
+
DGR/G35-6 DLBQ/G39-6

Baskets/h Plates/h

Softener Discharge
Incorpored
Pump

mm

kW

V

450x450

30

450

530x560xh710

-

K

3,4

230/1N 50Hz

450x450

30

450

530x560xh710

Yes

K

3,4

230/1N 50Hz

450x450

30

450

530x560xh710

-

Yes

3,4

230/1N 50Hz

1 419,00 EUR
1 649,00 EUR
1 627,00 EUR

- Full filter in tank «Composit» . «Peristaltic» dispenser of rinse aid supplied
as standard. - On request: «peristaltic»
dosing kit of liquid detergent and drain pump
kit. - High-efficiency (double flow) washing
pump for high energy savings. - «TCD»
device which permits to always rinse at
85°C. - Self-cleaning function. - «Patented»
pump filter allowing to conserve the washing
water longer and at good temperature. - NB:
Machines guaranteed for use with «osmosis»
water.

K = Kit on request

CHRONO

Softener
Plus

ADVANTAGE
A water softener is a device which lowers water hardness by reducing the quantity of limestone (mainly calcium and magnesium carbonate) suspended in the water: prevent the scaling of submerged
heating elements. The result: 1° Equipments with a longer life, less
after-sales service costs - 2° Savings of energy consumption and
washing products.

Ref

ADD-6/DL
ADD-8/DL
ADD-27/DL
ADD-50/DL-2
* 1 mc = 1000 Lit.

Chrono-volumetric water softeners
- Regulation «chronometric» and «volumetric» mode
- Programmable head, LCD display (5 languages),
with automatic by-pass - Structure in food ABS,
polyester carboy, with safety float.

Capacity
Resine LiT.

Debit mc/h*
Maximum

Capacity**
Cyclic (mc*)

6

0,5

1,25

220x440xh530 0,15 230/1N 50-60Hz

8

0,8

2

240x530xh530 0,15 230/1N 50-60Hz

27

2,5

6,3

330x570xh1100 0,15 230/1N 50-60Hz

50

3

12,5

400x250xh1570
0,15 230/1N 50-60Hz
400x400xh790

** Water (20°f)

mm

kW

VOLUMETRIC

ADD-6/DL
ADD-8/DL

V

505,00 EUR
585,00 EUR
799,00 EUR
1 069,00 EUR
ADD-27/DL

ADD-50/DL-2

Active

INSULATED

Wash

electronic control

Washing

92

SAVE THE PLANET: Latest generation machines. State-of-the-art technologies, low-energy, water and
detergent. Thanks to a more contained tank and its «patented» filter to keep the wash water at good T °,
as well as a high efficiency (double flow) washing pump.

DOUBLE SKIN

PLUS
- Fully «pressed» tank, double wall (2,5 kW).- «Integrated» tank’s filter in stainless steel.- «Peristaltic» dispenser
of rinse product supplied as standard.- On request: «peristaltic» dosing kit of liquid detergent and drain pump kit.
- «Patented» pump filter allowing to conserve the washing water longer and at good temperature. - CSD digital
control panel (soft touch). - EED energy saving. - DRD accelerated preheating phase. - DID automatic diagnostic in
case of problems. - ADD display of boiler and tank temperature (HACCP conform) - RGD Constant rinsing T° of
85°C, stable pressure during all the rinsing cycle. - BTD «Break Tank» anti-pollution device, AB type. - NB:
machines guaranteed for «osmosis» water supply.

..../A

.../B-D

Continuous Water Softner:- The softener continuously, constantly keeps softened water, regardless of the number
of wash cycles, for perfect results and offers the advantage of not having to stop the dishwasher to allow the
regeneration of resins. During the micro-interruptions wash cycle used to regenerate the resins, while continuing
to wash!

430 mm

Hood dishwasher, basket 500x500 mm "Double walled"

.../C-D

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

Ref

Baskets/h

mm

Continuous
Water softener

Discharge
Pump

Break
Tank**

D26/6B
D26/6B/A
D26/6B/B-D
D26/6B/B-S
D26/6B/C-D
D26/6B/C-S
D26/6B+RS15/AT

60-24

710x800xh1530/2010

-

K

Yes

60-24

2120x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right or Left

60-24

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right

60-24

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Left

60-24

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right

60-24

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Left

D26/6B-AC

60-24

kW

V

8,7 400-230/3N 50Hz

5 760,00 EUR

Break Tank + Osmosis reversible
710x800xh1530/2010

Yes

K

Yes

4 445,00 EUR
5 061,00 EUR
5 673,00 EUR
5 673,00 EUR
5 876,00 EUR
5 876,00 EUR

8,7 400-230/3N 50Hz

4 669,00 EUR

** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB K = Kit on request

ADVANTAGE

Water purification system. Filtering of rust impurities,
noxious minerals (iron, manganese, salt), chemical products (fluoride, chlorine) of all bacteria. Result: 1°
Sparkling dishes - 2° Less after-sales service costs - 3°
Savings of energy consumption and washing products - 4°
Hygiene guaranteed at 100% - 5° Very low impact on the
environment.

INFO
The Diamond® reverse Osmosis produce a pure
and light water, « The reference » in water
treatment. The reverse Osmosis is the best
water purification system that we can do today!
This technology offers a more effectively an
even more optimal result than the traditional
processes. A better water quality for all dishwashers, glass washers, steam ovens or with
humidificator. With a very robust construction,
our reverse Osmosis designed from selective
materials, comply with the latest international
standard.

RS15/PP
RS15/AT

Osmosis

6 405,00 EUR-

Hood dishwasher, basket 500x500 mm + Condenser
vapor-recovery unit

Water reverse osmosis units

RS15/AT
RS15/PP

Head
Recovery
System

-D26/6B-RC

Plus

Ref

H.R.S.: Warmth and steam recuperation system - Low running
costs: the water T° rises up to
25°C, the result is a 38-%
saving of electric energy. Healthier work environment, no
more steam saturated humidity.
- Easy installations: no need to
install an additional hood to eliminate the steam, no extra sanitary or electrical connections
needed! NB Not compatible with
Osmose

H.R.S.

ADVANTAGE

mm : 710x800xh1520/2229 - kW : 8,7 - V : 400-230/3N 50Hz

For
Machines

Lit/h*

mm

kW

V

Break Tank**

150

200x560xh590

0,2

230/1N 50Hz

All

150

250x560xh525

0,2

230/1N 50Hz

* Production 15°C - ** Or with flushing pump

-D26/6B-AC-RC
1 315,00 EUR
1 493,00 EUR

6 579,00 EUR-

Hood dishwasher, basket 500x500 mm, Softener continuously + condenser-recuperator of the steam
mm : 710x800xh1520/2229 - kW : 8,7 - V : 400-230/3N 50Hz

Wash

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

PLUS
- Fully «pressed» tank, double wall (20 Lit., 2,5 kW). - «Peristaltic» dispenser of rinse aid supplied
included. - On request: dosing kit «Peristaltic» Liquid detergent and drain pump kit - «Integrated»
tank’s filter in stainless steel. - «Patented» pump filter allowing to conserve the washing water longer
and at good temperature. - «TCD», device that always rinses 85°C. - Washing Pump (double flux) High
efficiency guaranteeing significant energy savings. - Self-cleaning cycle (semi-automatic). - NB:
Machines guaranteed for water supply «osmosis».

.../B-D

Hood dishwasher, basket 500x500 mm
- From 60 to 30 baskets/hour, 2 cycles 60'' - 120''.- Opening and closing device on rods.- Wash and rinse
arm (Upper and lower) rotary (all in stainless steel).- Self cleaning sprinklers.- Adjustable stainless steel feet
(160-220 mm).- Front control panel.- Automatic filling of the tank.- Check valve.- Hot water rinse (Water
consumption per cycle 2.6 liters), boiler (Pressure) in stainless steel, isolated (6 Lit., 8 kW).- Micro switch,
when the door opens.- Safety thermostat.- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304.- Standard: 3 baskets, 1
goblet.

Ref

015-25D/6
015-25D/6/A
015-25D/6/B-D
015-25D/6/B-S
015-25D/6/C-D
015-25D/6/C-S

..../A

Baskets/h

mm

Integrate
Softener

Discharge
Pump

60-30

710x800xh1530/2010

-

K

60-30

2120x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right or Left

60-30

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right

60-30

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Left

60-30

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right

60-30

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Left

kW

430 mm

.../C-D

V

8,7 400-230/3N 50Hz

3 605,00 EUR
4 221,00 EUR
4 833,00 EUR
4 833,00 EUR
5 036,00 EUR
5 036,00 EUR

K = Kit on request

Rack Conveyors

Traction
Line

-D117E/7

8 539,00 EUR-

Rack conveyor dishwasher 120Bas/h
- Production capacity 120 baskets/Hour - Washing + rinsing - 2 speeds - Predispode to left entry (polyvalent for
right entry, unless with the sauf si avec drying module) Height of load 440 mm - Water pressure reducer, with
manometer.
mm : 1150x770xh1615 - kW : 22 - V : 400/3N 50Hz*

PLUS
Star Wash, exclusive certificat for faster washing with less
water. - The Integral Clean Wash, is designed to guarantee outstanding results and a high level of hygiene. - The intelligence
Full Control gives you peace of mind, with his self-diagnostic
system. All machines of this range are also guaranteed for use
with distilled water "osmose".

DOUBLE SKIN
electronic control

GTVO-12
CW8002
PCR50/B
D117E/7
TM-11

1800/2340 plates/hour
for an exit line of 2.6m

-D117E/7-PR(GX)

10 879,00 EUR3450 m
m

Dishwasher set
- Revision left input
mm : 3450x770xh1615
* 230V/3 50Hz: on request.
** For right entrance version...(DX).

Standard 55°C Connection

D117E/7PR(GX)
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Washing

Active

SAVE THE PLANET: Latest generation machines. State-of-the-art technologies, low-energy, water and
detergent. Thanks to a more contained tank and its «patented» filter to keep the wash water at good T
°, as well as a high efficiency (double flow) washing pump.

94

Active

PLUS
- Fully «pressed» tank ( 15 Lit., 2,1 kW). «Peristaltic» pump dispenser for rinse product. Stamped basket runners, no roughness and no
limestone scale. - «Patented» pump filter allowing
to conserve the washing water longer and at good
temperature. - CID door with automatic closure
(Soft Contact). - «TCD» Device which permits to
always rinse at 85°C. - High output washing pump
which guarantees high energy savings. - NB:
machines guaranteed for «osmosis» water supply.

350 mm

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

...+BD/F-PF

DOUBLE SKIN

...+BD/F-S

Dishwasher basket 500x500 mm "Double
walled"
- From 40 till 24 baskets/hour, cycles 90'' - 150''. Washing arm and rinsing (upper and lower) rotating
(lower in stainless steel). - Self cleaning sprinklers. Double wall door, "stamped", "removable" waterproof
seal. - Removable control panel. - Automatic filling of
the tank. - Check valve. - Hot water rinse (water
consumption per cycle 2.4 liters), boiler (pressure) in
stainless steel (6 Lit., 3 kW). - Micro switch, when the
door opens. - Safety thermostat. - Manufactured in
stainless steel AISI 304. - Standard: 2 baskets, 1
goblet.

Ref

Baskets

mm

Softener
included

Discharge
Pump

Base

kW

V

051D/6M
051D/6M-A
051D/6M-PS
051D/6M+BD/F-S
051D/6M+BD/F-PF

40-24

600x630xh830

-

K

SC

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

40-24

600x630xh830

Yes

K

SC

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

40-24

600x630xh830

-

Yes

SC

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

K = Kit on request

40-24 600x630xh1387

+ Open Base

40-24 600x630xh1420

+ Close Base

1 915,00 EUR
2 169,00 EUR
2 145,00 EUR
2 173,00 EUR
2 271,00 EUR

SC = On request

-L1621VS+051D/6M

2 574,00 EUR-

-L1621VS-AS+051D/6M

mm : 1600x700xh880/900

2 807,00 EUR-

mm : 1600x700xh880/900

On Request
CCL-5P
CCL-7G

-L1621VD+051D/6M

-L1621VD-AS+051D/6M

2 574,00 EUR-

Glasswasher basket 400x400 mm "Double walled"
- From 60-24 baskets/hour, cycle 60 - 120 - 150" . - Rotating
wash and rinse arms (upper and below). - Self cleaning sprinklers. - Double wall door, "stamped", "removable" waterproof
seal. - Removable control panel. - Automatic filling of the tank. Check valve. - Hot water rinse (water consumption per cycle 2
liters), stainless steel boiler (2,6 Lit., 2,65 kW). - Micro switch,
when the door opens. - Safety thermostat. - Predisposition "rinse
pump" and "liquid soap dispenser". - Manufactured in stainless
steel AISI 304. - Delivered with: 2 baskets, 1 support "little
plates", 1 goblet.

On request
round basket kit

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

Active
Wash

OSMOSIS
DLBQ/R40 + DLBQ/G40-6

Ref

Baskets/h

60-24
D281/6
60-24
D281/6-A
60-24
D281/6-PS
60-24
D281/6B
D281/6B+RS15/AT

mm

Softener
Included

Discharge
Pump

Rinsing
Pump

Break
Tank**

kW

V

465x550xh700

-

K

-

-

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

465x550xh700

Yes

K

-

-

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

465x550xh700

-

Yes

-

-

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

465x550xh700

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

3,5

230/1N 50Hz

** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB

Break Tank + Osmosis reversible

K = Kit on request

2 807,00 EUR-

mm : 1600x700xh880/900

mm : 1600x700xh880/900

290 mm

Washing

Wash

SAVE THE PLANET: Latest generation machines.
State-of-the-art technologies, low-energy, water
and detergent. Thanks to a more contained tank
and its «patented» filter to keep the wash water at
good T °, as well as a high efficiency (double flow)
washing pump.

RS15/AT

1 429,00 EUR
1 649,00 EUR
1 585,00 EUR
1 675,00 EUR
2 990,00 EUR

DOUBLE SKIN

electronic control

PLUS
- Fully «pressed» tank (8 Lit., 0,6 kW). «Integrated» tank’s filter in «cast» stainless steel - Peristaltic» dispenser of rinse
product supplied as standard. - On
request: «peristaltic» dosing kit of liquid
detergent and drain pump kit. - Stamped
basket runners, no roughness and no
limestone scale. - «Patented» pump filter
allowing to conserve the washing water
longer and at good temperature. - High
output washing pump which guarantees
high energy savings. - CSD digital control
panel (soft touch). - EED energy saving. TCD Device which permits to always rinse
at 85°C. - Self-cleaning function (semiautomatic). - DRD accelerated preheating
phase. - DID automatic diagnostic in case
of problems. - ADD display of boiler and
tank temperature (HACCP conform) - CID
door with automatic closure (soft
contact). NB: machines guaranteed for
«osmosis» water supply.

SAVE THE PLANET: Latest generation machines. State-of-the-art technologies, low-energy, water and
detergent. Thanks to a more contained tank and its «patented» filter to keep the wash water at good T
°, as well as a high efficiency (double flow) washing pump.

95

Active

Washing

Plus

PLUS
- Fully «pressed» tank (15 Lit., 2,1 kW). - Stamped basket runners, no roughness and no limestone
scale.- «Integrated» tank’s filter in «cast» stainless steel.- «Peristaltic» dispenser of rinse product supplied as standard.- On request: «peristaltic» dosing kit of liquid detergent and drain pump kit«Patented» pump filter allowing to conserve the washing water longer and at good temperature.- High
output washing pump which guarantees high energy savings.- CSD digital control panel (soft touch).EED energy saving.- TCD Device which permits to always rinse at 85°C.- DRD accelerated preheating
phase.- DID automatic diagnostic in case of problems.- ADD display of boiler and tank temperature
(HACCP conform)- CID door with automatic closure (Soft Contact). NB: machines guaranteed for «osmosis» water supply.

360 mm

OSMOSIS
RS15/AT

ADVANTAGE
Continuous Water Softner:- The continuous softener keeps water softened continuously, regardless
of the number of washings, for a flawless result, with the advantage that the dishwasher should
not be halted for the regeneration of resin. During the wash cycle micro-interruptions used to regenerate the resins, while continuing to wash.

DOUBLE SKIN

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

Dishwasher basket 500x500 mm "double walled"
Ref

D86/6
D86/6-A
D86/6-PS
D86/6+BD/F-S
D86/6+BD/F-PF
D86/6B
D86/6B-AC

Softener
Continuous
Discharge
Incorpored Water softener
Pump

Rinsing Break
Base
Pump Tank**

Baskets

mm

kW

V

60-24

600x630xh830

-

-

K

-

-

SC

6,5

400-230/3N 50Hz*

60-24

600x630xh830

Yes

-

K

-

-

SC

6,5

400-230/3N 50Hz*

60-24

600x630xh830

-

-

Yes

-

-

SC

6,5

400-230/3N 50Hz*

60-24

600x630xh1387

60-24

600x630xh1420

60-24

600x600xh820

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

SC

6,5

400-230/3N 50Hz*

60-24

600x600xh820

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SC

6,5

400-230/3N 50Hz*

+ Open Base
+ Closed Base

D86/6B+RS15/AT

-L1621VS+D86/6

SC = On request BD/F * Possibility to switch in 230/1N 50Hz (or) D86/6M

2 764,00 EUR-

-L1621VS-AS+D86/6

mm : 1600x700xh880/900

2 764,00 EUR-

-L1621VD-AS+D86/6

mm : 1600x700xh880/900

...+BD/F-PF

2 997,00 EUR2 997,00 EUR-

mm : 1600x700xh880/900

PLUS

Nproew
duct

Sanicut

1) "Continuous" automatic working. - 2)
Circular tank (made of stainless steel),
smooth movement of the cutlery which,
consequently, do not tangle up, wedge nor
get scratched. - 3) Thermostatic control
ensuring a longer lifespan of the aggregate. 4) UV lamp, standard delivered, for cutlery
sterilization. - 5) Made of stainless steel AISI
304. - 6) The "end of stroke" hot air fan dries
and evaporates the last traces of humidity,
keeps the granules inside the polisher and
prevents the motor from overheating.

PLUS

Nproew
duct

On Request
CCL-5P
CCL-7G

UV LAMP
STERILIZATION

MCX/3T-PH
MCX/7-PH

...+BD/F-S

mm : 1600x700xh880/900

-L1621VD+D86/6

Ref

2 105,00 EUR
2 369,00 EUR
2 343,00 EUR
2 363,00 EUR
2 461,00 EUR
2 385,00 EUR
2 617,00 EUR
3 700,00 EUR

Break Tank + Osmosis reversible

** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB K = Kit on request

electronic control

Pcs/h

mm

Aggregate
Standard

Aggregate
Tank

Tub PVC

3000-3500

570x550xh400

3 kg

3 kg

1

0,75 230/1N 50-60Hz

7000-8000

620x650xh870

8,5 kg

8,5 kg

1

0,85 230/1N 50-60Hz

kW

V

3 145,00 EUR
4 879,00 EUR
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g
ashin
1:W
e
charg
2 : Dis
sing
3 : Rin

DOUBLE SKIN
INSULATED

DCS9/6-RC
DCS9/6-AC-RC

.../C-D

DCS9/6
DCS9/6/A
DCS9/6/B-D
DCS9/6/B-S
DCS9/6/C-D
DCS9/6/C-S

Baskets/h

mm

Countinuous
Water Softner

Break
Tank**

Discharge
Pump

Rinse
Pump

60-24

710x800xh1530/2010

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

60-24

2120x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right or Left

60-24

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right

60-24

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Left

60-24

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Right

60-24

2620x800xh1530/2010

Dishwasher entry : Left

DCS9/6+RS15/AT
DCS9/6-AC

Head
Recovery
System

PLUS
Continuous Water Softener : - The softener continuously, constantly keeps
softened water, regardless of the number of wash cycles, for perfect results
and offers the advantage of not having to stop the dishwasher to allow the
regeneration of resins during the micro-interruptions wash cycle used to
regenerate the resins, while continuing to wash!

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

H.R.S.

- Build: double skinned.- CSD digital control panel (soft touch). - PLD 3 cycles
: 60''-110''-150'' or continuously. - EED energy saving. - TCD thermostat
control for a final rinse at 85 ° C. - DRD accelerated preheating phase. - DID
automatic diagnostic in case of problems. - ADD display of boiler and tank
temperature (HACCP conform). - DDD partial draining of the tank, evacuation
by the bottom of the tank. - RGD Constant rinsing T° of 85°C, stable pressure.
- BTD "Break Tank" anti-pollution device, AB type. - CAD cycle auto-cleaning

.../B-D

430 mm

Detergent
kW
Dispenser
Yes

Volt

8,7 400-230/3N 50Hz

60-24

710x800xh1530/2010

Yes

Yes

Yes

4 955,00 EUR
5 571,00 EUR
6 183,00 EUR
6 183,00 EUR
6 386,00 EUR
6 386,00 EUR
6 270,00 EUR

Full Hygiene + Osmosis Reversible
Yes

** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB

8,7

400-230/3N 50Hz

5 165,00 EUR
On request
round basket kit

Best
Wash
Glass-washers «full hygiene»

OSMOSIS

DLBQ/R40
+
DLBQ/G40-6

ADVANTAGE

RS15/AT

290 mm

- Build : double skinned. - CSD Digital control panel (soft touch). - PLD wash and rinse cycle
150'. - EED power saver. - TCD Device which permits to rinse at 85°C. - DRD Accelerated preheating phase. - DID Auto diagnostic in case of failure. -ADD Temperature display of the tank
and boiler (HACCP standards). - CID Door with automatic closure "soft contact". - RGD Rinse
at constant temperature, stable pressure. - BDT "Break tank" anti-pollution device AB type.

PLUS
Continuous Water Softener : - The softener continuously, constantly keeps softened water,
regardless of the number of wash cycles, for perfect results and offers the advantage of not
having to stop the dishwasher to allow the regeneration of resins during the micro-interruptions wash cycle used to regenerate the resins, while continuing to wash!

e
ygien

DOUBLE SKIN

g
ashin
1:W
2

Full H

60

giene

Wash

ADVANTAGE

..../A

y
Full H

On request

Best

Hood dishwashers "full hygiene"

harge
: Disc

3

ing
: Rins

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

DBS5/6
DBS5/6-AC

Basquets/h

mm

60-24

465x550xh710

60-24

465x550xh710

Countinuous
Water Softner

Yes

DBS5/6+RS15/AT
** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB

Break
Tank**

Discharge
Pump

Rinse
Pump

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3,4 230/1N 50Hz

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3,4 230/1N 50Hz

Full Hygiene + Osmosis Reversible

Detergent
kW
Dispenser

Volt

2 319,00 EUR
2 527,00 EUR
3 634,00 EUR

Dishwasher basket 500x500mm "Full Hygienne"
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Best

giene

g
ashin
1:W
e
charg
2 : Dis
sing
3 : Rin

y
Full H

PLUS

Washing

Wash

SAVE THE PLANET: Latest generation machines. State-of-the-art technologies,
low-energy, water and detergent. Thanks to a more contained tank and its
«patented» filter to keep the wash water at good T °, as well as a high efficiency (double flow) washing pump.

- CSD digital control panel (soft touch).- PLD 4 cycles : 60''-110''-150'' or continuously- EED energy saving.- TCD thermostat control for a final rinse at 85 ° C DRD accelerated preheating phase.- DID automatic diagnostic in case of problems.- ADD display of boiler and tank temperature (HACCP conform)- DDD partial draining of the tank, evacuation by the bottom of the tank.- RGD Constant
rinsing T° of 85°C, stable pressure. - BTD "Break Tank" anti-pollution device,
AB type.- CAD cycle auto-cleaning.

330 mm

OSMOSIS
RS15/AT

ADVANTAGE

INTEGRAL
FILTER

Continuous Water Softener : - The softener continuously, constantly keeps softened water, regardless of the number of wash cycles, for perfect results and
offers the advantage of not having to stop the dishwasher to allow the regeneration of resins during the micro-interruptions wash cycle used to regenerate
the resins, while continuing to wash!

mm

Countinuous
Water Softner

Break
Tank**

Discharge
Pump

Rinse
Pump

60-24

580x600xh820

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DFE6/6-AC+BD/F-S

580x600xh1377

Detergent
Base kW
Dispenser
Yes

SC

Volt

2 783,00 EUR

Full Hygiene + Continuous Water Softner + Open Base

** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB

SC = On request BD/F

...+BD/F-S

Best

Dishwasher basket 500x500 mm "Full-Hygiene"

Wash

PLUS

- Realization: Double skinned.- CSD Digital control panel (soft touch). - PLD four programmes 60, 110,
150 or continuous. - EED power saver. - TCD Device which permits to rinse at 85°C. -DRD Accelerated
preheating phase. - DID Auto diagnostic in case of failure. - ADD Temperature display of the tank and
boiler (HACCP standards). - DDD Partial drainage of the tank, evacuation from the bottom. - CID automatic closure of the door "soft contact". - RGD Rinse with constant temperature, stable pressure. - BDT
"Break Tank" anti-pollution device AB type.- CAD auto wash cycle.

Continuous Water Softener : - The softener continuously, constantly keeps softened water, regardless of
the number of wash cycles, for perfect results and
offers the advantage of not having to stop the dishwasher to allow the regeneration of resins during the
micro-interruptions wash cycle used to regenerate the
resins, while continuing to wash!

350 mm

OSMOSIS
INTEGRAL
FILTER

DOUBLE SKIN

RS15/AT

COUNTINUOUS
WATER SOFTNER

Baskets/h

mm

Countinuous
Water Softner

Break
Tank**

Discharge
Pump

Rinse
Pump

60-24

600x630xh830

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SC

6,5 400-230/3N 50Hz

60-24

600x630xh830

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SC

6,5 400-230/3N 50Hz

DFS7/6+RS15/AT

Detergent
Base kW
Dispenser

Full Hygiene + Osmosis Reversible

giene

ADVANTAGE

DFS7/6
DFS7/6-AC

2 525,00 EUR

5,4 400-230/3N 50Hz

g
ashin
1:W
e
charg
2 : Dis
sing
3 : Rin

y
Full H

DFE6/6-AC

Baskets/h

COUNTINUOUS
WATER SOFTNER

Volt

2 809,00 EUR
3 015,00 EUR
4 124,00 EUR

DFS7/6-AC+BD/F-S

600x630xh1371

Full Hygiene + Continuous Water Softner + Open Base

3 273,00 EUR

DFS7/6-AC+BD/F-PF

600x630xh1387

Full Hygiene + Continuous Water Softner + Closed Base

3 371,00 EUR

** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB

SC = On request BD/F or BD/F-PB

...+BD/F-S

...+BD/F-PF
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Active
Wash

Hood dishwasher & battery CROSSOVER

PLUS
INSULATED

BASKET
600X500

- Fully «pressed» tank, double wall (30L, 2,5 kW). - Double wall
with thermal insulation. - «Integrated» tank’s filter in stainless
steel. - «Patented» pump filter allowing to conserve the washing
water longer and at good temperature. - «Peristaltic» pump dispenser for rinse product.- CSD digital control panel (soft touch). EED energy saving.- DRD accelerated preheating phase. - DID
automatic diagnostic in case of problems. - ADD display of boiler
and tank temperature (HACCP conform) - RGD Constant rinsing
T° of 85°C, stable pressure during all the rinsing cycle. - BTD
«Break Tank» anti-pollution device, AB type.

DOUBLE SKIN

electronic control

ADVANTAGE

COUNTINUOUS
WATER SOFTNER

Continuous Water Softner:- The softener continuously, constantly keeps softened
water, regardless of the number of wash cycles, for perfect results and offers the
advantage of not having to stop the dishwasher to allow the regeneration of
resins. During the micro-interruptions wash cycle used to regenerate the resins,
while continuing to wash!

500 mm

600 mm

Ref

mm

Continuous
Water softener

Rinse
Pump

DCR37/6-AC

788x835xh1565/2080

Yes

Yes

Discharge Cleanser
Pump
Dispenser
K

Yes

Break
Tank**
Yes

kW

V

5 245,00 EUR

9,5 400-230/3N 50Hz

** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB K = Kit on request

DOUBLE SKIN

Active

electronic control

Wash

COUNTINUOUS
WATER SOFTNER

ADVANTAGE

H.R.S.

H.R.S.: Warmth and steam recuperation system - Low
running costs: the water T° rises up to 25°C, the result is
a 38-% saving of electric energy. - Healthier work environment, no more steam saturated humidity. - Easy installations: no need to install an additional hood to eliminate
the steam, no extra sanitary or electrical connections
needed! NB Not compatible with Osmose.

-DCR37/6-AC-RC

Head
Recovery
System

7 179,00 EUR-

Hood dishwasher, basket 600x500 mm +
Watersoftener continuously + condenser-recuperator of the steam
mm : 788x835xh1565/2265 - kW : 9,5 - V : 400-230/3N 50Hz

..../A
Ref

DCR37/6-AC/A
DCR37/6-AC/B-D
DCR37/6-AC/B-S
DCR37/6-AC/C-D
DCR37/6-AC/C-S

.../B-D

.../C-D

mm
2392x835xh1565/2080

Dishwasher Entry : Right or Left

2792x835xh1565/2080

Dishwasher entry : Right

2792x835xh1565/2080

Dishwasher entry : Left

2792x835xh1565/2080

Dishwasher entry : Right

2792x835xh1565/2080

** "Break tank" anti-pollution device type AB

Dishwasher entry : Left

* Linear version (see sketch), for the angular version (contact us).

6 133,00 EUR
6 609,00 EUR
6 609,00 EUR
6 812,00 EUR
6 812,00 EUR
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Combined Washing Machines & Tumble Dryers
Washing machine with super spin-drying & pro
- Rotary washing machine and dryer, completely independent
- Realization in painted steel (epoxy paint), frontal realization in stainless steel AISI 304.
* Washing machine (electric)
- Motorized closing of the porthole.
- Anti-balance control (no necessity for ground anchor).
- With "touch screen" embedded computer, multilingual, 200 memorizable programs (8 programmed from
factory).
- Super spin-drying 1000 turns/min. (factor-G 300).
- Stainless steel tank and basket AISI 304.
- Residual humidity 50%.
- Connection cold or warm water.
- Upper basin with 3 compartments for washing products.
- Emergency stop button, "Hot shot" kind.
- Delivered standard with 4 " peristaltic " measurement caps for liquid detergent.

TOUCH
SCREEN

* Dryer (electric)
- Electronic control panel "Touch Screen".
- Function display, multilingual.
- 30 memory programs (re-programmable).
- Auto diagnostic device.
- Stainless steel AISI 304 drum.
- Cooling function at the end of the cycle and anti crumpling function, easing the linen finishing.
- Exterior evacuation Ø 150 mm.

Duplex
Plus

ADVANTAGE
Wash and dry your linen in less than 1m2...
Yes with DUPLEX-PLUS it’s possible!!
Ideal solution for restaurants, hotels, little collectivities which wish to enjoy the
economies and other advantages of an autonomous linen treatment, but don’t
have enough space...
DUPLEX PLUS: stacked washing mashing and rotary dryer which allows washing
and drying up to 18 kg of linen, simultaneously!! Machines equipped with the
device for the remote maintenance via mobile phones. Delivered standard with
USB port on the control panel (only for the washing machine).

-DEES/14-TS

17 529,00 EUR-

Washing machine with super spin-drying 14 kg
(electric) + rotary dryer 14 kg (electric) TOUCH
SCREEN
mm : 880x1094xh2159 - kW : 23 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

-DEEB/18-TS

19 352,00 EUR-

Washing machine with super spin-drying 18 kg
(electric) + rotary dryer 18 kg (electric) TOUCH
SCREEN
mm : 880x1196xh2159 - kW : 30 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Iron & Ironing Board

* -DFRV-EL

612,00 EUR-

Iron with steam boiler
- Iron of industrial conception (1 kg).
- Outside of the boiler built in ABS, capacity: 2 liters, manual filling up.
- Steam generator with thermostat.
- Delivered with security thermostat.
mm : 440x260xh690 - kW : 1,6 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-DTR-CM
Ironing table with aspiration
- Folding metal structure, easy to line up.
- Heated table putting up the ironing speed, pedal control.
- Dimensions of the working surface: 1250x400 mm.
mm : 1430x440xh900 - kW : 0,46 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

612,00 EUR-
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Washing Machines
Professional washing machines with super spin-dryers
- "Sloping" upper control panel.
- Anti-balance control (no necessity for ground anchor).
- With "touch screen" embedded computer, multilingual, 200 memory programs (8
programmed from factory).
- Super spin-drying 1000 turns/min. (factor-G 300).
- Stainless steel tank and basket AISI 304.
- Residual humidity 50 %.
- Connection cold or warm water.
- Upper basin with 3 compartments for washing products.
- Emergency stop button, "Hot shot" kind.
- Designed in stainless steel AISI 304.

Tornado
Plus

-DLW11-TS/D

6 169,00 EUR-

Washing machine, spin-drying, 11 kg R.V.S.
mm : 720x958xh1039 - kW : 10,5 - V : 2x400/3N 50-60Hz

-DLW14-TS/D

8 719,00 EUR-

Washing machine, spin-drying, 14 kg R.V.S.

TOUCH
SCREEN

mm : 880x934xh1344 - kW : 11 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

PLUS
Machines equipped with the device for the remote maintenance via mobile
phones. Delivered standard with USB port on the control panel.

Tumble Dryers
Electric professional rotary dryers
- Alternate rotation of the drum.
- Electronic control panel "Touch Screen".
- Function display, multilingual.
- 30 memorized programs (re-programmable)
- Auto diagnostic device.
- Stainless steel AISI 304 drum.
- Cooling function at the end of the cycle and anti crumpling function, easing the washing finishing.
- Exterior evacuation Ø 150 mm.
- Realization in painted steel (epoxy pain).

Astra

TOUCH
SCREEN

Line Plus

-DSE-10/TS

3 713,00 EUR-

Electric rotary dryer, capacity 10 kg, with alternate rotation
TOUCH SCREEN
mm : 791x707xh1760 - kW : 18,7 - V : 400/3N 50Hz

-DSE-14/TS

4 029,00 EUR-

Electric rotary dryer, capacity 14 kg, with alternate rotation TOUCH
SCREEN
mm : 791x874xh1760 - kW : 18,7 - V : 400/3N 50Hz

Washing Machines & Tumble Dryers

Line

2 402,00 EUR-

Washing machine with spin-dryer 6,5 kg "inox-titanium", with drain
pump
- Drum in stainless steel AISI 304, "ACTIVEDRUM" system. - Several programs in memory, with "MEMORY" function. - Display shows all program
data. - Possibility of MOP programs or special programs for washing industrial rags, etc.

6,5 Kg

mm : 595x585xh850 - kW : 2,2 - V : 400-230/3N 50Hz*

-ML80-PU

3 249,00 EUR-

Washing machine with spin-dryer 8 kg "inox-titanium", with drain
pump

8 Kg

mm : 595x700xh850 - kW : 4,6 - V : 400-230/3N 50Hz*

-SL65-CD

1 813,00 EUR-

Tumble dryer 6,5 kg "inox-titanium", with condenser
- Drum in stainless steel AISI 304, reversible door.- "BUTTERFLY" drying
system.- Several programs in memory, with "MEMORY" function. - Display
showing all program data, filter cleaning and condenser tank draining
request, etc...
mm : 595x585xh850 - kW : 2,25 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-SL80-VE

2 335,00 EUR-

Tumble dryer 8 kg "inox-titanium", with drain
mm : 595x745xh850 - kW : 3,3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

digital
display

* Swichtable in 230/1N 50Hz

ADVANTAGE

Stackable

- ACTIVEDRUM: special drum conception pushing the laundry
towards the center, reducing the wearing off of the laundry. MEMORY: the last used program remains visualized on the
display. BUTTERFLY: the drum executes a particular movement
to center the laundry allowing a uniform drying.

Side by side

Flat Work Ironers
Professional ironers
- Casing of the roll in Nomex, chromium-plated steel tank."Touch Screen" control panel. - Function display, multilingual.
- 30 memory programs (re-programmable).- " Automatic "
regulation of the speed and temperature. - Cooling device of
the cylinder "Cool" Down. - Variable speed of the ironing.Finger-shield and emergency stop button, "Hot shot" kind. Delivered standard with lower anti panic bar. - Frame in painted steel (epoxy pain).

TOUCH
SCREEN
NOMEX
FIREPROOFING
TEXTIL
Rover

-DFN100/25-TS

3 605,

00 EUR-

Ironer, roll (Nomex) 1000 mm Ø 250 mm TOUCH SCREEN
mm : 1512x715xh1072 - kW : 4,9 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz

-DFN125/25-TS

3 985,00 EUR-

Ironer, roll (Nomex) 1250 mm Ø 250 mm TOUCH SCREEN
mm : 1762x719xh1072 - kW : 5,8 - V : 400/3N 50-60Hz
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-ML65-PU

Apollo

Line Plus

PLUS
The Nomex is a fireproofing textile complied with the «protection against the flames and the
intense heats» norms and has anti electrostatic properties. The other advantages of the
Nomex are: non-flammable, protection against the heat, high resistance to the chemical products, antistatic, durability and comfort.

Self-service - Buffets

102

Self

Self-service Units Drop-In

0° +8°

Drop-In

2 LEVELS
R452A

VENTILATED

0° +8°

0° +4°
+2° +8°

R452A

Refrigerated top element

Refrigerated basin element

- Flat surface with one slightly elevated peripheral edge - Cooling by means of a
(copper) coil evaporator placed just underneath the plate - Control panel with
electronic regulation from 0 to +8 °C, digital display - Integrated refrigerating
unit, R452a refrigerant - Automatic defrost, automatic evaporation of condensate
- Easy to attach thanks to integrated fastenings.

- 160 mm-deep stamped tank (GN-150 mm tanks), rounded angles and corners (for
optimum hygiene) - Cooling by means of a (copper) coil evaporator placed just underneath the tank. - Control panel with electronic regulation from +2° to +8°C, digital
display - Integrated refrigerating unit, R452a refrigerant. - Automatic defrost, automatic evaporation of condensate - Easy to attach thanks to integrated fastenings.

-IN/RPX08-P

1 305,00 EUR-

2 x GN 1/1

mm : 790x610xh595 - kW : 0,28 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

1 469,

00 EUR-

3 x GN 1/1

-IN/RCX12-P
mm : 1115x610xh595 - kW : 0,32 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

1 587,

00 EUR-

-IN/RCX15-P

4 x GN 1/1

4 x GN 1/1

mm : 1440x610xh510 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 1440x610xh595 - kW : 0,48 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

- Flat surfaces (2 levels), with one slightly elevated peripheral edge. - Cooling by
means of a (copper) coil evaporator placed just underneath the plate...

-IN/RPX08-P2N

1 539,00 EUR-

-IN/RCX08-PVV
2 x GN 1/1

mm : 790x610xh510(580) - kW : 0,3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 790x720xh678 - kW : 0,28 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

1 669,00 EUR-

mm : 1440x610xh510(580) - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

2 259,00 EUR-

mm : 1115x720xh678 - kW : 0,32 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 1115x610xh510(580) - kW : 0,32 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

4 x GN 1/1

-IN/RCX12-PVV

2 009,00 EUR-

3 x GN 1/1

3 x GN 1/1

-IN/RPX15-P2N

1 879,00 EUR-

- 115 mm-deep stamped tank (GN-100 mm tanks), rounded angles and corners
(for optimum hygiene) - Ventilated cooling by means of a finned evaporator paired with a fan, with everything placed underneath the tank.

2 x GN 1/1

-IN/RPX12-P2N

1 787,00 EUR-

3 x GN 1/1

mm : 1115x610xh510 - kW : 0,32 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-IN/RPX15-P

1 575,00 EUR-

2 x GN 1/1

mm : 790x610xh510 - kW : 0,3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-IN/RPX12-P

-IN/RCX08-P

1 795,

00 EUR-

-IN/RCX15-PVV
4 x GN 1/1
mm : 1440x720xh678 - kW : 0,48 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

5 x GN 1/1: On request

2 425,00 EUR-

VENTILATED
BLACK

+30° +120°

+30° +120°

+30° +120°

WATER

On request

+30° +90°

WHITE

Bain marie element

Vitroceramics element

- 160 mm-deep stamped tank (GN-150 mm tanks), rounded angles and corners
(for optimum hygiene) - Electric heating by means of (silicone) resistors underneath the tank. - Control panel with electronic regulation from +30°C to +90 °C,
digital display. - Easy to attach thanks to integrated fastenings.

- Glass-ceramic food warmer plate - Heating by means of (silicone) resistors
placed underneath the plate (uniform distribution) - Control panel with electronic
regulation from +30° to +120°, digital display - Easy to attach thanks to integrated fastenings.

-IN/BX08-P

949,00 EUR-

-IN/VCX08-P

2 x GN 1/1

2 x GN 1/1

mm : 790x610xh295 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-IN/BX12-P

mm : 790x610xh210 - kW : 0,9 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

1 233,00 EUR-

-IN/VCX12-P

3 x GN 1/1

1 245,00 EUR-

3 x GN 1/1

mm : 1115x610xh295 - kW : 2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-IN/BX15-P

1 059,00 EUR-

mm : 1115x610xh210 - kW : 1,4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

1 372,00 EUR-

-IN/VCX15-P

4 x GN 1/1

1 367,00 EUR-

4 x GN 1/1

mm : 1440x610xh295 - kW : 2,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

mm : 1440x610xh210 - kW : 1,8 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

- 210 mm-deep GN stamped tank (GN-150 mm tanks), rounded angles and corners (for
optimum hygiene) - Electric heating by means of resistors underneath the tank paired
with a fan, allowing improved heat distribution. - Control panel with electronic regulation
from +30° to +120°, digital display - Easy to attach thanks to integrated fastenings.

On request

HOT
or

-IN/BX08-PSC

993,00 EUR-

LIGHT

2 x GN 1/1
mm : 790x610xh405 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-IN/BX12-PSC

On request

1 109,00 EUR-

HOT

3 x GN 1/1
mm : 1115x610xh405 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-IN/BX15-PSC

or

1 235,00 EUR-

4 x GN 1/1
mm : 1440x610xh405 - kW : 2,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

LIGHT

5 x GN 1/1: On request

show
cooking

HOT

-DPA/SAN28
Ø 280

-DPA/SAN34
Ø 340

393,00 EUR- -DPA/SAC28

815,00 EUR-

Ø 280

459,00 EUR- -DPA/SAC34
Ø 340

On request

-DPA/SPN50-P
500x500 mm

882,00 EUR-

839,00 EUR-

EDI/F104

DROP IN

Self-service - Buffets
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Salad Bars Islands
R134A

WHITE
WOOD

+2° +10°
Island Buffet - Refrigerated salad bar
- Basement for the storage of plates and cutlery. - Posterns in brushed
stainless steel with removable retainers (condiments or dishes) Crystal
anti mist 'tempered' on each side, LED lighting. Service rack in stainless
steel, one on each side (folding shelves, easy distribution, standard doors
0.8 m). -Evaporator "coil" type in the stainless steel tank. - Pipe to drain
the condenser. - Electronic regulator (digital). -4 swivel casters, 2 with
brakes. NB: Delivered without tray.

Gourmet
Line
On request

A1

4xGN1/1

Ref

T°

CSB/4D-A1
CSB/4D-B1

GN

mm

kW

V

+2°+10° 4 x GN1/1-150 1040(1435)x1040(1435)xh1540 0.5 230/1N 50-60Hz
+2°+10° 4 x GN1/1-150 1040(1435)x1040(1435)xh1540 0.5 230/1N 50-60Hz

+20° +90°

2 823,00 EUR
2 823,00 EUR

PLUS
Noble and ecological wood chassis. DESIGN: Elegant,
impeccable, solid, straight, timeless and functional, suitable for any type of frame, ideal for the presentation (at
proper temperature) of your entries, meat, prepared
meals, vegetables, etc.

WENGE
WOOD

Led Light

Hot Islands
Island warm buffet/bain marie

HOT

Ref

B1

4xGN1/1

T°

CBM/4D-A1
CBM/4D-B1

- Heating version / bain marie: to maintain the temperature of your meals.- Heating by
2 armoured resistances in vats of stainless steel. - Drain for the water in the tank system.-Electronic controller (digital). NB: delivered without GN trays.

GN

mm

kW

V

+20°+90° 4 x GN1/1-150 1040(1435)x1040(1435)xh1540 3.5 230/1N 50-60Hz
+20°+90° 4 x GN1/1-150 1040(1435)x1040(1435)xh1540 3.5 230/1N 50-60Hz

Gourmet
Line

...+KM : motorized roof version, on request

C1

D1

A1 and B1 on Stock, others colors on request +3%

2 829,00 EUR
2 829,00 EUR

Buffets Salad Bars
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Construction: ecological and precious wood. DESIGN: warm, current, elegant, refined, rectilinear, timeless and functional, perfect for
every kind of interior, ideal for self-service and for a perfect presentation at the right temperature of your starters, meat, vegetables,
ready-made dishes, etc.

Self-service - Buffets

PLUS
+2° +10° R134A

6xGN1/1

Buffet - Refrigerated salad bars
- Base crossed with storage for plates and cutlery. - Stainless steel posterns, roof with removable protections (condiments or dishes 190 mm) , anti-breath protection cristal «plexiglas», at each side, LED
lighting. - 2 stainless steel tracks, 1 at each side (folding shelves, easy pass, standard doors, 0.8m.) Built-in compressor group, climate class 4 (30 ° C & 55% HR). - Evaporator «coil» drowned in the
stainless steel tank. -Drain for the condenser evacuation. -Electronic controller (digital). - 4 turning
castors, 2 with brakes. NB: delivered without containers GN.

Ref

T°

BSB/4N-A1
BSB/4N-B1
BSB/6N-A1
BSB/6N-B1

GN

mm

kW

V

Gourmet

+2°+10° 4 x GN1/1-150 1440x660(950)xh1370 0.5 230/1N 50-60Hz
+2°+10° 4 x GN1/1-150 1440x660(950)xh1370 0.5 230/1N 50-60Hz
+2°+10° 6 x GN1/1-150 2070x660(950)xh1370 0.5 230/1N 50-60Hz
+2°+10° 6 x GN1/1-150 2070x660(950)xh1370 0.5 230/1N 50-60Hz

B1

Line

HOT

Led Light

On request

2 587,00 EUR
2 587,00 EUR
3 389,00 EUR
3 389,00 EUR

WENGE
WOOD

C1

D1

A1 and B1 on Stock, others colors on request +3%

Hot-Buffets
Warming/bain-marie salad bars
- Warming/bain-marie version (+20°C to +90°C), to keep the prepared dishes warm. - 2 stainless steel
heating elements in the stainless steel tank. - Draining device for the water inside the tank - Electronic
regulator (digital). NB: Delivered without GN tray.

4xGN1/1
Ref

BBM/4N-A1
BBM/4N-B1

T°

GN

mm

kW

V

+20°+90° 4 x GN1/1-150 1440x660(950)xh1370 3.5 230/1N 50-60Hz
+20°+90° 4 x GN1/1-150 1440x660(950)xh1370 3.5 230/1N 50-60Hz

2 567,00 EUR
2 567,00 EUR

+20° +90°

WHITE
WOOD
A1

Led Light

Salad Bars Murals

R134A

+2° +10°

Buffet - Wall refrigerated salad bars
- Bottom mirror (give more importance to the presented products) - Basement for the
storage of plates and cutlery. - Posterns in brushed stainless steel - Roof made from
hardened glass , LED illumination - Bar service in stainless steel, one of each side
(fold-down shelves) - easy passage, standard doors (0.8 m) - Built-in compressor
group, climate class 4 (30 ° C & 55% HR). - Evaporator «coil» type in the stainless steel
tank. - Drain for the condensate. - Electronic controller (digital) -4 swivel casters 2 with
brakes -NB: delivered without GN trays

MIRROR

4xGN1/1
Gourmet

WHITE
WOOD

Line

C1

RefA1 and B1 onT°Stock, others
GNcolors on request
mm+3%

ASB/4N-A1
ASB/4N-B1

A1
4xGN1/1

D1
kW

V

+2°+10° 4 x GN1/1-150 1495x690(855)xh1405 0.5 230/1N 50-60Hz
+2°+10° 4 x GN1/1-150 1495x690(855)xh1405 0.5 230/1N 50-60Hz

2 945,00 EUR
2 945,00 EUR

B1

On request

WENGE
WOOD

106
Panorramic warming displays

Self-service - Buffets

- 4 sides and top in glass, panoramic display.- Service side, opening glass doors to 180°.Lightining type LED on each price.

PLUS
- Possibility to use EURONORM or GASTRONORM plate. - Homogeneous temperature
and energy savings thanks to its resistance under the refractory stones (not visible),
ventilated (2 ventilators).- Electronic thermostat: +20° +90° (regulation at 0,1 degree).Drawer for water to maintain humidity, avoiding the drying of food.

HOT

VENTILATED
HUMIDIFIER

Showcase

+20° +90°

Plus

Warming Displays
EN
or HSD3-X1
GN HSD3-B2
HSD5-X1
Led Light HSD5-B2

Standard
Grid

kW

Volt

750x460xh360

2

1,2

230/1N 50-60Hz

780x490xh480

750x460xh360

2

1,2

230/1N 50-60Hz

Stainless Steel

780x490xh640

750x460xh480

3

1,8

230/1N 50-60Hz

Black

780x490xh640

750x460xh480

3

1,8

230/1N 50-60Hz

Level

Colors

3

Stainless Steel

780x490xh480

3

Black

5
5

Nproew
duct

Led Light

Ext. Dimensions Int. Dimensions

955,00 EUR
955,00 EUR
1 135,00 EUR
1 135,00 EUR

Small Refrigerated Displays
Tapas
Line

PLUS
Refrigerated counter displays for the
presentation and the storage of cold
starters, meat, fishes, vegetable, homogeneous temperature on GN containers.

+2° +8°

Nproew
duct
Sushi

-1° +4°

DOUBLE
STATIC

Led Light

TR6-TP/R6
TR8-TP/R6
TR6-SH/R6
TR8-SH/R6

mm

Bacs GN

Perforated
Bottom

1380x415xh270

6xGN1/3-40

-

0,12 230/1N 50-60Hz

1730x415xh270

8xGN1/3-40

-

0,12 230/1N 50-60Hz

1380x415xh270

-

Yes

0,12 230/1N 50-60Hz

1730x415xh270

-

Yes

0,12 230/1N 50-60Hz

kW

Volt

845,00 EUR
959,00 EUR
909,00 EUR
1 059,00 EUR

Line

PLUS
- Refrigeration "DOUBLE STATIC" double evaporator, ensuring cold from uniform across
the surface (of the top and bottom at the
same time), with a range of T° -1° to +2°C. They are specifically designed for the display
and preservation of sushi, mainly consisting
of raw fish, hence the importance of their
conservation.
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HOT

Self-service - Buffets

Self Displays
0° + 90°

-VBE-211

829,00 EUR-

- Capacity 2x GN 1/1 height 150 mm.
mm : 695x602x680 - kW : 3,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-VBE-311

925,00 EUR-

- Capacity 3x GN 1/1 height 150 mm.
mm : 1020x602xh680 - kW : 3,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Hot display case, bain-marie, panoramic
- Made of: stainless steel AISI 304 security window rounded, plexi sliding
doors operators side. - Halogen lamp and lighting on the upper part, associated with the bain-marie keeps the food on temperatures level desired, respecting all hygienic rules. - stainless steel container to be insert, fitted with
edges. - Electrical heating: warmed up trough armoured elements in stainless
treated incoloy and situated under the tub, thermostatic regulator from 0 till
90°C. (Delivered without containers).

3xGN1/1
On Stock

SLIDING LIDS

2xGN1/1

MEX-RG3

SLIDING LIDS

MEX-RG2

Self Displays
HOT

+20° +85°
-VGH2/H

1 239,00 EUR-

Ventilated warm display 2x GN 1/1
- Interior lighting, luminous display in front. - Humidity control,
thanks to 2 drawers, to prevent the drying out of the exposed
products.

3xGN1/1

mm : 800x730xh600 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-VGH3/H

Led Light

2xGN1/1
SLIDING LIDS

1 825,00 EUR-

Ventilated warm display 3x GN 1/1
mm : 1200x730xh600 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

ADVANTAGE

SLIDING LIDS

Fully panoramic, these very stylish displays attract the attention of
customers and allow diversifying the snacks thanks to a large
volume of presentation space and LED lighting (cold).

Refrigerated and warm displays
For GN (h.100 mm), or EN 600 x 400 mm.
- Intermediant grid 630x400 mm, curved glass and side walls, removable (easy maintenance). - Sliding doors on the service side. - Made in
stainless steel. NB: delivered without trays.

+4° +10°
-VGR2/R

R134A
1 699,00 EUR-

3xGN1/1

Ventilated refrigerated display 2x GN 1/1
- Interior lighting.- Electronic thermostat, automatic defrosting.

On request

mm : 800x730xh600 - kW : 0,42 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-VGR3/R

2 335,00 EUR-

Ventilated refrigerated display 3x GN 1/1
mm : 1200x730xh600 - kW : 0,42 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

2xGN1/1

Led Light
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Ice cream

June 2019

-TGB/5

R452A
3 543,00 EUR-

Vertical ice-cream turbine, table top, 5 liters/h, evaporative condenser
- Vertical batch freezer, ideal for restaurants. - Easy to use and require a
minimum maintenance. - Capacity of minimum mixture 1 liter and maximum 1,3 liters. - Noise level lower than 70 dB. NB: only for cold work.
mm : 410x460xh320 - kW : 0,6 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

R452A
6 857,00 EUR-

-TGV/5D-N

Automatic vertical ice-cream turbine, table top, 9/12 liters/h, evaporative condenser
- Vertical turbine with automatic extraction. - Cycle with time control or temperature control. - Minimum mixing capacity 1 litre and maximum 2 litres. Cycle time: 10/20 min. - Noise level below 70 dB. NB: mainly for cold work.
mm : 410x510xh590 - kW : 1,2 - V : 400/3N 50Hz**

Ice Cream Line

**On request 230/1N 50Hz

Nproew
duct

T O U CH
SCREEN

June 2019

-PCT/10-35WT
-TGV/20DA

R452A
8 949,00 EUR-

Automatic vertical ice-cream turbine, 20 liters/h, air condenser
- Vertical batch freezers with automatic extraction. - Capacity of minimum
mixture 2 liters and maximum 4 liters. - Noise level lower than 70 dB. - Air
condenser on request, same price. NB: only for cold work, delivered on
wheels.
mm : 460x510xh960 - kW : 2,2 - V : 400/3N 50Hz*

* On request 230/3 50Hz

R452A
20 429,00 EUR-

Pasteurization appliance combined ice-cream turbine 35 L/h, w. conden,
VV and TOUCH SCREEN
- Multifunctional pastoturbine for mixing, heating, pasteurizing, cooling and
strapping all creams, sauces and mixes. - Adjustable times and temperatures. Intuitive and easy to use «touch screen» control panel (18 pre-installed cycles: 9
for ice cream, 7 for pastry, 2 for gastronomy) with the possibility of inserting
new recipes. - Manual or fully automatic cycle. - Pasteurization and strapping
are carried out in a single cylinder, avoiding any handling or transfer. - Mix per
cycle: 3/6 litres. Cycle time: 8/40min.
mm : 490x600xh1100 - kW : 5 - V : 400/3N 50Hz*

* On request 230/3 50Hz
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Ice cream

Ice Cream Line
R452A
2 435,00 EUR-

-MCV/2

Refrigerated cream whipper in stainless steel, tank 2 liters (100 l./h)
- Continue production. - Keeps the cream in perfect conditions preventing phase of
separation. - Consistent refrigeration of the cream from the container to the dispensing head. - Allows interruption of production at anytime. - Easy cleaning, removable
tank made of stainless steel, easy maintenance and perfect hygiene.
mm : 250x410xh460 - kW : 0,3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

June 2019

Ice Cream Display
PLEXIGLAS
LID

R404A
-BABYGEL/48

1 375,00 EUR-

Ice cream conservator, 4-8 tastes "white"
- Capacity: 4 ice trays of 6,5 liters, 5 liters, 3 liters or 8 ice tray of 2,5
liters. - Structure made of white ABS, plexiglas lid. - Copper coil evaporator. - Easy maintenance.
NB: delivered without ice trays.

-15° -18°

mm : 925x505xh550 - kW : 0,5 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Gold Line PLUS

June 2019

Blast chillers and freezers

Waffle Iron

+70° -18°
+70° +3°

- Iron cast which allows a uniform cooking. Shielded element heating, in stainless steel treated
"incoloy". - Thermostatic regulator from 0°C to
300°C. Peripheral wire way, removable, easy cleaning (exclusive patent).

15*

I ce
Cream

* -GFC-1G

629,00 EUR-

Electric waffle iron for waffle cones (ice cream)
mm : 305x400xh230 - kW : 1,6 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

page
39

BG ... On request

On request

DBT51/TS & ST51/6x5*
DBT101/TS & ST101/15x5*
*5 LIT. 360x165xh120 mm

* -GEV-4P

629,00 EUR-

Electrical waffle iron for 4 rounded waffles
mm : 305x400xh230 - kW : 1,6 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Ice cream
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-10° -25°
-CAB61/H1-R2

Gold Line Plus

2 619,00 EUR-

- 5 plates (530x720 mm).
mm : 770x930xh2025 - kW : 0,7 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-AIK4-L

D

PLUS

157,00 EUR-

Nproew
duct

- «Diamond Green Technology» up to 70% power saving. Refrigerated unit «buffer», tropicalized (+43°C). - Insulation: 85
mm «super insulated». - Homogenous distribution of the refrigerated air («lateral flux»), uniform temperature, no ice cream
crystallization. - Microprocessor control (under closed box,
100% waterproof).

STAINLESS
STEEL

BG... On request

54*

HEAVY DUTY:
certified in climatic class 5
40°C Temperature
- 40% Humidity

85 mm

Refrigerated storage cabinet «ice-cream» 700 liters, ventilated
- Manufactured in stainless steel, inside and outside in AISI 304 (back in galvanized steel), monocoque frame. - Homogenous
distribution of the cold (direct contact). - Stainless steel rack and slides (anti-tilting), stamped interior bottom, rounded angles
and corners. - Reversible doors, closing ensured by «3 compartments» and magnetic «pressure» seals, hinges with stop at
100° and closure of the doors with automatic recall. - Micro-switch device, allowing to stop the ventilator while opening the
door. - Key lock. - Upper panel compressor, on hinges, easy inspection. - Tropicalized compressor group (ambient T° +43°C),
ventilated condenser. - Over-sized evaporator, (ventilated), treated against salt and food acids. «coating», totally hidden. Refrigerant R404A. - «Digital» electronic microprocessor (under closed box, 100% tight) with HACCP functions, screen with
blue LED. - Inside lighting with switch. - Automatic defrosting. - Automatic defrosting of the condensate.

ICE CREAM

700 L

*5 LIT. 360x165xh120 mm

Ice Cream Display
Ice-cream display cases

-18° -20°

- Straight window. - Interior lighting, frame on wheels (except BRIO ICE). - Transparent sliding cover. - Regulation through thermostat. - Tank with rounded corners and angles. "Coil" evaporator in copper placed inside the walls. - Built-in compressor unit (ambient T°
+32°C 55%RH). - NB: Delivered without trays.

BG ... On request

-18° -20°

Ref

mm

Exhibition
Tray*

BRIO ICE
BIG-EXPO/LUX

780x640xh1185

4

-

0,15 230/1N 50Hz

1341x725xh1235

10

18

0,29 230/1N 50Hz

R507
2019

SLIDING
DOORS

R134A
DOUBLE
STATIC

V

1 279,00 EUR
1 995,00 EUR

* 5Lit : 360x165xh120 mm

Rumba Line Plus
Led Light
Ref

-18° -20°

mm

RUMBA 10 PLUS 1367x927xh1277
RUMBA 13 PLUS 1760x927xh1277
* 5Lit : 360x165xh120 mm

TILTING
DOORS

R507

-18° -20°

Exhibition
Tray*

Tray*
Reserve

kW

V

10

8

0,65

230/1N 50Hz

13

16

0,81

230/1N 50Hz

4 499,00 EUR
4 799,00 EUR

PLUS
- A refrigerated display like no other, to present and keep your
home-made ice creams, a line and a DESIGN 100% made in Italy Rounded front window - Interior lighting, LED type, with switch Front sign with screen printing ICE CREAM, standard delivered Refrigeration "DOUBLE STATIC" 1 static evaporators + 1 coil evaporator inside the tank.

Ice cream display cases
- Tilting door in Plexiglas, on service side.- Reserve accessible by a
wicket on the operator side - Frame on 4 wheels - Electronic regulation, digital display - Built-in compressor unit (ambient T° +35°C &
70% RH). - NB: delivered without trays.

On request

RUMBA-LPG

Tray*
kW
Reserve

2019

SPEED
VARIATOR

Planetary Mixers

111

- Diamond mixers are versatile, efficient and of robust construction. Ideally designed
for small and medium productions, for all types of preparations, cookie dough, dough
for cakes or pizzas, fillings, mousses, creams and other products to be whipped in
snow, etc...... Many accessories on request: reduction kit for tank, wheels for the tank,
trolley for the tank,...

Pastry - Bakery

Nproew
duct

ADVANTAGE
3 SPEEDS

Professional mixers-blender
- High" versions on base. - Very robust frame in painted steel
(epoxy), upper cover in ABS, 4 lower cylinders for levelling. Raising and lowering the tank with lever. - Automatic locking of
the tank in working position. - Stainless steel protection grid,
with safety device by microswitch. - Possibility to remove the
utensils (lowered bowl position) without having to remove the
bowl and vice versa. - When the machine stops, the rotation of
the tool is slowed down. - Emergency stop button type
"punch". - Very powerful motor, pulley transmission. - Traction
systems made of stainless steel, very quiet (self-lubricating). Standard accessories: whisk, spatula, hook and tank.

Planetary
Line

20 Lit
On request
reduction kit
MKR20-10
MKR40-20
MKR60-20
MKR60-40
Ref

HBM-20M/VV
HBM-40T/VV
HBM-60T/VV

40 Lit
60 Lit

Nproew
duct

MADE IN
ITALY
3 SPEEDS

Lt

mm

Timer

Speeds

kW

20

500x700xh1200

Yes

Variator

0,75

40

650x910xh1520

Yes

Variator

2,2

60

680x1000xh1600

Yes

Variator

3

...T/S3

V
230/1N 50-60Hz
400/3N 50Hz
400/3N 50-60Hz
400/3N 50Hz

3 709,00 EUR
5 685,00 EUR
6 549,00 EUR

400/3N 50-60Hz

3 409,00 EUR
5 219,00 EUR
-

On request
trolley
MHB-40
MHB-60

230/3 50Hz (on request)
Planetary

ADVANTAGE

Line

- Diamond table mixers are versatile, efficient and of robust construction.
Ideally designed for small productions, for all types of preparations, dough,
fillings, mousses, creams and other products to whip in snow, etc....... With
speed variator (standard with inverter, ideal solution for delicate preparations)......

SPEED
VARIATOR

Professional mixer-blenders
- Table versions. - Frame in painted steel (epoxy), upper cover in ABS, 4 lower cylinders for levelling. - Fixed
tank, automatic locking in working position. - Protective plexiglass with safety device by microswitch. - All
parts in contact with the tank are made of stainless steel. - Easy insertion and removal of utensils. - When
the machine stops, the rotation of the tool is slowed down. - Emergency stop button type "punch". Powerful motor, pulley transmission. - Stainless steel utensil connection unit, waterproof, very solid. - Inking
utensils with security. - Traction systems made of stainless steel, very quiet (self-lubricating). - Standard
accessories: whisk, spatula, hook and tank.

Ref

HBM-12B/VV

Lt
10

mm
520x400xh630

Speeds
Variator

Timer
Yes

kW

Nproew
duct

V

0,55 230/1N 50-60Hz

2 099,

00 EUR

10 Lit

MADE IN
ITALY

112

Dough Sheeters
Nproew
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Pastry - Bakery

Sheeter
Line

SPEED
VARIATOR
or
1 SPEED

Strip mills
- Manual controls. - Strips made with specific materials for food use. - Precise
regulation of the thickness of the dough sheet, constant production. - Scrapers
and supports made with specific materials (POM-C) for food use. - Easy disassembly and reassembly of the scrapers, without tools. - Chrome-plated and
ground steel cylinders. - Belt with double direction of travel (Right & Left). - Frame
in painted steel (epoxy). - Low voltage controls 24V. - Emergency stop button type
"punch". - Roller protection grids, made of stainless steel. - Traction system, selflubricated. - Possibility to raise the tables, to reduce the space required for storage. - Standard: 2 pastry rollers.

Ref

LB50-75/SS
LB50-100/SS

mm

Strip mm

Openin
cylinder

Speeds

1560x920xh700 500x700

1 (or) Var

0-36 mm

2370x920x700 500x1000

1 (or) Var

0-36 mm

ADVANTAGE
- Easy to use, quick cleaning, these are some of the advantages of our
Diamond strip mills. Their robust construction and performance make them
ideal for small and medium productions. They can be used to shape all
types of pasta (puff pastry, shredded pastry, soft dough, buns, etc.). Side
tables that can be lifted, moved and stored easily. Available with speed
variator (standard with inverter, for more delicate processing)........ or with
a single speed (standard).

SPEED
VARIATOR

kW

.../VV

V

400/3N 50-60Hz
0,55
230/1N 50-60Hz
400/3N 50-60Hz
0,55
230/1N 50-60Hz

3 939,00 EUR
4 013,00 EUR

4 329,00 EUR
4 375,00 EUR

230/3 50Hz (on request)

Sheeter
Line

Nproew
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SPEED
VARIATOR
or
1 SPEED

On request
only for LM/60-120VV
cutting kit : OLM/20

Strip mills
- Manual and pedal controls. - Strips made with specific materials for food use. Precise regulation of the thickness of the dough sheet, constant production. Scrapers and supports made with specific materials (POM-C) for food use. - Easy
disassembly and reassembly of the scrapers, without tools. - Chrome-plated and
ground steel cylinders. - Belt with double direction of travel (Right & Left). - Frame
in painted steel (epoxy). - Low voltage controls 24V. - Emergency stop button type
«punch». - Roller protection grids, made of stainless steel. - Traction system, selflubricated. - Possibility to raise the tables, to reduce the space required for storage. - 4 wheels with brakes. - Standard: 2 stainless steel dough recuperators, 2
pastry rollers.

Ref

LM/50-10SS
LM/60-120SS

mm

Strip mm

Speeds

ADVANTAGE
- Easy to use, quick cleaning, these are some of the advantages of our Diamond strip
mills. Their robust construction and performance make them ideal for small and
medium productions. They can be used to shape all types of pasta (puff pastry, shredded pastry, soft dough, buns, etc.). Manual and pedal controls, leaving the operator's
hands free. Side tables that can be lifted or dismantled, moved and stored easily.
Available with speed variator (standard with inverter, for more delicate processing) or
with a single speed (standard).

Pedal
control

Openin
cylinder

kW

V

2370(2700)x920xh1380 500x1000

1 (or) Var

Yes

0-36 mm

0,55

400/3N 50-60Hz
230/1N 50-60Hz

2770(3290)x1060xh1170 600x1200

1 (or) Var

Yes

0-50 mm

0,75

400/3N 50-60H

SPEED
VARIATOR

.../VV

4 609,00 EUR
5 149,00 EUR

5 029,00 EUR
5 799,00 EUR

230/3 50Hz (on request)

Electric convection ovens «EURONORM»
- Room with rounded corners, in stainless steel AISI 430, exterior in stainless steel AISI 430. T° from 50°C to 270°C, 2 motors with fans (2600 T/min), internal lighting. - Double glazing
door, seal on the inner door «easily removable». - Removable inner glass for easy maintenance. - Distance between boards 70 mm. - Pipe for the evacuation of the condensate.

Brio
Line

EN 600x400
HUMIDIFICATOR
2 VENTILATORS
Ref

2 VENTILATORS

Level

* BRIO43/X-P
* BRIO43S/X-P
BRIO64/X-P

mm

kW

V

Ventilator

Grill

Humidificator

Plates

Grid

4x460x340 mm

585x605xh570 3.2 230/1N 50-60Hz

2

-

_

1

1

4x460x340 mm

585x605xh570 3.6 230/1N 50-60Hz

2

Yes

-

1

1

4x600x400 mm

725x665xh605 3.2 230/1N 50-60Hz

2

-

Yes

2

1

559,00 EUR
599,00 EUR
959,00 EUR
On request for all models

ADVANTAGE

AMHF/...
Convobis

Everybody knows that "He who can do more, can do less"... Why should we content
ourselves with the main thing, the mediocrity if we can have much more!!... ConvoBis, a
new generation of ovens, (Polyvalents EN 600x400 & GN 1/1), homogeneous and fast
cooking, delicate cooking, succeed also the finest ones. - Turbines "autoreverse", 2
ventilation speeds 1500/2800 turns/minutes - Automatic humidifier "nebulization", gradual regulation of the humidification level of the chamber - Big range of accessories,
supports, levitation chamber...

Nproew
duct

HOT
+30° +60°

Nproew
duct

Line

Convection ovens EN 600x400 & GN 1/1
-Welded room in stainless steel (AISI 304). (Predisposition
for fat filter), rounded edges and angles, pressed bottom
with draining (possibility of closing). - Removable carrying-plate structure (74 mm). - Chimney for evacuation
of the condensate, (manually) adjustable. - Interior lighting. - Built-in condensate bowl (on the door), connected
directly to the discharge. - Double glazing door (option:
door with hinges on the left), interior window on hinges,
ergonomic and athermal handle, automatic closing,
(removable) gasket joint. - Micro-switch to stop the fan
when the door opens. - Electric heating: stainless steel
armored elements, put behind deflectors. - Regulation
from 50 to 270°C, timer from 1 to 120 min. (or) continuous, electronic thermometer. - Safety thermostat. Manufactured in stainless steel. - Adjustable stainless
steel feet.

EN 600x400
Or

GN1/1

Autorevers
2 speeds

On request for all models

PMF/...

HOT
+30° +60°
On request for all models

AMHF/...
Ref

PFE-52/P
PFE-122/P
PFG-52/P
PFG-122/P

GMGP-...

Nproew
duct
Humidificator
Turbines
2 Speeds
Autorevers
Automatic

Capacity

mm

5x (EN&GN)

947x791xh725

Yes

Yes

Yes

12x (EN&GN) 947x791xh1185

Yes

Yes

5x (EN&GN)

947x791xh745

Yes

12x (EN&GN) 947x791xh1205

Yes

Grids

kW

Kcal/h

V

1x (EN 600x400) 7,3

-

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Yes

1x (EN 600x400) 16,9

-

400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Yes

Yes

1x (EN 600x400) 0,6

9050

230/1N 50-60Hz

Yes

Yes

1x (EN 600x400) 0,6

17670

230/1N 50-60Hz

2 879,00 EUR
3 935,00 EUR
3 445,00 EUR
4 749,00 EUR

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW
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Pastry Convection Ovens

Nproew
duct

114
Pastry - Bakery

Pastry Convection Ovens
ADVANTAGE
- Very quick temperature reach. - Homogenous and quick cooking, even at low temperature thanks to the heat circulation
through turbines. - Thanks to the humidifier, you can cook
without the food drying out, "autorevers"...

Delice
Line

Nproew
duct

Nproew
duct

4x 600x400

Autorevers

Pastry convection ovens «EURONORM», with humidifier
- Cooking chamber totally welded, 100% waterproof, rounded internal corners, stamped bottom. Plates holder structure easily removable (75 mm) anti toppling. Heat diffusers easily removable. Evacuation pipe for the condensate. Motor(s) with «autoreverse» turbines (2800 t/mn). - Athermal double glazing door (4 mm), intermediate glass hinged, easy maintenance. Door with heat resistant
ergonomic handle, automatic closing. Micro-switch to stop the fan
when the door is open. - Electric heating by stainless armoured
resistance elements behind turbines deflector. Control panel made of
a humidification degree selector, electronic thermostat from 50°C to
270°C, timer from 1 to 120 min. - Inside-outside made of stainless
steel AISI 430.

On request

6x 600x400
Ref

Level

CPE434-P
CPE644-P
CPE644-P(230/1)
CPE664-BP

mm

kW

V

Turbines

Humidificator

Autorevers

Plate

Grid

4x460x340

725x685xh565 3,3

230/1N 50-60Hz

1

Yes

Yes

1

1

4x600x400

825x685xh560 6,5

400-230/3N 50Hz

2

Yes

Yes

-

1

4x600x400

825x685xh560 3,6

230/1N 50-60Hz

1

Yes

Yes

-

1

6x600x400

865x685xh715 7,9 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

2

Yes

Yes

-

1

1 029,00 EUR
1 429,00 EUR
1 419,00 EUR
1 799,00 EUR

Refrigerator & Freezer Cabinets
Nproew
duct

TLSC1/...
STG64-...

AMHF/....

Storage
Line

PLUS
- Cabinets (Made in Europe) "Eco-friendly" ecological refrigerants R600a or R290. - Low energy consumption,
even more efficient refrigeration components, electronic regulator, ... - Possibility to place them next to each
other "Side by Side".

Refrigerated or freezing cabinets EURONORM

STAINLESS
STEEL

- Monobloc structure, exterior construction in AISI 430 stainless steel, white ABS molded interior, PVC back. - Stamped interior bottom,
with draining tap (high maintenance), rounded angles and corners. - Reversible door with integrated handle (not visible and not protruding), magnetic seal (easy replacement, without tools), hinges with automatic return (lock at 90 °). - Micro switch device, allowing the
shutdown of the evaporator fan, during door opening. - Compressor group in climate class 4, ventilated condenser, housed on the upper
part. - Programmable electronic controller. - Polyurethane insulation 60 mm without CFC (40 kg/m3). - Adjustable stainless steel feet.

+2° +8°
-K50X-PV

20X EN 600X400

-12° -22°

D
1 075,

00 EUR-

Refrigerated cabinet 20x EN 600x400, ventillated (500
Lit.) - Stainless steel
- 20 thermoformed slides EN 600x400 (spacing 65 mm). Evaporator of the roll bond type, ventilated. - Automatic
defrost, auto evaporation of condensate. - Standard: 5
grids (600x400 mm), adjustable.
mm : 725x625+44xh1970 - kW : 0,36 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-K50X-NS

1 129,00 EUR-

Freezer cabinet 20x EN 600x400, static, (500 Lit.) Stainless steel
- 20 thermoformed slides EN 600x400 (spacing 65 or 38
mm). - Static evaporators "7 grids evaporator". - Manual
defrost.
mm : 725x625+44xh1970 - kW : 0,4 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

PLUS
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Euronorm

700 L

EN 600x400

Refrigerated or freezing cabinets EURONORM
- One-piece structure, interior and exterior manufactured in (food) stainless steel,
back in galvanized steel. - Stamped interior bottom, with draining tap (high maintenance), rounded angles and corners (without roughness), (adjustable) stainless steel
rack and slides in (L) (65-mm spacing). - Reversible doors (predisposition for key
lock) with handle (not visible and not salient), magnetic joint (easy replacement,
without tools), hinges with automatic return (stop at 90°). - Micro-switch device to
stop the evaporator fan when the door is opening. - Compressor unit in climatic class
4, ventilated condenser. - Refrigerant R290. - Evaporator ventilated (or) static (oversized), treated against salt and food acids, completely hidden (non visible). - Electronic
controller (closed box, waterproof) programmable, sound and visual alarm (door opened for a long time), display on the front. - Automatic programmable defrosting,
automatic evaporation of the condensate. - Polyurethane insulation without CFC (40
kg/m3).

0° +8°

-12° -22°

E
For all models

-RTG4-PM

75,00 EUR-

D
Ref

T°

IP70/PC-R2
IB70/PC-R2

Lit.

mm

Pairs of Slides

20xEN
600x400 mm
20xEN
-10°-20° 700 760x729xh2005
600x400 mm
0°+8°

700 760x729xh2005

Feet

kW

V

4

0,25

230/1N 50Hz

4

0,36

230/1N 50Hz

1 659,00 EUR
1 985,00 EUR

VENTILATED
STATIC

Pastry Line Plus
75 mm

PLUS
- "Diamond Green Technology" program more than
70% energy saving. - Group at "tampon", tropicalized (+43°C). - Insulation 75 mm "super insulated".
- Homogenous distribution of the refrigerated air
"lateral flux" uniform temperature. - 2 levels of
hygrometric regulation, 60% (or) 90%.

HYGROMETRIC
CONTROL

STAINLESS
STEEL

-AIK4-L

157,00 EUR-

For all models

EN 600x400
EN 600x800

700 L
850 L

-2° +8°
-10° -20°

Refrigerators or freezers EURONORM
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304, inside and outside (back in galvanized steel), monocoque frame. - Stainless
steel rack and slides (capacity 27 slides, 50 mm) anti-tilting), stamped interior bottom, rounded angles and corners. Reversible doors, closed ensured by «3 compartments» and magnetic «pressure» seals, hinges with stop at 100° and
closure of the doors with automatic recall. - Micro-switch device, allowing the ventilator’s stop, while opening the door. Standard delivered with key lock. - Upper panel compressor, on hinges, easy inspection. - Tropicalized compressor group
(ambient T° +43°C), ventilated condenser. - Over-sized evaporator(s), ventilated or static), treated against the salt and
the food acids «coating» (non apparent). - Refrigerant R404A. - «Digital» electronic microprocessor (under closed box,
100% waterproof) with HACCP functions, screen with blue LED. - Intern lighting with switch. - Automatic defrost. Automatic defrost of the condenser.

Ref

D
C
D
D

AP1N/F64-R2
AP1N/F86-R2
AP1B/F64-R2
AP1B/F86-R2

T°

Lit.

mm

Pairs of Slides

20xEN
600x400 mm
20xEN
-2°+8° 850 790x1010xh2025
600x800 mm
20xEN
-10°-20° 700 790x820xh2025
600x400 mm
20xEN
-10°-20° 850 790x1010xh2025
600x800 mm
-2°+8°

700 790x820xh2025

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

Feet

kW

V

4

0,4

230/1N 50Hz

4

0,4

230/1N 50Hz

4

0,55 230/1N 50Hz

4

0,7

230/1N 50Hz

Nproew
duct

2 239,00 EUR
2 809,00 EUR
2 585,00 EUR
3 049,00 EUR

Pastry - Bakery

Line

- The new Euronorm Line tables are «eco-responsible» thanks to
the refrigerant R290.

Pastry - Bakery
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Euronorm

Refrigerated tables, ventilated, EURONORM

Line

- One-piece structure, back, interior and exterior manufactured in
(food) stainless steel. - Upper top in stainless steel AISI 304 (removable) thickness (40 mm). - Stamped interior bottom, with draining tap
(high maintenance), rounded angles (without roughness), (adjustable)
stainless steel racks and slides in (L) (65-mm spacing). - (Reversible)
doors with handle (not visible and not salient), magnetic joint (easy
replacement, without tools), hinges with automatic return (stop at
90°). - Compressor unit (climatic class +38°), ventilated condenser,
put on the right side, frontal accessibility (panels on hinges), on
"removable" slides, easy after-sales service and maintenance. Refrigerant expansion R134a by capillary. - (Outsize) ventilated evaporator, treated against salt and food acids, completely hidden (non visible). - Programmable electronic regulator (under waterproof closed
box), sound and visual alarm (door open for a long time), display with
blue LED. - Automatic defrostings with reverse cycle(programmable as
one pleases), automatic evaporation of the condensate (warm gas). Polyurethane insulation without CFC (40 kg/m3). - Adjustable stainless
steel feet.

E

0° +8°

EN 600x400

760 L
D

PLUS
- The new Euronorm Line tables are «eco-responsible» thanks to
the refrigerant R290.

550 L
-RTG4-PM

75,00 EUR-

-RTG6-PM

90,00 EUR-

Ref

T°

mm

Doors

Feet

DP202/PC-R2
DP255/PC-R2

0°+8°

2017x800xh880/900

3

4

0°+8°

2542x800xh880/900

4

6

Pairs of Slides kW
3x7
0,36
EN 600x400
4x7
0,52
EN 600x400

V
230/1N 50Hz
230/1N 50Hz

1 943,00 EUR
2 345,00 EUR

For all models

...A

Pastry Line Plus

TOP
50 mm

+ 5%

HYGROMETRIC
CONTROL

EN 600x400

A
B

60 mm

PLUS

760 L
R404A
-2° +8°
or
-10° -20° R452A

FORCED
VENTILATION
SYSTEM

-TIK4-L

550 L
173,00 EUR-

For all models
STAINLESS
STEEL

STAINLESS
STEEL

-TIK6-L
For all models

Refrigerated tables, ventilated EN 600x400
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304, inside and outside, monocoque frame. - Stainless steel racks
and slides (capacity 68 mm), , rounded angles and corners. - Reversible doors (see Kit, TKDX-L or
TKSX-L), "snap-fit" closure by magnetic joint hinges with stop at 100° and closure of the doors with
automatic recall - Upper panel compressor, on hinges, easy inspection.- Tropicalized compressor group
(ambient T° +43°C), ventilated condenser. - (Over-sized lateral) ventilated evaporator, treated against
the salt and the food acids "coating".- Refrigerant R404A. - "Digital" electronic microprocessor (under
closed box, 100% waterproof) with HACCP functions, screen with blue LED.- Intern lighting with switch.
- Automatic defrosting. - Automatic defrost of the condensate. - Insulation 60 mm (super insulated).

A
B

A
B

238,00 EUR-

345 L
Ref

TP2N/L
TP3N/L
TP4N/L
TP2B/L
TP3B/L
TP4B/L

Top in 15/10, thickness 50 mm. - Exceptional services thanks to
the forced canalization of the refrigerated air, a uniform temperature. - Group, on «removable» slides, fitted with an air filter
(washable). - 2 levels of hygrometric regulation 60% (or) 90%.

T°

mm

Doors Feet Pairs of Slides kW

-2°+8° 1514x800xh880/900

2

4

-2°+8° 2036x800xh880/900

3

4

-2°+8° 2830x800xh880/900

4

6

-10°-20° 1514x800xh880/900

2

4

-10°-20° 2036x800xh880/900

3

4

-10°-20° 2558x800xh880/900

4

6

.../LG : Top granit 30 mm

2x4
EN 600x400
3x4
EN 600x400
4x4
EN 600x400
2x4
EN 600x400
3x4
EN 600x400
4x4
EN 600x400

V

0,36 230/1N 50Hz
0,36 230/1N 50Hz
0,36 230/1N 50Hz
0,65 230/1N 50Hz
0,73 230/1N 50Hz
0,73 230/1N 50Hz

.../LG

2 475,00 EUR
3 005,00 EUR
3 605,00 EUR
2 789,00 EUR
3 339,00 EUR
3 989,00 EUR

2 739,00 EUR
3 113,00 EUR
3 679,00 EUR
3 065,00 EUR
3 473,00 EUR
4 387,00 EUR

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive
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Pastry & Bakery 700

Pastry - Bakery

EN 600x400

PLUS
Modulate you piece of furniture according to your needs, each
module is 500-mm wide, except the cupboards with sliding
doors, which are 1000, 1500 and 2000 mm. Possible to put a
800-mm deep top, on request.

Combined furniture for Bakery, Cake shop EURONORM
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304/441. - Top : in stainless steel
15/10, reinforced by a stainless steel sheet on the bottom. - Cupboards: 2
isolated sliding doors with double wall , adjustable intermediate shelf. Modules: 3 drawers for the shelves 600x400, plates structures 6 slide
levels 600x400, hopper capacity 125 liters with lid and wheels.

-MCP-COMP/1

CHOOSE YOUR
COMBINAISON

1 909,00 EUR- -MCP-COMP/2

mm : 1500x700xh900

2 453,00 EUR-

mm : 2000x700xh900

-MCP-COMP/3

2 875,00 EUR-

mm : 2500x700xh900

On request : Many other combinations

R134A or R452A

Pastry Line Plus

75 mm

PLUS
With the controlled fermentation cabinet Pastry Line PLUS line, you can now
control the fermentation process and adapt it perfectly to your needs. In fact,
the progress of the fermentation cycle is influenced by temperature and humidity. The morning may take place based on the real demand and throughout the
day. All these advantages will be for you as saving time and economic gains. 1)
Automatic cycle, has three phases, refrigeration (fermentation lock), overheating
(purpose of fermentation) and air conditioning (conservation), occur automatically after switching on the machine, programmable. 2) Manual cycle, allows to
operate autonomously on the function and manual programming for each of the
phases.

850 L
700 L

EN 600x800
EN 600x400

Nproew
duct
-AIK4-L

157,00 EURFor all models

STAINLESS
STEEL

AUTOMATIC
CONTROL

Controlled fermentation cabinets, ventilated
- Interior and exterior made in (food) stainless steel AISI 304 (back of galvanized steel), monocoque chassis. - Racks and
Rails in stainless steel (27 slides (50mm)), inside bottom stamped, angles and cornes rounded. - - Doors with ergonomic
(not projecting) and reversible handle, closed by magnetic seal with «3 compartments» (easy to replace without tools),
hinges with stop at 100 °, automatic turn back. - Micro switch to stop the fan when openning the door. - Serial key lock.
-Panel above the compressor unit on hinges, easy inspection. -Tropicalized compressor unit (T ° room + 43 ° C), ventilated condenser. - (Oversized) ventilated evaporator treated against the salt and the food acids (not apparent) «coating». «Digital» electronic microprocessor with display(under closed box, 100% waterproof), with humidification and dehumidification control. - Automatic defrosting. - Automatic evaporation of the condenser (by hot gas). - Polyurethane Insulation
without CFC (75 mm = super insulated).

Ref

CF1N/F64
CF1N/F86
CF1B/F64
CF1B/F86

T°

Lit.

mm

-3°+35° 700 770x820xh2025
-3°+35° 850 790x1000xh2025
-20°+35° 700 770x820xh2025
-20°+35° 850 790x1000xh2025

Pairs of Slides
20xEN
600x400 mm
20xEN
600x800 mm
20xEN
600x400 mm
20xEN
600x800 mm

Feet

kW

V

4

0,45 230/1N 50Hz

4

0,5 230/1N 50Hz

4

0,65 230/1N 50Hz

4

0,85 230/1N 50Hz

Equipment without energy class, not concerned by the European directive

4 705,00 EUR
5 119,00 EUR
5 059,00 EUR
5 479,00 EUR

-3° +35°
-20° +35°
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Genius Line Plus
PLUS
Here is an oven unlike any other! Front wall with rounded shapes in stainless steel. Control
panel with touch-sensitive keys, regulation through an electronic thermostat (400°C), didital
display, 2 switches to control independently the vault and bottom power. Turning of the oven
programmable with countdown, audio warning device for the end of cooking. Heat exchanger, unique device which helps you to make energy savings by using the heat accumulated
under the bottom.

Aspiration on request KGD...

ELECTRONIC
CONTROL

ENERGY
SAVING

Stackable

Ø 350mm

Feeths on request SGD...

CORNER
On request CGD/2-DP
Electric pizzas ovens
- Stainless steel chamber, bottom in refractory
stone. - Electric evacuation valve, for smokes steams. - "Halogenous" lighting, built-in, "high
T°". - Offset door, "panoramic" porthole in safety
glass. - Heating by shielded electric elements in
stainless steel, placed under the bottom and on
the vault of the oven, stainless steel arch avoiding
temperature drop while opening the door. "Independent" control panel, removable, easier
after-sales service, cooling fan.

Ref

GDX4/35-DP
GDX6/35-DP
GDX6/35-LDP
GDX9/35-DP
GDX8/35-DP
GDX12/35-DP
GDX12/35-LDP
GDX18/35-DP

Qty

External (mm)

Internal (mm)

kW

V

4

1190x1100xh440

720x720xh150

5,3

400/3N 50-60Hz

6

1190x1460xh440

720x1080xh150

7,8

400/3N 50-60Hz

6

1550x1100xh440

1080x720xh150

7,9

400/3N 50-60Hz

9

1550x1460xh440

1080x1080xh150

11,7

400/3N 50-60Hz

4+4 1190x1100xh780

2 x 720x720xh150

10,6

400/3N 50-60Hz

6+6 1190x1460xh780

2 x 720x1080xh150

15,6

400/3N 50-60Hz

6+6 1550x1100xh780

2 x 1080x720xh150

15,8

400/3N 50-60Hz

9+9 1550x1460xh780 2 x 1080x1080xh150 23,4

400/3N 50-60Hz

Voltage 230/3 50-60Hz +3% (on request)

3 087,00 EUR
4 155,00 EUR
4 349,00 EUR
4 585,00 EUR
4 849,00 EUR
6 669,00 EUR
7 349,00 EUR
8 109,00 EUR
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Logic Plus

Pizza - Pasta

Line

PLUS
- Stainless steel chamber. - Bottom heating elements inside the refractory
stones, quick temperature rise, very
homogeneous baking, 25% energy
saving. - For keeping the heat in the
chamber, double vault arcade in stainless
steel, avoiding the heat going out when
the door opens, and top heating element
in scalar position... no more need to turn
the pizzas!!. - Double independent thermostats (top and bottom), suitable for
any type of pizza. - Digital thermometer
as temperature display. - Decorative
removablehood delivered standard.

INTEGRATED
ELECTRIC
ELEMENTS

Electric Pizza Ovens
Stackable

Electric pizza ovens
- Adjustable steam exhauster. - Built-in inner light, suitable for high
temperatures.- Door with spring system hinge, large dimensions safety
door glass. - Heating by armoured electric elements in stainless steel,
T° setting (400°C).

Ø 350mm

On request for all models

STAINLESS
STEEL
On request
for all models

KLD...

Ref

LD4/35-N
LD6/35-N
LD6/35XL-N
LD9/35-N
Ref

LD8/35-N
LD12/35-N
LD12/35XL-N
LD18/35-N

SLD...

Qty

External (mm)

Internal (mm)

kW

V

4

1070x1010xh400

700x700xh150

6,6

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

6

1070x1360xh400

700x1050xh150

8,8

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

6

1420x1010xh400

1050x700xh150

9

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

9

1420x1360xh400

1050x1050xh150

13,3

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

Qty

External (mm)

Internal (mm)

kW

V

4+4

1070x1010xh720

700x700xh150

13,2

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

6+6

1070x1360xh720

700x1050xh150

17,6

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

6+6

1420x1010xh720

1050x700xh150

18

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

9+9

1420x1360xh720

1050x1050xh150

26,6

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

1 789,00 EUR
1 904,00 EUR
2 169,00 EUR
2 419,00 EUR
2 659,00 EUR
3 149,00 EUR
3 697,00 EUR
4 269,00 EUR

Pizza - Pasta
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PLUS
The Plus: Double independent thermostats (solevault), possibility to adapt it for every kind of pizzas Display of the T°-Analogical thermometer.

Ø 420mm
- Room with sole in refractory stones. - Little chimney for the
evacuation of the smoke. - Internal lighting "high T°", builtin. - Big dimensions porthole in safety glass. - Heating by
shielded electric elements in stainless steel.
- Regulation of the T° (450°C), standard safety thermostat.

* -MACRO42

849,00 EUR-

Electric pizza-oven Ø 420 mm, chamber
420x420xh144 mm
mm : 702x564xh385 - kW : 2,3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Stackable

-E3F/24R

1 139,00 EUR-

Electric pizza oven, 2 chambers
- Chambers: 2x 620x500x120 mm.
- Thermostatic control of the two chambers by 3 thermostats.
mm : 920x760xh530 - kW : 7,5 - V : 400-230/3N 50-60Hz

Electric pizza ovens
- Front side aesthetics "RUSTIQUE", made in
high temperature painted steel, chassis in
painted sheet.- Chamber with top stainless
steel arcade (except E3F/24R), avoiding the
heat from going out when opening the door.
- Galvanised steel chamber, bottom in "special" refractory material.- Door with heatless
handle. - Inner chamber light (except
E3F/24R).- Heating by top and bottom
electric armoured elements, setting by
thermostats (50 to 400°C), serial analogue thermometer (except E3F/24R) and
safety thermostat.

Rustic Line

Stackable

Ref

EFP/4R
EFP/6R
EFP/44R
EFP/66R

Qty

External (mm)

Internal (mm)

kW

V

4

980x930xh420

660x660xh150

4,7

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz*

6

980x1210xh420

660x990xh150

7,2

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

4+4

980x930xh750

660x660xh150

9,4

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

6+6

980x1210xh750

660x990xh150

14,4

400-230V/3N 50-60Hz

* Switchable on 230/1N 50-60 Hz

1 048,00 EUR
1 205,00 EUR
1 748,00 EUR
2 048,00 EUR

Ø 330mm

STAINLESS
STEEL
On request for
all models

SFP/...
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Ø 330mm
Gaz Line
ADVANTAGE
Oven combining performances and economy. Regulation by
electronic thermostat (400°C), digital display. Gas heating,
the sole is brought at temperature by "conduction" thanks
to heat switchers supplied by 4 burners, placed in the
combustion chamber. The chamber is heated by "convection". Recuperation of the heat, unique device allowing
economy saving developing the heat accumulated under
the sole.

GL9/33

Stackable

On request
SGL...

- Stainless steel chamber, sole in refractory stone.- Evacuation
valve for the smokes - steams.- Built-in internal lighting "high
T°".- Offset door, "panoramic" porthole in safety glass.Heating by shielded electric elements in stainless steel, placed
under the sole and on the vault of the oven, stainless steel
arch avoiding the drop of temperature while opening the
door.- Independent control panel, removable, easing the aftersales service.

GL4/33
GL6/33

Ref

Qty

External
(mm)

GL4/33
GL6/33
GL9/33

4

1060x970xh500

6

1060x1300xh500 680x1100xh150 17200 0,20 230/1N 50Hz

9

1390x1300xh500 1010x1010xh150 20640 0,20 230/1N 50Hz

Internal (mm)

Kcal/h

kW

V

3 785,00 EUR
4 335,00 EUR
5 125,00 EUR

680x680xh150 12040 0,20 230/1N 50Hz

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW

Ø 430mm

Pizza Quick

Stackable

On request KPQ-ST
stacking adapter

EN 600x400

PIZZA-QUICK/66-43

ADVANTAGE
Ideal for pizzas, flammenküsche, pies, quiches, pastries, baguettes and
furnished slices of bread, ciabatta (PIZZA-QUICK/66-43: also cooking of
caterer pizzas, puff pastry, pies...). Sole in refractory stone to cook the
pastry homogenously, infra-red quartz for a deep cooking of the filling.
The double regulation (patented) allows to the pizza cook to adapt the
kind and the thickness of the pastry to cook, but also according to the
ingredients he will use, in particular the quantity of mozzarella: from the
Napolitano pizza with a thicker pastry to the Toscana with a thinner pastry, even the American with a very tick pastry.

Electric ovens for pizza "Quartz"
- Realization in stainless steel.- Insulation in rock wool very thick. - Unique concept: heating by infra-red quartz (1050°C)- Sole in
refractory stone.- Very fast pre-heating (15 min.). - Timer 15 min. with continuous position.- Thermostat 0-350°C, 1 energy regulator for the sole. - Fresh pizza: cooking in 3'30, frozen in 4'30.- Safety thermostat delivered standard.- Door with double insulation
fitted with porthole.

PIZZA-QUICK/43-2C

*
*
*

Ref

Qty

External (mm)

Internal (mm)

kW

V

PIZZA-QUICK/43
PIZZA-QUICK/43-2C
PIZZA-QUICK/66-43

1

670x580xh270

430x430xh100

3

230/1N 50-60Hz

1+1

670x580xh500

430x430xh100

6

2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

1*

895x580xh270

660x430xh100

5

2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

* Baking Tray 600x400 (or) 2 x Ø 330 mm

719,00 EUR
1 119,00 EUR
1 119,00 EUR

ADVANTAGE

Conveyor Pizza Ovens

Ideally conceived for the cooking uninterrupted of pizza pies,
toast, tarts, crescents, lasagne etc...
A single patent allows a homogeneous distribution of the flow of
hot air, allowing a cooking a temperature lower than the furnaces traditional, involving a better quality of cooking as well as
energy saving.
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Conveyor

Stackable

Line
Ventilated ovens with heat transition
Indoor and outdoor construction in stainless steel AISI 304, thermal insulation in ceramic fibre.
Electronic control of the temperature and speed. Quick reach of the temperature, easy access for
maintenance, lateral gate to control the cooking (except FTEV & FTGV 40/58-N).
Gas heating: electronic flame control, regulation minimum/maximum.
Electric heating: independent regulation of the power (top and bottom).
Electronic control panel "digital" front accessibility, ease and fast after sales service. Included
accessories: base on castors with brakes (except FTEV & FTGV 40/58-N)).

Ref

FTEV 40/58-N
FTGV 40/58-N
FTEV 50/85-N
FTGV 50/85-N
FTEV 65/110-N
FTGV 65/110-N

Base
kcal/h
on wheels

External (mm)

Internal (mm)

Production/h

980x1300xh440/1060

400x580xh95

Ø 150/145 - Ø 400/21

SC

-

980x1300xh440/1060

400x580xh95

Ø 150/145 - Ø 400/21

SC

7700

1260x1750xh490/1070 500x850xh100 Ø 200/135 - Ø 450/25

Yes

-

1260x1750xh490/1070 500x850xh100 Ø 200/135 - Ø 450/25

Yes

1400x2000xh550/1100 650x1100xh100 Ø 250/155 - Ø 500/25

Yes

1400x2000xh550/1100 650x1100xh100 Ø 250/155 - Ø 500/25

Yes

kW

7.9 400-230/3N 50Hz*
0.44

230/1N 50Hz

14.2 400-230/3N 50Hz

12000 0.44
-

V

230/1N 50Hz

18.5 400-230/3N 50Hz

20650 0.44

230/1N 50Hz

* Switchable on 230/1N 50-60 Hz

1000 kcal/h=1,16 kW - SC on request

AVANTAGE
Ideal for pizzas, flammenkusche, pies, quiches, pastries, baguettes and toasts topped with ciabatta.
The double regulation allows to adapt the cooking
to the type and thickness of the dough to cook.

5 979,00 EUR
6 079,00 EUR
10 485,00 EUR
10 595,00 EUR
13 479,00 EUR
13 695,00 EUR

Electric conveyor oven
- Switch On/Off, independent control of each resistance energy regulators. Speed regulator.
- Analogue thermometer. - Belt in stainless steel width 375 mm, length 935
mm, adjustable height from 40 to 75 mm. - Made of stainless steel, perforated upper grid. - Adjustable feet.

-FET/375

1 639,00 EUR-

Electric conveyor oven, strip 375mm
- Productivity: 15/10 pizzas/h (5,5' / 6,5' of cooking).
mm : 1210x600xh260/320 - kW : 6 - V : 400-230/3N 50Hz

ADVANTAGE
Pizza rolling machines don’t need specialised staff, they are suitable to save time
and money. Developed for practical solutions, for the preparation of pizzas, bread,
pies, etc.

-P32/X

849,00 EUR-

- Very flexible and performing rolling
machines.
- Front and lateral structure in stainless steel AISI 304. - Cold rolling. Food suitable Teflon rollers; they have
adjustable thickness grip, plexiglass
top protection, bottom protection in
stainless steel. - Electric switches at
low tension 24 Volts, finger touch.

Roll

Pizza roller Ø 320 mm, 2 rollers, in stainless steel
- Dough weight 80 to 210 gr. adjustable pizza diameter 140 to
310 mm.
mm : 430x500xh630 - kW : 0,25 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-P42/X

Pizza - Pasta
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Form

959,00 EUR-

Pizza roller Ø 420 mm, 2 rollers, in stainless steel
- Dough weight 210 to 600 gr. adjustable pizza diameter 260 to
400 mm.

On request

PAD

mm : 530x530xh730 - kW : 0,37 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Pizza Dough Rollers

Linear
Form

Nproew
duct

HOT

0° +60°

* -PIZ/SP

Included PAD

382,00 EUR-P42/XV

Heating plate, stainless steel surface
- Useful dimensions 500x500 mm - Entirely made of stainless steel AISI 304
- Regulation through thermostat from 0° to 60°C, ON/OFF switch with indicator light - Heating through armoured resistances.

1 009,00 EUR-

Pizza roller Ø 420 mm, 2 rollers «Linear», in stainless steel
- Dough weight 210 to 600 gr. adjustable pizza diam. 260 to 400 mm.
mm : 530x530xh730 - kW : 0,37 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 500x500xh90 - kW : 0,43 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

*-P42/XVM

757,00 EUR-

Pizza roller Ø 420 mm, 1 roller «Linear», in
stainless steel
- Dough weight 210 to 600 gr. adjustable pizza
diam. 260 to 400 mm. - Compact and competitive
rolling machine. Electric switch at low tension 24V.
- Cold rolling, pizza dough on tray (one roller couple only). - Attention: no electric foot pedal connec-

Linear
Form

page
84
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Spiral Dough Mixers

Spiral
Line

PLUS

MADE IN
ITALY

Spira Line brand new, more robust, more efficient kneaders, available
in 11 different versions; - ...- T2V = 2 speeds; AL/T2V = Tilting head
and removable bowl. Delivered as standard on wheels including 2
equipped with brakes, An unbeatable price/quality ratio!

Nproew
duct

Dough mixers
- Tank in stainless steel AISI
304. - High hardness steel spiral, stainless steel divider AISI
304. - Grid in stainless steel
equipped with a security micro
switch. - Transmission by geared motor by oil bath, reliable,
high-performance and silent!! Hanging motor, better ventilation, ease of maintenance. - 24
V low voltage control panel. NVR (No-Voltage Release) avoiding any involuntary start.

NT33-T2V

Ref

2 SPEEDS

NT10/M1
NT22/M1
NT33/M1
NT22/T2V
NT33/T2V
NT42/T2V
NT53/T2V

Lit

HEAD AND
TAKING OFF
BOWL

2 SPEEDS

Nproew
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NT33AL-T2V

mm

Ø mm Timer

Kit
kW
Wheels

Speeds

HEAD AND
TAKING OFF
BOWL

V

…AL/T2V

10 270x560xh540

260

-

1

Yes

0,37

230/1N 50Hz

22 400x690xh680

350

Yes

1

Yes

0,75

230/1N 50Hz

33 440x720xh830

400

Yes

1

Yes

1,1

230/1N 50Hz

22 400x690xh680

350

Yes

2

Yes

0,75

400/3N 50Hz

33 440x720xh830

400

Yes

2

Yes

1,5

400/3N 50Hz

42 490x770xh860

450

Yes

2

Yes

2

400/3N 50Hz

53 520x860xh760

500

Yes

2

Yes

2

400/3N 50Hz

759,
1 025,00 EUR
1 265,00 EUR
1 135,00 EUR
1 369,00 EUR
1 575,00 EUR
1 719,00 EUR

00 EUR

1 459,00 EUR
1 679,00 EUR
1 955,00 EUR
2 035,00 EUR

230/3 50Hz (on request)

Pizza Form
ADVANTAGE
Big spacing between the plates, better visibility, production process made
easier for a better productivity. - Plates with rounded outline, forming an
uniform peripheral border. - Easy to use thanks to the lever underneath
the bottom plate, which allows the adjustment of the thickness.

On request

SDP-PF
Forming machines for pizzas
- Carefully designed for big productions of pizzas or tarts 400 pcs/hour. - Stainless steel plates, heated by electric elements. - Thermostat probe, "thermoelectric sensor" type, more sensitive. - Protection grid in stainless
steel bordering the plates. - Electronic and "digital" control panel made up of: ON/OFF switch, 2 thermostats, 1
by plate, timer for contact time regulation, pushbutton "START", emergency stop type "knuckle-duster". Stainless steel frame.

Ref

DP35-EK(230/1)
DP45-EK

mm

Ø
Emergency
kW
Plates
Stop

V

500x610xh770 350 mm

Yes

3,8

230/1N 50Hz

555x710xh845 450 mm

Yes

6

400-230/3N 50Hz

4 169,00 EUR
5 565,00 EUR

125

MADE IN
ITALY

Atomix
Line
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Spiral Dough Mixers
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Automatic pasta kneaders, digital
control
- Digital control panel (manual or automatic
operation). - Structure made of painted steel.
- Rotating cockpit in stainless steel AISI 304. High hardness steel spiral, stainless steel divider AISI 304. - Grid in stainless steel equipped
with a security microswitch. - Oil transmission/gear box, for more reliability and low
sound emission!! - Engine suspended, better
ventilation, easier maintenance. - Standard
delivered with wheels including 2 provided
with brakes.

HEAD AND
TAKING OFF
BOWL

AUTOMATIC
2 SPEEDS
DH33-T2V

ADVANTAGE
The Diamond automatic kneaders will not only allow you to select
the speed, but also to program the kneading time for each speed,
without requiring your intervention !! ... They adapt themselves to
any type of mixture. Very intuitive digital controls, easy to use.
Delivered on wheels including 2, provided with brakes.

DH33AL-T2V

AUTOMATIC

HEAD AND
TAKING OFF
BOWL

2 SPEEDS
Ref

DH33/T2V
DH42/T2V
DH53/T2V

Lit.

mm

Kit
Wheels

Ø mm

Hp

kW

V

…AL/2TV

33

420x785xh700

400xh260

Yes

1,91

1,4

400/3N 50Hz

42

470x830xh770

452xh260

Yes

3

2,2

400/3N 50Hz

53

520x870xh770

500xh270

Yes

3

2,2

400/3N 50Hz

1 629,
1 875,00 EUR
2 025,00 EUR
00 EUR

1 999,00 EUR
2 345,00 EUR
2 419,00 EUR

230/3 50Hz (on request)

ADVANTAGE
- Diamond fork kneaders, thanks to the ergonomic shape of their bowl and fork (oblique
axis), are particularly suitable for kneading
delicate dough. Very robust and efficient, they
are designed for high production and intensive
use, without heating the mixture and allowing
a good oxygenation of the final product. Two
speeds to adapt to hard (1st Speed) or soft
(2nd Speed) masses.

Dough Kneaders
Fork

Nproew
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Line
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Kneaders with fork»Large capacities»
- Analog control panel with low voltage 24V. - 2speed motor, gearbox drive (independent tank
and fork), self-lubricating, pulley transmission,
very quiet operation. - Emergency stop button
type «punch». - Frame in thick painted steel. The tank, fork and tool shaft are made of thick
AISI 304 stainless steel. - All rotating parts are
mounted on spherical bearings. - Stainless steel
tank protection grid with safety device by
microswitch.

MADE IN
ITALY

2 SPEEDS
PBR-35/T2V

Ref

PBR-35/T2V
PBR-60/T2V

Kit
Scraper
Wheels Tank

kg

mm

Ø mm

35

500x850xh755

580xh230

Yes

60

660x1068xh1025

660xh330

Yes

Hp

kW

V

SC

1,5

1,1

400/3N 50Hz

Yes

2,04

1,5

400/3N 50Hz

SC : On request RV/PBR-35

PBR-60/T2V

22 SPEEDS
SPEEDS
4 425,00 EUR
8 389,00 EUR
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Dough Rounders
- Production 3600/1000 pieces/hour.- Round portions 20 to 300 gr.- Outside realization made of steel
"epoxy painting".- Lid with micro switch.- Endless screw made in food aluminium.- 24 V low voltage
control panel.- Emergency stop switch.- Dismountable for an easier mantenance.- 2 back wheels for
an easyer transport.

Series production:
Our Dough Divider and our Rounder can be assembled to increase your productivity

-BSL-300A

2 619,00 EUR-

Moulder 3600/1000 pieces/hours 20/300 gr
BSL-300A

mm : 330x550xh810 - kW : 0,55 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

PLUS
- The new Compact Line structures are «eco-responsable» because with environmentally friendly refrigerant R600a, .... An unbeatable value for money !!

Compact Line

-P/ST-TK

90,00 EUR-

h155/195

Refrigerated structures with
sneezeguard

On request

+2° +10°
230/1N 50Hz

GN 1/4

- Made of stainless steel (alimentary).
- Electronic thermostat. - Evaporator
"coil" embedded in the floor and
walls. - Cooling (43 ° C). - Condenser
ventilated. Note: supplied without
tanks GN.

GN 1/3

Ref

mm

GN1/3-h 150 mm

549,00 EUR

SY120/DV-R6

1200x395xh225/435

4 x 1/3

599,00 EUR

7 x 1/4

619,00 EUR

SY160/DV-R6

1600x395xh225/435

7 x 1/3

673,00 EUR

10 x 1/4

679,00 EUR

SY200/DV-R6

2000x395xh225/435

9 x 1/3

719,00 EUR

Ref

mm

GN1/4-h 150 mm

SX120/DV-R6

1200x340xh225/435

5 x 1/4

SX160/DV-R6

1600x340xh225/435

SX200/DV-R6

2000x340xh225/435

PLUS

Gastro Line PLUS
-P/ST1-4
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85,00 EUR-

h190

-P/ST1-3

0° +8°

85,00 EUR-

h190

- For food displaying and preserving,
ideal for all kind of activities specially
the ones in small spaces. Hygiene 100%
guaranteed thanks to its sneeze guard
glass.

Refrigerated structures with display
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI
441. - Electronic thermostat. - Evaporator
at copper coil, embedded in the walls. Refrigerating unit (+43°C). - Ventilated
condessor. NB: delivered without GN
trays.

230/1N 50Hz
Ref

SX160G/PR2

mm
1600x324xh387

SX198G/PR2

1980x324xh387

SX249G/PR2

2490x324xh387

GN1/4-h 150 mm
7 x 1/4
4 x 1 /4 + 5 x 1/6
+ 5 x 1/9
7 x 1/4 + 5 x 1/6
+ 5 x 1/9

GN 1/4

GN1/3-h 150 mm

SY160G/PR2

1600x384xh387

5 x 1/3 + 1 x 1/2

859,00 EUR

909,00 EUR

SY198G/PR2

1980x384xh387

7 x 1/3 + 1 x 1/2

929,00 EUR

1 109,00 EUR

SY249G/PR2

2490x384xh387

10 x 1/3 + 1 x 1/2

1 135,00 EUR

845,

Ref

GN 1/3

mm

00 EUR

GN1/6

+4° +10°

- Exterior and interior finish in stainless steel austenitic (alimentary). Angles and edges rounded off. - Delivered with 1 adjustable shelf GN
1/1 each door. - Electronic thermostat in closed moisture proof housing.
- Evaporator tubes integrated in the walls (3 sides), polyurethane insulation, without CFC's. - Ventilated saladette well, automatic defrost, autoevaporation of condensation water. - Compressor group fit in climate
class 4 (mounted beneath - space-gainer). - Ventilated condensor,
equipped with filter protection against grease. - Refrigerant R600a. Doors with closing by magnetic gaskets (by pressure), ergonomic
handles. - Adjustable feet. - Produced in accordance with the existing
EC-standards.

+2° +8°

GN1/1

-SR2/R6

989,00 EUR-

Cooking table 2 doors GN 1/1, 240 Lit, refrigerated structure 5x
GN1/6-150 mm
- NB: delivered without pans GN.
mm : 900x700xh850/1100 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-SR3/R6

1 565,00 EUR-

Cooking table 3 doors GN 1/1, 380 Lit , refrigerated structure 8x
GN1/6-150 mm
- NB: delivered without pans GN.

Compact
Line

mm : 1365x700xh850/1100 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

PLUS

On request

- The new Compact Line tables are "eco-responsable" because with
environmentally friendly refrigerant R600a. Especially designed for any
establishment wher place is a major problem ... An unbeatable value
for money !!!

Nproew
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GN1/4

- Inside and outside realization in (food) stainless steel, upper top (40
mm). - Stamped inside bottom with draining cap (big maintenance),
rounded angles and corners (without bumps), racks and slides (antiswinging) in stainless steel. - Reversible EN doors, magnetic joint,
hinge with automatic return (blocking at 90°). - Compressor group
(climatic class +38°C), on «removable» slides, easy cleaning and
maintenance. - Ventilated evaporator (oversized), treated against the
salt and the food acids, completely hided (not visible). Programmable electronic regulator. - Automatic defrosting, automatic
evaporation of the condensate.

-RTG4-PM

75,00 EUR-

-RTG6-PM

90,00 EUR-

+4° +10°

+2° +8°
EN 600x400

Nproew
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GN1/4

+4° +10°

-MR-PIZZA/R2

2 285,00 EUR-

Cooling table for pizzeria, 2 doors 600x400, 3 neutral drawers 600x400,
refrigerated structure 6x GN 1/4
- Included: 2 EN grids (600x400 mm).
- Built-in refrigerated structure, glasses (breath-shield), 6x GN 1/4 h150 mm
(trays in option).
- 3 drawers dough roll trays 600x400 mm (trays in option), 4 adjustable
stainless steel feet.

+2° +8°
EN 600x400

mm : 1590x700xh880/900-1200 - kW : 0,4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-MR-MAXIPIZZA/R2

Cooling table for pizzeria, 3 doors 600x400, 3 neutral drawers 600x400,
refrigerated structure 8x GN 1/4
- Included: 3 EURONORM grids (600x400 mm). - Built-in refrigerated structure,
glasses (breath-shield), 8x GN 1/4 h150 mm (trays in option). - 3 drawers
dough roll trays 600x400 mm (trays in option), 6 adjustable stainless steel feet.
mm : 2110x700xh880/900-1200 - kW : 0,4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

E6407-N On request

2 759,00 EUR-

EN 600x400
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Refrigerated Pizza Counters
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Pizza Line PLUS

PLUS
- Refrigeration ventilated (or) static (87% of relative humidity). - Hinges with stop at 100° and closure of the doors with automatic recall. Evaporator treated against food acids and salts
"coating". - Electronic regulator (under closed box,
waterproof).

Pizza - Pasta
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B
EN 600x400

8x600x400

-2° +8°

-TP361/R2

3 723,00 EUR-

Refrigerated tables 3 doors 600x400, 3 neutral drawers (8x trays 600x400) + utensils drawer
- 1 drawer for utensils. - 4 pairs of slides by door (600x400). - 3 neutral drawers (8 x trays
600x400 h 70 mm). - 2 ventilated-static evaporators. - 6 adjustable stainless steel feet.

Refrigerated tables
- Worktop of granite (white Porinho), thickness 30 mm (food treated),
with «beveled» edges, rounded front edge, back and lateral backsplash (150 mm), also made of granite. - Manufactured in stainless
steel, interior AISI 304, exterior AISI 441 (back also in stainless steel
AISI 441). - Stamped interior bottom, rounded angles and corners
(without roughness).- Stainless steel «L» rack and slides. - Doors
(EURONORM) with ergonomic handle (no salient) and reversible (kit
is not necessary), «snap-fit» closure by magnetic joint (easy replacement without tools), hinges with stopping at 100° and closure of the
doors with automatic recall. - Neutral drawers for the dough roll,
easily removable, easy maintenance. - Electronic regulator (under
closed box, waterproof), control front screen with blue LED.- Oversized evaporator(s), ventilated or static, placed between the doors.Tropicalized compressor group (ambient T° +43°C), built-in the
(right) board, and ventilated condenser.- Frontal accessibility of the
compressor group, easy inspection.- Refrigerated expansion R134A
by capillary.- Intern lighting, with switch.- Automatic defrost of the
evaporator, number of defrosts programmed by factory (modifiable at
will).- Condenser’s automatic evaporation.

mm : 2490x720(800)xh880/940(1090) - kW : 0,28 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

4x600x400

B

B

Nproew
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-TP23/R2

8x600x400
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EN 600x400

EN 600x400

2 782,00 EUR- -TP261/R2

75,00 EUR-

-RTG6-PM

90,00 EUR-

3 169,00 EUR-

Refrigerated table 2 doors 600x400, 2 neutral drawers (4x
trays 600x400)
- 4 pairs of slides by door (600x400). - 2 neutral drawers (4
trays EN 600x400 h70 mm). - 1 ventilated-static evaporator. 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.

Refrigerated tables 2 doors 600x400, 3 neutral drawers (8x
trays 600x400) + utensils drawer
- 1 drawer for utensils, 4 pairs of slides by door (trays 600x400).
- 3 neutral drawers (8 tray EN 600x400 h70 mm) - 1 ventilatedstatic evaporator. - 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.

mm : 1600x720(800)xh880/940(1090) - kW : 0,23 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 1980x720(800)xh880/940(1090) - kW : 0,23 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

GN 1/4 -TP23/R2+SX160G/PR2

-RTG4-PM

3 627,00 EUR-

mm : 1600x720xh880/940-1475

GN 1/3 -TP23/R2+SY160G/PR2

B

3 641,00 EUR-

mm : 1600x720(800)xh880/940(1475)

8x600x400

E6407-N On request

GN 1/4 -TP261/R2+SX198G/PR2

4 078,00 EUR-

mm : 1980x720(800)xh880/940(1475)

GN 1/3 -TP261/R2+SY198G/PR2

4 098,00 EUR-

mm : 1980x720(800)xh880/940(1475)

B

On request

GN 1/4 -TP361/R2+SX249G/PR2

4 832,

-CATP/PM
00 EUR-

mm : 2490x720(800)xh880/940(1475)

B

GN 1/3 -TP361/R2+SY249G/PR2
mm : 2490x720(800)xh880/940(1475)

4 858,00 EUR-

879,00 EUR-

- 4 neutral drawers on telescopic slides (4x 2
trays 600x400), maximum height 70 mm.
- 4 adjustable stainless steel feet.
NB: delivered without trays 600x400 mm.
mm : 510x720xh850/920

GN1/3

PLUS
- Top in 15/10, thickness 50 mm. - Thanks to the forced
canalization of the refrigerated air at the back, uniform
temperature. - Group, on «removable» slides, with an air
filter (washable). - 2 levels of hygrometric regulation
60% (or) 90%. - Microprocessor (100% waterproof).

- Manufactured in stainless steel, inside and outside AISI
304 (back in galvanized steel), monocoque frame. Stainless steel rack and slides, stamped interior bottom,
rounded angles and corners. - Reversible doors (see Kit,
TKDX-L or TKSX-L), "snap-fit" closure by magnetic joint,
hinges with stop at 100° and closure of the doors with
automatic recall.
- Upper panel compressor, on hinges, easy inspection. Tropicalized compressor group (ambient T° +43°C), ventilated condenser.
- (Over-sized lateral) ventilated evaporators, treated against
the salt and the "coating" food acids. - Refrigerant R404A. "Digital" electronic microprocessor (under closed box,
100% tight) with HACCP functions, screen with blue LED. Automatic defrosting.- Automatic defrosting of the condensate. - Delivered with 4 swiveling castors, 2 with brakes.

+2° +10°

+2° +8°
EN 600x400
R404A
or
R452A
-TS31-US/L

4 189,00 EUR-

Refrigerated table, ventilated, 3 doors EN 600x400, refrigerated structure GN 10x 1/3
- Top with 50 mm edge (15/10). - Capacity of the structure 10x GN1/3-height 150 mm. - 1 grid
(600x400 mm), by door. - 4 stainless steel swiveling castors, 2 with brakes.
mm : 2050x860xh800/900-1395 - kW : 0,5 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Jumbo Line

+1° +6°
-PV600X-R6

999,

00 EUR-

Ventilated refrigerator GN 2/1, 600 liters. stainless steel
- 3 grids GN 2/1 (651x510 mm), adjustable .
mm : 780x740xh1925 - kW : 0,4 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

D

GN1/3

20 *

-E6407-N

+2° +10° R134A
-MIDI

17,99 EUR-

Polyethylene tray for food
mm : 600x400xh70

825,00 EUR-

Refrigerated food set up structure 7x 1/3 h150
mm

*600x400xh70 mm

mm : 1550x410xh220 - kW : 0,13 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

- Hermetic cool unit (surrounding temperature t°
+32°C). - Serpentine copper evaporator placed inside
the walls. - Electronic thermostat. - Manufactured in
moulded ABS of food quality.

GN1/1

GN1/6
July 2019
On request

+2° +10° R134A
-GASTRO

+2° +10° R134A
-MINI

759,00 EUR-

Refrigerated food structure 8x GN 1/6 h150 mm

695,00 EUR-

Refrigerated food structure GN1/1 h150 mm
mm : 400x600xh350 - kW : 0,13 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 1720x260xh220 - kW : 0,13 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Pizza - Pasta
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Gold Line PLUS

AMERICAN
PIZZA
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ADVANTAGE

Stainless Steel Furniture - Trolleys - Hygiene

Sinks

600
700

L610/6-KD
L1210D/6-KD
L1210S/6-KD
L710-KD
L1410D-KD
L1410S-KD
L1620D-KD
L1620S-KD

Easy assembly, Easy transport and space saving for
storage. Ideal for rooms with difficult access, ready for
assembly, with assembly plan. Robust .

E
DISMONTABL

mm

Sink

600x600xh880/900

400x400xh275

1200x600xh880/900

500x500xh325

1200x600h880/900

500x500xh325

700x700xh880/900

500x500xh325

1400x700xh880/900

600x500xh325

1400x700xh880/900

600x500xh325

1600x700xh880/900

400x500xh275

1600x700xh880/900

400x500xh275

Lower
Shelf

409,00 EUR
477,00 EUR
477,00 EUR
445,00 EUR
509,00 EUR
509,00 EUR
617,00 EUR
617,00 EUR

RX06/6-KD
RX12/6-KD
RX12/6-KD
RX07-KD
RX14-KD
RX14-KD
RX16-KD
RX16-KD

92,00 EUR
115,00 EUR
115,00 EUR
99,00 EUR
129,00 EUR
129,00 EUR
135,00 EUR
135,00 EUR

15

700

85

Ref

mm

L1411D
L1411S

95°

Sink

1400x700xh880/900

600x500xh325

1400x700xh880/900

600x500xh325

...-AS

569,
569,00 EUR
00 EUR

849,00 EUR
849,00 EUR

Sink with base
- Made of stainless steel AISI 304/441.
- Strengthened and muffled work surface.
- Stainless steel adjustable feet.

...-AS

700
Ref

L1621D
L1621S
L1821D
L1821S
L2021D
L2021S

15
85

mm

Sink

1600x700xh880/900

400x500xh275

1600x700xh880/900

400x500xh275

1800x700xh880/900

500x500xh325

1800x700xh880/900

500x500xh325

2000x700xh880/900

600x500xh325

2000x700xh880/900

600x500xh325

95°

...-AS

693,
693,00 EUR
739,00 EUR
739,00 EUR
783,00 EUR
783,00 EUR
00 EUR

972,00 EUR
972,00 EUR
1 045,00 EUR
1 045,00 EUR
1 109,00 EUR
1 109,00 EUR

15
85

95°

...-AS

700
Ref

...-AS

L1411VD
L1411VS
L1621VD
L1621VS
L1821VD
L1821VS

mm

...-AS

Sink

1400x700xh880/900

600x500xh325

1400x700xh880/900

600x500xh325

1600x700xh880/900

400x500xh275

1600x700xh880/900

400x500xh275

1800x700xh880/900

500x500xh325

1800x700xh880/900

500x500xh325

535,
535,00 EUR
659,00 EUR
659,00 EUR
709,00 EUR
709,00 EUR
00 EUR

825,00 EUR
825,00 EUR
892,00 EUR
892,00 EUR
967,00 EUR
967,00 EUR

131

Water Taps

- «Heavy-Duty» Very robust construction (mixer = 2Kg).
Height 800mm. - Unique design: group in stainless
steel, rotating 360°, without wall attachment, with a
flow limiter (ecological, no waste). - Nozzle in stainless
steel.

PLUS
- Height 600mm. - Unique design: group in stainless
steel, rotating 360°, without wall attachment, with a
flow limiter (ecological, no waste). - Nozzle in stainless
steel.

NO WALL
BRACKET
-CW4086/M

287,00 EUR-

HEAVY
DUTY

-CW4088/HD

360° SWIVEL

311,00 EUR-

Nozzle stainless steel and faucet with mixer
mono command (exit MONO)

Nozzle stainless steel and faucet with mixer "HeavyDuty" (exit MONO)

H. 600 mm

H. 800 mm

-CW2001-S

54,00 EUR-

-CW8003-S

Faucet mixer, (exit MONO)
- One hole. Made of chromed steel.

225,00 EUR-

Nozzle and faucet with mixer (exit MONO)
- Tap, flow (18 liters/min). - Flexible 1050-mm length.
Flow (16 liters/min). - One hole 3/4» (Ø 29 mm). Wall attachment 115 mm.

L.300 H.305

-CW5001-S

mm : 350xh1100

150,00 EUR-

Faucet mixer and removable nozzle, mono command and pull
out spray (MONO exit)
- Mixer with big flow (30 liters/min). Swan neck tap Ø 20 mm. Sprinkler 1000 mm, wall attachment. Flow (10 liters/min). - One
hole 3/4» (Ø 35 mm).

15
85

95°

L.250 H.250/1250

Processing Tables
Ref

mm

Tank

Polyethylen

TPC1270A
TPC1870A

1200x700xh880/900

-

730x230xh20

1800x700xh880/900

-

1330x230xh20

605,00 EUR
755,00 EUR

15
85

95°

Preparation table meat/fish
- Submerged top.
- Manufactured in stainless steel 18/10 AISI 304/441.Polyethylen tablet.- Drainage with disharge 1/2" (Diam. 16
mm), with double perforated bottom. - Equipped with a garbage hole.- Welded structure. Adjustable stainless steel
legs.

Preparation and washing table vegetables

-LMC-57

537,

00 EUR-

Combinated handwash on support
- Handwash tank 430x280xh130. - Tank
400x500xh200, perforated rack. - Mixer tap, 2
screens, 2 plugs, 1 siphon Ø32 mm. - Stainless
steel AISI 304.
mm : 500x700xh620/870

- Submerged top. - Manufactured in stainless steel 18/10 AISI 304/441. Tank, outlet
valve and tube. - Polyethylen tablet. - Equipped with a garbage hole. - Welded structure.
Adjustable stainless steel legs.

Ref

mm

Tank

Polyethylen

TPL1270A
TPL1870A

1200x700xh880/900

1070x310xh180

730x230xh20

1800x700xh880/900

1630x310xh180

1330x230xh20

785,00 EUR
979,00 EUR

Stainless Steel Furniture - Trolleys - Hygiene

PLUS
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Stainless Steel Furniture - Trolleys - Hygiene

85

"Chef" tables, with shelf underneath

95°

- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304/441 of 12/10 mm. - Work top soundproof and 85mm back border. - Soundproof exterior bottom. - Outlet valve and tube, adjustable stainless
steel legs. - Welded structure.

Ref

mm

TV1471SA
TV1871SA
TV1471DA
TV1871DA

700

On request
PDP/...

Ref

mm

LB1211
LB1611

1200x700xh880/900 950x500xh400
1600x700xh880/900 1400x500xh400

979,00 EUR
1 145,00 EUR

563,00 EUR
629,00 EUR
563,00 EUR
629,00 EUR

1400x700xh880/900 400x400xh275
1800x700xh880/900 400x400xh275
1400x700xh880/900 400x400xh275
1800x700xh880/900 400x400xh275

15
85

Sinks for pans, with shelf
underneath

95°

...A/B

95°

- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI
304/441 of 12/10 mm. - Submerged
top and back border of 85 mm. Soundproof exterior bottom. - Outlet
valve and tube, adjustable stainless
steel legs. - Welded structure.

On request

15
85

Tank

Tank

700

VENTILATED
Working tables on heating cupboard, sliding doors

- Strengthened and soundproof work top, adjustable and reinforced intermediate
shelf, 2 sliding doors (double walls), built-in handles.
- Heating through electric resistance, ventilated with thermostatic regulation,
made of stainless steel AISI 304/441, adjustable stainless steel feet.

Ref

+30° +65° HOT

700
HOT
+30° +90°

TE127/B
TE147/B
TE167/B
TE187/B
TE207/B

mm

375,00 EUR-

mm : 400x460xh870 - kW : 0,75 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

1600x700xh880/900 2,5 230/1N 50-60Hz
1800x700xh880/900 2,5 230/1N 50-60Hz
2000x700xh880/900 2,5 230/1N 50-60Hz

Heating or temperature maintenance cupboards on wheels
- Made of stainless steel AISI 304, interior
and exterior - Thermostat 130°C. Thermo-ventilators. Doors with magnetic
closing. - Delivered with 3 adjustable
grids. - Water reserve for moisture maintenance (platins possibility GN 2/3 or
1/1). - 4 wheels, 2 with brake.

Plate warmer cupboards
- Capacity 60 plates or max 350 mm. -Manufactured in
stainless steel. Interior and exterior. -Thermostat up to 90°
C (double wall). -1 swing door. -1 intermediate grille.

HOT
VENTILATED

V

1400x700xh880/900 2,5 230/1N 50-60Hz

*-GEMMA 60/V

1 099,00 EUR
1 155,00 EUR
1 209,00 EUR
1 279,00 EUR
1 329,00 EUR
589,00 EUR-

- 3 grids (330x345 mm)
mm : 425x460xh925 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

*-GEMMA 120/V

+30° +130°

* -GEM/350-N

kW

1200x700xh880/900 2,5 230/1N 50-60Hz

879,00 EUR-

- 3 grids (700x345mm)
mm : 800x460xh925 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Work table with lower shelf

15

- Made of stainless steel AISI 304/441. - Strengthened and muffled
work surface. - Strengthened foundation tablet. - Stainless steel adjustable feet.

700

85

95°

...A
On request

E
DISMONTABL

Ref

mm

.../KD

TL771/KD
TL871
TL1071
TL1271
TL1471
TL1671
TL1871
TL2071

700x700xh880/900
800x700xh880/900
1000x700xh880/900
1200x700xh880/900
1400x700xh880/900
1600x700xh880/900
1800x700xh880/900
2000x700xh880/900

299,00 EUR
319,00 EUR
339,00 EUR
359,00 EUR
409,00 EUR
429,00 EUR
449,00 EUR

279,00 EUR
325,00 EUR
349,00 EUR
372,00 EUR
395,00 EUR
419,00 EUR
449,00 EUR

Wall Cupboards

.../KD version dismontable

Wall cupboards 2 sliding doors
- Strengthened base intermediary shelf, removable and adjustable in height. - Sliding doors (double wall), integrated handle. Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304/441.

Ref

mm

PSC100/B
PSC120/B
PSC140/B
PSC160/B
PSC180/B
PSC200/B

1000x400xh600
1200x400xh600
1400x400xh600
1600x400xh600
1800x400xh600
2000x400xh600

459,00 EUR
537,00 EUR
569,00 EUR
609,00 EUR
685,00 EUR
749,00 EUR

Work Top Cupboards

600

...CD/B

Ref

mm

TA126/B
TA146/B
TA166/B

1200x600xh880/900
1400x600xh880/900
1600x600xh880/900

Tables on cupboards, sliding doors
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304/441.
- Work top strengthened and soundproof. - Strengthened base intermediary shelf,
removable and adjustable in height. - Sliding doors with immersed handles. Adjustable stainless steel legs.

749,00 EUR
789,00 EUR
855,00 EUR

700
Ref

mm

TA107/B
TA127/B
TA147/B
TA167/B
TA187/B
TA207/B

1000x700xh880/900

...CD/B

1200x700xh880/900
1400x700xh880/900
1600x700xh880/900
1800x700xh880/900
2000x700xh880/900

742,
767,00 EUR
842,00 EUR
873,00 EUR
929,00 EUR
975,00 EUR
00 EUR

1 385,00 EUR
1 495,00 EUR

...CD/B with drawers bloc (3 drawers GN 1/1)

15
85

95°

...A/B
On request

.../B
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“Chef” Shelves

R...

Ref

mm

R102
R122
R142
R162
R182
R202

1000x300xh700

"Chef" shelves, 2 levels
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI
304/441. Strengthened shelves. Welded structure delivered with
fixings. (RC...) - Heating through
electric elements. Regulation through
thermostat.

HOT
219,00 EUR
229,00 EUR
239,00 EUR
255,00 EUR
265,00 EUR
277,00 EUR

1200x300xh700
1400x300xh700
1600x300xh700
1800x300xh700
2000x300xh700

RC...
Ref

RC102
RC142
RC162
RC202

mm

kW

V

469,00 EUR
533,00 EUR
545,00 EUR
582,00 EUR

1000x300xh700 0,8 230/1N 50-60Hz
1400x300xh700 1,25 230/1N 50-60Hz
1600x300xh700 1,60 230/1N 50-60Hz
2000x300xh700

2

230/1N 50-60Hz

+30° +90° 2x GN 1/1
-CT221/D-N

929,00 EUR-

Heated trolley 2 GN 1/1 - h 150 mm, 2 temperatures
- Made of stainless steel AISI 304 18/10, thumped tubs, thermic isolated. Heated by
elements under the tub. Independent temperatures (30 to 90°C). Waste taps. - 4
wheels Ø 125, 2 with brake, bumpers on corners.

On request

mm : 900x650xh900 - kW : 1,4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

+30° +90°

3x GN 1/1

-CT331/D-N

1 239,00 EUR-

Heated trolley 3 GN 1/1 h 150 mm, 3 temperatures
mm : 1300x650xh900 - kW : 2,1 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Nproew
duct

3 temperatures

2 temperatures
Ref

Niv.

mm

mm plates

CR2/80B
CR2/100B
CR3/100B

2

800x500xh960

800x500

2

1000x500xh960 1000x500

3

1000x500xh960 1000x500

STAINLESS
STEEL

233,00 EUR
255,00 EUR
319,00 EUR

80 Kg

On request : CT331/C

-PCR/50B

129,00 EUR-

Dustbin with lid on wheels - 50 liters
- Manufactured in AISI 304, waterproof bottom.

Hydraulic
Opening

Ø390xh615

-PCRA/50B

173,00 EUR-

Dustbin, lid with pedal - 50 liters
- Manufactured in stainless steel 304. Waterproof
bottom.
ø390xh615

STAINLESS
STEEL

-PCR/SK

Special
g
Snackin

329,00 EUR-

Dustbin snacking 80 Lit.
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 441. Opening with tilting valve. - Capacity 80 liters.
Watertight bottom. - 2 wheels.
mm : 470x470xh1200

* -PPX-60

532,00 EUR-

Stainless steel bin with actuator, lid with pedal, 60 liters
- Designed in stainless steel. Lid opening through pedal. - Gradual closer of the lid (soft contact). - Front opening, stainless steel carrier bag.
- 2 feet and 2 castors behind.
mm : 400x370xh770

* -PPX-120

624,00 EUR-

Stainless steel bin with pedal, lid with actuator, 120 liters
mm : 480x400xh930

- Construction in stainless steel AISI 304. - Walls and door made of dual injected walls (polyurethane CFC-free high
density). - Possibility of use GN 2/1 or GN 1/1 spaced 70 mm. - Homogeneity of the temperature through an internal
ventilator. - Cross bowl stamped with rounded corners. - Hinged door with opening at 270°, equipped with a key
lock with a seal in the door frame, easily replaceable without tools. - Equipped with 4 wheels Ø 160 mm in stainless
steel, 2 with brakes, swivel and soundproofed. - Peripheral bumper with reinforced corners, very resistant and nonmarking. - Integrated control panel with sensitive touch, digital display "intuitive". - Electronic regulation of 30 to
90°C. - Independent humidity control, 4 levels of adjustment, avoiding the drying foods. - NB grids in stainless steel
and trays GN not included.

+30° +90°

ADVANTAGE
- Trolleys of "Hot Link" convection function (ventilated), or convection with humidification. - Robust and
ergonomic handles integrated on the sides, easy handling. - Easy access to technical components enabling
easy and rapid maintenance. - Protection of corners (high resistance) on the control panel. - Walls equipped
with slides "monobloc" stamped. - Angles and inside corners rounded, guaranteeing 100% hygiene and easy
maintenance.

Hot Trolleys
10x GN2/1

HYGROMETRIC
CONTROL

40x GN2/1

-CTH10-EK

20x GN2/1

3 845,00 EUR-

mm : 790x935xh1215 - kW : 2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-CTH40-EK

7 159,00 EUR-

- SPECIAL BANQUETING: Standard 20 grids to optimize space
inside the trollley. Up to eight (8) plates with a diameter of 300
mm can be stored per level, for a total of 160 plates.

-CTH20-EK

4 479,00 EUR-

mm : 790x935xh1855 - kW : 2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

mm : 1525x935xh1885 - kW : 3,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Holding Temperature Trolleys
0° +90°

Trolley holding temperature for
meals
- Construction in stainless steel AISI 304. Walls and door made of dual injected walls
(polyurethane CFC-free high density). - Door
with opening at 120°, with handle and
equipped with a key lock, with a seal in the
door frame, easily replaceable without tools.
- Hinges with stop at 100 °, closing with
automatic recall, to avoid heat loss. Possibility of use GN 2/1 or GN 1/1 spaced
60 mm. - Heating with resistance and hot
air, homogeneity of temperature with an
internal ventilator. - Equipped with 4 wheels
Ø 160 mm in stainless steel, 2 with brakes,
swivel and soundproofed. - Peripheral bumper with reinforced corners, very resistant
and non-marking. - Very strong side
handles, easy use. - Humidifier, water tank
with overflow system. - Integrated control
panel with thermostat of 0° C to 90°C and
analogue thermometer. - NB grids in stainless steel and trays GN not included.

40x GN2/1
10x GN2/1
CCE10

CCE40

-CCE10

1 759,00 EUR-

mm : 799x876xh1190 - kW : 2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-CCE20

1 939,00 EUR-

mm : 799x876xh1640 - kW : 2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-CCE40

3 169,00 EUR-

- SPECIAL BANQUETING: Standard 20 grids to optimize
space inside the trollley. Up to eight (8) plates with a
diameter of 300 mm can be stored per level, for a total
of 160 plates.
mm : 1489x876xh1640 - kW : 3,6 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

20x GN2/1
WITH HUMIDIFIER

On request

CNS..

NEUTRAL

COLD
On request

CRF...

Stainless Steel Furniture - Trolleys - Hygiene
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Heated trolley distribution meals, hygrometric control
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UV LAMPS
Electric insect killers (lamps UV-A)
- Version to be posed or suspended.
- Robust design, chain of fixing included.
- Protection IPX4, CE normes.

Ref

* ME-304
* ME-309
* ME-307A
* ME-308A

230/1N 50Hz

Modular Rack
mm

RLA/084-4/EF 830x400xh1750
RLA/104-4/EF 1090x400xh1750
RLA/124-4/EF 1290x400xh1750
RLA/144-4/EF 1490x400xh1750
RLA/164-4/EF 1690x400xh1750

Light

Radius

1x15 W

12/14 m

355x155xh315

2x15 W

10/12 m

685x200xh380

2x20 W

12/14 m

685x200xh380

2x40 W

15/18 m

119,00 EUR
135,00 EUR
225,00 EUR
239,00 EUR

PLUS

A new way of thinking the arrangement and optimise
Ref

mm

355x155xh315

Level

4
4
4
4
4

282,00 EUR
303,00 EUR
329,00 EUR
362,00 EUR
399,00 EUR

- Very steady, until 120 kg per
level. (Boards can be put in the
dishwasher). 2 standard depths
400 mm and 500 mm (...5-4/N). Easy and quick installation,
without tools.

120 kg

On request from 790 mm to 1690 mm

-LM3-DSS

177,00 EUR-

Wall hand sink with soap dispenser 500ml
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304, retractable splashplate.- Cold water. Knee control with gooseneck tap.
mm : 330x330xh500

-FE150-4A

-LM4-LSD

197,00 EUR-

Wall hand sink with soap dispenser 500 ml
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304, monobloc stamped splash
back.- Cold and warm water faucet. Knee control with gooseneck tap,
15» timer.

Soap
Distributor

mm : 400x340xh560

ADVANTAGE
Designed for packing meat, cheese, pasta, fruits and vegetables;
our wrapping machines offer a fast hygienic service for supermarkets, butcher's, delicatessens and wherever fresh products retail
needs a quick and safe daily packaging.

* -DFE-45

265,00 EUR-

Wrapping machine (film 400 mm)
- Stainless steel body, anodized aluminium rollers.
- Heating surface temperature adjustable by thermostat.
- Film cutting by means of a low-voltage heated wire.
mm : 485x600xh140 - kW : 0,65 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

83,00 EUR-

Vortex Plus

INFO
- Ventilator motor centrifufal on low energy (Energy saving). Maximum evacuation 6 meters channels and 1 bend of 90° = 160Pa

Wall cooker hoods "Vortex PLUS"
- Model with built-in centrifugal fan "watertight", electric case. Speed regulator, tight light TL IP65 (built-in). - Engine in central
position, in vertical. - Designed in stainless steel AISI 441, assembly
by points welding. - Filters ANTI-FAT has stainless steel labyrinths
AISI 430. - Peripheral channel for the fat collection, fitted with a
drainage tap. - Built-in lighting (TL) waterproof (IP65), high temperature. - Speed regulator built-in the frontal.

Ref

mm

CSL1007-VTB
CSL1507-VTB
CSL2009-VTB
CSL2509-VTB

Full
Equipment

Energy
Saving

M3/h Engines Light Regulator N°Filters* Pa

kW

V

1000x900xh450 1500

7/7

Yes

Yes

2A

120 0,17 230/1N 50Hz

1500x900xh450 1500

7/7

Yes

Yes

2A-1B

120 0,19 230/1N 50Hz

2000x900xh450 2500

8/9T

Yes

Yes

2A-2B

120 0,48 230/1N 50Hz

2500x900xh450 2500

8/9T

Yes

Yes

2A-3B

120 0,48 230/1N 50Hz

*A= 400x500 B = 500x500 mm

1 095,00 EUR
1 169,00 EUR
1 379,00 EUR
1 479,00 EUR

Snack

Wall cooker hoods
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 441. - Invisible sides in galvanized steel.
- Stainless steel "labyrinth" filters. - Outlet tap underneath the hood.

Ref

mm

N°Filters*

M3/h

CSL1000/N
CSL1500/N
CSL2000/N
CSL2500/N
CSL3000/N

1000x950xh400

2A

910

1500x950xh400

2B

1390

2000x950xh400

3B

1860

2500x950xh400

4B

2340

3000x950xh400

5B

Other dimensions on request

2812

Nproew
duct
525,00 EUR
629,00 EUR
732,00 EUR
855,00 EUR
1 019,00 EUR

- * A= 400x500 B = 500x500 mm

Wall cooker hoods
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI 441. - Invisible sides in galvanized steel. - Sides
entirely welded. - Stainless steel «labyrinth» filters. - Evacuation tap beneath.

Ref

mm

N°Filters*

M3/h

CGL1000/N
CGL1500/N
CGL2000/N
CGL2500/N
CGL3000/N
CGL3500/N
CGL4000/N

1000x950xh400

2A

910

1500x950xh400

2B

1390

2000x950xh400

3B

1860

2500x950xh400

4B

2340

3000x950xh400

5B

2812

3500x950xh400

5B

3325

4000x950xh400

6B

3800

Other dimensions on request

Gastro

553,00 EUR
665,00 EUR
769,00 EUR
899,00 EUR
1 099,00 EUR
1 229,00 EUR
1 349,00 EUR

Nproew
duct

- *A= 400x500 B = 500x500 mm

On request
On request

VS...
On request

CA...

HET...

Extraction - Ventilation
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Vacuum Machines
Vacuum machines

Dynamic Preparation

- Manufactured in stainless steel. - Self lubricating pump, under vacuum setting,
controlled by sensor. - Automatic working (welding 4 mm).- Possibility of setting the
liquids under vacuum (please see S3T-K2B). - Control panel with display with 3 luminous leds.!

DOUBLE
WELDING
-S3T-K2B

EMBOSSED
230/1N 50-60Hz

65,00 EUR-

Set 2 food polycarbonate containers + pipe

VAX/45-DSL

"Embossed" vacuum bags for under machines -40 °C to +40 °C
VAX/33-L
VAX/45-L

Ref

* VAX/33-L
* VAX/45-L
* VAX/45-DSL

My

Confection

Qty Bags

B20-1530 150x300 105
B16-2030 200x300 105
B10-2535 250x350 105
B08-3040 300x400 105

20 x 100

2000

16 x 100

1600

10 x 100

1000

8 x 100

800

REF

mm

Pump

Welding

390x260xh140

16 Lit/h

330 mm (4 mm)

490x295xh180

26 Lit/h

430 mm (4 mm)

510x295xh180

28 Lit/h

2x430 mm (2 x 5 mm)

345,00 EUR
619,00 EUR
909,00 EUR

MM

164,00 EUR
174,00 EUR
159,00 EUR
174,00 EUR

Smooth vacuum bags for under machines -40°C to +40°C

Vacuum machines
- Usability, robustness, and technology are
their main assets. - Plexiglass cover. "Stamped" room with angles widely radiated, easy maintenance ensures perfect
hygiene. - Control with touch -sensitive
control. - Bar for welding (double welding)
removable. Manufactured in stainless steel
AISI 304.

Ref

mm

A25-1530 150x300
A20-2030 200x300
A16-2535 250x350
A10-3040 300x400
A06-4050 400x500

My Confection Qty Bags
90 25 x 100

2500

90 20 x 100

2000

90 16 x 100

1600

90 10 x 100

1000

90

600

6 x 100

148,00 EUR
158,00 EUR
184,00 EUR
158,00 EUR
158,00 EUR

SMOOTH
For smooth
cooking see
page 88

Vacuum Line
GA-102/N
GA-104/N

DOUBLE
WELDING

PLUS
The packaging is vacuum to suck the air in a bag or any container to
protect food against the harmful effects of oxygen, food is kept in a
natural way and keep their freshness longer.

TA-90B/N

GA-80/N

Ref

* GA-80/N
* GA-102/N
* GA-104/N
* TA-90B/N

mm

Room mm

Welding

Pump

Programm

Gas
Injection

317x438xh293

280x310xh85

280 mm (2x3,5 mm)

4 m /h

-

-

0,3 230/1N 50-60Hz

405x510xh420 350x370xh150 350 mm (2x3,5 mm)

8 m3/h

-

-

1,1 230/1N 50-60Hz

480x515xh440 420x370xh180 420 mm (2x3,5 mm) 16 m3/h

-

-

1,1 230/1N 50-60Hz

480x610xh440 420x460xh180 420 mm (2x3,5 mm) 21 m3/h

10

Option

1,6 230/1N 50-60Hz

3

kW

V

1 487,00 EUR
2 139,00 EUR
2 545,00 EUR
3 282,00 EUR

On Request
VCM/ND

Vacuum Packaging Machines
Table Top
Vacuum machines, table models

Line

- Vacuum machine with innovative design, completely constructed from AISI 304 stainless steel Internal tank with largely rounded corners, simple maintenance ensuring optimum hygiene - Innovative
lid (automatically raised by cylinders), extremely transparent and unbreakable - Wide high-resolution
colour LCD screen for displaying all steps involved in the vacuum process - Can be programmed directly
from the machine's keyboard or a PC (up to 20 specific products or recipes can be saved), data transfer
via USB port - The vacuum is managed as a percentage or in terms of mbar by an integrated vacuum
sensor, which eliminates the risk of an inadvertent incomplete vacuum - Option to assign a user code to
each operator - All operations are saved to the PCB's chip and the usage logbook can be exported to a
PC, ensuring HACCP control and the optimised management of all vacuum operations.

igent
Intell

Vacuum machine with innovative design, completely constructed from AISI 304 stainless steel Internal tank with largely rounded corners, simple maintenance ensuring optimum hygiene Innovative (automatically raised by actuators) lid, extremely transparent and unbreakable - Wide
high-resolution colour LCD screen for displaying all steps involved in the vacuum process - Can
be programmed directly from the machine's keyboard or a PC (up to 20 specific products or
recipes can be saved), data transfer via USB port - The vacuum is managed as a percentage or in
terms of mbar by an integrated vacuum sensor, which eliminates the risk of an inadvertent incomplete vacuum - Option to assign a user code to each operator - All operations are saved to the
PCB's chip and the usage logbook can be exported to a PC, ensuring HACCP control and the optimised management of all vacuum operations.

IVP

PLUS
IMP/LX

um
Vacu
aging
Pack

VCM/ND

REF

Dim. externe

Dim. Room

Welding

Pump

Progr.

Ins. Azote

Kw

V

TA-85/IVP
TA-90/IVP

450x520xh420

350x370xh150

350 mm (2x3,5 mm)

16

20

OPTIONAL

1,1

230/1N 50-60Hz

480x515xh440

420x370xh180

420 mm (2x3,5 mm)

21

20

OPTIONAL

1,6

230/1N 50-60Hz

3 115,00 EUR
3 729,00 EUR

Horizontal Cutters
Horizontal cutters
- Perfect for meat and vegetables, also suitable for many other types
of processing. - Made in AISI 304 stainless steel. - Blade driven by
powerful ventilated asynchronous motor. - Highly robust tank in AISI
304 stainless steel, removable. - Easily removable interlocking lid to
facilitate cleaning and sanitising. - Controls with IP 67 stainless steel
buttons (recessed). - Hub of three blades, easily removable.Maximum protection against liquid infiltration on the shaft.

REF

Litres

mm

Variable
Speed

Kw

V

CUT-H6
CUT-H12
CUT-H12VV

6

832x582xh471/760

-

0,5

230/1N 50Hz

12

902x680xh508/850

-

0,75

230/1N 50Hz

12

902x680xh508/850

Yes

0,75

230/1N 50Hz

3 249,00 EUR
3 619,00 EUR
4 099,00 EUR

Dynamic Preparation
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* -250/B-CE

437,00 EUR-

Dynamic Preparation

Professional slicing machine, blade Ø 250 mm
- Slicer with a knife in special stainless steel, automatic
knife sharpening mechanism. Slicing 190x250 mm,
adjustable 0-15 mm. - Totally in aluminum alloy.
mm : 470x470xh370 - kW : 0,15 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

* -300E/B-CE

785,00 EUR-

Professional slicer, blade Ø 300 mm
- Slicing 200x260 mm, adjustable 0-15 mm.
mm : 480x600xh420 - kW : 0,22 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Black
Line

Black
Line

* -275/TE

669,00 EUR-

Professional slicing machine, blade Ø 275 mm
- «Dry» gear transmission system. - Blade in stainless
steel, anti-stick. - Slicing 200x150 mm, adjustable 0-15
mm. - Manufactured in treated aluminium.

mm : 580x470xh370 - kW : 0,2 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

SPECIAL !!
CARPACCIO...

-CIT5-BN

463,00 EUR-

Polyethylene block on stand, 500x500 mm
- Stand in stainless steel AISI 304.
- Thickness of the block 100 mm in white polyethylene.

Slicing Machines

mm : 500x500xh900

Blue

-CIT7-BN

579,

00 EUR-

Line

Polyethylene block on stand, 500x700
mm : 500x700xh900

* -300/BS

959,00 EUR-

Professional gravity-feed slicer Ø 300 mm (12»)
- Slicing: 230xh175 (Ø 200 mm), thickness 0-13 mm.
mm : 610x640xh510 - kW : 0,21 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

DELICATESSEN
Professional vertical Slicer, Ø 300 mm (14") "Delicatessen"

Blue
Line

* -300/BSV

1 249,00 EUR-

mm : 540x740xh770 - kW : 0,21 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

- Blade made of hardened steel, chromed and rectified, permanent tapered blade
ring guard and interlocked blade guard (100% safe). - Carriage running on selflubricating rings. - Stainless steel screws. - Integrated sharpener in aluminium
with 2 amarils. - On/off switch, protection IP44. - Ventilated motor, lower protection. - Made of anodized aluminium alloy melting and polished. - Machine complying with the current CE standdards.
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Top

Dynamic Preparation

Line

Manual hamburger press

*-PHM-100

259,00 EUR-

- Chassis and bowl in stainless steel. - Cylinder ø:
130 mm, built-in support for film.

* -300/TL

mm : 190x250xh320

*

-PHM-130B

1 139,00 EUR-

Gravity-feed Slicer, Ø 300 mm
- Slicing: 230xh175 (Ø 200 mm), thickness 0-30 mm.

347,00 EUR-

- Cylinder ø: 130 mm.

mm : 495x640xh495 - kW : 0,21 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 190x300xh280

-350/GL

1 549,00 EUR-

Commercial Gravity-feed Slicer, Ø 350 mm
Cutting capacity: 270xh230 (Ø 255 mm), slice thickness: 0-30 mm.
(standard blade extractor);

- Blade made of hardened steel, chrome and improved, tapered blade ring guard
and interlocked blade guard (100% safe). - Carriage sliding on stainless bearings
for an easy and quiet operation. - Removable slider guard
- Support disc in stainless steel, with interlocking closure. - Dual-action built-in
sharpener with protection bottom enclosure. - Controls low voltage 24V, protection IP67. - Fan-cooled motor, lower protection. - Made of fusion of anodized and
polished aluminum alloy, screws in stainless steel. Machine complying with the current CE standards.

mm : 575x710xh530 - kW : 0,28 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-350/GXS

2 005,00 EUR-

Commercial Gravity-feed Slicer, Ø 350 mm (14») «gears»
- Self-lubricating, endless screw in oil-bath gear drive. - Slicing:
270xh230 (Ø 255 mm), thickness: 0-30 mm. (standard blade
extractor).
mm : 575x710xh530 - kW : 0,4 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

PLUS
1°) Rounded design, no sharp edges and visible screws. 2°) Wide gap
between blade and body. 3°) Removable carriage system with gauge
plate protecting blade edge at default slice thickness setting below "0".
4°) Removable blade guard. 5°) Permanent tapered blade ring guard.

Top
Line

DELICATESSEN

-300/TLV

1 585,00 EUR-

Commercial Vertical Slicer, Ø 300 mm (14") "Delicatessen"
- Double-feed carriage. - Cutting capacity 275 mm, plate 275xh260
mm. - Cutting thickness 0-30 mm.
mm : 540x790xh570 - kW : 0,21 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-350/AVV

3 379,00 EUR-

Professional slicer, oblique blade Ø 350 mm (14») «automatic»
- Automatic carriage motion, speed control (manual). - Carriage with a special end weight
and an adjustable vertical product fence to provide stability and advance products evenly
(exclusive patent). - Cutting capacity: 270xh230 (Ø 255 mm), slice thickness: 0-30 mm.
(standard blade extractor).
mm : 575x700xh650 - kW : 0,82 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

AUTOMATIC

Silver
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Line

Dynamic Preparation

Nproew
duct

Professional slicers
- Manufactured in aluminium alloy smelting. Stainless tapered blade, chromed and rectified,
permanent blade ring guard and interlocked blade
guard (100% safe). - Kit comes standard (incl.
blade extractor). - Carriage sliding on stainless
bearings for an easy and quiet. - Handles, knobs
and feet made of full aluminium. - Transmission
pulley protected with a retaining ring 24V, IP67. Dual-action built-in.

350/MKD-C

DELICATESSEN
MEAT

PLUS
- Rounded design, no sharp edges and visible screws. Wide gap between blade and body . - Removable carriage
system with gauge plate protecting blade edge at default
slice thickness setting below «0». - Removable blade
guard.- Permanent tapered blade ring guard.

350/VCS-N
350/BSS-N

Free

ref

mm

Ø blade*

cut (mm) thickness*

run carriage*

350/MKD-C
350/VCS-N
350/BSS-N

570xh665xh595

350

25

365

350x320 0,37

230/1N 50Hz

685x720xh560

350

29

310

340x250 0,37

230/1N 50Hz

600x750xh715

350

29

310

300x270 0,37

230/1N 50Hz

-SA-155/2

hopper*

kW

V

2 065,00 EUR
2 409,00 EUR
2 249,00 EUR

1 435,00 EUR-

Bone saw (anodised aluminium)
- Ribbon saw in stainless steel. - Tension regulator of the ribbon. - Security
microswitch, controls (24V). - Equipped with a pusher,calibration plate in
stainless steel AISI 304. - Chassis made of anodised aluminium.
mm : 420x350xh850 - kW : 0,75 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-SA-183/2

1 519,00 EUR-

Bone saw 1830 mm
mm : 500x400xh980 - kW : 0,75 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Meat Grinders
Refrigerated meat mincers
- Extremely compact, innovative refrigerated mincer,
made in AISI 304 stainless steel. - Exclusive refrigerating system "Effet Peltier" (no compressor, no gas),
energy saver, refrigeration on barrel and conduct. Easy cleaning, removable feed hopper. - Low voltage
controls 24V, with reverse, case (IP54). - Powerful
motor, fan-cooled, equipped with a thermal relay. - AISI
304 stainless steel barrel and worm, sturdy and reliable barrel fixing mechanism

-TC22/ICE

2 309,00 EUR-

Refrigerated meat mincer N°22, stainless steel construction
- Output: 350 kg/h. - Standard: 4.5 mm plate.
mm : 310x350xh615 - kW : 1,1 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-TB32/ICE

D
ERATE
REFRIG

3 079,00 EUR-

Refrigerated meat mincer N°32, stainless steel construction
- Output: 650 kg/h. - Standard: 6 mm plate.
mm : 355x500xh690 - kW : 1,84 - V : 230/1N 50Hz
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273,00 EUR-

Parmesan grater
- Frame «aluminium alliance» and stainless steel.
- Roll diam. 110 mm, with upper lever, opening 110x65mm.
- Gears system in oil basin.
- Command (24 V).

Dynamic Preparation

*

-GM

mm : 280x250xh310 mm - kW : 0,38 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

* -GM-BG

717,00 EUR-

Parmesan grater, high production, 90kg/h
- Frame «aluminum alloy» and stainless steel. - Roll diam.
140 mm, provided with an upper lever, 140x80 mm opening.
- Gear in oil bath. - Engine (1.5 Hp), Command (24 V).
mm : 420x270xh380 mm - kW : 1,1 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

GM

GM-BG

* -TS8

349,00 EUR-

Meat mincer n° 8, 20 kg/h
- Frame in «aluminum alloy» and stainless steel. - Gear in
oil bath. Control (24 V). - Self-sharpening stainless steel
roster and knife, roster 6 mm.
mm : 300x240xh300 - kW : 0,38 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

* -TS12

505,00 EUR-

Meat mincer n° 12, 200kg/h
- Frame in «aluminum alloy» and stainless steel.
- Rooster and knife in self-sharpening stainless steel, rooster 6 mm. - Wheel drive in oil bath, control (24 V).
mm : 380x220xh430 - kW : 0,8 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

On request stainless steel group (TS12/X)

TS8

* -TS22

655,00 EUR-

Meat mincer n° 22, 300 kg/h
- Ventilated motor, ideally designed for intensive use.

TS12
TS22

mm : 450x220xh400 - kW : 1,1 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

On request stainless steel group (TS22/X)

* -TG12

707,00 EUR-

Combination meat grinder n° 12, 200 kg/h and parmesan grater
30 kg/h
- Frame in «aluminum alloy» and stainless steel. - Rooster and knife in
stainless steel of the self-sharpening type, roster 6 mm. - Cylinder parmesan rasp. - Wheel drive in oil bath. Control (24 V).
mm : 550x300xh400 - kW : 0,8 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

* -TI32/S

1 249,00 EUR-

Meat chopper n° 32, 400 kg/h
- Ventilated engine (2 Hp) made for intensive use. - Traction by gearwheel in a
oil bath. - Frame and hopper in stainless steel AISI 304, group removable (Ø 98
mm) (easy maintenance). - Traction by gearwheel in a oil bath. - 6-mm grid
and knife in stainless steel self sharpening. - Control (24 V), rotation inversion.
mm : 500x225xh510 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

On request stainless steel group (TI321/X)
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Mini Chef
Line

* -MIF-25

209,00 EUR-

Diving mixer 20 liters, pipe 250 mm, 1 speed
- Turns/minute: rpm 15000.
L.520 - kW : 0,25 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz
- Engine block with PVC body, ergonomic handle. Protection IP34.Stainless steel AISI 304 mixer pipe, knife and cover. The knife is
easily removable.- On/Off switch, direct starting up ("DVC" device
with constant speed, series fitted).- Safety device in case of overheating.

Sausage Stuffers

*-BSX7

695,00 EUR-

Sausage filling machine 7 liters
- External chassis and cylinder (Ø 160x320 mm) in stainless
steel. - 2 gears. - Funnel set included.
mm : 660x220xh280

HYDROLIC

* -BSX14

Hand-Held Mixers

839,00 EUR-

Sausage filling machine 14 liters
- Cylinder Ø 200x480 mm.

On Request
BSH-...

mm : 800x270xh300
- Engine block with PVC body, ergonomic handle. - Protection IP34.
- Stainless steel AISI 304 mixer pipe, knife and cover. The knife is
easily removable. - Pipe with connection "quarter turn" easying the
assembly and the dismantling. - On/Off switch, direct starting up
("DVC" device with constant speed, series fitted). - Gradual starting
up, avoiding any food splash ("DVC" device with constant speed,
series fitted). - Safety device in case of overheating.

Mini Chef
Line

-AI/MIV

129,00 EUR-

- Accessories: whisk 40 liters (MIV-30 & MIV40).
L.300
REF

* MIV-30
* MIV-40

Litres

Pipe

Rpm

Variable

Kw

V

30

300

2000/9000

Yes

0,3

230/1N 50-60Hz

40

400

2000/9000

Yes

0,5

230/1N 50-60Hz

329,00 EUR
379,00 EUR

Maxi Chef
Line

- Engine block with PVC body, ergonomic handle allowing working effectively and in the right tilt and allowing emulsifying better the product with a minimum of effort. - Protection IP34. - The pipe can be dismantled. Stainless steel AISI 304 mixer pipe, knife and cover. The knife is easily removable. - Pipe with
connection by encasement "traction by gears" hard wearing, very easy assembly and dismantling operations. - On/Off switch (for starting up to put with the "+" button), digital speed dimmer (9 positions or full
speed). - Gradual starting up, avoiding any food splash ("DVC" device with constant speed, series fitted). Safety device in case of overheating.

-AX/MAV

139,00 EUR-

- Accessorie: whisk 50 liters (MAV-45 & MAV-65).
L.360

REF

* MAV-45
* MAV-65

Litres

Pipe

Rpm

Variable

Kw

V

100

400

2000/11000

Yes

0,45 230/1N 50-60Hz

230

500

2000/11000

Yes

0,65 230/1N 50-60Hz

399,00 EUR
499,00 EUR

- Realised in ABS, tank easily dismountable,
easy cleaning. - Ventilated engine 2800
turns/m. - Standard delivered: 1 smooth knife
and 1 mixer in ABS. - Safety microswitch. - Lid
made of transparent Lexan, possible to add
ingredients thanks to a hole on the lid. Standard delivered scraper. - Low coltage
controls 24V, watertight electric case (IP67),
NVR (No-Voltage Release).

*

-CSP/3.2E

145

482,00 EUR-

mm : 240x240xh330 - kW : 0,37 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Dynamic Preparation

Vegetable cutter 3.2 Lit., smooth knife,
ABS & Polycarbonate

Plates Stackers

* -BBX-5S

51,00 EUR-

Plate trolleys
- Steel frame, Epoxy paint, structure made of
"Rilsan" steel wires. - Space between the plates
65 mm. - Steering handles, 4 swivelling castors Ø
125, with brakes (except S48/23 & S48/31).

Scale with bowl, 5 kg (a 1 g)
- Bowl (Ø 200xh60 mm), low-battery indicator. - Digital display,
weight in g, lb and oz.
mm : 230x190xh105

On request

H48/S & H96/S

*

-BTX-10S

173,00 EUR-

Stainless steel scale, 10 kg (a 2 g)
- Feed tray 240x180 mm. - Weight in g, lb and oz. - Battery charger included.

Ref

Capacity

Plates ø

mm

Wheels

S48/23
S48/31
S96/23
S96/31

48

180/240

770x770xh950

-

48

240/310

770x770xh950

-

96

180/240 770x770xh1800

Yes

96

240/310 770x770xh1800

Yes

249,00 EUR
262,00 EUR
513,00 EUR
535,00 EUR

mm : 245x253xh132

* -AS/P1

223,00 EUR-

Knife sterilization cabinet (25/30 pieces)
- Entirely built in stainless steel, wall-mounted. - Door with acrylic window, key door lock, safety switch. - Detachable knife support coated with nickel. - Disinfection by UV-lamps, assured
100% microbiologic decontamination (bacteria, virus, germs,
etc). - 120 minutes timer. - Lower drainage (water left on knifes).
mm : 482x155xh613 - kW : 0,02 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

*

-ASD/P2

409,00 EUR-

Double knife sterilization cabinet (50/60 pieces)
mm : 964x155xh613 - kW : 0,03 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

UV LAMPS

Dynamic Preparation
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Planetary Mixers
Whisk mixers
- Drive with pinion, 3 speeds, removable stainless steel tank. - Grid with safety
device.
Included: 1 tank, 1 hook, 1 palette, 1 whip.

Ref

BM-10AT/N
BM-20AT/N

Lt

mm

kW

V

10 400x500xh630

0.45 230/1N 50Hz

20 515x560xh770

1.1

230/1N 50Hz

1 029,00 EUR
1 339,00 EUR

10 L
20 L
Ref

Lt

BM-30AT/NK

mm

30 630x650xh1160

kW

V

1.5

230/1N 50Hz

2 379,00 EUR

30 L

Bowl Cutters

CSP/4

* -CSP/4

719,00 EUR-

Stainless steel cutter, 4 liters
- Turns/minute: 2600 rpm.
mm : 320x380xh270 - kW : 0,35 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

On Request
CSP2/15B

*

-CSP/6V

875,00 EUR-

Stainless steel cutter, 6 liters, variable speed
- Variable speed: 1100/2600 rpm.
mm : 320x380xh320 - kW : 0,35 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -CSP2/9V

VARIABLE
SPEED

1 365,00 EUR-

Stainless steel cutter, 9 liters, variable speed
- Version with 2 motors, variable speed 1100/2600 rpm.
mm : 330x470xh400 - kW : 0,7 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

On Request
CSP2/15Z

VARIABLE
SPEED
2 MOTORS

Cutters

Mixers

VARIABLE
SPEED

- Metal construction. - Tilt-head, with microswitch. Container in stainless steel, removable. - Standard
3 metal attachments, whip, hook and palette. - 24V
low voltage controls, (IP54). NB: ideal for medium
consistency mixtures (i.e. bread) and for a maximum
of 1 Kg of flour!

* -BTM-7S/N

555,00 EUR-

Planetary mixer, 7 liters
- Variable speed.
mm : 240x410xh437 - kW : 0,28 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

- AISI 304 stainless steel construction. 18/10 stainless
steel removable heavy-gauge bottom pan, with handles,
easy to clean. - Fan-cooled motor (for high production
yield). Side by side motor and pan construction prevents
product from being heated. - Sturdy knife shaft (1 regular knife shaft comes standard). - High safety standards
thanks to a double micro-switch on the lid. - Clear Lexan
lid to easily see the mixing process, provided with a hole
to conveniently add ingredients. - Palette and sharpening
stone come standard. - 24V, IP54 keypad enclosure NVR
(No-Voltage Release).

ADVANTAGE

-R3/K

Ideally created for medium productions (no constant uses), easy cleaning, the upper part
can be totally dismantled (without any tools).

53,00 EUR53,00 EUR-

Grater disc 4 mm

-R7/K

Vegetable Cutters

53,00 EUR-

Grater disc 7 mm

-T2/K

Vegetable cutters

49,00 EUR-

Knife disc 2 mm

- Made 100% in stainless steel, no
sticking surface for food contact. Powerful motor (0,55 kW), ventilated. - Continue input, easy to use.
High security granted by micro
switches placed on lever and upper
lid. - Low-voltage control 24V,
watertight electric case (IP54) NVR
(No-Voltage Release) to avoid all
unintentional starts.

-T3/K

49,00 EUR-

Knife disc 3 mm

-T4/K

49,00 EUR-

Knife disc 4 mm

-T8/A

49,00 EUR-

Cutting disc 8 mm

-T10/A

49,00 EUR-

Cutting disc 10 mm

L
THE ORIGINA
MADE IN
ITALY

*

-B25X25/K

75,00 EUR-

Disc (Match-Shape) 2.5x2.5 mm

-B40X40/K

75,00 EUR-

Disc (Match-Shape) 4x4 mm
On request : Grid for French fries

AV8/K, AV10/K

675,00 EUR-

- Hour production from 100 to 300 kg.

On request : Grid for
cubes/mixed vegetables

CV8/A, CV10/A

mm : 240x570xh470/810 - kW : 0,38 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

ADVANTAGE
Abrasive turning tray (Mussel’s Washer =
Nylon) and walls also fitted with an abrasive
tape (both are easily removable for maintenance, this operations doesn’t require any specialized labor).

Potato Peelers

Black
Line

- Stainless steel tank AISI 304, 100% hygienic, without roughness. - Plexiglas lid, safety microswitch. Digital control panel IP 55, digital and multifunction timer. - Frontal gate, with safety device (except
PPF-05 & LCF-05). - Lateral discharging diam. 50 mm. - Water supply by solenoid valve.

Ref

mm

Capacity Prod/h Support

kW

Mussels Washer
V

PPF-05
PPF-10
PPF-18

530x520xh520

5

150

-

0,37 230/1N 50Hz

530x660xh850

10

300

Yes

0,55 230/1N 50Hz

530x660xh950

18

500

Yes

0,9

LCF-05
LCF-10
LCF-18

530x520xh520

5

75

-

0,35 230/1N 50Hz

530x660xh850

10

150

Yes

0,35 230/1N 50Hz

530x660xh950

18

250

Yes

0,65 230/1N 50Hz

230/1N 50Hz

1 279,00 EUR
1 547,00 EUR
1 645,00 EUR
1 389,00 EUR
1 689,00 EUR
1 789,00 EUR

On request
+ 210 mm

BFD-SCD

On request

BFD-ST

Dynamic Preparation

Grater disc 3 mm

-R4/K

-TVA-38

147

Dynamic Preparation

148

Refribox Line

STAINLESS
STEEL

Waste coolers
- Interior and exterior realization in stainlesssteel, dustbin(s) 240
liters (not included). - Removable panels, with assembly hooks (polyurethane without CFC). - Upper valves for emptying the waste.

-RDY-1C

1 299,00 EUR-

- Capacity 1 bin 240 Lit. (Not included).
mm : 735x870xh1290

DISMONTABLE
STRUCTURE

-GF-1C

+

815,00 EUR-

- Cooling Unit for RDY-1C

MONOBLOC
PLUG-IN

mm : 285x545xh745 - kW : 0,26 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

-RDY-2C

1 847,00 EUR-

- Capacity 2 bins of 240 lit. (Not included).
mm : 1465x870xh1290

-GF-2C

+2° +8°

849,00 EUR-

- Cooling Unit for RDY-2C.

STAINLESS
STEEL

R134A

+

mm : 285x545xh745 - kW : 0,36 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Cleaning stations

-MAX-10/R2

789,00 EUR-

- Wall fixation, - Automatic roll up (10 M.) Gun type handle
and trigger "no drip" (max 60°C.). - Waterflow 12 liters/min.
- Frame in stainless steel.
mm : 150x430xh460

-MAX-15/R2

1 049,00 EUR-

- Wall fixation (15 M.).

-MID-6/R2

mm : 150x520xh550

513,00 EUR-

- Wall fixation. - Automatic roll up (6 M.) - Gun
type handle "no-drip". (60°C) - Waterflow 10
lit./min. - Frame in stainless steel.

STAINLESS
STEEL

mm : 80x380xh380

Insect exterminators
- 2 fluorescent tubes - Voltage 5000 V. Made of stainless steel.

Plate trolleys
- Manufactured in stainless steel AISI
304. - Welded conductors in "C" form
anti-tumbling,with end stop (useful
space 75 mm). - Tube structure of
25x25 mm, can be dismantled. - 4 swivel castors Ø 125 mm, 2 with brake.

EI305-MX

EI306-PX

Ref

* EI305-MX
* EI306-PX
Ref

CG120/B
CG220/B
CP120/B

Type

mm

20 x GN 1/1

383x555xh1838

20 x GN 2/1

588x675xh1838

20x EN 600x400

458x625xh1838

mm

Light

Radius

495x132xh392

2 x15 W

100 m2

2 x15 W

125 m2

495x165xh392

325,00 EUR
379,00 EUR
309,00 EUR

215,00 EUR
225,00 EUR

- Table-top version, Black ABS molded body, extruded aluminium
stem.
- Suited for intensive commercial applications.
- On/Off microswitch allows for a continuous use.
- Powerful motor (1400 rpm), fan-cooled.

* -F6S/XB

Coffee Bar - Tea Room
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222,00 EUR-

Milk-shake machine, 900 cl. stainless steel cup
mm : 150x195xh485 - kW : 0,12 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -F6S/B

199,00 EUR-

Milk-shake machine, 1 650-cl. Lexan cup

Black

mm : 150x195xh485 - kW : 0,1 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Line

STAINLESS
STEEL
CUP

Drink Mixers

MILK
SHAKE

* -F6D/B

405,00 EUR-

Milk-shake machine, 2x 650 cl. Lexan cups
mm : 300x195xh485 - kW : 0,2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

LCD
AMMABLE
R
G
O
R
P

SMOOTHIE
AND
FROZEN
COCKTAILS

Blenders

Black
Line

On request

LCD
AMMABLE
R
G
O
R
P

BAB-LXQ

BAB-LRD

PLUS

BARMIX/DB-N

Designed to meet and exceed the most demanding needs of today’s
foodservice operators. Thanks to its versatility and programmable
recipes bars and fast-food chains will find the ideal blender to process dry (example of ice cubes!) or liquid products, for the preparation
of ice-based drinks and all types of FROZEN COCKTAILS, SMOOTHIES,
granitas. Sleek and stylish design with a reduced footprint.

STACKABLE

- Extruded aluminium body and ABS. - Powerful, heavy-duty motor (750W
- 1HP) 8000, 16000 rpm), fan-cooled, for high production yield. - 2 liters
Lexan jar, dishwasher-safe, marked in Liters, UK and US gallons. - Sealed
lid with built-in measuring cup allows for the addition of ingredients during
the blending process, fitted with safety microswitch. - Quiet operation.

BARMIX/CP-P

BAR/VV-T
BARMIX/DB-N
BARMIX/CP-P

TIMER
BAR/VV-T

mm

Receipts

Speed
Variator

208x210xh490

-

Yes

-

14000 - 24000

-

0,75 230/1N 50-60Hz

208x210xh490

20+9

Yes

Yes

12000 - 24000

-

0,75 230/1N 50-60Hz

240x230xh535

20+9

Yes

Yes

8000 - 16000

Yes

0,75 230/1N 50-60Hz

LCD

RPM

Sound Shield

kW

Volt

527,00 EUR
649,00 EUR
895,00 EUR
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Waffle Iron Makers
ADVANTAGE
Diversify your sales and make waffles for everyone with the new Diamond
waffle machine. Thanks to its sticks you can serve them to everyone, everywhere. Extremely delicious drizzled with hot chocolate, honey or sprinkled with
sugar, a delight for children and adults!

-GE-PRE

76,00 EUR-

Stainless steel display for ear waffles
mm : 120x220xh80

-GE-MIX-C10

116,00 EUR-

Prepared mix for waffle dough (box 10x 1 kg)

*

mm : 390x250xh250

-GE-4X/EP

659,00 EUR-

Electric waffle Iron "Corn Waffles" , 4 pcs. + Timer
- Capacity 4 pieces, 23 cm, production 96 pieces/h (cooking time 2.30 min). - Cast iron mould,
homogeneous cooking. - Heating by reinforced resistances in treated stainless steel "incoloy", regulation from 0 to 300°C (cooking T° 230°C). - Electronic timer (independent). - Removable duct
device, easy maintenance (exclusive patent). NB: delivered without sticks (GE-500/BT).
mm : 305x440xh230 - kW : 1,6 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz
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-GE-500/BT
Pack of 500 sticks for ear waffles

-

Corner

ADVANTAGE
Ideal for take-away concepts of pancakes, waffles
and snacks. This solide base cabinet gives you a real
work surface and big extra storage spaces in tiny
space, thanks to a adjustable intermediary shelf.

PLUS
Electrical waffle irons
- Cast iron gives a perfect regular
cooking. - Electrical model is heated
by armoured elements stainless
treated incoloy, thermostatic regulation from 0 till 300°C. - Allround
gutter makes cleaning easier
(patented).

-GB-3X5

633,00 EUR-

Electrical waffle iron 2 pcs "Brussels model 3x5 "
mm : 305x440xh230 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -GL-4X6

On request

GE-MRX
MRX-TAB (2x)

Waffle Iron Makers

*

39,00 EUR-

SLIDING
DOORS

633,00 EUR-

Heat up, liquify and maintain the temperature of
chocolate, chocolate spread, honey... Ideal for
your pancakes, waffles, cakes, ice-cream, frozen
desserts, or on your snacks, sauce toppings, melted cheese... The best result, practicality and
hygiene 100%, guaranteed!

* -CC/NUT-1S

Chocolate heater - sauces
- Delivered with pressure bootles,
with one tap fit onto 3 exits (easy
dosing).- Thermostatic control until
90°C, hold temperature = 50°C.
(without overheating nor desiccation). - Electrical resistance around
the stainless steel tray. - Electronic
timer.

375,00 EUR-

Chocolate Heater spreads or liquid, honey, sauces, cheese (1 liter)
mm : 225x175xh220 - kW : 0,17 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -CC/NUT-2D

623,00 EUR-

Electrical waffle iron 2 pcs "Liège model 4x6 "

Chocolate Heater spreads or liquid, honey, sauces, cheese (2x 1 liter)

mm : 305x440xh230 - kW : 1,5 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

mm : 310x210xh230 - kW : 0,34 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Pancakes Makers
ADVANTAGE
Nothing is worth a Diamond crepe pan, with its enameled plates (EASY COOKING coated:
exclusive patent), 100% hygienic (not porous). Ideal for crepes, buckwheat pancakes, Indian
tempuras, Indonesian chapattis, blinis... Very appreciated in the Asian cooking too for the
Pecking duck. Easy cleaning, no more regular socketing chores, this plate will help you to
make good crêpes from the first time. At the end of the cooking, wipe with a sponge and
leave it idling during 10 minutes. The strong power allows you to use the pan outside and
guarantees a high output (60 pieces/hour of thin crepes cooked on both sides).

* -BRET/1E-HR

339,00 EUR-

Electric crepe pan, high output, Ø 400 mm "enameled"
- Production 60 pieces/hour (cooking time 1 minute). - Enameled cast-iron
plate. - Heating by armoured spiral shaped elements made of stainless
steel, treated "incoloy". - Regulation from 0° to 300°C. - Standard delivered with wooden scrapper.
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227,00 EUR-

Kit of 2 spatulas, 2 x "T", lubricating pad

Corner

mm : 390x160xh85

-BRET/MIX-C10
Prepared dough mix for pancakes (10x 1 Kg)
mm : 390x250xh250

116,00 EUR-

ADVANTAGE
Ideal for take-away concepts of pancakes, waffles
and snacks. This solide base cabinet gives you a real
work surface and big extra storage spaces in tiny
space, thanks to a adjustable intermediary shelf.

SLIDING
DOORS

* -BRET/1G-HR

On request

BRET/MRX
MRX-TAB (2x)

372,00 EUR-

Gas crepe pan high output, Ø 400 mm "enameled"
- Production 60 pieces/h (cooking time 1 minute). - Enameled cast iron
plate. - 6 branches burner "Star" type, control valve with idle position. Delivered with a wood scraper.
Ø400xh200 - kcal/h : 3095

-BRET/2E-R

889,00 EUR-

Double electrical crepe pan high output, Ø 400 mm "enameled"
- Production 2 x 60 pieces/h (cooking time 1 Minute). - Varnished
cast-iron plate. - Heating by spiral resistances, in armoured stainless
steel "incoloy" treated. - Control by thermostat from 0 to 300 °C. Delivered with a wooden scraper.
mm : 860x500xh240 - kW : 7,2 - V : 2x 230/1N 50-60Hz

-BRET/2G-R

889,00 EUR-

Crepe pan 2 plates high output, Ø 400 mm "enameled"
- Production 2x60 pieces/h (cooking time 1 min.). - Enameled castiron plate. - 2 independent burners with 6 branches 'Star', regulated
by valves with slowed position. - Delivered with a wooden scraper.
mm : 860x500xh240 - kcal/h : 5500

Coffee Bar - Tea Room
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Slush & Sherbet Line
PLUS
Fresh, creamy, the «Italian» Sorbet served inside a glass now belongs to the «Dolce Vita». A subtle by-product of homemade ice cream, to enjoy at any moment of the day. Thanks to our Diamond machines, you
can also serve refreshing Granitas or original yoghurts with the tastes you prefer!

Led Light

Granita & sorbet machines-distributors
- Protected controls, with one inspection wicket - Polycarbonate vats, ABS lid, with a measuring tap, entirely dismountable for an easier maintenance. - Refrigeration evaporator in stainless steel AISI 304. - Temperature maintenance device for night time. FABY : LED type light (patented) and possible to insert advertising images, protection made of transparent plexiglas.

Lit.

mm

Led
Light

kW

V

5,5

200x400xh680

-

0,25

230/1N 50Hz

5,5+5,5

400x400xh680

-

0,5

230/1N 50Hz

10

200x480xh840

Yes

0,53

230/1N 50Hz

10+10

400x480xh840

Yes

0,85

230/1N 50Hz

10+10+10

600x480xh840

Yes

1,1

230/1N 50Hz

Ref

CAR/1
CAR/2
FABY-1/AB
FABY-2/BB
FABY-3/CB

R404A
FABY-2/BB

972,00 EUR
1 725,00 EUR
1 189,00 EUR
2 065,00 EUR
2 823,00 EUR

CAR/2

Drink Dispenser Line

R134A
Ref

LUKE-2M
LUKE-3M
DD12/2B
DD12/3T

kW

ADVANTAGE

Lit.

mm

V

9+9

300x300xh690

0,15 230/1N 50Hz

9+9+9

450x300xh690

0,25 230/1N 50Hz

12+12

400x400xh650

0,25 230/1N 50Hz

12+12+12

600x400xh650

0,35 230/1N 50Hz

759,00 EUR
979,00 EUR
862,00 EUR
1 165,00 EUR

Nothing is better than a cool and refreshing drink during laid back time,
thanks to our refrigerated drink dispensers Diamond you can now offer
lemonades, juices,cold tea or coffee... simultaneously and simply served, but most of all at good temperature!

+2° +8°

Refrigerated drink dispensers
- Polycarbonate vats, ABS lid, with a measuring tap, entirely dismountable for an easier
maintenance. - Refrigeration evaporator in
stainless steel AISI 304. DD14: LED type light
(patented) & possible to insert advertising
images, protection made of transparent
plexiglas.

R134A

LUKE-2M

Nproew
duct

R134A

DD12/3T
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Juicer Line
Citrus Juicers
- All the parts which are in contact with the citrus are dismountable without any tools, making
maintenance easier. - Version with lid and lever (except P202/B). - On/off switch. - Engine with a
thermal protection.

Ref

* ACID-1
* ACID-CHROME

mm

Lever

kW

V

180x280xh360

Yes

0,3

230/1N 50Hz

180x280xh360

Yes

0,3

230/1N 50Hz

345,00 EUR
415,00 EUR

Black

ACID-CHROME

Line
Ref

* P202/B-N
* P501/B-N

kW

mm

Lever

210x210xh280

-

0,15 230/1N 50-60Hz

210x265xh385/480

Yes

0,15 230/1N 50-60Hz

ACID-1

V

215,00 EUR
339,00 EUR

Ice crusher Line

P202/B-N

- Autonomous working. - Manufactured in aluminium and ABS,
collecting tray in food PVC. - Stainless steel bowl (3 Lit.) Engine (800 rpm) with reduction gearbox (not direct) - Lid with
safety microswitch device. - Control device for the ice thickness.

P501/B-N

ADVANTAGE
Ice can be crushed in different sizes simply by setting
the blade. Very fine ice for traditional granitas. Bigger
pieces for cocktails (Caipirinha, Caipiroska or
Mojito...) or to decorate cold dishes, to serve or to display.

Black
Line

Black
Line

* -TRT-NK

499,00 EUR-

Ice crusher 3 Lit., stainless steel bowl
mm : 205x235/285xh491 - kW : 0,15 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

*-TRT-S

665,00 EUR-

Ice crusher with lever
- Turns/minute (15000 rpm). - On/Off switch and timer.

- Main part in aluminium and steel, hole in aluminium, collecting tank (2
litres). - Safety microswitch device on hole and collecting tank also fitted with
"thermal" protection device.

mm : 210x465xh295/480 - kW : 0,35 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

LIDS WITH
TWO SIDES

Warming Display

HOT

Panoramic heated display cases
-Display GN 1/1 height 25 mm. - Wickets (2 sides) and lateral in plexiglas.
- Frame in stainless steel, adjustable feet. - Temperature maintenance
(90°C) without drying, built- in humidification system. - Heating through
armoured elements in stainless treated "incoloy", thermostatic regulation.
- Illuminated advertising sign.

Ref

* VLS1/R
* VLD2/R

Level

mm

T°

kW

0° +110°

V

1

590x350xh375 0°+110° 0,65 230/1N 50-60Hz

2

590x350xh480 0°+110° 0,65 230/1N 50-60Hz

499,00 EUR
639,00 EUR

2x GN1/1

GN1/1
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Coffee Filters

* -PCF-S2

315,00 EUR-

Coffee percolating machine - 1 group + 2 heating
plates
- Built in stainless steel. - Manual Filling. - Switch
works/stop. - Capacity: 12 cups in 6 minutes. NB: delivered with 2 carafes, capacity 1.8 liters.
mm : 205x360xh430 - kW : 2,4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -PCF-A2

485,00 EUR-

Percolator coffee - 1 group + 2 heating plates
- Connection with the water supply network. - Switch
works/stop. - Capacity: 12 cups in 6 minutes. NB: delivered with 2 carafes, capacity 1.8 liters.

* -PCH-2

102,00 EUR-

Heating plates for 2 carafes
- Built in stainless steel. - Each plate with ON/OFF switch.
NB: delivered without carafes.

mm : 205x360xh430 - kW : 2,4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

mm : 360x190xh60 - kW : 1,9 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

*-PTH-S1

399,00 EUR-

Coffee percolating machine- 1 group with thermos 2,5 Lit.
- Built in stainless steel. - Manual filling. - Switch on/off. NB: delivered with 1 thermos, capacity 2.5 liters.
mm : 205x360xh545 - kW : 2,2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

*-PTH-A1

555,00 EUR-

Coffee percolating machine - 1 group with thermos 2,5 Lit.
- Connection with the water channel. - Digital display of the temperature. - On/Off switch. NB: delivered witth 1 stainless steel
thermos, capacity 2.5 liters.
mm : 205x360xh545 - kW : 2,2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

* -BAC-75

545,00 EUR-

Warm water dispenser 7,5 Lit
- Built in stainless steel. - Connection with the
water channel or tank for manual filling in. - With
Tap. - Digital display of the temperature, on/off
switch. - Capacity: 18 liters/hour. - Reserve: 7,5
liters.

HOT WATER

mm : 225x410xh500 - kW : 2,2 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

ADVANTAGE
Blender designed to meet and exceed the requirements of modern bars, ideal to prepare milk-shakes, fruit and vegetable drinks.

Blenders

*-T1/B

- Powerful motor (450 W), fan-cooled, quiet operation. 1.5 liters Lexan jar, dishwasher-safe, marked in liters, UK
and US gallons. - Sealed lid with built-in measuring cup
allows for the addition of ingredients during the blending
process, fitted with safety microswitch. - 4 arms hardened
stainless steel blade assembly, easily removable.

Black
Line

239,00 EUR-

«Multipurpose» blender, 1.5 liters
- Turns/minute (18000 rpm).
mm : 213x200xh416 - kW : 0,45 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

*-T1/VB

265,00 EUR-

«Multipurpose» blender, 1.5 liters, variable speed
- Turns/minute (11000-18000 rpm).
mm : 213x200xh416 - kW : 0,45 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

FRUIT
AND
MILK
COCKTAILS
VARIABLE
SPEED

* -CPX-8L
Professional juice extractor, production 20 L/h

155

1 653,00 EUR-
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- Frame in stainless steel and «aluminium alloy». - disk and filter basket in stainless steel and nylon, all the parts in contact with the food are removable. easy cleaning. - Orifice 65 mm x 40 mm, pusher in PVC. - Grassbox waste (Ø180 mm, h=
270 mm). On/Off switch, microswitch security device.
mm : 350x260xh440 mm - kW : 0,4 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

ADVANTAGE
- Equipment for professional use, allows to prepare
any type of beverages made of fruits and vegetables
- Operates at low speed to keep all the organoleptic
properties of the products used.

* -CIOCAB
Hot drink dispenser

599,00 EUR-

- Heating through bain-marie, thermostat to keep the temperature
constant. - Structure in stainless steel, polycarbonate basin.
ø250xh500 - kW : 0,9 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Automatic orange juicer

MAX Ø80 MM

HOT
CHOCOLAT

MAX Ø85 MM
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290x360xh725

10/12

3 pcs

0,12

230/1N 50-60Hz

470x370xh735

20/25

4 Kg

0,3

230/1N 50-60Hz

460x620xh785

20/25

12 Kg

0,46

230/1N 50-60Hz

MAX Ø80 MM

-ASD/M-SS

4 999,00 EUR-

Automatic citrus press - self service - on cupboard
- Production: 20/25 oranges (maximum diameter 80 mm) per minute. Storage capacity: 12 Kg. - Possibility to adjust the height of the
glass/bottle holder. - On/Off controlled via the service tap.

AUTOMATIC

1 852,00 EUR
2 329,00 EUR
3 145,00 EUR
MAX Ø80 MM
AUTOMATIC
REFRIGERATED

mm : 580x750xh1620 - kW : 0,46 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

-ASD/M-FR
AUTOMATIC
SELF-SERVICE
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5 732,00 EUR-

Automatic citrus press - refrigerated - on cupboard
- Production: 20/25 oranges (maximum diameter 80 mm) per
minute. - Storage capacity: 12 Kg. - Refrigerated reserve of 7 L.
mm : 580x720xh1790 - kW : 0,61 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz
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- Loading ramp and recovery
tank supplied as standard. Pressure control. - Made of
«food» materials that do not
undergo any alteration in
contact with orange juice. Designed for easy maintenance,
exterior and interior. Automatic shutdown.

Coffee Bar - Tea Room

156

Coffee Grinders

* -TAURO-NEW/B

nce
Silent performa

287,

00 EUR-

Coffee grinder with portion unit
- Coffee storage bin capacity 1 kg. - Dosing 5 to
12 grams, grinder Ø 60 mm. - Duration of continuous use 30 min. - Protection level IP 21. NB:
acoustic level (80 dB).
mm : 180x310xh560 - kW : 0,3 - V : 230/1N 50Hz!

AUTOMATIC

* -AUTO-80/B

337,00 EUR-

«Automatic» coffee grinder with portion unit
- Coffee storage bin capacity 2 kg. - Dosing 5 to 12
grams, grinder Ø 60 mm. - Duration of continuous use
30 min. - Protection level IP 21.
Note: acoustic level (80 dB).

* -BEL-63/B

455,00 EUR-

«Automatic» coffee grinder with portion unit
- Anti-vibration frame, protection level IP 21. Coffee storage bin capacity 1.5 kg. - Dosing 5 to
12 grams, grinder Ø 65 mm. - Duration of continuous use 30 min. Note: Acoustic (63 dB).

mm : 210x355xh650 - kW : 0,36 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

mm : 270x460xh630 - kW : 0,5 - V : 230/1N 50Hz

Espresso Machines
-COMPACT/2E+DVA8

Included

2 032,00 EUR-

Automatic expresso coffee machine 2 groups
- Boiler in copper (12 liters), automatic filling. - Programming of the
coffee proportion. - Machine with built-in volumetric motorpump. Heat higher cup, steam tap and hot water. - Delivered with 2 units (2
cups) and 1 (1 cup) complete. - NB: Delivery with water softener 8
liter.
mm : 650x530xh430 - kW : 2,9 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Compact
Line

-COMPACT/2P+DVA8

ELECTRONIC
1 808,00 EUR-

Semi-automatic expresso coffee machine 2 gr
- Boiler in coppe (12 liters), automatic filling. - NB: Delivery with water
softener 8 liter.
mm : 650x530xh430 - kW : 2,9 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

Included
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Espresso Aroma

STAINLESS Included
STEEL
- Electronic machine with sensitive key and
automatic portioner «volumetric».- Group
type E61 3,6 kg, made of copper, thermal
guaranteed, direct pre-infusion room
(exclusive patent). - Copper boiler with heat
exchanger per group. - Machine with built-in
volumetric motorpump. - Heat higher cup. Stainless body.

ELECTRONIC
-AROMA/3ED-N+DVA12

3 346,00 EUR-

Expresso coffee machine 3 groups with display
- Boiler capacity 17,5 liters. - 2 steam taps, 1 hot water tap. - Delivered with
3 units (2 cups) and 1 (1 cup). - Supplied with water softener.
NB : delivered with water softener 12 liters.
mm : 967x580xh523 - kW : 4 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

ELECTRONIC

PLUS
Display: - Provided with a programmable microprocessor. - Programming of the coffee
proportion, for each group. - Automatic filling of the boiler. - Time management: actual
time and date. - Memorization of total brewed coffees. - Heat management of the
boiler, PID technology, digital control. - Warning liht in case of water lack in the boiler.
- Automatic proportioning of warm water. - Warning liht for maintenance management
and to regenerate the water-softener. - Automatic backflushing of the group...

Included

STAINLESS
STEEL

Npproeew
d ctt
-AROMA/1E-N+DVA8

1 878,00 EUR-

Expresso coffee machine 1 group
- Boiler capacity 6 liters. - 1steam tap, 1 hot water tap. Delivered with 1 unit (2 cups) and 1(1 cup) complete. - Supplied
with water softener. NB : delivered with water softener 8 liters.
mm : 523x580xh475 - kW : 2,9 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz

AMERICANO

STAINLESS
STEEL

130 mm

ELECTRONIC

-AM = Version American coffee prices unchanged

-AROMA/2ED-N+DVA8

Included

Npproeew
d ctt
2 642,00 EUR-

Espresso coffee machine 2 groups, with display
- Boiler capacity 11.5 liters. - 2 steam taps, 1 hot water tap. - Delivered
with 2 units (2 cups) and 1 (1 cup). - Supplied with water softener. NB :
delivered with water softener 8 liters.
mm : 677x580xh523 - kW : 3 - V : 230/1N 50-60Hz
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